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Introduction

Rationale for the topic
In 1942 Spanish settlers first arrived on the South American mainland, in an 
area known nowadays as a part of the southern United States, and the first stable 
Spanish-English interactions also occurred in these regions. Currently, with 
upwards of 35 million native speakers, Spanish is the de facto second linguistic 
system of the United States. It is also the first language of many regions, and thus 
the United States is on the verge of being the world’s fourth-largest Spanish-
speaking nation.

The fact that, apart from speaking Spanish and English, Mexicans residing in 
America typically exhibit a wide spectrum of language-contact phenomena, has 
led many observers, both locally and abroad, to postulate the rise of a new cre-
ation stemming from this sustained bilingual contact. Having been referred to 
by many expressions, the one name that is commonly recognised is Spanglish; a 
word whose very morphology connotes not only mixture, hybridity, but also, to 
the most cynical, illegitimate birth.

Yet, the above raises interesting questions: What exactly is Spanglish? Does it 
really exist? Can the thousands of speakers worldwide using the term with con-
viction, albeit with an extensive variety of connotations, describe a non-existent 
entity? Indeed, like the investigation of family values, democracy, and national 
security, the notion of Spanglish has become a deeply-rooted cultural concept. 
Being highly charged with emotion, it eludes a widely accepted definition. Taking 
into consideration the fact that neither the word itself nor the concept of a third 
language resulting from the head-on collision between English and Spanish is 
likely to disappear anytime soon, it is crucial that thoughtful empirical research 
complement the popular chaos embracing facets of mass hysteria, conspiracy 
theories, and media feeding turmoil, while attempting not efficiently to elucidate 
the actual linguistic situation of Hispanic bilinguals.

Abroad, the situation of the Spanish language in America is frequently 
entangled with anti-imperialistic political attitudes which assume as axiom-
atic that any linguistic system and culture incoming to the United States will 
be overwhelmed by Anglo-American values, and thus, denatured, deteriorated, 
contaminated, and eventually assimilated by the mainstream juggernaut. Yet, 
coming largely from the literacy circle as well as the political left, defenders of 
linguistic mixture and borrowings have expressed frustration in attempts to pre-
sent their views to mainstream educators, journalists or community leaders. 
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Although nearly every Spanish speaker in America and throughout the world, 
together with the majority of Anglo-Americans, identify the word Spanglish, 
there is a lack of consensus on its linguistic and social correlates. However, one 
shared thread which runs through most accounts of Spanglish may be identi-
fied: it is the idea that most Latinos in America, Puerto Rico and border areas 
of Mexico use this language rather than real Spanish. Indeed, a questionnaire 
of current statements will display the diversity of explanations, perspectives, 
and approaches regarding the linguistic behaviour of the world’s fourth-largest 
Spanishspeaking community.

To begin with, dictionary definitions, typically the most neutral, widely 
acknowledged, and carefully investigated, should be taken into consideration. 
Nonetheless, this first encounter yields dramatically inconsistent results. As 
stated in the Oxford English Dictionary (qtd in Gardner-Chloros 2009:23), 
Spanglish is “a type of Spanish contaminated by English words and forms of 
expression, spoken in Latin America”. On the other hand, a very generic and 
neutral definition is stated in the American Heritage Dictionary (qtd in Gabryś-
Barker 2007:66): “Spanish characterised by numerous borrowings from English”.

The term Spanglish, or, as it is referred to in Spanish language, Espanglish, 
appears to have been coined by Salvador Tío, a journalist from Puerto Rico, in a 
newspaper column first published in 1952. Being considered in Latin America 
as the inventor of this word, Tío was concerned about the deterioration of the 
Spanish language in Puerto Rico under the onslaught of English words. Hence, 
the journalist waged a campaign of both polemical and satirical articles over more 
than half a century1. In one of them, the author stated his position unashamedly 
by writing that he does not believe in Latin or bilingualism and, as he further 
adds, Latin is a dead language while bilingualism itself, two dead languages.

By uncritically citing unrealistic parody along with legitimate instances of 
borrowings and calquing, Tío contributed to the false opinion of a mongrel 
language hovering on the brink of complete unintelligibility. Nash (1970:223–
224) presents a somewhat contrary definition and a set of observations on 
Spanglish:

 1 As a point of fact, numerous examples given by Tío are legitimate borrowings from 
English, also in unassimilated form, which may be found in modern Puerto Rican 
speech. The majority of instances are connected to consumer products marketed in 
America or to aspects of popular youth culture. For further information see: Fishman 
(1968a).
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“In the metropolitan areas, where Hispanics play an influential role in the economic 
life of the island, there has arisen a hybrid variety of language, often given the slightly 
derogatory label of Spanglish, which coexists with less mixed forms of standard English 
and standard Spanish and has at least one of the characteristics of an autonomous 
language: a substantial number of native speakers. The emerging language retains the 
phonological, morphological, and syntactic structure of Spanish. However, much of its 
vocabulary is English-derived. That it is an autonomous language has been recognised 
not only by intellectuals, most of whom strongly disapprove of it […] but also by the 
New York School of Social Research, which has offered a course in Spanglish for doctors, 
nurses, and social workers.”

The author further provides clarification by stating that “Spanglish as defined 
here is neither language containing grammatical errors due to interference nor 
intentionally mixed language”2 (Nash 1970:225).

Grey and Woodrick (2005:145), in a survey of attitudes and inquiries about 
Spanish in America, initially define the term Spanglish innocently as “la mezcla 
del inglés y del español”3. The claim of the previous authors seems to be some-
what echoed by yet another researcher, Stavans (2003:6) a self-declared admirer 
and promoter of Spanglish. Certainly, the author’s extreme imitations and pro-
lific popular opinions on Spanglish have made him a lightning rod for polemic. 
As Stavans (2003:7) cogently argues, Spanglish is “a verbal encounter between 
Anglo and Hispano civilisations”.

Nonetheless, several analysts have challenged Stavans on the grounds of 
Spanglish view. González Echeverría (qtd in Riehl 2005:1950), a distinguished 
literary critic, adopts an anti-imperialistic stance and considers Spanglish to 
consist primarily of the use of anglicisms by Spanish speakers. The author points 
out negative implications of Spanglish by stating:

“Spanglish, the language made up of Spanish and English off the streets and introduced 
into talk shows and advertising campaigns represents a grave danger for Latino cul-
ture and the progress of Latinos in mainstream America. Those who tolerate and even 
promote [Spanglish] as a harmless mixture don’t realise that this is not a relationship 
of equality. The sad truth is that Spanglish is basically the language of poor Latinos, 
many of whom are illiterate in both languages. They incorporate English words and 
constructions into their daily speech because they lack the vocabulary and training in 
Spanish to adapt to the culture that surrounds them. Educated Latinos who use this 
language have other motives:  some are ashamed of their origins and try to blend in 

 2 A vast number of Nash’s examples present lexical borrowings found in situations of 
all bilingual integrations, although some of them have a relatively high number of 
anglicisms which are usually connected to either consumer products or popular cul-
ture. 3 The mixture of English and Spanish.
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with everyone else by using English words and literally translating English idioms. They 
think that this will make them part of the mainstream. Politically, however, Spanglish 
represents a capitulation; it stands for marginalisation, not liberation.”

This condemnation of Spanglish as a manifestation of defeat and submissiveness 
by Hispanic communities in the United States recalls Silva-Corvalán’s (1994:45) 
lament, in another commentary on Spanglish, wherein the author comments on 
the problem of some Latinos in America, who have not had the opportunity to 
learn either Spanish or English. Another observation, which apparently refers 
to regional and social dialects, youth slang, and language contact phenomena, 
is offered by Joaquim Ibarz (qtd in Soler 1999:278). According to the author, 
speaking half in Spanish, half in English, is not nonsensical if cultural mixture, 
migrations, and other circumstances that have brought these two languages 
together are taken into consideration.

In the same vein, Riehl (2005:1945) expresses a similar appraisal by cogently 
arguing that Spanglish has its own logic and a logically clarified origin. It has 
been suggested also by Riehl that Spanglish serves a clear communicative 
function, but this applies only in a situation when one of the speakers lacks a 
vocabulary item: “When in doubt, to eliminate any obstacle to communication, 
one reverts to the English version, understood by both interlocutors, and com-
munication takes place” (2005:1946). Thus, one may assume that the marginal 
status of Spanglish excludes Hispanics who do not understand English together 
with English speakers who do not understand Spanish. It is therefore restricted 
to minority speech communities.

In contrast to earlier findings, Brick, Challinor and Rosenblum (2011:5) pre-
sent a more positive analysis. The researchers highlight the undeniable cultural 
fusion resulting from the presence of the Hispanic culture in the United States. 
The authors (2011:6–7) continue by stating that:

“A fundamental aspect of this fusion is the mixture of English and Spanish, giving rise 
to a complex phenomenon known as Spanglish […]. The function of Spanglish is clearly 
communicative, and it arises when one dialog partner lacks vocabulary, thereby necessi-
tating the adaptation of known words to fit new ideas. For this reason it is considered a 
sign of linguistic creativity, which because of its informal nature cannot be academically 
standardised.”

Sergio Valdés Bernal and Nuria Gregori Tornada (qtd in Abalos 2007:240–246), 
both Cuban linguists, offer affirmation that Spanglish was used in 1898 only by 
Puerto Ricans in their New  York neighbourhoods. Nonetheless, Spanglish, as 
might be expected, appeared in Miami among the new generation of Cuban-
Americans. A  combination of Anglicised Spanish, Hispanised English, and 
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syntactic combinations is used unconsciously by children and adults. It seems 
apparent that for these scholars, Spanglish is mainly code-switching, although 
sometimes involving linguistic erosion and language loss.

Thus far, a fair amount of opinion has been presented in support of defining 
Spanglish as an entity that is not quite English, not quite Spanish, but some-
where in between, or the language spoken by an English-speaking person when 
attempting to speak Spanish3 (Burkitt 1991; Doughty and Long 2003; Ferguson 
1959). In a few cases (Beziers and Overbeke 1968; Bloomfield 1935; Grey and 
Woodrick 2005) Spanglish is referred to as English with interference from 
Spanish, a phenomenon described by Nash (1970:224) as Englañol. Finally, 
Maduro (1987:1) has declared succinctly that Spanglish is not a language at all as 
its use is stigmatised as a deformation of English and Spanish.

To add yet another angle to the views presented, Costa-Belén (qtd in Montes 
2003:34) observed that:

“Speakers of the non-defined mixture of Spanish and/or English are judged as ‘different’, 
or ‘sloppy’ speakers of Spanish and/or English, and are often labeled verbally deprived, 
alingual, or deficient bilinguals because supposedly they do not have the ability to speak 
either English or Spanish well.”

Given that, Milán (qtd in Montes 2003:35) specifically recommended that 
academics and scholars in Los Angeles refrain from using the designation 
Spanglish and instead operate with a neutral term such as Los Angeles City 
Spanish. Nevertheless, a more recent work by Zuniga and Ruben (2005:82) 
has demonstrated that the younger generation of Mexicans in Los Angeles and 
other cities of the United States are beginning to adopt the word Spanglish with 
pride, to refer explicitly to a creative style of bilingual communication which 
accomplishes significant cultural and conversational work.

More interestingly, Spanglish is also present in children’s literature, for 
example in a humorous didactic novel written by Montes (2003:45–47) in which 
a Puerto Rican girl is teased by her English-only peers. Drawing together literary, 

 3 In one case (Ager and Strang 2004:190–191) the term Spanglish refers simply to an ele-
mentary textbook. The book is written in the form of conversational Spanish presented 
in a bilingual en face format. Spanglish is defined by the authors as the combination of 
the words Spanish and English. Yet, Ager and Strang do not mention that the textbook 
contains either language mixing or interference. Still, the use of available cognates is 
encouraged throughout mixed-race culture. Thus, Spanglish is perceived as a hybrid 
language, an informal code.
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cultural, and political opinions, Morales (2002:3) adopts a politically-grounded 
stance, linking Spanglish with the notion that:

“Latinos are a mixed-race people […] there is a need for a way to say something more 
about this idea than the word ‘Latino’ expresses. So, for the moment, let’s consider a new 
term for the discussion of what this aspect of Latino means. Let us consider Spanglish. 
There is no better metaphor for what a mixed-race culture means than a hybrid language, 
an informal code; the same sort of linguistic construction that defines different classes 
in a society can also come to define something outside it, a social construction with dif-
ferent rules. Spanglish is what we speak, but it is also who we Latinos are, and how we 
act, and how we perceive the world. It’s also a way to avoid the sectarian nature of other 
labels that describe our condition, terms like Nuyorican, Chicano, Cuban American, 
Dominicanyork. It is an immediate declaration that translation is definition, that move-
ment is status quo.”

While acknowledging that many researchers, particularly from other Spanish-
speaking nations, perceive the notion of Spanglish as Spanish language under 
siege from an external invader, the vast majority of scholars continue to celebrate 
the emerging Hispanic language as an assertion of resistance and the creation 
of a powerful new identity. Hence, the remainder of Morales’s writings presents 
the Spanish-English interface in literary works, popular culture, and political 
discourse. It embodies the most eloquent manifesto of Spanglish as an origi-
nally derogatory designation having been co-opted by its former victims as a 
badge of pride and bravery. While it is hoped that all the negative connotations 
of the term Spanglish will eventually be lost, less flattering opinions still prevail 
forming the basis for the ongoing polemic that persists across all sections of the 
following research.

Aims and scope
The main purpose of the present study is to describe the two linguistic and 
cultural phenomena arising from mass emigration to Los Angeles. These phe-
nomena are: (1) Spanish-English bilingualism of the youngest Mexican migra-
tion, (2)  Spanglish, also known as mixed language code, that is gaining an 
increasing number of users in the area of Los Angeles. The sequence of the 
above-mentioned concepts is not accidental, as Spanglish is understood here as 
a bilingual phenomenon. Therefore, a valid condition of this code is the occur-
rence of a bilingual situation.

While living in a new country of residence, Mexican immigrants are subjected 
to immense influence from the English language which results in the formation 
of a specific dialect to consolidate the members of the immigrant group. Among 
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people living in this bilingual environment, the emergence of such a language 
mix as Spanglish seems almost inevitable:  young immigrants living in the 
English-speaking world are eager to use the new code, a mixture of Spanish and 
English words. In fact, this linguistic construct includes many words, phrases, 
and even syntactic constructions from English.

The choice of the subject and research scope of the following study was not 
accidental. The interest in Spanish-English bilingualism and Spanglish in gen-
eral is directly related to numerous Spanish courses and personal contact with 
many students from California University that has been established in 2013 in 
Los Angeles. The course of the present study was also affected by 5-year online 
communication with Spanish-speaking friends and their families as well as 
teaching, observing and experiencing specific linguistic and cultural processes 
in 2014–2016.

The main thesis of this academic research conducted within the Los Angeles 
immigrant diaspora is the existence of a correlation between Spanish-English 
bilingualism and Spanglish. Erroneously perceived in public opinion as a blocker 
of linguistic advancement and degraded Spanish, the Spanish-English mixture 
is actually a way to enhance the linguistic system. The present research there-
fore not only contests the use of such terms, but argues that bilingualism is a 
much more complex and adequate term as well as an analytic framework for the 
study of bilingual productions. Spanglish should be perceived as a form of bilin-
gualism; a hybrid that enriches the language.

Although these will be the primary objects of the analysis, also the contempo-
rary cultural studies focus will be investigated as it accepts the idea of text as cul-
tural practice. Throughout this project, then, the linguistic and identity ideologies 
in cultural productions created by Spanish-English bilingual immigrants will be 
analysed together with Spanglish definitions as degraded and border language 
which does not suffice the complexity of linguistic phenomena and ideologies 
that are at once conflictive and similar within Mexican communities and their 
US national setting. The analysis of the speakers’ development will also demon-
strate the necessity of including language within the list of factors that are used to 
examine Mexican-American identity creation, as Spanglish should be perceived 
as a form of bilingual identity.

The core knowledge that language is a cultural phenomenon, includes both 
systemic research (phonetics, morphology, semantics), as well as the cultural 
approach which forms the basis of language change and models of communi-
cation. The linguistic character of the present dissertation also includes sociocul-
tural arguments which are subordinated to the presented and analysed language 
material.
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The present study is divided into five chapters. The first chapter, titled 
Bilingualism, presents the underlying conceptual framework behind the research 
study. It foregrounds the study of bilingualism in order to present my central 
argument for the use of bilingual to describe Mexican-American linguistic 
productions and the identities they represent. This chapter brings together the 
various disciplines and fields of study that form the basis of the theoretical and 
methodological approach to the study of bilingualism from a sociolinguistic 
perspective. This introductory chapter also reviews the study of bilingualism 
organised by core inquiries of bilingualism research. Beginning with an over-
view of the complexity of defining the term bilingualism the conceptual terms 
used to identify and describe bilinguals are assessed. This leads to an outlining 
of the processes of bilingual development at the individual and community level, 
that is, when and how bilingualism develops, is enacted, and studied.

Following the establishment of bilingualism as the critical base for the concep-
tual framework, this chapter also asserts the importance of Linguistic Worldview 
and cultural studies in order to approach the often ignored but crucial relation-
ship between language and identity in cultural analysis. It is argued that bilin-
gualism must be incorporated into critical study of the representational work 
of Mexican-American cultural productions, which requires an intimate under-
standing of the ideologies at play in analysing relationships between language 
and identity, a focus all too often ignored by current scholarly trends in the study 
of historically multilingual individuals and communities.

Chapter 2 represents a survey of the most significant characteristics of bilin-
gual speech. Three core themes shall be analysed: interference, borrowing, and 
code-switching. These bilingual processes will be discussed on the basis of vivid 
examples either from literature or, as far as possible, from the author’s own expe-
rience with bilingual speakers.

The third chapter focuses mainly on development of the Spanglish phenom-
enon within the Mexican-American diaspora in Los Angeles. This section begins 
with a discussion of the definition and description of Spanglish and its speakers 
in order to address the linguistic assumptions and expectations directed at 
Mexican-Americans as heritage speakers of Spanglish. This is followed by a 
review of the linguistic features of Spanglish, its hybridity and the resultant cul-
tural ostracism as described by many authors. By asking how Mexican Americans 
choose to enact their identities as bilinguals, the social views on Spanglish are 
analysed to elucidate the multifarious quality of bilingual identity. A review of 
Spanglish contextualisation within American mass culture is addressed as well.

Chapter 4 analyses the historical panorama of Mexican immigration to the 
United States and its influence on ethnocultural identity formation in the area of 
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Los Angeles. The guiding question for this chapter, then, is where and how the 
Mexican immigrant diaspora is distributed in America. By applying the concep-
tual framework described in Chapter 1, the diversity of Mexican-American iden-
tity outcomes is highlighted by investigating the linguistic situation of Mexicans 
in Los Angeles. Focusing on the process of bilingual Mexican-American identity 
development within a group of 128 interviewees of Mexican origin, the diversity 
of bilingual identity outcomes is revealed. It is also argued that this diversity is 
prompted by, and not in spite of, shared linguistic and cultural contexts. The 
analysis of the speakers’ development demonstrates the necessity of including 
language within the list of factors that are used to examine Mexican-American 
identity formation.

The final chapter consists of data analysis on the Spanglish-speaking com-
munity in Los Angeles. It presents a review of the factors contributing to 
language choice and use at the community level, and how patterns of choice 
and use develop and maintain language from a speaker’s perspective. For bilin-
gual individuals and their communities, the choices available for use within and 
between languages enhance their linguistic repertoires and therefore increase 
the sophistication of their abilities to represent their identities. Each subsec-
tion employs different modes of expressing and being bilingual that reveal the 
unequivocal importance of language choice and use in the maintenance of 
Mexican- American identities. This chapter also includes the analysis of the 
immigrants’ speech characteristics.

The present dissertation is finalised with a summary in which generalisations 
and conclusions from the analysis of the linguistic and cultural situation 
of Mexican immigrants are presented. The final pages include an appendix 
containing the questionnaires which were used to determine the main linguistic 
characteristics of Spanglish.

Methodology and subjects
Studies that approach bilingualism and language contact are usually addressed 
by researchers from various fields of the humanities, such as history, ethnology, 
sociology, linguistics, literary science, political science, etc. Thus, given the 
fact that creating a uniform model, pattern, or even homogeneous research 
methodology may cause difficulties, not only an interdisciplinary approach to 
language-related research is necessary, but also the sociocultural background 
and psychological factors should be taken into account4.

 4 Compare: Weinreich (1953:4).
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What becomes immediately apparent upon considering the interdisciplinary 
nature of the phenomenon under consideration is that, through the use of 
Spanglish, speakers explore the social meaning and the use of linguistic system. 
Hence, the main and overarching method of my research is sociolinguistic 
methodology.

Sociolinguistics, which dates back to the 1960s, is a discipline that grows on 
the frontier of linguistics, sociology and other social sciences. Being the result 
of the mixture of research interests of linguists and sociologists, sociolinguistics 
perceives language in two ways: (1) as a social construct, i.e. a phenomenon in 
a social act; (2) as a means of communication and a way of interpreting reality5. 
The subject of social-linguistic research are all the factors of communication 
acts as well as the relationship between the linguistic and social acts. The basic 
questions associated with this discipline are:

 1) Who speaks?
 2) To whom?
 3) In what situation?
 4) Why?

Related to this body of research is the observation that each of these factors 
(sender, recipient, context, purpose of speech) may cause a change in the mes-
sage. The current study builds on a substantial body of educational research 
that frames the relatively young discipline of sociolinguistics (Bernstein 1971; 
Grabias 2003; Hymes 1972; Lubaś 1979 and many others).

In the empirical research work, techniques and methods were used that 
derived from social sciences, such as survey, interview and observation. In the 
years 2014–2016 two surveys were conducted. The aim of the first survey was 
to examine respondents’ understanding of the bilingualism phenomenon by 
assessing 15 different cases of bilingualism (see:  Appendix 1). Both bilingual 
and monolingual speakers participated in the survey for comparative purposes. 
The second questionnaire (see: Appendix 2) was directed exclusively at bilingual 
speakers and concerned only their linguistic and cultural situation. A  total of 
128 Mexican-American respondents residing in Los Angeles, the urban agglom-
eration with the largest concentration of Hispanic community, participated in 
the survey. The study included:  respondents’ personal data (gender, age, edu-
cation, etc.), closed questions/statements suggesting answers that are most 

 5 For further information see: Grabias (2003). 
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relevant in the respondents’ opinions, open questions/statements that required 
self-formulation of responses.

Six Mexican-American bilinguals who participated in the study took part 
in a number of sociological6 and unstructured interviews7, as well as two types 
of observations via Skype, namely participant8 and uncontrolled observation9. 
In a study of this type, the so-called informed consent refers to the consent of 
respondents to participate in the examination and use of information acquired 
in the research before the study began, after which they could participate in the 
study. In the following dissertation, only the first names of those participants 
were used, without any other data that could serve to identify the participants.

In the following research, linguistic tests were deliberately avoided assuming 
after Grosjean (2008:203) that this form of assessment is exclusively aimed at 
monolinguals as it does not take into account the different needs of bilinguals 
for both spoken languages and their societal functions. As for the social view 
of bilingualism (see: section 5.1 Social view of bilingualism and Spanglish), the 
self-assessment of respondents and the author’s own observations formed the 
basis of analysis. During numerous interviews, respondents expressed their 
opinions and judgments on the cultural and linguistic values of Spanglish in Los 
Angeles. A set of 51 questions answered by each of the respondents is presented 
in Appendix 3. In addition, Spanish-English speakers provided 65 texts, 
which record their conversations through the use of Facebook and Whatsapp 
applications. Both the participants of the study and their friends communicating 
with them agreed to the use the conversation extracts in the research. Samples of 
the text are presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

Due to the undeniable complexity of the phenomenon of bilingualism and 
its linguistic, social, psychological and cultural aspects, the present study also 
includes approaches from cultural linguistics and psycholinguistics (with par-
ticular emphasis on bilingualism). Within this broader body of scholarship, 
cultural linguists, such as von Humboldt, Sapir, Whorf, Weisberger, and many 

 6 The sociological interview is open, voluntary and usually individual (Kurcz 2005:19).
 7 Unstructured interviews are flexible since the conversation is not constrained by fixed 

questions. Thus, more valid information is generated, especially if the respondent can 
see that their input is valued. It also allows for probing of deeper meanings (Kurcz 
2005:19).

 8 Participant observation refers to the method in which the observer himself participates 
in the group activities (Kurcz 2005:20).

 9 Uncontrolled observation is conducted in a natural setting without the influence of 
external or any control tools (Kurcz 2005:19).
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cognitivists have recognised the multiple resources and contributions of the rela-
tionship between language and its users (social group), their way of thinking and 
culture. Building on those pioneering studies, Anusiewicz (1999:10) explains 
that cultural linguistics is a study of the relationship between language and cul-
ture. Language is considered as its condition, constituent, reservoir, transmission 
belt, and interpreter containing the most essential content of culture. The basic 
task of cultural linguistics is to study a four-part relation: language – culture – 
human (society) – reality.

Nonetheless, it is also important to note that psycholinguistics, which 
explores the psychological processes allowing people to acquire language and 
use it, extends the research perspectives by also implementing bilingual studies. 
Researchers who have been dealing with the psychological aspect of bilingualism 
for years include, among others, Grosjean (1982, 1989, 2008) and Kurcz (2005). 
However, it has to be pointed out clearly that psycholinguistic theory serves only 
as a comparative background in the present research to investigate the linguistic 
and sociocultural aspects of bilingualism.

The theories and theoretical overview of bilingualism and Spanglish are re-
flected in the collected material. In order to provide comprehensive investiga-
tion, the study was also accompanied by a careful observation of the discussion 
forums of the most popular Spanglish portals in Los Angeles, including:

 1) http://www.biculturalfamilia.com
 2) http://www.english-spanish-translator.org
 3) http://www.english-spanish-translator.org/english-language-topics/1497-

slang-vsspanglish-2.html

http://www.biculturalfamilia.com
http://www.english-spanish-translator.org
http://www.english-spanish-translator.org/english-language-topics/1497-slang-vsspanglish-2.html
http://www.english-spanish-translator.org/english-language-topics/1497-slang-vsspanglish-2.html


Chapter 1 Bilingualism

Introduction
Studies into the scope of bilingualism followed the path of historical analysis 
of this phenomenon. Investigations conducted by many researchers revealed 
that, in all probability, no language group has ever existed in isolation from 
other language communities. What is more, linguistic history is replete with 
instances of interethnic or international cooperation leading to some forms of 
bilingualism.

A surge in the field of language contact studies has led to yet another inter-
esting observation; namely, no precise statistics exist concerning the number 
and distribution of speakers of two or more languages throughout the nations of 
the world. While almost all contemporary encyclopaedias together with survey 
books list the main languages of the world, the number of people speaking them, 
and the places where they are spoken, there are no comparable figures on the use 
of two or more languages. The aforementioned issue may be partly accounted 
for by the fact that there is no widely accepted definition of the concept of bilin-
gualism. As will be presented in the present chapter, the term has often been 
paired with such modifiers as early and late, receptive and productive, fluent and 
nonfluent, balanced, functional, and many others, since there is no universal def-
inition of this linguistic phenomenon.

Yet, to the inquisitive researcher, bilingualism offers a fascinating and a varied 
set of patterns, as a group of people may become bilingual for a number of dif-
ferent reasons. Among these is the movement of the group due to a variety of 
factors, such as military, economic, educational, political, religious or a natural 
catastrophe; when the exiles make contact with speakers of a different language 
who already live in the area of migration, bilingualism develops. Indeed, what-
ever may be the reason for relocation, migration is one of the most important 
factors in the establishment of a bilingual community.

Furthering, trade and commerce are also central for bilingualism, even when 
they are not directly linked to the mass movement of people. Traders and business 
people who travel to areas where another language is spoken often become fluent 
in a lingua franca as well as their native language.

Another factor aiding the process of development of bilingualism is nation-
alism and political federalism. Even though it is only since the 19th century 
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that linguistic and national identity have been conjoined, nationalism has had 
a great impact on the spread of national languages and hence on the degree 
of bilingualism in many countries. In his book, Fishman (1972:24) quotes a 
number of scholars who defend the idea of a national language for each nation. 
Among these is Davies (2003:100), who states that, “a people without a language 
of its own is only half of a nation. A  nation should guard its language more 
than its territories – ‘tis a surer barrier, a more important frontier than fortress 
or river”. This nationalistic attitude towards language often leads to the spread 
of a national language in preference to regional languages, and this, in turn, 
may be a source of bilingualism if some inhabitants speak a native language 
as well as the national language. It may also have the opposite effect, reducing 
bilingualism if regional languages are discouraged (i.e. Welsh and other Celtic 
languages in Britain).

Moreover, in the border areas between two language groups, such as between 
Spanish speaking Mexico and English-speaking America, economic and com-
mercial factors have led many people to use both languages on a regular basis. 
Bilingualism, hence, is present in specific areas of some countries where lin-
guistic minorities are concentrated.

Interestingly, the phenomenon of bilingualism does not arouse wonder and 
is now widely accepted. In fact, for many years positive attitudes and increasing 
popularity of the phenomenon of bi- and multilingualism have been observed in 
the American society. The problem that undoubtedly exists, however, concerns 
an attempt to define the phenomenon in question. It is surprising that at a time 
when the command of at least two languages is extremely important and useful, 
when the knowledge of foreign languages may determine one’s success in life 
and at work, bilingualism is still a phenomenon that has received relatively little 
scientific attention over the years10. Perhaps, the most persistent questions con-
cerning bilingualism are as follows:

 1) What is bilingualism and who is a bilingual speaker?
 2) How does a bilingual person function in their social environment?
 3) How does an individual become bilingual?
 4) How is the transition from monolingualism to bilingualism made?
 5) At what point does a speaker become bilingual?
 6) How does the brain of a bilingual speaker operate?

 10 See: Myers-Scotton (2006); Mikułowski-Pomorski (1999).  
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 7) What is the status of both languages?
 8) When and where are the languages used?

Questions arise, yet, there are no satisfactory answers. It should be clearly noted 
that the enquiries connected with the issue of bilingualism are related to var-
ious scientific fields. Grimes (2000:51) is one of the first authors who stipulated 
that the phenomenon of bilingualism cannot be tested only within the field of 
linguistics; in order to thoroughly examine this phenomenon, other scientific 
methods, beyond linguistics, should be applied.

Indeed, bilingualism is a cultural-linguistic phenomenon, which now 
occupies the researchers of different disciplines, including linguistics, sociology, 
psychology, political science, cultural studies, and glottodidactics. Each of these 
fields uses different methodologies in their studies, interprets the phenom-
enon in various ways and presents multiple definitions. In fact, it is very diffi-
cult to clearly define the concept of bilingualism. A more fundamental problem 
is to create a universal formula that would be consistent with the ideas of all 
the researchers and fully describe a phenomenon that is interdisciplinary, and 
which cannot be tested without developing a methodology combining different 
research perspectives.

1.1  First/primary language – second/other language
While the majority of academic research on bilingual speech has been conducted 
on the assumption of the existence of two different language systems, Lipińska’s 
(2003:9) position as a researcher and an educator is woven into the linguistic 
analysis of three pairs of terms referring to bilingualism: (1) mother tongue – for-
eign language, (2) first language – second language, (3) source language – target 
language. Many scientists consider terms mother – first – source as being equal, 
whereas foreign – second – target denote either different ways or diverse stages 
of mastering the language. As Lipińska cogently argues, in comparison to other 
languages, mother language is rarely examined and discussed in the linguistic lit-
erature. In fact, the terms that appear in dictionaries and encyclopaedias do not 
fully capture the essence of this issue. By citing and discussing current comments 
on mother tongue made by other researchers (Vieytez and Javier 2001; Wei 2000), 
it may be contended that mother tongue is the first language known and experi-
enced by an individual, which they use to communicate with their environment. 
It plays a significant role in exploring the world and in shaping their personality; 
causing the individual to identify with it and usually to think, dream, hope and 
pray in this language in adulthood.
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In addition, Lipińska (2003:43) indicates two criteria which must be taken 
into account in defining the notion of the mother tongue; namely, the criterion of 
origin and internal identification. According to the author, the former condition 
is connected to the language(s) first acquired by the speaker. The latter refers to 
the language(s) perceived by an individual as the most significant for his/her 
ethnic identification.

Baker (2006:40–58) believes, however, that when defining the phenomenon 
of bilingualism, the term mother tongue should not be used. By pointing to the 
differences between the state/political nation such as the USA and cultural nation 
such as Italy or Poland, the author argues that the notion of native language and 
the American definition of mother tongue should not be compared. A similar 
line of thought runs through Grimes’s (2000:12) writing, in which she explicitly 
considers the latter as an ideologically driven notion which maintains a clear 
relationship with the homeland, not the mother. The countries of Latin America 
as well as Poland are culturally determined nations where language and national 
identity are not equal to nationality. Given these binary tendencies, it is more 
adequate to use the notion of primary language instead of mother language. 
Indeed, in a considerable amount of research, great care has been taken to avoid 
mention of the latter term since, in many cases, it is irrelevant to consider a 
mother tongue in the widely accepted layman’s understanding of the concept. 
To many, it often means the language which is best known; the one assumed to 
be the first learnt. Nonetheless, if one looks at the early infant bilingual there 
may have been more than one language from the outset so that neither is best 
known, whereas in other cases the language first learnt may, through force of 
circumstances, not be the one that the person is most proficient in later in life11. 
The primary language is the language that a child utilises better, like (or almost 
like) a native speaker, regardless of whether he/she considers or will consider 
this language as native language or not. By the same token, the second language 
is the language that the user actually masters (acquires/learns), also regardless 
of whether the speaker regards or will consider it as their mother tongue or not 
(Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:30–31).

Nonetheless, Lipińska (2003:44) makes a distinction and presents differences 
between the concepts of foreign and second languages. According to the author, 
the former is learnt at school or during courses while the latter is acquired in a 
natural environment. On this basis, the term bilingualism can be distinguished 

 11 For an illustration of the potential confusion around the concept and usage of the term 
mother tongue, see: Skutnabb-Kangas (2012). 
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from the concept of knowledge of a foreign language. Furthermore, target 
language may be perceived as equal to either foreign or second language. The 
mastering of this language is sought after without specifying any methods of its 
activation.

Analogous to Lipińska’s research, Grimes (2000:27–28) provides a descriptive 
account of yet another type of bilingualism named artificial bilingualisms. As the 
name suggests, it emerges in artificial conditions, for instance at school or during 
language courses. This particular category of bilingualism does not distinguish 
between second and foreign language. Moreover, the manner of language acti-
vation allows for another distinction; namely:  natural bilingualism  – artificial 
bilingualism (for details see: section 1.3 Natural versus school bilingualism). It is 
not surprising, therefore, that knowledge of a foreign language can also provide 
some kind of bilingualism. What is also worth mentioning is the fact that natural 
conditions do not guarantee full mastery of a second language. Baker (2006:59), 
Grimes (2000:29) and Fishman (1972:53) echo this comment by pointing out 
that a person learning a foreign language in artificial conditions may acquire 
higher language skills than another person learning in natural circumstances. In 
fact, this view applies in particular to young people and adults who are learning a 
second language, where not only the desire to master another language, but also 
the attitude towards the new language system play an important role.

As stated by Skutnabb-Kangas (2012:127), the concept of bilingualism should 
be extended to reconcile its various stages, functions and forms. Thus, while 
examining the phenomenon the most appropriate terms are as follows: first/pri-
mary language (symbolised by L1) and second/other language (expressed by 
the symbol L2).

1.2  The scholarly concept of bilingualism
The iconic location of bilinguals as well as their articulation into commodity cul-
ture is an inescapable affirmation of the escalating centrality of bilingualism to 
many cultures. Indeed, being bilingual is as much a topic of a heated debate as it 
has ever been in the period since the end of World War II, as globalisation and 
migration along with expanded and rapid circulation of information, keep the 
notion at the forefront of both scholarly and social debate.

It is no easy task to begin any dispute on bilingualism by presenting a gen-
erally accepted definition of the linguistic phenomenon without meeting with 
some sort of criticism. Indeed, the multitude of formal descriptions of bilin-
gualism as a concept, coupled with the numerous disciplines investigating it, 
indicate that it has open-ended semantics.
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Still, an important insight emerging from the data collected is that those lay-
ered constructions present challenges for achieving a real sense of progress as the 
list of explanations extends. Bloomfield (qtd in Safont Jordà 2006:156) adds that:

“In […] cases where […] perfect foreign language learning is not accompanied by loss 
of the native language, it results in bilingualism, native-like control of the two languages. 
After early childhood few people have enough muscular and nervous freedom or 
enough opportunity and leisure to reach perfection in a foreign language; yet bilin-
gualism of this kind is commoner than one might suppose, both in cases like those of 
our immigrants and as a result of travel, foreign study, or similar association. Of course 
one cannot define a degree of perfection at which a good foreign speaker becomes a 
bilingual: the distinction is relative.”

The above illustrates a contradiction between the first sentence, with reference 
to nativelike control of two languages, and the final statement, in which relative 
degree of ability is acknowledged by the author. Similarly, more inadequacies 
immediately become apparent in the writings of yet other two major specialists 
in this branch of linguistics, who attempted to provide many definitions of bilin-
gualism and raised many questions. Weinreich (qtd in Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:21), 
for instance, states:

“The practice of alternatively using two languages will be called here BILINGUALISM, 
and the persons involved BILINGUAL. Unless otherwise specified, all remarks about 
bilingualism apply as well to the multilingualism, the practice of using alternately three 
or more languages”.

The statement is parallel to that of Mackey (2003:51) who endorses the view that:

“It seems obvious that if we are to study the phenomenon of bilingualism we are forced 
to consider it as something entirely relative. We must moreover include the use not only 
of two languages, but of any number of languages. We shall therefore consider bilin-
gualism as the alternate use of two or more languages.”

Additionally, another different, nonetheless not unique, example of a definition 
provides a contrast to the above. It refers to contiguous unilingual communities 
who are not necessarily bilingual speakers. As the psycholinguists note, “bilin-
gualism is the condition in which two living languages exist side by side in a 
country, each spoken by one national group, representing a fairly large propor-
tion of the people” (García and Beardsmore 2009:35).

What the above examples demonstrate is the potential confusion that may 
be provoked by inadequate definitions. Nevertheless, being not only the foun-
dation of polemics and passion, but also the origin of extensive comment and 
enquiry, the notion of bilingualism is deeply-ingrained in the specialists’ and 
laymen’s mindset. Indeed, to some extent this linguistic concept is perceived 
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in the same class as the elusive yet so familiar notion of the word; despite the 
fact that it is well-established knowledge what a word is, still no-one can give 
a satisfactory, all-encompassing definition. In fact, in their studies, numerous 
researchers have employed the word as their basis for analysis; building up and 
understanding explanation of language on foundations more agreeable to defin-
able study, and, in a way, this is a situation similar to the problems of addressing 
bilingualism. Although it is common knowledge what a word is, it is often inad-
equately defined; likewise, most people have an opinion as to what bilingualism 
is, although individual interpretations may differ considerably.

A pragmatic search in the natural sciences is beset with analogous difficulties 
of precision in defining bilingualism. Nonetheless, this has in no way prevented 
academics from conducting investigations, creating theories, and debating both 
certain and elusive phenomena. Thus, treating the concept of bilingualism in the 
same manner is perfectly feasible while taking into consideration the fact that 
the field of examination is evident but not as precise as one might wish.

One argument that clarifies the difficulties in defining the field of bilingualism 
is the multidisciplinary nature of the aspects involved. In fact, the platform on 
which this phenomenon stands, that of the various disciplines, serves as the basis 
for analysis from linguistic, psychological, sociological and pedagogical points 
of view (Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:22). As Skutnabb-Kangas (2012:140) explains, by 
approaching bilingualism from particular vantage points, numerous disciplines 
lead at times to an appearance of confusion. Nonetheless, the term itself covers 
a diverse set of notions.

The data on bilingualism support a valid argument for understanding the sig-
nificance of yet another area of great difficulty which lies within the field of lin-
guistics. To put it succinctly, the problem in embracing bilingualism is caused 
by the broad-spectrum state of flux in which linguistic philosophy finds itself. 
The majority of present and widely accepted concepts attempt to contend with 
the issue of understanding the functioning of a single language in the speaker’s 
mind, taking structure as a prime end in itself, and minimising the importance of 
language use (Grimes 2000:59), although there are, of course, scholars with wider 
ranging ambitions. Be that as it may, the presence of at least two languages within 
one and the same speaker must be accounted for by the concept of bilingualism. 
The research would also suggest that (1) the ability in these two languages may 
or may not be equal, and (2) the way the two or more languages are used is of 
upmost prominence. Hence, a theoretical attitude towards bilingualism must of 
necessity have an extensive and more comprehensive vision of speech behaviour 
than the one that concentrates specifically and solely on construction (García 
and Beardsmore 2009:36).
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Much of the very reputable research conducted by linguists into the purely 
structural aspects of the bilingual phenomena has resulted in a greater aware-
ness of either bilingual speech or specific features in a bilingual’s performance. 
Still, as Grosjean (1982:3) vigorously argues, this has not necessarily led to any 
clear consciousness of the fundamental difference between bilingualism and 
unilingualism, if it exists12.

As indicated above, the concept of bilingualism is not restricted to situations 
where only two languages are used; on the contrary, it frequently serves as a 
shorthand form for embracing cases of either multi- or plurilingualism13. There 
is no evidence suggesting differences between the central principles affecting 
language usage whether two, three or more languages are involved in the speech 
of one and the same speaker. In fact, the major enquiry is as follows: do they 
differ significantly from cases where only one linguistic system is used?

Rather than attempting to provide a definition of bilingualism, which in the 
present state of knowledge about language in general is likely to be insufficient, a 
fair number of linguists favour to operate within the framework of a typology of 
bilingualism which permits a clear demarcation of the particular area of exami-
nation within a wider field. Typologies, as descriptive labels, have the advantage 
of allowing the scholars to work within a clear frame of reference adapted to 
the immediate need and avoid the hazards of over-generalisation to cases that 
cannot easily be limited.

1.3  Typology of bilingualism
Of central importance to bilingualism is the understanding that there are a 
number of elements that account for the complexity of this phenomenon. Hence, 
the main step of linguistic research, particularly sociolinguistic and language 
contact studies, is to classify bilinguals into different categories according to lin-
guistic, cognitive, developmental, and social dimensions. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing sections attempts shall be made to recognise various types of bilinguals 

 12 For a broad critical discussion see: Fishman (2000). 
 13 Plurilingualism is defined as the attempt to use one’s linguistic knowledge and abilities 

in communication with others in numerous situations. Furthermore, pluriligualism 
does not involve a perfect command of several language systems, but the ability to 
efficiently function within a multinational as well as multicultural society thanks to 
the sensitivity to linguistic as well as cultural similarities and differences. For further 
information see: Myers-Scotton (2006). 
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along with their main characteristics in order to obtain and apply an appropriate 
and precise methodology for the further research.

Societal versus individual bilingualism. One of the most important distinctions 
to be made as the basis of any discussion in this field is that between societal 
and individual bilingualism, an area extensively studied by Hoffmann (1991:3) 
and Baker (2006:62). According to the authors, the difference between these two 
types of bilingualism is strictly connected to the extent of occurrence. Given 
that, bilingualism can be treated as a property of a speaker who typically forms 
larger social groups, hence bilingualism becomes the asset of the linguistic com-
munity. Attempts have already been made by Hamers and Blanc (2000:30) to 
classify the two types of bilingualism as bilingualism, the term referring to soci-
etal bilingualism, and bilinguality, which is connected to individual bilingualism. 
As Romaine (1995:23) emphasises, since there are too many points of conver-
gence concerning these two types of bilingualism, a clear division is almost 
impossible. This is especially evident when microlinguistic case studies of how 
a person becomes bilingual are examined. The external factors that significantly 
affect the process of becoming and being bilingual cannot be ignored; bilinguals 
and monolinguals form and belong to bilingual communities, which, in turn, 
cannot exist without bilingual speakers.

The point where societal or group bilingualism studies diverge most from the 
investigation of individual bilingualism is in the cases where one is examining 
multilingual federations, societies or nations whose major component elements 
consist of unilingual individuals living in close proximity. Such multilingual states 
as Belgium, Switzerland or Canada are clear illustrations of societal bilingualism 
based on the principle of territorial unilingualism (Mackey 2003:54) where the 
majority of the inhabitants are monoglots; though a less obvious example are 
those situations where isolated groups of individuals do not speak the language 
of the majority in a given area, as it is often the case with immigrants.

By the same token, the degree of either bi- or multilingualism in individual 
countries varies considerably as indicated by Ardila (2007:6). Papua New Guinea 
is an extreme example of societal bilingualism:  in this country, approximately 
5 million people speak 820 different languages. Yet, even in multilingual socie-
ties of this nature, there are usually large numbers of individual bilinguals who 
function as linguistic mediators between the different groups present. It is these 
intermediaries who represent the connection between societal and individual 
bilingualism.

Moreover, two very valuable and highly refined forms of societal bilingualism 
have been described by Skowron-Nalborczyk (2003:40) who distinguishes 
between official bilingualism, present in countries authoritatively recognising the 
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existence of two or more languages (e.g. Switzerland), and actual bilingualism 
(the already-mentioned Papua New Guinea). The author lists the historical and 
contemporary social reasons for bilingualism, such as military conquest, occupa-
tion, border change, federations, colonialism and neocolonialism, international 
migrations, state borders, the remains of settlements (so-called language islands) 
and internationalisation (2003:41). The study of social bilingualism may also be 
related not only to the existence and functioning of bilingual social communi-
ties, but also to the cultural and linguistic relations between different groups 
interacting with each other. Thus, the data mentioned present a valid argument 
for understanding the importance of examining bilingualism from a sociolin-
guistic perspective.

Turning to the notion of individual bilingualism, it can be noted that it is 
occasionally used in reference to an individual speaker, who knows and uses 
more than one linguistic code. Skutnabb-Kangas’s (1981:75) list of bilingual 
types includes:

 1) People who decided to become elite bilinguals14; this group includes speakers 
who choose to assimilate into a second/other language in order to improve 
their job or educational prospects abroad. This type of bilingualism is 
voluntary.

 2) Those who learn a foreign language at school. These are speakers living in an 
environment where their first/primary language is usually used and it has a 
high social status. The second/other language is, however, usually mandatory 
in the educational process.

 3) Speakers born in bilingual families or in multilingual countries. For them, 
bilingualism represents the norm of living.

 4) People who have become bilingual as a result of their social, economic or 
political situation. In this case, it is the external factors and social pres-
sure which force them to be bilingual. This group is represented mainly by 
immigrants who have become bilingual as a result of the migration process.

The debate over the critical determinants of the nature of individual bilin-
gualism has long been developed around seven factors: linguistic competence, 
cognitive organisation, age, language acquisition, L2 community presence 
in the habitat, sociocultural status and cultural identity (Hamers and Blanc 

 14 Skutnabb-Kangas (1981:76) in opposition to elite bilinguals introduces the term folk 
bilinguals, referring to people who have been forced to assimilate the second language. 
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2000:31). However, Bee Chin and Wigglesworth (2007:18) contradict the evi-
dence put forward to support this view by narrowing this down to five main 
issues:  the degree of linguistic competence, context, age, domain and social 
belonging. As the foregoing analysis of the authors indicates, social identity, 
attitudes towards society or social groups, demographic factors and the organi-
sation of two languages in the speaker’s mind all play prominent roles in indi-
vidual bilingualism processes. In fact, these variables form the basis of inquiry 
on bilingualism. Still, in the course of research, other new factors may appear 
which, when taken into consideration, could lead to further typological classes 
of bilingualism.

Since there is no single agreed-upon definition of bilingualism, it is best 
regarded as occurring as a continuum. At one end of the continuum is a mono-
lingual speaker, while at the other there is an individual who has acquired 
both languages in naturalistic contexts in childhood and who is best described 
as speaking L1 and L2 with equal and native-like fluency. This continuum 
between monolingualism and bilingualism means that between the extreme 
monolingualism and full bilingualism there are different forms of bilingual 
speech (Fig. 1). Such ambi- or equilingualism is considered theoretically ideal 
(Hoffmann 1991:4; Weinreich 1953:6), but to be rare in practice (Skutnabb-
Kangas 1981:77).

Some of the significant types of bilingualism, which commonly appear in the 
bilingual literature, are summarised in Tab. 1 below.

The array of data that come directly from the research discussed in the pre-
vious section prove the notion of bilingualism to be relatively easy to identify, 
yet almost impossible to capture in semantic compartments. Hence, many con-
temporary researchers conclude that research into bilingualism should proceed 
with the emphasis on the description of this phenomenon, not its definition, 

Monolingualism                                                                                   Balanced bilingualism 

Various forms of bilingualism

Fig. 1: Monolingualism-bilingualism continuum (own elaboration based on Błasiak-
Tytuła 2011:36)
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since the scholars’ goal “is not necessarily to define this term, but to unpack all 
that comes with it […]”15 (Altarriba and Heredia 2008:4).

The factors that are involved in the process of becoming and being a bilingual 
person tend to be more significant than the very definition. These include social, 
cultural, cognitive, psychological and linguistic aspects, which allow better 
ability to acquire and use two different languages. Specifically, the most impor-
tant criteria used to distinguish different types of bilingualism are as follows 
(Moradi 2014:120):

 1) Competence:
Balanced bilingualism: competence L1 = competence L2 Dominant bilin-
gualism: competence L1 < or > competence L2

 2) Situational context of second/other language acquisition:
Natural bilingualism: L1 + L2 acquired and used in natural conditions 
Artificial bilingualism: L1  – natural conditions, L2  – artificial conditions 
(e.g. school, language courses)

 3) Language – thinking relation:
Subordinate bilingualism: word L1 = meaning L2 § word L2 = meaning L2
Compound bilingualism: word L1 and word L2 = meaning 4) 4) Age:
Early bilingualism: L1 + L2 acquired from early childhood
Late bilingualism: L1 early childhood, L2 late childhood, adolescence or 
maturity 5) 5) Development of bilingualism:
Additive bilingualism: full and harmonious development of L1 and L2
Subtractive bilingualism: L1/L2 enrichment with loss of L1/L2 competence

The main characteristics of the various types of bilingualism and its multidimen-
sionality will be the major area of investigation in the following sections.

Balanced versus dominant bilingualism. The multitude of data coming directly 
from the contemporary experience of bilinguals together with studies on immi-
gration trace the attempts to accurately classify bilinguals by the degree of flu-
ency and competence in the languages spoken; their level of competence is 
investigated from maximalist and minimalist viewpoints. Bloomfield (1935:56) 
and Lipińska (2003:45) depict the characteristics of balanced bilingualism16 
alternatively called equilingualism, perfect, real, symmetrical bilingualism or 
ambilingualism. This type of bilingual speech occurs when a speaker’s mastery 
of two languages is roughly equivalent and where this ability may match that of 

 15 Compare: Bee Chin and Wigglesworth (2007:20). 
 16 Compare: Beardsmore (1986:90); Baker (2006:69). 
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(continued on next page)

Tab. 1: Typology of bilingualism (own elaboration based on: Moradi 2014:110–111)

Typology Point of focus 
(Dimension)

Characteristics 
of SLA

Possible outcomes Related issues 
and educational 
implications

Balanced Relationship 
between 
proficiencies in 
two languages

Differences; 
related to age 
factor

Differences in 
proficiencies in L1 
and L2, achieving 
equal level of 
proficiency in L2 
with L1 (balanced); 
L2 proficiency 
varies but not the 
same as L1
(dominant)

Conceptualising 
and assessing 
one’s language 
proficiency; 
Cummins’s 
threshold 
hypothesis and 
interdependent 
hypothesis; 
semilingualism

Dominant
(Lambert & 
Peal
1962)

Compound 
Coordinate

Organisation of 
linguistic codes 
and meaning
unit(s)

 Functional 
differences; 
differences in 
form, meaning 
mapping

Differences 
in semantic 
representation 
and information 
processing for L1 
and L2

Difficulties with 
operationalising 
distinctions 
and testing 
differences

Subordinate
(Weinreich
1953)

Early Age of 
acquisition

Maturational Attainment of L2 Neurolinguistic 

Simultaneous differences; 
schooling 
differences

proficiency 
varies by age of 
acquisition; L1 
proficiency is not 
addressed

differences; 
critical period 
hypothesis

Sequential
Late (Spolsky
1984)

Incipient
Receptive
Productive

Functional 
ability

Functional and 
motivational 
differences

Different 
proficiencies in L1 
and L2 in different 
domains

Additive
Subtractive
(Lambert and
Peal 1962)

Effects of L2 
learning on the 
retention of L1

L2 enrichment 
with or without 
loss of L1; status 
of a language in 
a given context

L2 as enrichment 
without loss of 
L1 (additive); L1 
is replaced by L2 
(subtractive)

Social status 
of individual 
groups and the 
social value of 
their L1 greatly 
influences the 
retention of 
L1 support for 
literacy in L1 
and L2 literacy 
development
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Tab. 1: (continued)

monoglot speakers of the respective languages if looked at in broad terms of ref-
erence17. Nonetheless, even in these cases the concept of balanced bilingualism 
should be treated with circumspection for, as stated by Fishman (1972:50),

“[…] bilinguals who are equally fluent in both languages (as measured by their facility and 
correctness overall) are rarely equally fluent in both languages about ‘all possible topics’; this 
phenomenon is invariably a of the fact that the societal allocation of function is normally 
imbalanced and in complementary distribution rather than redundant.”

Moreover, Hoffmann (1991:21) has shown how rare balanced bilingualism 
is once one looks beyond surface, impressionistic evaluations of ability in 
two languages, and that tension, fatigue, and emotional distresses will cause a 
hidden imbalance which might well be masked by good pronunciation and ap-
parent accuracy under usual circumstances. Most frequently, however, bilingual 
speakers are more proficient and competent in one of the two languages. The 
difference relates to, among other things, lexical factors; vocabulary from dif-
ferent aspects of an individual’s life has different dimensions in the respective 

Typology Point of focus 
(Dimension)

Characteristics 
of SLA

Possible outcomes Related issues 
and educational 
implications

Elite
Folk (Fishman
1972)
Circumstantial
Elective 
(Valdes
2001)

Language status 
and learning 
environment; 
literacy support 
of first language

Differences in 
language status 
and value of 
bilinguals

No or little 
additive value of 
first language as a 
language minority 
status (folk); 
additive value of 
second language 
(elite)

Support for 
literacy in L1 
and L2 literacy 
development

Bicultural L1 Cultural 
identity

Differences in 
acculturation 
process

Cultural identity 
shaped by 
two cultures 
(bicultural); 
identity in one 
culture; loss of first 
language culture

High bilingual 
competence does 
not necessarily 
coincide with 
dual identity

Monocultural
L2
Accultural
Deculturated
(Altariba, 
Heredia 2008)

 17 Compare:  Fishman (1968b:142); Beardsmore (1986:91); Wei (2000:455); Davies 
(2003:102). 
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languages. This phenomenon is called dominant bilingualism18. Baker (2006:69) 
and Beardsmore (1986:97) have both written extensively on unbalanced bilin-
gualism, in which one language is dominant. What the authors contend is the 
fact that in one of the languages the user has higher linguistic and communi-
cative competence and he/she uses that language more frequently. An example 
may be a Spanish-American immigrant who uses Spanish most of the time, 
whereas while speaking about banking he/she uses English, since this language 
is connected to his/her profession. Usually, two different languages have diverse 
functions, they are used in different situations and to speak with different people. 
As the discussion about ambilingualism is careful to point out, the complete 
ambilingual speaker is probably a purely theoretical phenomenon that has no 
counterpart in the real world.

Although conceptualised by earlier researchers in this field, this notion 
of semilingualism has been cogently studied by Skutnabb-Kangas (1981:81). 
Currently, the concept of semilingualism has created a considerable controversy. 
Thus, it should be treated with great caution by anyone approaching bilingual 
studies. The term is used in reference to incomplete linguistic competence in the 
use of both languages. This applies primarily to people who, from childhood, 
have been in contact with two different linguistic codes without proper and ade-
quate training in either of them (Paulston 1992:25). In other words, this phe-
nomenon occurs when neither the first nor the second language are sufficiently 
controlled, which may lead to various difficulties. While other authors agree, in 
fact the term itself is debated in the work of linguists very infrequently since it 
has gained some pejorative connotations.

According to Cummins (2006:184), it is extremely inadequate to consider 
an individual as semilingual since it can cause negative effects, especially when 
children are concerned. Hence, the author has offered a more appropriate 
term:  limited bilingualism. The work referred to above goes further to indicate 
that semilingualism most commonly occurs among children of immigrants who 
may suffer from language loss of L1 without compensatory gain in L219.

In the same vein, the debate concerning semilingualism has long been 
developed around the claim that this phenomenon was formed in an envi-
ronment that is not favourable for bilingualism. The scholars’ arguments 
indicate that some of the most important issues to be borne in mind in 

 18 Compare: Cummins (2006:183); Hamers and Blanc (2000:172); Wei (2000:495); Butler 
and Hakuta (2006:23). 

 19 The present research does not address this issue further. For more information 
see: Cummins (2006). 
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discussing the source of semilingualism are sociological, economic and polit-
ical factors (Baker 2006:59; Spolsky 1984:41–43). Indeed, this process can 
often be observed among children of Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles 
in the first period of their stay in the country. Those exiles who emigrated 
to America, after achieving financial stabilisation, primarily choose to bring 
their families (spouse and/or children) to the new country of residence. At 
the beginning of their stay in Los Angeles, some children are ashamed to 
speak in their first/primary language, which is Spanish, and they also refuse 
to use their second/other language, English. For those who arrived without 
any knowledge of English the language barrier is impassable. In the process 
of preventing semilingualism, not only the role of the child’s parents, but 
also the attitude of the society and state authorities to bilingualism is cru-
cial. The Spanish experience in the USA, resulting from linguistic contact, 
has also been widely documented in Paulston’s (1992:25) research, in which 
the author asserts that America and its government clearly favour bilingual 
people, this in turn leads to a reduction of semilingualism in this country. 
Given that, the way in which the socialisation process affects Spanish-
speaking immigrants coming to Los Angeles is particularly important. The 
data reveal how in these, somewhat unusual, circumstances successful bilin-
gual proficiency can be achieved with the help of input from teachers and 
parents.

Natural versus school bilingualism. The extent to which functional speciali-
sation is linked to linguistic conditioning can be illustrated by careful exam-
ination of the situational context accompanying the absorption of a second/
other language. Indeed, the method of L2 acquisition is varied and individual; 
some speakers acquire another language at home, others at school, at univer-
sity, at work, by travelling or migrating from their homeland to another country. 
Hence, it is important to note that every speaker may be given different linguistic 
experiences which influence the mastery of the second language. In their studies, 
Bee Chin and Wigglesworth (2007:10), by employing interviews with bilinguals, 
acknowledge two contexts of linguistic acquisition:  primary and secondary, 
which lead to the notions of “natural/primary bilingualism and school/learnt/
secondary bilingualism”20.

 20 Compare: Skutnabb-Kangas (1981:95); Hoffmann (1991:18–19); Bister-Broosen and 
Willemyns (1992:172). 
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Natural bilingualism is related to an individual who has not undergone any 
specific training and who is often not in a position to translate or interpret with 
facility between his/her two languages. In other words, the term natural bilingual 
describes someone acquiring two language systems by force of circumstances, 
either at home as a child or by settling in a community in which the speaker is 
obliged to work with more than one language, but where no specific training for 
two languages has been provided.

By way of contrast, school bilingualism occurs when L2 has been added to a 
first language via instructions. Furthermore, it is the result of acquiring a foreign 
language at school and/or language courses (Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:40).

While the vast majority of academic research has been conducted on the two 
aforementioned types of bilingualism, Skutnabb-Kangas’s (1981:95) own posi-
tion as a researcher and an educator is woven into the linguistic analysis of yet 
another kind of bilingualism connected to the situational context; namely, cul-
tural bilingualism. The author mentions describes as cultural bilingual an adult 
whose main motivation for learning their second/other language is either work-
related, or connected to travel or residence in another country. This kind of bilin-
gualism has a cultural value.

Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:40–41) highlights the fact that the voluntary and con-
scious choice or coercion bilingualism can be divided into elective and cir-
cumstantial. The first term denotes speakers who consciously and willingly 
choose to learn a second/other language and acquire it more usually in artifi-
cial conditions (e.g. at school, language courses). The author adds that the first/
mother language in this case is dominant. Such a situation occurs mainly in 
monolingual environments. In contrast, circumstantial bilingualism refers to 
a situation when the second/other language learning process is the result of 
new conditions, such as migration or colonisation. These circumstances force 
speakers to assimilate and use L2. It is important to understand that this spe-
cific type of bilingualism applies in particular to multilingual communities, 
in which individuals have learnt their second/other language system in order 
to function effectively in their new environment. In this case, both languages 
usually complement each other and, depending on the situation, they are used 
interchangeably.

While studying bilingualism of individuals it is also vital to note different strat-
egies for acquiring L1 and L2. As presented in contemporary studies conducted 
by Kurcz (2005:176), the most important tactics include:

 1) the strategy of a person: one speaker is talking to the child in L1, the other in 
L2 (e.g. L1 – mother, L2 – father);
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 2) the strategy of a place: in one place, an individual speaks in L1, in another in 
L2 (e.g. L1 – at home, L2 – at school);

 3) the strategy of time: at certain points of the day all speakers from the environ-
ment are using L1, at other L2.

The extent to which the environmental factor is connected to language acqui-
sition can be illustrated by looking at the example of Hispanic immigrants who 
settled in Los Angeles. Forced by the social situation, they begin to acquire 
or improve their second language skills in order to use L2 as an alternative to 
Spanish.

Compound, co-ordinate versus subordinate bilingualism. It was the work of 
Weinreich (qtd in Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:32) that extended the dimensionality of 
the distinction so as to embrace the relationship between signs and meaning. 
The author distinguished three types of bilingualism. In type A, labelled as 
co-ordinate bilingualism, the signs of each language separately combine one 
unit of expression with one unit of content. An example of type A bilingualism 
is the following:

book                               kniga                         livre 

/buk/                            /kn’iga/                            /livr/  

Weinreich (1953:112) also acknowledges that in this type of bilingualism 
communication difficulties do not occur. Both the transmitted message as well 
as the information received are always fully understood by the recipient and by 
the sender. A bilingual person in this situation actually refers to various concepts 
in both languages. The only problem that arises is the translation process from 
one language to another, since the speaker operates in two different linguistic 
realities.

In type B, called compound bilingualism, the signs combine as one single 
unit of content (signified) with two units of expression (signifiers) one for each 
language:

book                livre 

/buk/           /livr/  
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One consequence of such bilingualism may be a situation in which the person 
does not refer to the correct concept in two languages which results in a lack of 
understanding of the content.

In type C the meaning unit is that of the first language with its corresponding 
unit of expression and is the same for the equivalent unit of expression in the 
second language as depicted below:

book 
-------
kniga 

/kni’ga/  

Being a manifestation of subordinate bilingualism, type C illustrates the 
case of a bilingual speaker who exhibits interferences in his/her language usage 
by reducing the patterns of the second language to those of the first (Paradis 
1977:66–67). Data collected on Weinreich’s original analysis combined types 
B and C into one class, with Osgood and Sebeok (1954:111) formulating a 
hypothesis whereby the original type A situation was perceived as co-ordinate 
bilingualism and types B and C together were presented as compound bilin-
gualism. In fact, the aforementioned dichotomy has gained some anchorage 
in the later debates which is of central importance to bilingualism typology 
research.

Osgood and Sebeok’s theory was based on the environmental or acquisition 
context in which the languages had been learnt. Simultaneously, supported by 
his research, Grosjean (1982:26) observes that for a co-ordinate bilingual, the 
two languages correspond to two independent meaning systems acquired by 
learning two languages in differentiated circumstances; for instance, one at home 
and the other outside, or where the second language was learnt in a different cul-
tural environment from the first. By the same token, for a compound bilingual, 
as a result of having learnt a foreign language either in the traditional school 
situation via the intermediary of the first language or through the individual’s 
childhood experience in an environment where two languages were spoken 
more or less interchangeably by the same people in the same situations, two sets 
of language signs are associated with the same set of representational mediation 
processes.

Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:43) relativises further between the subordinate, com-
pound and co-ordinate types to explain the differences in the organisation of 
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linguistic structures in the mind of bilinguals. As the author cogently argues, the 
co-ordinate (equal to monolingual) point of view of bilingualism presupposes the 
separate existence of two different linguistic structures in the bilingual’s mind, 
which is the sum of two monolingual people. In contrast, the compound (equal 
to bilingual) attitude towards the phenomenon of bilingualism is connected with 
the co-existence of two linguistic systems in the mind of a bilingual speaker. As a 
result, the transfer occurs within a system including both languages rather than 
from one system to another.

Grosjean (1982:27) proposed a model of lexical access BIMOLA (Bilingual 
Model of Lexical Access), which is depicted in Fig. 2. This model assumes the exis-
tence of three sets: feature, phoneme and word levels of junction.

Whereas the set of features is common to the two language systems, the col-
lection of phonemes and words is divided into separate subsystems for each of 
the linguistic codes which are linked to each other21.

In fact, the majority of recent studies on compound and co-ordinate bilin-
gualism have contributed to the growing controversy around Weinreich’s theory. 
Consequently, being both accepted (Ardila 2007:8–9; Jakobovits 1968:31; 
Mackey 1968:555) and regarded as inadequate (Davies 2003:105; Fishman 
1968b:143), the compound-coordinate distinction occupies a luminal space in 
scholarly research on bilingualism. Yet, the linguistic tensions surrounding the 
three types of the phenomenon present a challenge or at least an unsettling inter-
jection in research discussions on bilingualism.

Additionally, recent studies are dominated by an unselective model as-
suming the existence of a conceptual system, which consists of meanings for 
words appearing in two language codes combined with two language structures 
(see: Fig. 3).

Kurcz (2005:214) draws attention to the fact that these models relate to oper-
ations on mental lexicon, which, according to researchers of this phenomenon, 
is common to both linguistic codes. As the foregoing analysis of the author 
indicates, mental lexicon is perceived as the permanent collection of words in 
a speaker’s memory. It is organised in a semantic network in which as one word 
(a.k.a. a node) is activated, semantically and lexically related words will also be 
activated.

 21 The current study does not further address this issue. For more information 
see: Grosjean (2008). 
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Moreover, the aforementioned conclusion that bilinguals have the same con-
ceptual structure for both of their linguistic systems is consistent with many 
researchers’ findings. Evidence provided by Dong, Gui, and Macwhinney 
(2005:223) has demonstrated the convergence of a new language into a pre-
existing mental lexicon. Given that, when a speaker first learns a second language, 
the language has its own conceptual structure and is heavily dependent on the 
first language in order to achieve understanding and meaning of the new words. 
To exemplify, a Mexican immigrant who is learning the word cat will refer back 
to his/her original language to translate it into gato to gain the meaning, relation, 

Words

Phonemes

Features

Acoustic signal

Language A Language B

Language A Language B

Global language information

Fig. 2: BIMOLA – bilingual model of lexical access (Grosjean 2008:204) 
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and contextual information that are connected to that word. Nonetheless, as an 
individual becomes more proficient in acquiring a particular language, the two 
conceptual schemes eventually converge into one, where one language influences 
the other and vice versa.

Early versus late bilingualism. Another significant investigation into the 
typology of bilingualism is that conducted by Elizalde-Utnick (2007:508) into 
language development in children. According to the author, bilinguals can also 
be categorised on the basis of the age of exposure to two or more languages into 
early and late bilingualism.

Early bilingualism, also called childhood bilingualism, is defined as the acqui-
sition of more than two languages in the pre-adolescent phase of life (Beardsmore 
1986:28)22. Furthermore, Moradi (2014:108) cogently argues that early bilin-
gualism may be classified into two types. The first, simultaneous bilingualism, 
occurs under specific circumstances: when a child learns two languages at the 
same time, he/she absorbs both languages either from the moment of birth23 or 
before the age of three. This is often the source of strong bilingualism.

The second type, successive/sequential bilingualism, refers to situations when 
a child who has already partially acquired a first/primary language then learns 
a second/other language early in childhood; for instance, when a child moves to 

L1 L2 Image

Lexical
links

Conceptual
links

Conceptual
links

Concepts

Fig. 3: Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM) (Kurcz 2005:213)

 22 Compare: García (1983:40); Beardsmore (1986:30–31); Myers-Scotton (2006:155–156). 
 23 Thus, it is often coined as infant bilingualism (Lipińska 2003:45). 
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another place where the dominant language is not his/her native language. This 
usually also results in the production of a strong bilingualism; however, the child 
needs time to learn the second language system (Moradi 2014:108). A further 
important insight emerging from yet another researcher, is that the term succes-
sive/sequential bilingual refers to children who started the process of acquiring 
a second language after the age of three. This age limit in early/childhood bilin-
gualism was revealed by McLaughlin (qtd in Elizalde-Utnick 2007:509). As the 
author further acknowledges, one of the main issues discussed in connection 
with early bilingualism is the problem of its impact on overall cognitive develop-
ment among children24.

Late bilingualism has been defined as the acquisition of one language before 
and the other after the age of eight. In other words, it occurs when the second 
language is acquired after the phase of early childhood, for instance, in the 
late childhood period, in adolescence or adulthood25. Moreover, Beardsmore 
(1986:28) defines the age of eleven as the limit of late bilingualism.

The basic problem in investigating the time of assimilation of a second 
language is the issue of critical age. Perhaps the most persistent question in bilin-
gual research is whether there is some age limit beyond which a person is not 
able to attain native-like linguistic competence in both languages.

The Critical Period Hypothesis, formulated by Lenneberg (1967:112), stresses 
the fact that people in general have a strong ability to learn languages only at an 
early age since this ability disappears in adulthood. Gollan and Brown (2006:462) 
comment that it is “a biologically determined period of life when language can 
be acquired more easily and beyond which language is increasingly difficult to 
acquire”.

In fact, the greatest sensibility to language stimuli occurs from the first year, 
then it gradually fades (Kurcz 2005:198–199). Grosjean (1982:31) emphasises 
that at the age of twelve the process of hemisphere lateralisation ends. The afore-
mentioned issue is examined even more profoundly by Lipińska (2003:46), who 
claims that the beginning of second language acquisition in early childhood 
guarantees complete achievement of L2 competence. Concentrating on the pho-
nological system, Gollan and Brown (2006:464) contend that people who start 
the acquisition of a second language before the age of six also speak with a proper 
accent. Conversely, those who learn a foreign language after the age of twelve are 

 24 The current study does not further address this issue. For more information see: Katchan 
(2007); Lambert and Peal (1962). 

 25 Compare: Beardsmore (1986:31); Myers-Scotton (2006:155). 
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not able to acquire correct pronunciation. Still, between the age of six and twelve 
there are various possibilities. The following schematic representation (Fig. 4) 
clarifies the point:

Comparing still further research, studies by Michońska-Stadnik (1994:104) 
do not support Lenneberg’s theory concerning the existence of a critical age 
for second language acquisition. In fact, the author acknowledges that foreign 
language can be learnt at any age; sometimes this process will be slow, sometimes 
fast, and the final result will depend more on the student’s language abilities and 
his/her motivation than on neurological conditions.

Other authors disagree. Highlighting the multi-dimensionality of bilin-
gualism, many researchers assert that there is no evidence that better assimilation 
of a language and, in particular, the correct accent are age-related (Gollan and 
Brown 2006:465; Grinder, Otomo and Toyota 1962:463–469; Paradis 1977:100). 
An important contribution to critical age examination is the study conducted 
by Olson and Samuels, who have documented the pronunciation acquisition 
process in three groups of immigrant children of all ages (elementary, junior 
high and college). The test results were as follows:  “[…] both the junior high 
and college groups were superior to the elementary age group” (1973:263). This 
study is uniquely interesting on several counts, primarily in that older children 
exhibit better articulation than the younger ones. Particularly important here 
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is the account given of the adults’ speaking competence, which was reported as 
poorer when compared with that of children. Furthermore, an incidental point 
of interest, though minor in the overall study, is the fact that speaking compe-
tence of immigrant children is not only affected by environmental, but also social 
factors. During the immigration process, adults usually settle in the vicinity of 
other immigrants who use the same native language. According to Olson and 
Samuels (1973:268), more frequent contacts with exiles from the same origin 
than with the citizens of the new country of residence are the cause of lower 
articulation in the second language. In contrast, by starting or continuing their 
education in schools, immigrant children are exposed to numerous and fre-
quent interactions with native speakers of the second language (teachers, peers, 
students). As a result, they surpass their parents’ language competence.

So far, many specialists have demonstrated that there is no age limit in the 
process of second language acquisition. Singleton (2002:31) points out that, “in 
the light of the foregoing, it is difficult not to infer that talking about an age 
factor may be misconceived, and that we should rather be thinking in terms 
of a range of age factors”. In addition, it is generally accepted that there are age 
restrictions concerning the attainment of a second language accent (Doughty 
and Long 2003:28; Lipińska 2003:81). When considering the most appropriate 
age to start learning a second language, Dźwierzyńska (2002:4) notes that in 
deciding to teach a child a language, it is best to start at the age of 5–8, when the 
children have mastered their native language system and are ready to acquire 
a foreign language. At this age, the children have mastered the behavioural 
speaking patterns in their mother tongue and there are no major problems with 
encoding their thoughts in a new way. Attempts to start teaching children a for-
eign language in preschool, or even earlier, can be effective provided that the 
acquisition of language occurs in situations similar to those in which individuals 
acquire language in a natural language environment.

It is not surprising that children learn language freely and naturally through 
simply playing and enjoying themselves. For adults, the important stimuli are 
motivation, attitude and approach to the language (Kurcz 2005:215; Lipińska 
2003:81). In general, scientists mostly agree that adults assimilate a second 
language less successfully than children. However, some educators believe that 
the source of the difficulty is not caused by the age factor, but the way of assim-
ilation, motivation and frequency of L2 use (Ardila 2007:10; Błasiak-Tytuła 
2011:48; Mackey 1968:580).

Additive versus recessive bilingualism. In further studies, designed to explain 
and specify the typology of bilingualism, many modern-day educators agree that 
bilingualism is a process and not a permanent situation. Being a specific kind 
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of continuum and depending on many different factors, bilingual competence 
varies among individuals. In fact, the types of bilingualism examined so far dem-
onstrate not only the relative nature of the concept, but also the changing nature 
of bilingual patterns caused by the degree of language competence (Conture and 
Curlee 2007:50; Valdes 2001:37–38). Given that, the process of becoming bilin-
gual may be illustrated in the following form (Fig. 5):

On the above chart, point A marks the beginning of native language acqui-
sition (first/primary), point B – acquiring/learning the target language (second/
other), the line from point B to point 0 represents the period of pursuing equiv-
alent speaker competence of L2. According to Lipińska (2003:127), the proper 
process of becoming bilingual is located between points c and B. Point 0, on the 
other hand, symbolises the transition phase of a given unit from monolingualism 
to bilingualism. Acquiring/learning of a target language starts in point B. From 
that place an individual continues his or her development of native language, 
which is represented by line L1. What is more, this is also a place where the 
process of pursuing of equivalent speaker competence, that is L2, occurs. The 
process of becoming a bilingual is located somewhere between the letter c and d.

Yet, in reality, it is an elusive phase since the exact moment in human life 
in which the speaker becomes bilingual is difficult, if not impossible, to iden-
tify. Therefore, bilingualism is a highly relative phenomenon (Mackey 2003:55). 
A useful way of describing the prebilingual state, presented by Błasiak-Tytuła 
(2011:49), is to talk of incipient bilingualism. The term describes the situation in 
the first moment of contact between the two languages. However, no exact expla-
nation is provided by the author of what the required minimum is. Still, what 
some theorists contend is that in the case of incipient bilinguals one language 
code is well developed while the other remains in the early stages of development 
(Baker 2006:74).

Kurcz (2005:200) states that depending on how one’s L2 influences the reten-
tion of one’s L1, bilingualism may be also classified into additive and recessive. 

A B c d

0

L1

L2

Fig. 5: The process of becoming a bilingual speaker (Lipińska 2003:115) 
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Speakers of two languages who can improve their second language without 
losing their first language proficiency are called additive bilinguals. By the same 
token, Kurcz (2005:200) endorses the assertion that immersion plays a cen-
tral role in second language acquisition by a child. In fact, it is very popular 
in programmes about bilingual education in Canada and the United States26. 
Furthermore, as some theorists contend, additive bilingualism can be observed 
when both languages are useful and represent value (Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:49; 
Edwards 2006:10); in this case, the second language is not a threat for the first 
language system. Thus, the process in which both languages are treated equally is 
perceived as symmetrical bilingualism (Skowron-Naborczyk 2003:41).

The opposite situation arises with those speakers whose second language 
is acquired or learnt at the cost of losing their first language competence; they 
may be perceived as recessive bilinguals. Put it succinctly, the speaker who no 
longer uses one of his/her two languages for a period of time and begins to feel 
some difficulty in either understanding or expressing himself/herself with ease 
is in a position of recessive bilingualism. A similar line of thought runs through 
many scholars’ writings (Baker 2006:75; Beardsmore 1986:22; Bee Chin and 
Wigglesworth 2007:7), who explicitly consider the replacement of L1 by L2. In 
this case, competence and mastery of the first language diminish whereas pro-
ficiency in the second language, which is usually the dominant one, augments. 
When one language has a higher status than the other, asymmetrical bilingualism 
occurs (Skowron-Naborczyk 2003:41).

In a similar manner, the interference of L1 by L2 resulting in the loss of L1 
is known as the submersion process (Kurcz 2005:200). This can be seen particu-
larly among children from ethnic minorities; their first language, not being the 
language of the majority in the country, is often the source of feelings of shame 
and embarrassment. When coupled with a lack of attention to the development 
of the first language by parents and school, these factors may be the cause of 
inevitable replacement of L1 by L2.

Contemporary studies conducted by Edwards (2006:11) investigate yet 
another form of bilingual type; specifically, subtractive bilingualism occurring 
when in a given society one language is more valued and dominates over the 
second language. This kind of bilingualism is often accompanied by immigration 
processes. Both Fishman (1972:53) and Lipińska (2003:126) specify four stages 
of acquiring English as a second language by a typical immigrant community:

 1) First phase – immigrants learn English through their first language.

 26 See: Lipińska (2003:125).  
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 2) Second phase – since more exiles learn English they are able to talk to each 
other or communicate in their own language.

 3) Third stage  – immigrants operate in both languages with equal level of 
proficiency.

 4) Fourth stage  – the English language replaces the native language except 
public/private situations.

Mexican settlers in Los Angeles live in conditions where their first language is 
very different from that which most people use in the streets, at schools, in offices 
and shops. Hence, it is vital to note that this situation poses a major threat for 
the Spanish language since it may cause gradual loss of Spanish language skills 
replaced by the dominant language: English. On the other hand, it is clear that 
the iconic location of immigrants of diverse racial backgrounds as well as their 
articulation into commodity culture is an inescapable affirmation of the esca-
lating centrality of ethnicity to US society. As a result of mass flow of Hispanic 
immigrants, the government began efforts to reduce the language barrier to a 
minimum.

In addition to the American policy, which is clearly favourable to the phe-
nomenon of bilingualism and biculturalis27, the data on the Hispanic immi-
gration process present a valid argument for understanding the significance of 
yet another important aspect of bilingualism; namely, the attitude of bilinguals 
towards the use and mastery of two languages. As long as he first language is per-
ceived as the one possessing the primary symbolic value to Hispanic exiles, the 
phenomenon of subtractive bilingualism will not occur.

1.4  Diglossia and bilingualism
The data on different dialect varieties of a language exemplify the richness of 
the scholarly scale of differentiation which may lead to the point of mutually 
unintelligible dialects. Grosjean (1982:40) relates the situation in which once the 
mutual unintelligibility has been reached, the speaker is faced with the same 
conditions as related to bilingualism. In addition, the author acknowledges 
conditions under which speakers of a dialect which differs considerably from 
the national standard are obliged to learn this national standard for educational 

 27 At this stage it should be emphasised that biculturalism should not necessarily be 
coupled with bilingualism, although most efficient bilingual educational programmes 
strive to make the two coincide. It is perfectly feasible to acquire foreign language skills 
without adapting aspects of the culture in which the language operates. 
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as well as wider communication purposes beyond the region. By way of example, 
in the German-speaking part of Switzerland while a regional form of German, 
Schwyzertüch, is spoken, standard German is used in print, in mass media and 
schooling. Such instances of bi-dialectalism tend to be a one-way process in that 
the speaker of a standard variety of a national language rarely feels the need 
to learn the non-standard variation although the opposite is more frequent. In 
fact, bilingual communities are parallel in that usually only one of the groups in 
contact is keen on learning the language of the other. Considering this, it is rare 
to have stable two-way bilingualism in equal proportions across two language 
groups (Mackey 1976:30). Being more prevalent than is often imagined, the 
bi-dialectal situation has led to the notion of diglossia as put forward by Ferguson 
(1959:336):

“Diglossia is a relatively stable language situation in which in addition to the primary 
dialect of the language, which may include a standard or regional standard, there is a 
very divergent, highly codified, often grammatically more complex, super-posed variety, 
the vehicle of a large and respected body of literature, heir of an earlier period or another 
speech community, which is learned largely by formal education and is used for most 
written and formal purposes, but is not used by any sector of the community for ordi-
nary conversation.”

Diglossic situations exist worldwide, such as in the Arabic-speaking countries, 
where a High form of Arabic is used for religious purposes, education and formal 
communication, and a Low form for informal interactions and local usage. The 
former varies from region to region and may differ so considerably from the 
High form that it can become almost unintelligible to a speaker of a different Low 
form from another part of the Arab country. Likewise, in Greece the demotic 
form of Greek is used in High situations and the katharevousa28 is reserved for 
Low situations, though the dichotomy is increasingly being eroded. Yet another 
example may be found in Belgium, where either the Flemish or Walloon dialects 
function in Low situations and standard Dutch or French serve the speakers in 
High situations29

 28 Katharevousa, literally meaning pure language, is a form of the Modern Greek language 
used in the early 19th century as a compromise between Ancient Greek and the 
Demotic Greek of the time. Primarily, being widely recognised both for literary and 
official purposes, it was rarely used in daily language. It increasingly served official and 
formal purposes in the 20th century until Demotic Greek became the official language 
of Greece in 1976 (Conture and Curlee 2007:54). 

 29 Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:51) uses the terms high (H variant) and low variety (L variant), 
respectively.
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The correlation of diglossia and bilingualism becomes apparent when the 
relationship between one language dialect and bilingualism in terms of the vari-
ability discussed earlier is examined. When two dialects of an umbrella language 
are mutually incomprehensible and vary considerably from the standard, the 
speaker clearly is in a state of diglossia and, theoretically at least, in a poten-
tial state of bilingualism. Fishman (1972:64) has revealed that “bilingualism is 
essentially a characteristic of individual linguistic behavior whereas diglossia 
is a characterisation of linguistic organisation at the sociocultural level” and 
the author has presented a theoretical framework for investigating situations 
in which either or both may co-occur in a specific sociocultural context. 
Therefore, situations of bilingualism with and without diglossia, and diglossia 
with and without bilingualism, may occur as depicted in Fishman’s graphical 
representation:

Prior to analysing the diglossic component of the above Table, it is crucial to 
note a subdivision into High and Low forms, which is adequate for the bilingual 
component depending on whether the High language is genetically interrelated 
to the Low or not.

To demonstrate the possibilities envisaged in Tab. 2, the case of a complex 
urban area should be examined. By way of example, in Brussels two standard 
languages are present; namely, French and Dutch together with dialect variants 
of each of them, some indigenous to the city and some adapted due to Walloon 
and Flemish immigrants (Beardsmore 1986:110–112). The linguistic forces pre-
sent in the city can be divided as in Tab. 3.

Undoubtedly, the complex picture that emerges from the illustration above 
is that the indigenous monoglots, the upper-level French (category 1) together 
with Dutch speakers (category 4)30, share the features of no diglossia and no 

Tab. 2: The relation between diglossia and bilingualism (Fishman 1972:63)

 +  –
Bilingualism
Diglossia

+
–

Both diglossia  
and bilingualism

Bilingualism without 
diglossia

Diglossia without  
bilingualism

No diglossia
No bilingualism

 30 These belong to lower-level social groups due to the fact that the upper-level indige-
nous Dutch monoglots are a relatively rare occurrence in Brussels (Grosjean 1982:40). 
33 See: Beardsmore (1986:120–128).
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bilingualism. Nevertheless, the French monoglots tend to use a High, prestige 
form, whereas the Dutch monoglots, representing an ageing and diminishing 
sub-group, will probably adopt a Low, dialectal form of Dutch in their speech in 
everyday situations. Category 2, composed of the indigenous lower-level French 
monoglots, may be diglossic (thus the brackets) if they use a form of French 
marked by contact and interference features from Dutch in the more intimate 
aspects of their daily life, hence reserving the High form of French for official 
transactions. Alternatively, they may well only master the Low, regional variety 
of French productively and only use standard, High French receptively. Their 
nearest counterpart is the Walloon émigré to the city (category 6) who may or 
may not be a Walloon dialect speaker in Low circumstances, using High French 
elsewhere. In addition, the indigenous bilingual (category 3) in general speaks a 
Low form of a Dutch dialect in more intimate communication and some variety 
of French in High situations characterised by a certain degree of formality. As a 
final group of speakers, the Flemish exiles (category 5) usually master the dialect 
of their social behaviour; yet, they may also use French in High circumstances 
since this is the numerically dominant language in the city.

Despite the fact that this overview is somewhat simplistic33, it depicts the 
sophisticated intertwining of diglossia, societal and individual bilingualism 
in a small geographic area. The above may be useful within the field of defini-
tion and the applicability of diglossia to specific societal contexts, particularly 
where Creoles and pidginised forms of language are in contact with other speech 
patterns31.

As a re-appraisal of the connection between diglossia and bilingualism, 
Lipińska (2003:128) adds two further dimensions to the general dispute. 

Tab. 3: Linguistic forces in Brussels (Grosjean 1982:42)

Category of speaker Diglossia Bilingualism
1. Indigenous upper-level French monoglot - -
2. Indigenous lower-level French monoglot (+) -
3. Indigenous bilingual + +
4. Indigenous Dutch monoglot - -
5. Flemish immigrant + (+)
6. Walloon immigrant (+) -

 31 For further investigation see particularly French scholarly debates in the reviews La 
Linguistique (1982) and Langages (1981). 
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By acknowledging the fact that just as bilingualism is primarily concerned 
with individuals, so biculturalism is an individual asset or debit, the author is 
intrigued by the ethnocultural implications of the presence of the two languages 
in diglossic functioning. Culture, for Lipińska (2003:129), manifests norms 
connected to all of human behaviour, belief and valuation. On the societal level 
of diglossic functioning, which is determined by institutional factors, a poten-
tiality for di-ethnia may occur, where ethnicity is to be comprehended as the 
more regulated set of forms of behaviour, beliefs as well as values linked to mem-
bership in a particular people. Di-ethnia remains a rare phenomenon. Other 
authors agree: the ethnic values of, as a way of example, black African society 
and white western society, are difficult to reconcile, though Fishman (1968a:36) 
quotes the example of certain sectors of Moslem society, in which not only tra-
ditional behaviour, dress-code and diet, but also social values, dominate most of 
life, yet in which modern economic and technical roles require different dress, 
dietary regime and languages. Be that as it may, biculturalism may or may not 
accompany bilingualism, as indicated in the preceding discussion (see: section 
1.3 Additive versus recessive bilingualism).

Thus far, the multifaceted picture emerging from any discussion of bilin-
gualism, where individual language use is strictly inter-connected to social forces, 
echoes the assertion presented at the outset of this chapter: bilingualism being 
a relative concept has no clear cut off points. Given that, bilingualism should 
be perceived as positioned somewhere along a cline ranging from non-diglossic 
monolinguals, through bi-dialectalism to the use of two distinct languages at 
varying levels of ability. To be sure, some of the phenomena traditionally consid-
ered as exclusive to bilingual behaviour may well manifest themselves amongst 
categories of speakers other than manipulators of two separate language systems.

1.5  Research on bilingualism
From the brief overview presented, it may be concluded that the vast amount 
of research on bilingualism that has been conducted in recent years has led to a 
profound understanding of the properties and factors of this linguistic phenom-
enon. The continuous volatility of bilingualism forces the conclusion that it is 
appreciated as being a far more multifaceted process, having social, intellectual 
and many other dimensions based on which bilinguals are classified; both at the 
individual and social level.

Still, it is crucial to note that most of these dimensions are usually inter-
woven. To exemplify, one who is exposed to two linguistic systems from birth, 
so-called simultaneous bilingualism, may, in this case, have a better opportunity 
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to become a balanced bilingual. It should also be added that another element of 
complexity exists. To be more specific, these dimensions of bilingualism are con-
tinuous yet not simply categorical constructs. Thus, specifying clear boundaries 
between different types of bilinguals within a given dimension may pose a con-
siderable difficulty.

The recent research studies are focused mainly not on providing definitions, 
but on describing the bilingual process and its various aspects. These 
investigations undoubtedly have an interdisciplinary character; the represent-
atives of numerous human sciences (psychology, sociology, anthropology, and 
many others) use different methods and criteria for the study of bilingualism 
since, as Hoffmann states (1991:17), it is a complex phenomenon, open to dif-
ferent interpretations.

The most prevailing view is that bilinguals are a product of the sociocul-
tural environment. William Labov (1972:39), who has been a prominent voice 
in the field of linguistics since the early 1960s, investigated the relationship 
between language and society. The author holds that variation is inherent to lin-
guistic structure. The way a language is both spoken and written varies across 
individuals and across situations encountered by the same individual. Labov rea-
soned that such differences are not only standard but also essential to a language’s 
functioning. Thus, first and foremost, social, psychological and cultural aspects 
of bilingualism should be taken into account. This understanding challenges 
much of the traditionally dominant views and practice in linguistic theory, from 
Ferdinand de Saussure to Noam Chomsky.

According to Trudgill (1978:11), Labov devoted his research to issues such 
as the relationship between language and society. His main goal, however, as 
Trudgill comments, was not to learn more about society, but to gain new infor-
mation about the language itself and the structure of the language system. 
According to Trudgill, this approach is classified as purely sociolinguistic 
(1978:11). Chambers (2002, 2003) presents the same conclusions defining socio-
linguistics as a kind of linguistics, which examines those features of language 
that in its definition require reference to social factors.

Trudgill also seeks to distinguish research on purely sociolinguistic nature 
from research that only deals with language and society in a broader perspective. 
According to Trugdill (1978) acts of speech, structure of discourse, bilingualism, 
change of language codes and diglossia are strictly sociolinguistic subjects. 
Nevertheless, in his later work, the researcher tries to narrow down the use of 
the term sociolinguistics (1995:21) and postulates that the above issues should 
be considered in the context of atropological linguistics, geolo- gistics or the psy-
chology of language and communication.
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The author distinguished three types of research within the language-society. 
The first type (sociolinguistics) aims to gain knowledge about the causes of 
changes in the language. The second type of research is aimed at obtaining 
information about the society itself. The third kind is aimed at examining 
both language and society and their mutual interaction and, as the author 
comments:  “I do not mind calling it sociolinguistics if people want it. I  think 
that what we call disciplines is not of great importance, the most important is to 
understand the goals that scientists are guiding”(Trudgill 1978:11).

It is worth noting that the study of bilingualism is currently a rapidly devel-
oping field of linguistics, based on an interdisciplinary approach and a multiplicity 
of conceptual frameworks. Bilingualism largely owes its origin to diachronic lin-
guistics and sociolinguistics, which are mainly related to the issues of linguistic 
contacts and changes in language. However, for theoretical and methodolog-
ical reasons, before and after the linguistic revolution of Noam Chomsky, bilin-
gualism was and is still perceived as a problematic area of linguistics.

However, one should not look at the methodological weakness or inconse-
quence of Trudgill’s apparatus, but rather accept it as an invitation to explore the 
research possibilities that the problem of bilingualism brings.

By the same token, Altariba and Heredia (2008:4), in their equally authori-
tative opus, argue that rather than classifying bilingualism, researchers should 
focus on examining the social, cultural, educational, cognitive, evolutionary, 
biological, psychological and linguistic aspects of the phenomenon under con-
sideration. These aspects help to understand how a speaker acquires a second 
language and how he/she uses it.

Along the same lines, Mackey (1962:51) asserts that “bilingualism is a behav-
ioral pattern of mutually modifying linguistic practices varying in degree, 
function, alternation, and interference”. Hence, it is cogently described in terms 
of four questions to be asked prior to examining the aforementioned process:

 1) To what extent has a bilingual person mastered the language?
 2) What are the functions of languages which are used?
 3) How does a bilingual person switch from one language to another?
 4) How does one language influence the other?

Perhaps one of the most widely recognised concepts in this regard is the division 
between the monolingual (incomplete) and bilingual (overall) attitudes towards 
bilingualism. According to the monolingual viewpoint, a bilingual speaker has 
two separate language skills that correspond to the competence of a monolin-
gual. Consequently, a bilingual person is the sum of two monolingual people. 
In other words, the language competence of such a person is measured by the 
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use of monolingual competence; if the abilities of both speakers are equal, then 
he/she is perceived as truly bilingual, a.k.a. the ideal, the true, the balanced, the 
perfect bilingual (Blasiak-Tytuła 2011:54; Elizalde-Utnick 2007:510; Jakobovits 
1968:32). Yet the counter evidence presented by Grosjean (2008:9) shows that 
this concept rests on both a simplified and erroneous view since the language 
abilities of bilinguals differ significantly from those of a monolingual’s (although 
they use both languages in everyday life), thus such a person is considered as not 
fully bilingual32.

Furthermore, a considerable amount of research on bilinguals, succinctly 
reviewed by Simon (1980:30), has been conducted by the use of tests created 
for monolingual speakers. What the pioneer in this field noted is the fact that 
in the case of Spanish-English bilingualism, questions assessing Hispanics’ lin-
guistic competence in Spanish and Americans’ in English are commonly used. 
As Grosjean rightly observes, these tests usually do not take into account various 
needs of bilinguals in relation to both languages and numerous social functions 
performed by these languages in everyday life. The results of such investiga-
tion frequently illustrate that the language competence of bilinguals is less 
developed compared to monolingual speakers of a given language. Therefore, 
Grosjean (2008:15) rejects these methods by claiming that they are “[…] tra-
ditional language tests that put more stress on the form of the language than on 
the speaker’s ability to communicate in context […]”.

The notion just given of a bilingual as a combination of two monolingual 
speakers leads to another assumption; specifically, the contact between the two 
languages is rare. To put it succinctly, possible language systems are treated as 
autonomous, separate and independent. Nevertheless, in stark contrast with 
such a concept, others hail this view of bilingualism as misleading and inappro-
priate by commenting that “it is time that we accept the fact that bilinguals are 
not two monolinguals in one person, but different, perfectly competent speaker-
hearers in their own right” (Grosjean 2008:13). Hence, a bilingual point of view 
presents a bilingual speaker as a whole, which cannot be divided into two sepa-
rate parts, therefore, “[…] he or she has a unique and specific linguistic configu-
ration” (Grosjean 1989:6).

To be sure, a bilingual is competent in both languages (sometimes also in 
a third system, which is a combination of these two languages) sufficient for 
the proper functioning in the environment in which he/she lives. The degree of 

 32 In point of fact, the aforementioned linguistic skills are also known as dominant, unbal-
anced, semilingual, alingual (Beziers and Van Overbeke 1968:115; Baker 2006:114). 
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skills in the language used is appropriate to the needs of the individual. On the 
other hand, monolinguals use only one language in all domains of life, while 
for bilinguals two dissimilar language systems are available and each of them 
refers to different areas. Indeed, the data on bilingualism indicates that the bilin-
gual person uses two languages (separately or together) in diverse situations, 
in conversations with different people and on heterogeneous subjects. Grosjean 
(2008:14) exposes the way in which both linguistic systems are adopted in var-
ious domains of a bilingual’s life. The author’s assertion may be presented by the 
graphical illustration (see: Fig. 6 above).

According to Fishman (1972:55–56), the five most important areas of life for a 
bilingual are often: family, friends, religion, education, work. Dębski (2009:210) 
addresses the issue by suggesting yet another domain, being a new realm of 
bilingual interaction  – cyberspace. Examining bilingual individuals, it can be 
immediately seen that, depending on the domain, they will use L1 and/or L2. 
In addition to the method of assimilating the first/primary language and the 
second/other language, the factors that determine the use of language and its 
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Fig. 6: First and/or second language use in various domains of life of a bilingual 
(Grosjean 2008:23)
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style are equally vital in the study of bilingualism. These aspects are mainly the 
above-mentioned domains of life.

Likewise, it is well documented that the recipients of the message, place, con-
text and channel of communication (oral or written) also are of central impor-
tance. A  bilingual person, depending on the topic of conversation, place and 
his/her interlocutor, chooses one of the two languages. With some people the 
speaker will speak in L1, with others – L2. Still, the research would also sug-
gest that new situations, new environments and new interlocutors are the cause 
of new linguistic needs in both languages. These factors alter the configuration 
of the language, although they do not change the communicative competence 
(Grosjean 2008:16).

Overall, a review of the research on bilingualism reveals binary tendencies 
in research studies; namely, psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic. Psycholinguists 
are interested primarily in the assimilation and organisation of the two linguistic 
structures in the mind of one person33. Sociolinguists, on the other hand, focus 
primarily on the functions performed by the two languages in the daily life of 
bilingual speakers.

1.6  Two languages – two worlds?

“The more languages you know, the more you are a person.”
(J. W. Goethe qtd in Ardila 2007:3)

In the following discussion we shall briefly address the most salient aspects of 
bilingual identity. As the primary goal of the study is to characterise the bilingual 
speech phenomenon, these issues should only be highlighted and not discussed 
in detail34.

 33 See: Kurcz (2005). 
 34 It is vital to note that Chomsky (Wołkowski 2010:145-161) defines language primarily 

as a biological fact. This argument is also followed by Grucza (1989: 26) and emphasizes 
that human language, or at least its basic layer, appears as a specific element of bio-
logical human nature, as a certain inherent property of human brains. Despite this, in 
my dissertation I focused on the social perspective that assumes that we are adopting 
the language of the surroundings, the shape of which is determined by culture. This 
approach allowed me to thoroughly analyze bilingualism and biculturalism from the 
position of ethnographic theory of language and the theory of the linguistic image of 
the world. To read more on biological aspects of bilingual speech see: Baker (1996), 
Lieberman (2000).
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Stressing the intrinsic difficulty in trying to measure a concept as elusive as a 
correlation between language and worldview, the research into the cultural back-
ground in the 19th century brought together sociological and cultural studies, 
both crucial for understanding the core concept of language itself. Breal (qtd in 
Łozowski 2014:4) then wrote that language is an interpretation of reality. 20th 
century linguists, in turn, would rather perceive the linguistic system in terms of 
an autonomous phenomenon, that is culture, unrelated to these non-linguistic 
factors. The aforementioned thesis is typically attributed to Saussure (qtd in 
Łozowski 2014:4), who disregards the importance of cultural considerations for 
the investigation of language: According to the author, the language itself is a 
system which admits no other order than its own. This can be brought by com-
parison with the game of chess. In the case of chess, it is relatively easy to distin-
guish between what is external [non-systemic] and what is internal [systemic]. 
The fact that chess came from Persia to Europe is an external fact, whereas every-
thing which concerns the system and its rules is internal. If pieces made of ivory 
are substituted for pieces made of wood, the change makes no difference to the 
system. But if the number of pieces is diminished or increased, that is a change 
which profoundly affects the grammar of the game.

As Łozowski (2014:3–4) goes on to explain, in chess, the actual configuration 
of a given piece determines its value, exclusively by the actual configuration of all 
the pieces on the chessboard. What is irrelevant is the material of which that par-
ticular piece is made. In fact, its significance depends on how useful it appears to 
be in the overall strategy of the game. Hence, it is possible that an element, such 
as a pawn, may become absolutely central in a given configuration leading to the 
checkmating of the rival’s king. With regard to language, everything depends 
on the relation of a given component to the other elements at a given point in 
time. Irrespective of terminology, if the word chair is meaningful in English, it is 
because of the fact that the system of the English language has created the form 
chair for the individual user not only to give this word an arbitrary meaning but 
also to enable its use in a conventional way.

Thus, it is apparent that culture and language are directly interrelated. As the 
further investigation reveals, there also exists an open debate on whether or not 
linguists are prepared to admit to the following concept: language use is depen-
dent on how people live, think and construct their culture.

All of this may now be acknowledged in one of the latest developments in 
the field of linguistics, known as cognitive linguistics, which is a branch of func-
tional linguistics. The names functional and cognitive highlight the assumption 
that language is formed by the functions ascribed to language by its users; the 
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most important is the ability of language to express human cognition, experi-
ence, or, most generally, culture.

In practice, the language used for communication is both, in the form it has 
and in the substance it communicates, sensitive to society and culture because 
language specific terminology and structure are the diachronic product of their 
users’ activities in specific cultures as well as societies (Łozowski 2014:5).

One idea which is perfectly compatible with the above assertion and contem-
porary linguistics, oriented culturally and anthropologically, is the concept of the 
Linguistic Worldview (LW). Put succinctly, it assumes the view of reality through 
the prism of language. The author also acknowledges the basic assumptions of 
LW by claiming that languages are used to discover unknown truths, and their 
diversity is the variety of ways to view the world. This view is supported and 
elaborated by Weisberger (qtd in Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:65), who introduced the 
notion of an intermediate linguistic world between reality and its perception.

As is further argued by the authors, of central importance for LW was also the 
Linguistic Relativity Hypothesis (LRH), also known as the Whorfian Hypothesis 
and the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis. According to the two researchers of Native 
American languages, Edward Sapir and Benjamin L. Whorf, language not only 
influences a person’s way of thinking, but it also determines their perception of 
the surrounding reality35.

Authors who echo the significance of the LW theory within the field of Polish 
linguistics are among many others Anusiewicz (1999), Bartmiński (2016), 
Grzegorczykowa (1999), Tokarski (2001). According to Bartmiński (Łozowski 
2014:12), the linguistic model of the world is a different verbalised interpretation 
of reality, which is included in the language. As the expert goes on to explain, this 
perception may be defined as a group of opinions about the world. Bartmiński 
further states that the LW concept, through the analysis of linguistic data, not 
only allows us to reach the individual’s perceptions and conceptualisation of 
the world, but it also enables definition of the psychosocial mechanisms of 
categorising phenomena.

The instructive approach, adopted by Tokarski (2001:42–43), focuses on the 
basic principles of linguistics studies which perceive the LW primarily as the 
vocabulary and grammar of the language, as well as encyclopaedic knowledge 

 35 However, it is important to note that the theory of linguistic relativity has been heavily 
criticised by many scholars, including Pinker (1994:82). The author rejects the assertion 
that the thinking process is shaped by language. According to Pinker, since the mental 
processes are continued regardless of any language, concepts like freedom and equality 
can be conceived even if the term itself does not exist in a given linguistic system. 
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of the world36. Given that, in the present research, the specific construct of roles 
addresser-addressee, types of relationships between them and the situational 
context should be taken into account. Thus, Bartmiński proposes a six-point 
plan: WHO – WHERE – WHAT – WHEN – WHY – HOW, which allows us 
to specify both the values established in the language and the cultural factors 
influencing the formation of such a constructed idea of an entity.

An important insight emerging from this approach is that language is one of 
the most important elements of culture. According to Anusiewicz, Dąbrowska 
and Fleischer (2000:21), it is a phenomenon in which the cultural heritage of a 
given language community is encoded. These researchers argue that language 
reflects a hierarchy of values and a system of meanings; it provides access to 
the world and enables us to get to know it in an already pre-determined way: it 
contains a model of the world and language affects the way speakers shape their 
view of the world and influences its image (2000:20). Consequently, due to the 
social experience present in language one may either rule on or evaluate the 
reality that surrounds him/her (Tokarski 2001:343).

An additional implication of this framework presented by Wojtasiewicz (qtd 
in Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:171), are the differences between languages perceived 
as expressions of a different extratextual reality reflected by these languages. 
The dissimilarities are connected to the difference in (1) the geographical envi-
ronment (including climate, flora and fauna), (2)  the material culture of the 
speakers, (3) their customs and (4) their beliefs, since all these aspects are re-
flected in language.

Given that mental objects, in the whole richness of their characterisation, 
are entrenched in the linguistic worldview the most vivid contrasts between 
languages can be seen by comparing lexical resources. In addition to lexis, each 
language is characterised by a particular system of more or less extensive re-
sources of grammatical rules, and finally, the rules of constructing sentences, i.e. 
syntax. There is no doubt that there is an explicit relation between the lexical re-
sources of different languages and the social lives of their speakers. Hence, each 
language reflects the lifestyle of the community and its proper communicative 
way of thinking39.

In fact, people who use different language systems perceive the world differ-
ently. This hypothesis is stated even more profoundly by Sapir (1978:62), who 
observes that languages differ in terms of their vocabulary. Distinctions that 
seem to be necessary for one community may be completely unfamiliar in a 

 36 Compare: Anusiewicz (1999:25). 39 See: Wierzbicka (2007).  
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language that is a reflection of different type of culture, and vice versa. In this 
view, the changes concern vocabulary items such as types of weapons and, at the 
same time, they are also found in the world of mental creations.

Nevertheless, Wierzbicka (1990:71) disagrees with the previous author by 
pointing out that languages vary not only as systems of language, but also as cultural 
worlds; as a medium of ethnic identity. In fact, this relation between cognition and 
language coupled with their reciprocal influence have also sparked a long debate 
within the fields of psychology and applied linguistics. Here, the questions first 
addressed by Casasanto (2008:58), become an area of central importance; namely, 
do we “think in language”? and does language “shape a speaker’s thoughts”?

These enquiries are connected to linguistic relativity in which differences in 
linguistic features yield modifications in ones’ thoughts. The linguistic relativity 
principle manifests the notion that language shapes the speaker’s thought and 
cognition (Gumperz and Levinson 1996; Lucy 1992). Likewise, varied languages 
exhibit a wide range of variabilities in the speaker’s semantic classes, thus also in 
linguistic representations. Consequently, speakers of different languages vary in 
their perception of the world. Moreover, their conceptual structure of the world 
is constrained by the natural language involved (Gentner and GoldinMeadow 
2003:3–14).

By analysing the linguistic relativity hypothesis, Pae (2012:49) postulates 
that despite a link between language and cognition, neither unidirectionality 
nor causality from cognition to language is supported by linguistic relativity. 
Given that, linguistic relativity also does not share common features with lin-
guistic determinism postulating that cognitive processes together with thoughts 
have a causal connotation with language construction. Furthermore, research 
conducted by Casasanto (2008:63) offers some evidence as to how linguistic rel-
ativity differs from linguistic determinism; specifically, it does not strictly deter-
mine the speaker’s thoughts.

Sapir (qtd in Tohidian 2009:65–66) provides even greater clarity towards 
understanding the premise of the LRH by studying English in comparison to 
Native American languages; the author claims that differences in linguistic 
aspects within languages yield differences in understanding, perception as 
well as interpretation of the world. Moreover, the above conclusion is consis-
tent with Whorf ’s (qtd in Tohidian 2009:65) findings that resulted in the theory 
referred to as the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis or as the Whorfian hypothesis37, which 
demonstrates the remarkable influence of Whorf as an educator on the theory 

 37 In the present thesis, the notion LRH and the Whorfian hypothesis are used 
interchangeably. 
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building process. Later, the notion was followed and substantiated by scholars 
who proposed two versions of the LRH according to the degree of intensity; 
namely, strong LRH and weak LRH (Hunt and Agnoli 1991:377–380; Tohidian 
2009:67). The strong LRH variety posits that both thought and perception are 
controlled and dictated by the linguistic system, whereas the weak LRH form 
postulates that language affects thought.

Yet, empirical evidence, alluded to by many researchers, had already raised 
doubts as to the adequacy of the strong variety of the LRH (Hunt and Agnoli 
1991:381; Regier and Kay 2009:439), by raising questions regarding the direct 
translation from one language to another, the presence or absence of a partic-
ular form in a language, and the quality of evidence used in Whorf ’s statement. 
The weak form of the LRH has also been deemed as ambiguous and unprov-
able. Nonetheless, Hunter and Agnoli (1991:389) have acknowledged that the 
LRH hypothesis not only can be testable and measurable, but also falsifiable with 
regard to the impact of the syntactic, pragmatic, lexical, and semantic factors of 
language on cognition as well as thought.

Over the decades, awareness of the contradictory evidence surrounding the 
Whorfian hypothesis has led through ebbs and flows in the field. In the 1960s, 
when the predominant model in linguistics and anthropology emphasised the 
universal nature of human language and cognition processes, the notion of lin-
guistic relativity ceased to exist within the research framework (Pinker 1994:23). 
Stemming from Chomsky’s Universal Grammar (UG), the linguistic universality 
hypothesis maintains that the universal repertoire of thought as well as cogni-
tion precedes the linguistic constraints entailed in each language. The hypothesis 
surpassed the main tendency in the linguistic field, at the time causing a con-
comitant dismissal of Whorf ’s theory in psychological analysis. Still, it was the 
work of Hunt and Agnoli (1991:389) that extended the limitations of UG in 
the capacity of explaining crosslinguistic varieties, such as low intertranslation 
skill and the usage of borrowings. Hoffman (1989:115) addresses the issue by 
presenting a poignant investigation into the intertwined nature of language and 
perception of the world, since “a thought expressible in one language does not 
always map into an equivalency in another”. As the author goes on to exemplify, 
the translation of the word serendipity into a single Korean word is impossible 
since it does not have any corresponding equivalent in this language. In fact, the 
English word serendipity can be only expressed by several words in a phrase. 
The scholar indicates that borrowings adapted by many linguistic systems may 
stem from either the translation barrier presented above or a lack of transparent 
equivalency from one language to another. Hunt and Agnoli (1991:378) add that 
“language differentially favors some thought processes over others, to the point 
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that a thought that is easily expressed in one language might virtually never be 
developed by speakers of another language”. Nevertheless, balanced bilingual 
speakers are able to maintain their competence to think differently in different 
language systems regarding the circumstantial demand by altering from one 
language to another.

Along the same lines, Casasanto (2008:62) implies that the anti-Whorfian 
school of thought is erroneous due to the conflation of two distinct enquiries: do 
we think in language? and does language shape thought? causing an artefact 
in the argument structure and the logical flow to which the anti-Whorfian UG 
researchers appealed. Through many observations, Pinker (1994:47) perceives 
the direct correlation between thought and language as a conventional absur-
dity since the categories of reality are not in the world but are determined by 
the speaker’s culture. The Whorfian hypothesis itself is considered by the author 
to be myth. Nonetheless, Garnham and Oakhill (1994:154) reject the idea by 
pointing out that the use of numerous, distinctively different words for snow used 
in Eskimo and English, to either support or debunk the relationship between 
language and cognition, is highly debatable. As the scholars contend, the con-
trast in the number of words in the two languages is not created by the central 
difference in thought but by the requirements of the environmental condition. 
The authors expose the way in which one group of Eskimos, while referring 
to snow uses a number of various words different from those used by English 
speakers. Indeed, there is a strong need for reframing the LRH investigation 
into the correlation between language, experience and concept by discrediting 
Pinker’s (1994:49) assumption against the Whorfian hypothesis; Casasanto 
(2008:65) points out that “language can shape the way people think even if they 
do not think in language”.

Adding another layer of complexity, the results of linguistic relativity were 
also stressed in the 1990s with empirical experimentations in the domains of 
number (e.g. Lucy 1992; Pae 2012; Tohidian 2009), spatial cognition (e.g. 
Hoffman 1989; Li and Gleitman 2002;), colour (e.g. Pinker 1994; Regier and Kay 
2009; Wierzbicka 2006) and also time perception (e.g. Boroditsky 2001). The 
studies have concluded with a focus on investigating ways in which language 
affects thought and on defining to what extent language influences cognition 
resulting in empirical evidence which supports the weak variety of the LRH. 
Given that, language may determine the way people think, due to the fact that, 
over time, speakers of different languages acquire unique conceptual collections 
through cognitive procedures (Casasanto 2008:70). In a similar vein, Regier and 
Kay (2009:440) take the view that perception of the world is filtered through the 
semantic class of the first/primary language.
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Undoubtedly, language is a significant medium of thought, partly because it 
enables us to perceive the knowledge and beliefs of other people. The role of the 
linguistic system in the perception of abstract, social information and the amal-
gamation of spatial data into a meaningful unit is strongly supported by Gentner 
and Goldin-Meadow’s (2003:3–14) study. The authors point out the fact that in 
spite of a gap between language and thought, structural changes in languages 
create various perceptions of the world. Gentner and Goldin-Meadow (2003:9) 
gathered numerous ontological debates on substances and objects together with 
hypothetically informed discussions over the LRH, concerning gender, mind, 
space, number, motion and thematic roles. These enquiries are connected to 
three categories of language function; namely, “language as lens, language as 
tool kit, and language as category maker”. The notion of language as lens means 
that the perception of the world is shaped by the linguistic system spoken by 
people. The second representation, i.e. language as tool kit refers to the question 
of whether the language used increases the speaker’s ability not only to present, 
but also to explain, both symbolic and belief systems. By being perceived as a cat-
egory maker, language determines the way people create category distinctions, 
such as spatial relations as well as semantics, nonverbal arrangements, and 
object-substance ontological distinctions. Still, an important insight emerging 
from the data presented is that “language is a powerful mediator of cognition 
when we speak and much of our lives is spent in language-related activities” 
(Gentner and Goldin-Meadow 2003:11). Altogether, it is apparent that, at least in 
the area of language-culture studies, the connection between the two is positive, 
undeniable, if not inalienable.

Furthering the interest in the language-culture correlation, three basic rela-
tional possibilities are to be addressed, where LG stands for language and CL for 
culture (Łozowski 2014:5):

 1) LG and CL are analog (LG < > CL), the way in which language is used and the 
way the world is seen/experienced reflect each other;

 2) LG is determinant of CL (LG > CL), language usage determines the way the 
world is seen/experienced;

 3) LG is a derivative of CL (LG < CL); the way the world is seen/experienced 
determines the way in which language is used.

Certainly, each of the three mentioned relations can be expressed with an exten-
sive array of shades and degrees; as a way of example, LG and CL can be analo-
gous to each other (see: option one in the above) in different degrees in various 
cases. Given this, the speaker makes language and culture analogs already by 
mere virtue of his/her using a linguistic system in connection to common 
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experience: what the speaker experiences in reality is what he/she refers to in 
language, and what is referred to in language is what is experienced in reality.

Łozowski (2014:6–7) provides even greater clarity towards this assumption by 
stating that in this sense spring, summer, autumn, winter respectively, the names 
we use in English for seasons of the year, reflect our culture which is either our 
experiential sense of time flow with regard to changing conditions in the nat-
ural environment or our current knowledge of the sun earth configuration, or 
both. Similarly, as long as we have four mental idealisations of how the natural 
environment keeps on changing in time or of what radical configurations can be 
given to the sun-earth arrangement our experience goes hand in hand with our 
linguistic expressions.

Yet, it should also be noted that at times this perfect mirror reflection is 
flawed. To clarify, the academic year in America is divided into just two halves, 
that is winter semester and summer semester. This in no way reflects these four 
idealisations of the seasons presented by Bartmiński. As a matter of fact, the 
winter semester is connected both with autumn and with winter (from October 
to March), and the summer semester is related to winter and spring as much as 
with summer (from mid-February to June).

Yet another vital insight emerging from the research is that asymmetrical 
methods of bridging language and culture together are far more frequently 
demonstrated in the literature. A  very good example of one-sided influence 
of language upon culture emanates from Sapir (qtd in Łozowski 2014:8), who 
voices this idea as follows:

“The essential perfection [of language] is a prerequisite to the development of cul-
ture as a whole. No matter how sophisticated our modes of interpretation become, we 
never really get beyond the projection and continuous transfer of relations suggested by 
language.”

Without a doubt, Sapir could have provided numerous instances to present the 
validity and priority of linguistic considerations over the cultural ones38. This in 
the first place, includes linguistic examination of experience, which may lead to 
the hypothesis that language is heuristic, empirical, and interpretative in rela-
tion to culture. Through abstraction coupled with generalisation, the linguistic 
system interprets what the speaker actually experiences in the world. To put it 

 38 This appears to be true even if we accepted the warning from Hymes (1972:260) that 
Sapir’s view of the language-culture relation was continuously changing. Despite the 
fact that a lot could have been changed in his views over the years, indeed, Sapir did 
remain a formalist.
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succinctly, without language, the speaker would not know what he/she hears, 
sees, or even touches (Łozowski 2014:8).

Finally, the impact that the linguistic system may have upon culture goes as 
far as a comprehensive linguistic interpenetration of experience (see: number 
3 in the list of relation possibilities above). Thus, languages, in fact, are verbal 
substitutions for experience39. Sapir (qtd in Łozowski 2014:11) finds further evi-
dence for this claim by stating:

“Language may not only refer to experience or even mold, interpret and discover expe-
rience but […] it also substitutes for it in the sense that […] speech and action supple-
ment each other and do each other’s work […]. If one says to me ‘Lend me a dollar’, 
I may hand over the money without a word or I may give it with an accompanying ‘here 
it is’ or I may say ‘I haven’t got it. I’ll give it to you tomorrow.’ Each of these responses is 
structurally equivalent.”

Perhaps the most persistent enquiry is whether human experience is clearly 
constrained by language: is something possible only as far as it can be inferred 
from language? Drawing largely on many researchers’ view (i.e. Langacker 2008; 
Narrog 2010), all that an individual is able to experience either exists already 
within linguistic structures or there is nothing a speaker may experience that is 
not a part of their linguistic system.

Despite how central the previously mentioned Sapir-Whorf theory is claimed 
to be in the process of inferencing, it proves secondary and relative to the 
language material of a given word/construction. Put succinctly, the language that 
invites cognitive tensions, or, for that matter, inferences, is central. Be that as it 
may, inferences would be subject to the speaker “perceiving resemblance, spot-
ting correspondences, building parallels, and ultimately, translating one domain 
of human experience (i.e. space) into another (i.e. time) – instead of language 
shaping experience (and culture), we would have experience shaping formal 
sense language is complete in itself ”. What this means is that language is an 
autonomous, irreducible system which has its own self-regulating mechanism.

 39 Whorf argues that “language produces an organisation of experience” and “that 
the background linguistic system is itself the shaper of ideas”. Witherspoon (qtd in 
Vermeulen 2009:48) concludes that “language is not a mirror of reality; reality is a 
mirror of language”; and Lucy leaves no doubt as to the primacy of language over cul-
ture and mind, saying that “language provides the dominant medium for social inter-
action helping to enable the distinctive forms of organisation that we call cultures”. In 
the same vein, she further states that language also provides an important medium of 
psychological representation, which helps to constitute the distinctive forms of thought 
called mind, or in short, that “language patterns do affect cognitive performance”.
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Moreover, Łozowski (2014:12) presents yet another version of the asymmet-
rical way of depicting the language-culture interface; namely, with language 
being influenced by culture. Indeed, the author presents several reasons why the 
language-culture connection favours culture, rather than language, each of them 
being a logical consequence of Malinowski’s general stand on anthropology.

Given that, the prime reason seems to be Malinowski’s research inclinations 
that can be described as both radically functional and contextual. In the author’s 
assessment culture comes in response to human basic needs. Rites, beliefs, and 
customs actually fill the biological, psychological and social needs (Łozowski 
2014:12). Language, in turn, specifically comes in response to the need for action, 
presenting language as not only a method of accomplishing tasks, a pragmatic 
way of doing things, but also, a mode of behaviour, an indispensable element of 
concerted human action.

In fact, Malinowski would position himself as a researcher further by stating 
that language and its usage connection has left its traces in linguistic structure. In 
the face of what the author reveals, the social heritage arbitrarily shapes its own 
pragmatic applications, and thus, leaves their imprints on the linguistic struc-
ture. In the same vein, Malinowski addresses his call for a new ethno-linguistic 
theory which in linguistics would show us how linguistic forms are influenced by 
physiological, mental, social, and other cultural elements; what is the real nature 
of meaning and form, and how they correspond (Łozowski 2014:13–14).

Based on the aforementioned statement, it is not the case that language 
structures culture but rather that culture influences language. Linguistic form 
and linguistic substance are in correspondence to each other, and the sources of 
the cultural grounding of language are as various and versatile as social organi-
sation, human biology, or human ways of thinking.

Yet, probably the most vivid quote on the direction of the language-culture 
interface from Malinowski’s point of view would be that real categories exists, 
and the grammatical divisions are based and moulded based on them. But these 
real categories are not derived from any primitive philosophical system, built up 
by contemplation of the surrounding world and by crude speculations. Language 
in its structure mirrors the real categories derived from practical attitudes of 
the child and of primitive or natural man to the surrounding world. The gram-
matical categories with all their peculiarities, exceptions, and refractory insub-
ordination to rule, are the reflection of the makeshift, unsystematic, practical 
outlook imposed by man’s struggle for existence in the widest sense of the word 
(Łozowski 2014:12–13).

This is where truly convincing evidence of Malinowski’s view on language as 
a derivative of a man’s cultural grounding can be found. As the author points 
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out: language is based, it mirrors, it is moulded, derived; linguistic categories are 
described as reflections. From the wealth of comments provided by the writer, 
the main theme is to be identified: the structure of a language and the values it 
represents are a direct consequence of a speaker’s way of thinking, that is atti-
tude and outlook, which, in turn, is conditioned by experience, the struggle for 
existence. Given that, Malinowski’s zealous research appeal may be explained 
as follows:  an individual person must be studied, including his/her intimate 
concerns, that is, the grip which life has on him/her. Thus, the following portrait 
of the language-culture interface may be obtained:  whilst struggling for exis-
tence, an individual acquires a sense of the world, a set of experience (Łozowski 
2014:13).

In this context, it is worthwhile to consider that the above-presented culture-
friendly attitude may create an impression of an unbalanced language-culture, 
with the latter being somehow in a superior position to language. Authors appear 
to be aware of this erroneous view and the easy possibility of misinterpretation. 
Thus, Bartmiński hastens to add that the relationship between them is not that of 
subordination because language may be treated as an aspect or repository of cul-
ture, something that embraces, expresses and gives breath to culture (Łozowski 
2014:16).

Still, at face value, elements such as the relation of language and culture, the 
formation of the representation of the world on both linguistic and extralin-
guistic foundations, and the projection of experience, are inspiring realms for 
speakers. One may try to bring those closer on the basis of the expressive lin-
guistic inventory of the users of the Spanglish language.

Furthermore, an important reflection on the observance of reality by a bilin-
gual person is enclosed in the statement of Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:173), that 
bilingualism means having two tools for self-realisation, to create a free and indi-
vidual identity and become a person in two different communities. The knowl-
edge of two languages may therefore help to escape from a one-sided picture of 
the world.

In this regard, the answer to the question as to the identity of this third ele-
ment bringing language and culture together is exceptionally direct:  it is the 
human element. Indeed, it is the mediatory conception of homo loquens, the 
experiencing and acting community as well as an individual person. They both 
form values which create the core of language.

Based on the research, one may assume that worldview is centred both upon 
the human individual and collective factor, since the ultimate aim has always 
been to arrive at the speaking subject, homo loquens, his perception and 
conceptualisation of the world, mentality and value system (Łozowski 2014:17).
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Summary
The chapter provides an overview of the complexity in defining bilingualism. It 
also presents the processes of bilingual development at both the individual and 
community level: when and how is it developed, enacted and studied. Different 
types of bilingualism are discussed and the criteria for their classification 
are characterised. Moreover, Chapter  1 asserts the significance of Linguistic 
Worldview by highlighting the correlation between language and identity in cul-
tural studies.

 

 





Chapter 2 Bilingual Speech Characteristics

Introduction
Historically, the phenomenon of bilingualism has been a permanent and long-
standing issue in the historical panorama of the United States. Despite visible 
opposition to linguistic code-mixing, the characteristic features of bilingual 
speech have been at the centre of interest for some decades now as numerous 
linguists aim to discover the principles of language processing, the mental orga-
nisation of languages by bilingual speakers, as well as the manner in which the 
two languages interact.

The above raises interesting possibilities for examination of the bilingual con-
cept. Perhaps, the most persistent questions related to this process are: How is 
bilingualism expressed within a society? What are the main features of bilin-
gualism? Is code-switching the most characteristic process present during bilin-
gual speech production?

Through enquiries such as these, the present chapter examines the most sig-
nificant traits of bilingual speech. The research will focus mainly on three core 
themes:  interference, borrowing, and code-switching, which will be presented 
with examples from the vast body of literature.

2.1  Interference
The multitude of data elicited from the research conducted by Otheguy and 
Stern (2011:85–100) identify interference as one of the most important features 
of bilingual processes. According to the authors, there exist several attitudes in 
defining this concept.

Weinreich (1953:43) offers a definition by stating that interference includes 
“those instances of deviation from the norms of either language which occur 
in the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more than one 
language, i.e. as a result of language contact”. It is therefore the impact of 
constructions, principles and elements from the source language on the forma-
tion of the target language or, to put succinctly, speakers’ use of patterns of the 
mother tongue in the second language sentences. Both linguistic systems must 
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resemble each other. In a situation when they lack any connection, transfer is 
impossible40 (Alvarez 1998:446; Edwards 2006:12).

Yet some authors disagree by referring to interference as a form of negative 
transfer which can be caused by four factors (Kroll and De Grott 2005:65–68):

 1) Speaker’s bilingual background – bilingualism is the main aspect of interfer-
ence as the speaker is influenced by both linguistic systems, the source and 
the target language.

 2) Disloyalty to the target language – according to the authors, it can cause neg-
ative attitude. This, in turn, leads to disobedience to target language structure 
and may force a bilingual person to use an uncontrolled structure of his/
her first language elements during the use of target language in spoken and 
written form41.

 3) Limited vocabulary – a learner who is willing to master another language will 
encounter problems with finding some native, cultural words in the target 
language42.

 4) Style and prestige  – using foreign words during communication aims at 
gaining pride and may even become a style of the user. Unfortunately, the 
speaker sometimes does not fully comprehend the real meaning of a given 
concept.

The above classification has frequently been severely criticised as there are 
instances of voluntary as well as involuntary occurrence of all these processes 
(Bister-Broosen and Willemyns 1992:164–166).

According to Rothman and Rell (2005:258–259), interference is caused by 
three factors. The first one is called an interlingual factor or interlingual transfer. 
This concept, which derives from contrastive analysis of behaviouristic school of 
learning, points to the negative interference of a native language as the only source 
of errors (negative transfer of L1 rules to L2 system). Dulay (qtd in Otheguy 
and Stern 2011:56) also indicates that such errors are caused by the influence of 

 40 As a way of example, the interference process is highly unlikely to occur between 
German and Chinese, as their syntactical structures notably differ from each other 
(Ducar 2004:53). 

 41 An example can be a person whose language background is limited and thus he/she 
tends to use words in sentences in structure and sense of the first language: “So I must 
spirit” instead of correct version: “I must keep my spirit” (Kroll and De Groot 2005:67). 

 42 For instance, when an Indonesian speaker wants to mention rambutan (Malayan fruit) 
or cultural words such as Mitoni or Tahlilan which do not have English equivalents 
(Kroll and De Groot 2005:67). 
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learners’ first language habits on second language production. The second reason 
of interference production is the verextention of analogy. Drawing further on 
the authors’ research (Rothman and Rell 2005:259) it can be contended that a 
learner’s incorrect use of a vocabulary item may be caused by the similarity of 
the elements between the first and the second language, as it is in the case of cog-
nate words (the same form of a word in two languages with different functions or 
meanings). The last factor that can cause interference is described by Rothman 
and Rell (2005:259) as a transfer of structure. As the authors explain, there are 
two types of transfer, that is positive and negative one. Negative transfer defines 
instances resulting in error because old habitual behaviour varies from the new 
behaviour being learnt by the speaker. In contrast, positive transfer occurs when 
the first language and second language share the same structure and a correct 
utterance is produced.

The work of researchers such as Bister-Broosen and Willemyns (1992:170) 
points to the existence of the following types of interference:

 1) Phonological interference;
 2) Grammatical interference;
 3) Lexical interference;
 4) Interference in spelling.

We shall briefly address these types in turn.
Phonological Interference. The first type of interference includes the transfer of 

the phonological system of the first language to the second linguistic system. It 
also involves the sound characteristics of the mother tongue, such as stress, pace, 
or intonation. What is more, phonological interference is likely to occur in a sit-
uation where either sound features of the two linguistic systems vary, or if a part 
of one language is not present in the other.

Mostly observed among older language learners, as the phonological system of 
their first language tends to impact their pronunciation of the foreign language, 
this process is based on neurological and physiological foundations. Indeed, 
adding new pronunciation practices to the existing ones may result in great dif-
ficulty (Hoffmann 1991:34–41).

To give an illustration of the above:

 1) th sound represented as [ð], is a common feature of the English linguistic 
system, and speakers of other languages that do not contain this particular 
sound frequently are not able to produce it correctly. Thus, speakers tend to 
replace it with a seemingly equivalent sound of their first language. To be 
more precise, instead of [ð], [s]  and [z] are used by German speakers while 
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Arabic-origin communities pronounce it as [d] or [t]. What the aforemen-
tioned instances exemplify is the fact that phonological interference may 
easily be perceived as a foreign accent.

 2) English and German languages consist of highly complex vowel systems 
including approximately 16–20 vowels and diphthongs. As a way of contrast, 
Greek and Italian languages use only 5 to 7 distinct vowel sounds. As a result, 
neither Italian nor Greek speakers of English are able to differentiate between 
long and short vowels.
Therefore, the words sit and seat are both pronounced as [sit].

 3) The glottal stop is commonly ignored by French speakers of the German 
language. The reason is its rare usage in French. Hence, French speakers are 
commonly not able to distinguish between the words vereisen and verreisen.

 4) In German, consonants which are positioned in the final place are devoiced. 
Therefore, rad and rat are pronounced in a similar way. Because of this 
speech habit of devoicing, German native speakers frequently fail to differen-
tiate between bag – back or and – ant.

Grammatical Interference. The second type of interference is connected to 
syntactical features, such as sentence structure, word order, tense, pronouns, 
determiners and many others. To exemplify, unlike in German, word order, 
adverbs or adverbial clauses of time are in the English language typically located 
at the end of a sentence. As a result, speakers of German who attempt to speak 
English may formulate the following utterances: “I travelled three years ago to 
Mexico”, or “I ate yesterday a sandwich” (Hoffmann 1991:42).

Likewise, German or Polish speakers encounter major difficulties in using 
Present Perfect tense. As no equivalent to this form exists in those languages 
speakers are adopting the correct word order in English. Also, because of both 
the word order and sentence structure some speakers are prone to ask “Speak 
you German?” or create a sentence “They have hunger” which indicate either 
German or Spanish impact:  “Sie haben Hunger” and “Ellos tienen hambre” 
respectively (Bister-Broosen and Willemyns 1992:167).

Another example of grammatical interference is the transfer of familiar nega-
tion patterns to English made by German speakers:  “Seine Mutter ging nicht 
aufs College und sein Vater auch nicht” (His mother did not go to college and his 
father did not, too). Unlike in German, English has a distinct expression for the 
negation of too: “You go not swimming” – “You don’t go”.

Additionally, prepositions are very often subject to the interference from the 
first/primary language to the target language. As exemplified by Bister-Broosen 
and Willemyns (1992:168) children who are monolingual have a tendency to 
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confuse them as in the following examples: “I’m good in maths” (at) – gut sein in, 
“this is typical for him (of)” – typisch für.

Lexical Interference. Within this process, one may differentiate two different 
levels of interference; that is, at the word and semantic levels. The first refers to 
the use of a word from the native language while speaking the foreign one. It 
is commonly caused by linguistic deficiency; a situation in which a non-native 
speaker does not know a specific expression or word and the user replaces it 
with the corresponding lexical item in his/her mother tongue. This may lead to 
phonetical and/or morphological adaptation of a given borrowed word according 
to the rules of the second language (Hoffmann 1991:43–44). Gardner-Chloros 
(2009:24) presents an example, observed during her research, by describing a 
situation in which an English-Spanish bilingual child asks her father if he was 
going to wear a belt: “Te vas a poner el belto?”. In this case a child could not think 
of the Spanish equivalent for belt (cinturón). Lexical interferences may be also 
found in the following examples:  “Pam, can you desentie this?” (untie) where 
the Spanish morpheme for undoing was used, de la scula for school, lokar from 
English lock and Spanish infinitive word ending, sender instead of to send, the calf 
meaning das Kalf (Hoffmann 1991:44).

The second type of lexical interference occurs on a semantic level when the 
meaning of a word or phrase from the source language is extended to the equiv-
alent word in the foreign language. An example of this is provided by Saunders 
(qtd in Gardner-Chloros 2009:25), who describes a situation in which a 5-year-
old German-English bilingual speaker tried to explain to his English mother that 
he and his father had purchased plane tickets for the summer holidays:

Boy: Mum, we got the cards.
Mother: What cards?
Boy: The card so we could go to Grandma’s.

In the above situation, the meaning of the English word card is overextended 
to ticket since in German Karte may refer to card, ticket or map. Likewise, this 
type of interference may be found in idioms or idiomatic expressions such as 
“I’ll press my thumbs for you” instead of “I will keep my fingers crossed for 
you”. Yet more instances of interference within bilingual speech are the use 
of prepositions, articles and typical false friends derived from native language 
speech habits (Hoffmann 1991:44).

Interference in spelling. This process is connected with the transfer from one 
language to another of writing customs and conventions. It may occur when 
non-natives of a given language, not familiar with its orthography, apply the 
rules of spelling of their native language and/or follow their perception of the 
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foreign language, such as addresse instead of address (Hoffmann 1991:45–46). 
The examples are as follows: addresse for address, es felt mir schwer which means 
it is difficult to explain, korregieren for correct. According to Hoffmann (1991:45), 
it can also happen that the spelling may correspond to the perception as it is vis-
ible in the words pilts (build) and Geschpräch (conversation).

2.2  Borrowings
Often aligned with interference processes, borrowing is yet another character-
istic of bilingual speech. According to Weinreich (qtd in Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:34–
35), a clear distinction between interference and borrowing is impossible. 
Nonetheless, a substantial number of examples provided by the author prove 
that lexical interference would also fulfil the criteria for borrowing. Weinreich 
further acknowledges that lexical interference may be defined as a transfer of 
a sequence of phonemes into another language. In fact, Weinreich’s assump-
tion is perfectly in line with other researchers’ understanding of borrowing. As 
Gardner-Chloros (2009:25) and Hoffman (1991:34–41) describe, loanwords are 
the incorporations from one linguistic system into another of a form with or 
without its related meaning which was previously absent in the source language.

Despite the theoretical need to clearly differentiate between transfers and 
borrowings, this appears to be barely possible in many cases. Numerous linguists 
try to separate these two notions by defining borrowing as an unpredictable per-
formance strategy aimed at bridging gaps in the interlanguage, while transfer as 
belonging to the acquaintance process (Traugott and Dasher 2002:14–15).

Interestingly, the term borrowing itself can be misleading as, according 
to Kroll and De Groot (2005:67–68), “the borrowing language is not really 
adopting anything from the other language, the called donor, and nothing will 
be paid back”. In fact, there has been a lot of interest in the field of linguistic 
borrowing over the years, particularly due to penetrating research studies on 
American Norwegian and Swedish varieties in the 1950s conducted by Haugen 
(1956:210) as well as the well-known examination of language contact presented 
by Weinreich (1953:203–207). Traditionally it has been argued that a borrowing 
is the use of either a word, structure or form in one language, for example in 
one’s native language, that derives from a different linguistic contact or dialect. 
Haugen (1956:212) mentioned the word chic, meaning fashionable or attractive, 
as an example of a borrowing from French, and a German expression Gesundheit! 
(health) used when someone sneezed. After they had been incorporated into 
English, these words have become permanent members of the English language 
lexicon and can be found now in English dictionaries.
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Lexical Borrowing. This type of borrowing refers to the incorporation of lex-
ical items from other languages. Historically, both Greek and Latin were the 
foundation of many borrowings into European languages; currently it is English 
which has become the prevailing source language.

As indicated by Hoffmann (1991:42), linguistic purists present a scenario in 
which two languages do not transfer words equally, thus the borrowing process 
occurs mainly in one direction: one linguistic system borrows items from the 
second language, while the former adds folklore expressions and words restricted 
to a specific cultural setting and cannot be found outside43.

Arguments presented by linguistic purists also include the thesis that 
borrowed items impoverish language since they often substitute indigenous 
words and expressions. This process is labelled as relexification; the replacement 
of words in one language with those of another, whereas the original grammar is 
maintained as far as possible (Traugott and Dasher 2002:16).

Due to the classification of lexical borrowings, two processes can be 
recognised; namely, importation and substitution. The first denotes the transfer 
of a specific pattern, such as morphemes, into the language, while substitution 
refers to the replacement of a given item from another language with a native 
form. Both processes account for the following forms of borrowings at the lexical 
level (Hoffman 1991:41–46)44:

 1) Loanwords – this is the most common type of borrowing process, which is 
created when morphemes are imported and substitution occurs on the pho-
nemic level. Typical examples of loanwords transferred from German to 
English include words such as kindergarten, sauerkraut and from English to 
French le parking, le weekend.

 2) Loanblends  – not only importation but also morphemic substitution is 
involved in this process. A  fragment of the foreign linguistic model is 
imported and another part of it is changed by an element which is already in 
the borrower linguistic system, for instance the Dutch soft-ware huis stem-
ming from English soft-ware house and the German Second-hand-Laden. 
Interestingly, a morpheme from the recipient linguistic system is frequently 
added to the original word. Thus, such verbs as lunchear, clickear, were 

 43 An example of such a folklore word is the German term Abendbrot as it cannot be 
translated easily due to its special associations and connotations closely related to 
German culture (Hoffmann 1991:42). 

 44 It is also vital to note that borrowing terms from other linguistic systems is often 
accompanied by a change in meaning. 
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formed by attaching the Spanish suffix -ar which indicates the nominative 
ending.

 3) Loanshifts  – this type of borrowing is also referred to as loan translations 
as they are literal translations of words and expressions imported from the 
donor language, and at the same time, culture. Therefore, it may be defined 
as an importation of meaning during which substitution is not involved. 
A  good example provided by Hoffman (1991:42–46) is skyscraper since it 
has been the source for loanshifts such as German Wolkenkratzer, French 
gratte-ciel, Spanish rasca-cielos, and Italian grattacielo. Loanshifts include 
loan translations, which are also referred to as calques. The example most 
often mentioned is the English word superman, an idea borrowed from the 
German compound Übermensch, yet represented in English by morphemes. 
Interestingly, loanshifts may also be represented by semantic loans, which 
are also known as semantic extensions, in which the form and meaning of 
a native word are extended to include a new, perhaps related concept. An 
example is the meaning associated with American Spanish word grados, lit-
erally translated as degrees in the sense of the temperature, which is expanded 
to include the meaning of grades as in English grades or marks received in 
school (Silva-Corvalán 1994:170).

Grammatical Borrowing. Muysken (2000:197–198) observes six linguistic pro-
cesses that may account for grammatical borrowing:

 1) Convergence  – it is perceived as a structural similarity between the two 
languages in a given aspect of the grammar. Consequently, the interaction of 
two linguistic systems used within the same area and by the same speakers 
can merge if they have coexisted for a long period of time. Therefore, the 
interaction of two languages used in the same area and more or less by the 
same group of people can converge if these linguistic systems coexist for a 
long period of time. To be more precise, the process of convergence typi-
cally begins at the phonetic level when the sound features become similar, 
without favouring one direction (Boztepe 2003:24). This kind of phonological 
junction has occurred between Chinese and Tibetan languages, some dialects 
of Swedish and Norwegian as well as between Baltic languages. Convergence 
can also affect syntactical and grammatical approximation.

 2) Cultural influence  – it may frequently lead to lexical borrowing, often at 
either the idiosyncratic level or as a complete relexification (see: point 4).

 3) Lexical borrowing (described in the previous paragraph Lexical Borrowings).
 4) Relexification – it is also known as the second language learning or acqui-

sition. Kroll and De Groot (2005:78) discuss the situation in which a 
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considerable language change is caused by the emigrant group whose native 
language is taken to another region with different mother tongue system and 
people from that area use it as a second language. In such situation items of 
their mother tongue may have a substrate influence. In his analysis of bilin-
gual speech characteristics, Muysken (2000:198) has attempted to draw fine 
distinctions between the Roman languages, which have all developed from 
Vulgar Latin. As the researcher identifies, these differences are caused by 
the impact of a specific substrate, for instance, French has been influenced 
by Franconian and Celtic substrate languages, while Spanish has borrowed 
many elements from Basque.

 5) Second-language learning or acquisition  – a given linguistic system can 
change considerably in a situation in which a foreign language is brought by 
immigrants to another region and natives from that area learn the foreign 
language as a second one. As a result, linguistic items of their native language 
include a substrate influence (Muysken 2000:197).

 6) Imitation of prestige language patterns – a linguistic system can borrow rules 
and constructions of a prestigious language as they can be simply adopted 
to the recipient language. Thus, according to Muysken (2000:199), this type 
of borrowing is limited to a superficial stage as highly complex patterns of 
a language cannot be assimilated into a contradictory language. As a way 
of example, numerous expressions of Latin origin considered as highly 
sophisticated were adopted by various European linguistic systems in the 
Renaissance45.

In general, the above findings are complemented by Kroll and De Groot’s 
(2005:78) study, in which the authors maintain that borrowings can be broken 
down in yet another way into additions and substitutions. The first type provides 
labels for items and notions newly introduced to the culture, for instance words 
such as delicatessen from German, Italian word pizza, and sushi from Japan. The 
latter are much less common and refer to the words for which forms already exist 
in the recipient linguistic system. Kroll and De Groot (2005:79) offer examples 
by describing the term wrap used by many Californians. This word may be an 
English derived substitute for the Spanish derived burrito46 meaning a type of 
sandwich or tortilla. Other instances in English can include such specialised 
concepts as the German word Weltanschauung referring to worldview which 

 45 For further information see: Beardsmore (1986); Bloomfield (1935); Cohen (2007). 
 46 However, it is important to point out that this borrowing does capture the essence of 

wrapping a filling in a piece of flatbread. 
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is used in philosophy as well as Italian musical terms like lento (slowly), piano 
(softly or quietly), and fortissimo (very loud), for which there are also English 
equivalents.

Muysken (2000:201–203) draws attention to the fact that substitutions are 
not typically directional, from dominant to non-dominant linguistic system, as 
is the case of both American Spanish and Modern Mexicano characterised by 
numerous borrowings from Spanish. Substitutions are frequently mentioned in 
articles regarding borrowings because there is a heated debate on why speakers 
of one language want to borrow a word from another linguistic system when 
they already have one of their own. There must be some kind of social benefit 
causing this situation, concludes Muysken (2000:203).

Muysken’s view is supported by Fishman (1972:34) who points out that “bor-
rowing is a one-way process, with the non-dominant or recessive language bor-
rowing more words from the socially dominant language than the other way 
around, from recessive to dominant”. Therefore, it may be argued that Spanish 
is not alone by any means:  there are many languages in the America, not just 
Spanish, which adopt words and expression from English. In the United States, 
the language of power is obviously English; in sociolinguistic terms, it is even 
described as the high variety (Fishman 1972:35). In the same vein, there is no 
need to call English a national language as anyone who settles in America will 
know how imperative it is. In fact, English is central to almost every official sphere 
of communication, media, politics, education and government. Nonetheless, in 
contrast to Fishman, Kroll and De Groot (2005:78) hold the view that this does 
not mean that the Spanish language will not be dominant in some way in other 
contexts and situations. In fact, sometimes within SpanishEnglish bilingual com-
munity proficiency in standard forms of Spanish is perceived as prestigious, for 
instance in Spanish language media such as newspaper and television or when 
discussing particular topics like Mexican politics or cuisine.

Much of the available literature on lexical adaptations deals with the contro-
versy around the term dominance as, in the context of linguistics, it can vary in 
meaning from place to place and from occasion to occasion. In Mexico since the 
language of power and prestige is Spanish numerous indigenous languages used 
by Mexican and other Latin American communities adapt words from Spanish. 
Nevertheless, it is crucial to emphasise that the dominant language can borrow a 
significant number of terms from a linguistic system that is recessive. Examples 
that can be presented come from California where terms for cultural items and 
additions were incorporated into English from several languages. To name only 
a few, those coming from Mexican Spanish include: burrito, cantina, chili con 
carne, fajita, frijoles, quesadilla, salsa, taco, tortilla, tostada. A tortilla in Mexico 
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is used to describe an egg omelet, while a burrito refers to a small burro (male 
donkey). Nonetheless, most Californians distinguish these words and they use 
them whenever necessary (Fishman 1972:35–36).

In contrast, there is no comparison for English borrowings in local Spanish 
since there are hundreds of expressions and words enumerated in American 
Spanish dictionaries and current texts, such as Spanglish by Ilan Stavans (2000a). 
Many of these constructs are used on a daily basis in the area of Los Angeles. 
There can be words for relatively new concepts that do not even exist in the 
Spanish language as in the case of the word babysitter which represents a concept 
foreign to many non-Americans. That is why, it is borrowed relatively quickly.

As Fishman (1972:36) reminds us, borrowings can result from the frequency 
and the ubiquitous nature of English. More to the point, in Spanish there are 
numerous English words which are borrowed and adapted to Spanish phonology 
and morphology. Examples of substitutions include: marketa (market) is used 
instead of the Spanish form mercado; parkearse (to park) stands in the place of 
Spanish estacionarse; puchar (to push) substitutes for empujar, and troca (truck) 
is commonly used in the place of camion.

Together, the presented studies outline that many native speakers of American 
Spanish are unconscious of the fact that these words are not truly Spanish. They 
cannot be found in any Spanish dictionary used by the nations and cultures that 
consider Spanish as their mother tongue.

2.3  Code-switching
Code-switching (or CS) is yet another bilingual speech feature that is somewhat 
parallel to borrowing. To comprehend the notion of code-switching, one must 
understand that it is based on the alternate use of two linguistic systems or varie-
ties in either the same utterance or conversation. Furthermore, this process may 
occur across sentence and phrase boundaries as it is connected with single as 
well as complex lexical items (Franceschini 1998:52–53).

As Fishman (1972:40) observes, the code-switching phenomenon involves 
alternation between the two or more linguistic systems in contact. It may man-
ifest itself in many different ways, for instance, one of the outcomes of diglossia 
and the compartmentalisation of languages is the more or less intentional alter-
nation of varieties based on the speech situation. In other words, if one of the 
substantial elements of a speech event changes, the language variety will be also 
changed, e.g. when a new person joins the conversation or there is a change in 
the location. Significantly, the aspects determining which linguistic system or 
variety is used are primarily social. What it means is that the circumstances in 
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which speakers find themselves typically govern which language is used by a 
bilingual.

On the other hand, the evidence presented by Kroll and De Groot (2005:67) 
suggests that for monolingual speakers of a language, there are various forms 
for different occasions, such as going to the doctor, speaking to a mechanic, 
or cheering at the children’ football game. As the authors further outline, the 
registers of speech differ according to the circumstances. For the group of pro-
ficient bilingual speakers the choice of language, Spanish or English, is equally 
unconscious and comparable to the process of choosing among individual 
registers. Together, the studies outline that Spanish is typically the linguistic 
system used in informal settings during which informal registers of Spanish are 
preferred, mostly among peers and other members of the bilingual society47.

Chicano-Latinos born in the United States often take the conversational 
code-switching as a norm. They demonstrate a high degree of personal involve-
ment and, consequently, the linguistic variety of choice among insiders. They 
adopt the informal registers of either Spanish or English (Hoffmann 1991:46).

According to yet another scholar (Franceschini 1998:54), not only are speech 
situations dynamic, but they also change since people, places, and topics are in 
a continuous state of fluctuation. As a result, language use within a bilingual 
society may also be in a similar state of change:  bilingual speakers will move 
seamlessly from one linguistic variety to another. Conversely, in a multilingual 
situation, during a personal contact with a variety of speakers using one or the 
other of languages (or both), one needs to adjust. Every time such an occur-
rence takes place, the situation will generally regulate both the language variety, 
namely Spanish, English (or both), and the register of each linguistic system, 
that is formal, informal, informational, personal involvement, and so on (Davies 
2003:78).

As the analysis by Hoffmann (1991:47) indicates, code-switching is not 
directly related to the age or gender of the speaker since it may be observed 
within the speech of both children and adults of either sex. Yet, it is vital to note 
that a considerable level of linguistic proficiency in both languages is required 
from bilinguals to change codes in one sentence. Certainly, data collected by 
Garden-Chloros (2009:117) correspond to Franceschini’s assertion: children do 
not code-switch until the achievement of in-depth knowledge and competence 
in their codes.

 47 According to Fishman (1972:89), an exception would be the students in college during 
formal and academic settings.
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In several authors’ research studies on bilingual speech features, various 
reasons for frequent code-switching by bilingual speakers are revealed. It is well 
documented that a foreign language learner in order to bridge his/her language 
gap and convey the meaning will shift between languages. Moreover, a similar 
line of thought runs through the writing of many authors and researchers who 
explicitly investigate this referential function of code-switching. In a situation of 
unfamiliarity with a language or in conversations which require specific vocab-
ulary, one may also shift codes out of consideration for his/her interlocutor, 
who may not be familiar with the language (Davies 2003:78–79; Ducar 2004:47; 
Fishman 1972:45). What Garden-Chloros (2009:118) adds is that the shift serving 
the referential function is the most conscious example of code-switching as 
speakers are generally fully aware of the different languages they merge together. 
Surprisingly, it aids proficient bilinguals as a rhetorical device for emphasising, 
repeating or expressing information in a very emphatic way.

In addition, as yet another researcher notes, code-switching is employed 
in a situation when a speaker quotes another person (Edwards 2006:11–12). 
Likewise, bilinguals can also have a different language preference depending 
on environment, topic of conversation, and context. To exemplify, a specific 
expression in one of the languages can have unique associations and special 
meaning, thus this language is selected by a bilingual speaker. What the above 
example demonstrates is that the code-switching serves also a phatic function as 
it highlights a change in the tone of a conversation. Therefore, this process has 
also been referred to as metaphorical switching (Garden-Chloros 2009:119).

Furthermore, the scholar Bartmiński (2016:5–7) has written extensively on 
additional usage of code-switching, that is the identifying function of language. 
As the author explains, the identifying function is realized both on individual 
and group level.

Code-switching in bilingual speech can be initiated by a trigger word, that is a 
lexeme adopted from another language which causes a shift to a given linguistic 
code (for examples see: section 5.5.5 Code-switching). This type of code shifting 
is also recognised as internally conditioned switching.

Hoffmann (1991:35) notes that in a situation when various languages are 
assigned to specific events, even a minor modification can change the language 
of choice, for instance, a complete shift from Spanish to English when a mono-
lingual English speaker joins the conversation. Similarly, a change of the conver-
sation topic may have a comparable effect, i.e. if the discussion alters from gossip 
about a friend to an academic topic such as linguistics. Specific topics can involve 
the need of using special terms or expressions, and the speakers may know these 
concepts in only one linguistic system or the other. This situation is typical for 
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bilingual people in diglossic situations when one variation of language is used at 
home and another at work or school.

A situation in which actual switch from one linguistic system to another 
occurs, in other words a conversation in language A and next a completely dif-
ferent conversation in language B, is named intersentential code-switching48. This 
type of code alternation goes beyond sentence boundaries and basically means 
that the shift from one linguistic system to another takes place as one utterance 
or sentence is completed and a new one begins in the other language (Muysken 
2000:203).

The studies conducted by Kroll and De Groot (2005:91) provide illustrations 
of intersentential alterations. The first example is a bilingual Spanish-English 
shop assistant who can respond to a question in English with one customer 
and then turn to another and answer in Spanish. Similarly, a salesperson who 
is speaking English with a manager or co-worker will shift the language when 
approached by yet another person who he/she recognised, sometimes based 
on personal appearance or mannerisms, as a Spanish speaker. Such a change 
in the speech situation can create a shift from English to Spanish, however as a 
result, the speaker ends, perhaps only temporarily, the English sentence before 
beginning the next sentence in Spanish. Another instance of intersentential 
code-switching appears when a person uses one linguistic system in an informal 
way in a car while driving to a formal social event, and then he/she speaks a 
completely different language at the event itself.

In view of all that has been mentioned so far, one may suppose that the choice 
of language can be rather practical, too. For instance, relative proficiencies can 
be an important determiner among peers. If all people involved in discussion 
know English at the proficient level and, at the same time, if they do not speak 
Spanish so well, then the conversation can be switched to English, the language 
that all speakers know the best. The contrary situation is also possible:  in the 
circumstances when all participants are highly proficient in Spanish, the discus-
sion may be shifted to Spanish. Possibly, the group will gravitate to the least pop-
ular denominator, that is the linguistic system that the majority of them learnt, 
when proficiencies differ among participants (Kroll and De Groot 2005:97).

One unanticipated finding in Hoffmann’s (1991:45) study of intersentential 
code-switching was that the symbolic nature of each linguistic system can also 
turn to be of the uppermost importance. As the author emphasises, Spanish 

 48 Inter- derives from Latin prefix meaning between or among and sentential refers to 
sentences (Muysken 2000:204). 
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is traditionally described as the language of unity and ethnic pride among 
numerous Chicano-Latinos, while English symbolises the dominant culture, in 
some cases viewed in a positive way, sometimes not. There can also be temporary 
shifts from one language to the other in order to exploit the symbolism as well 
as to show identification with one culture or the other. This situation may occur 
when Chicano-Latinos want to distinguish themselves from a monolingual 
group of speakers of either Spanish or English. In other words, code-switching 
in general, as the ability to alter from one language to the other, can be sym-
bolic and has its own social value (Hamberger 2009:56). The above finding is in 
agreement with Garden-Chloros’ (2009:118) study, in which the author claims 
that intersentential CS has been of central interest for sociolinguists as a form of 
social behaviour since it demonstrates how languages, or registers of languages, 
may be assigned to specific social situations.

Nevertheless, another category of code-switching has gathered a much greater 
amount of attention expressed not only by sociolinguists; namely intrasentential 
code-switching49. This process happens when speakers switch mid-sentence and 
it is often referred to as conversational code-switching due to the fact that it looks 
and sounds like two linguistic systems are spoken at the same time (Garden-
Chloros 2009:119).

According to Grosjean (2008:155), this type of code-switching may be also 
called code-mixing or language mixing55. In fact these two terms have received 
much attention from numerous scholars. For example, Kroll and De Groot 
(2005:97–98) assert that code-mixing and language mixing can be used differ-
ently by language contact specialists, mainly those who create fine distinctions 
among phenomena. In fact, the term code will not be used by everyone when 
referring to a variety of speech.

Likewise, the notion of mixed language has been in the centre of a heated 
debate for many years. It has been proclaimed by Muysken (2000:203) that since 
all linguistic systems are mixed to some extent, they are the outcomes of the 
language mixing process. Some linguists note blended, hybrid, intertwined, or 
split languages which seem to be the fusion of two linguistic systems (among 
others: Gollan and Brown 2006; Lipski 2004; Nash 1970; Parodi 1999).

Nonetheless, it is also important to highlight that there have been dissenters 
to the above view as some authors deny the existence of mixed languages at all 

 49 Intra- comes from Latin prefix meaning within, inside and sentential refers to sentence 
(Muysken 2000:204). 55 The two terms can also refer to the ways native bilingual chil-
dren mix their linguistic systems during Bilingual First Language Acquisition (BFLA). 
For further information see: Bister-Broosen and Willemyns (1992:168–180). 
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and attribute foreign words and expressions in a recipient language to standard 
processes of borrowing. One of them, Müller (qtd in Muysken 2000:203) did 
not accept the possibility of a mixed language. The author supported the view 
presented by Whitney (qtd in Bister-Broosen and Willemyns 1992:181) who 
expressed his scepticism in the following words:

“Such a thing as the adoption on the part of one tongue, by a direct process, of any 
part or parts of the formal structure of another tongue has, so far as is known, not 
come under the notice of linguistic students during the recorded periods of language-
history. So far as these are concerned, it appears to be everywhere the case that when 
the speakers of two languages, A and B, are brought together into one community, there 
takes place no amalgamation of their speech, into AB; but for a time the two maintain 
their own several identity, only as modified each by the admission of material from the 
other in accordance with the ordinary laws of mixture; we may call them Ab and Ba, and 
not AB […]. We shall doubtless meet now and then with the claim that such and such a 
case presents peculiar conditions which separate it from the general class, and that some 
remote and difficult problem in language-history is to be solved by admitting promis-
cuous mixture. Any one advancing such a claim, however, does it at his peril; the burden 
of proof is upon him to show what the peculiar conditions might have been, and how 
they should have acted to produce the exceptional result; he will be challenged to bring 
forward some historically authenticated case of analogous results; and his solution, if 
not rejected altogether, will be looked upon with doubt and misgiving until he shall have 
complied with these reasonable requirements.”

The unprompted and spontaneous use of two linguistic systems during 
intrasentential CS does not necessarily lead to a mixed language; however it can 
become a factor. One author in Grosjean’s (2008:154) monograph commented 
on a situation in which she heard her own voice recorded on a tape. The subject 
to the study expressed surprise at the speed of the monologue and how hard it 
was to understand. Yet, when she was changing the codes during conversation 
with her best friend who was also code-switching, she did not encounter any 
problems in understanding the conversation. As Grosjean (2008:155) comments 
“outside of the confines of the speech event, she had to try hard to understand 
what was said”. The participant also observed that her own switches included 
proportionately more English than Spanish, while, in contrast, her interlocutor’s 
switches involved more Spanish than English and they apparently did not impact 
intelligibility for either participant during the conversation itself.

Furthermore, the combination of findings presented by Garden-Chloros 
(2009:123) provides some support for the conceptual premise that participants, 
setting, and topics of conversation seem to have little or no bearing on the lin-
guistic choice preference as there is a continuous stream of bilingual speech. In 
essence, intrasentential code-switching may become a detached code or register 
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of speech. The authors also offer some evidence that fluent code-switching is not 
only acquired, but also skilled behaviour.

Interestingly, in the Spanish-English bilingual community, it is commonly 
observed that monolingual speakers of either linguistic system do not fully com-
prehend the conversational switching and certain kinds of additive bilinguals 
may not understand or be able to engage in it (Muysken 2000:204). This finding 
corroborates the idea proposed by Grosjean (2008:204) who suggests that even 
though one is fully bilingual in both Spanish and English, he/she will not neces-
sarily understand fluent intrasentential CS.

In the same vein, Silva-Corvalán (1994:171) proposes the view that 
intrasentential code-switching is not dependent on any kind of change in the 
speech situation. Her view is complemented by Muysken’s (2000:191) study on 
code-switching in which the author asserts that the speakers will use either or 
both languages with the same people, regardless of the topic or physical setting 
for conversation. Comparable to informal registers of speech, intrasentential 
switches typically occur in informal situations when the change from one lin-
guistic system to the other takes place within the utterance, not in between 
sentences or visibly marked boundaries.

Analogous to informal speech registers, this kind of switching frequently 
occurs in informal situations, for instance with siblings, friends, and colleagues 
from work, mostly during personal discussions and conversations on the phone. 
The shift between the languages has a completely different effect when compared 
to using a single linguistic variety in a normal, standard conversation. To put 
succinctly, it demonstrates not only commitment to the bilingual speech com-
munity, but also a close personal and social attachment among participants. 
They can relate to each other.

Clearly, the code-switching phenomenon which occurs within the sentence 
boundaries is acquired in addition to the two respective linguistic systems 
through contact with other language users. It is learnt in the same manner as a 
full variety of registers are acquired by monolingual speakers. The data appear to 
suggest that it is shaped by older siblings together with other family and commu-
nity members who are equally bilingual (Muysken 2000:190).

Muysken (2000:191) also develops a claim that conversational code-switching 
is by no means a process limited to Spanish-English bilinguals. The author 
presents many instances of situations in which this type of CS receives a some-
what pejorative connotation. To exemplify, in Southern California, except 
Spanglish there are terms used such as Konglish which denotes Korean-English 
intrasentential, conversational CS; Japlish for JapaneseEnglish, and Taglish 
describing Tagalog-English. Also, the French-English code-switching used in 
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Montreal, Canada, is referred to as Franglais. The negative assessments seem to 
originate from linguistic purists who want to see the respective languages pre-
served in their original forms, that is according to some standard variety. Bister-
Broosen and Willemyns’ (1992:180) findings lend support to the above claim. The 
authors observe that purists despise language mixing behaviours and perceive 
code-switching as the corruption of the ingredient languages. The widespread 
perception is that habitual code-switchers are not able to speak both languages 
proficiently enough. They appear to be losing their heritage language as they fail 
to learn English. Yet, it is crucial to emphasise that neither of these assumptions 
are warranted when looking at code-switching as a skilled behaviour.

For the present purposes, the terms conversational and intrasentential 
vary only in perspective as the first refers to the grammatical structure of the 
switching, while the latter to its usage. In fact, some specific groups of speakers 
seem to be particularly adept at this extraordinary linguistic phenomenon by 
“skilfully weaving their way from one language to another, in a natural, flowing 
conversational manner” (Grosjean 2008:155). Kroll and De Groot (2005:102) 
present an example by pointing to adolescent peer groups, siblings, close friends 
as well as co-workers who typically interact in very informal ways.

The processes of interference, borrowing and code-switching have been sub-
ject to a wide range of research as they are some of the most essential features 
for bilingual speech. From the multitude of data presented in this section, it is 
apparent that different approaches have shaped a variety of hypotheses and the-
ories, some of them contradictory.

Many authors strongly believe that there is no visible distinction between 
these three linguistic notions. Weinreich (1953:98), for instance, did not make 
any distinction between lexical interference and borrowing. As a way of contrast, 
Corder (qtd in Muysken 2000:197198) considers borrowing as a conscious per-
formance method, while transfer is assumed to be in line with the acquisition of 
a second language. Other authors do not even equate transfer and interference. 
Clyne (qtd in Muysken 2000:198) perceives transfer as a mere descriptive notion 
identifying the phenomenon of language mixing, while interference is seen by 
the scholar as always suggesting its cause. By the same token, code-switching 
and interference frequently amalgamate and thus cannot always be clearly 
distinguished.

Interestingly, the linguistic processes which are involved in online 
code-switching and long-term borrowing can overlap to some extent. In his study, 
Muysken (2000:178) provides a number of important examples by explaining 
that during intrasentential code-switching, the clear change between/among 
linguistic systems seems to fade almost entirely, until there is a synchronised 
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usage of both. Nonetheless, once again, a continuum is obvious regarding the 
outcomes of these processes. This is where the apparent resemblance between 
borrowing and code-switching is first encountered, that is at the level of indi-
vidual words and phrases.

As Musyken (2000:179) further explains, the difference lies mainly in how 
bilingual speakers are operating with the linguistic systems. To be specific, 
during borrowing, only one language is actively used, even though it is drawing 
upon the resources of the second language. As a way of contrast, in different 
types of CS, both languages are clearly activated and used.

Even though conversational CS may be insertional, demonstrating at the same 
time a relatively strong dichotomy between matrix and embedded languages, the 
amount of embedded-language material can vary from a morpheme to a phrase 
or even a clause. Intersentential CS is more alternational meaning that it starts 
with one language and then changes to the other (Weinreich 1953:98).

Poplack (1980:3–4), in her typology of code-mixing, differentiates between 
the three processes of mixing. The author lists insertional, alternational, and 
congruent lexicalization, in which a single grammatical system is shared by 
words coming from different linguistic variations, possibly either as a conse-
quence of convergence or in the case of dialects of a single language. What the 
scholar observes is that all three of these apparently dissimilar processes may 
happen within intrasentential code-switching. The process of language mixing 
is dependent on the linguistic systems together with language-specific restraints 
regarding mixing and also the individual bilingual contact situations as well as 
their circumstances.

Silva-Corvalán (1994:14) and Morales (2002:98) strongly argue that the 
most obvious example of alternational code-switching is intersentential CS. 
Furthermore, as commented by Morales (2002:99), intrasentential CS is similar 
to borrowing “with much smaller chunks of the embedded language tucked into 
the base language”.

Intrasentential code-switching offers occasional lexemes which are tem-
porarily inserted into the conversation while one language is primarily used. 
Poplack (2015:36) prefers to define this word-level phenomenon as nonce bor-
rowing, or one-time borrowing. As asserted by the author, the most common 
instances of nonce-borrowings are created by the nouns.

Along similar lines, Poplack (2015:36–37) further proposes that these nouns 
should be perceived as a borrowing, at least insipient (beginning) borrowing, 
and that sociolinguistic methodology is required to measure their integration 
degree into the target linguistic system. For instance, what needs to be verified is 
the popularity of a given word in the bilingual society via diffusion as well as the 
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number of users that consider this previously borrowed word as a part of their 
language. In this viewpoint, borrowing begins as a one-time event, then it grad-
ually diffuses out into the whole community. The author also reasons that word 
counts will prove how common a borrowed form is within the bilingual society 
and also that it is the only possible method to establish an exact time when a 
word has been borrowed (Poplack 2015:37).

Drawing on a psychological viewpoint, the possible scenario for insertion is 
based on a three-stage process (Silva-Corvalán 1994:15–16):

 1) Stage one – a simultaneous activation of both linguistic systems takes place. 
During the use of one system, a given word is accessed from the other 
language. As a results, the linguistic system which is used automatically 
becomes the matrix into which language material from the second language 
can be embedded.

 2) Stage two – the foreign non-matrix word is selected for use.
 3) Stage three – the form is implemented into the stream of bilingual speech, 

specifically in the matrix or base language.

Poplack (2015:38) notes that in the case of alternation, at some point “one 
language is on, and then switches to the off position as the other language is 
activated”.

Based on the findings presented above, one can remain somewhat neutral or 
even sceptical in the debate whether or not insertional code-switching creates 
borrowing. Nevertheless, by definition, during the code-switching process the 
autonomy of language systems is maintained, while borrowing, when perceived 
in a correct way, can produce changes in the recipient language. Only in a situ-
ation when the nonce-borrowing word form, understood here as a one-time or 
insipient borrowing, is implemented in the vocabulary of the recipient system 
speaker, it may be termed a “full-fledged borrowed word” (Silva-Corvalán 
1994:16).

The consensus view presented by Garden-Chloros (2009:120) seems to be 
that without the social processes such as adoption, acceptance, diffusion, spread, 
conventionalisation, and many others, it is not important if one perceives the 
form as a result of code-switching or borrowing. The data yielded by Silva-
Corvalán (1994:17) provide convincing evidence for the existence of a transi-
tional period during which both the social as well as the linguistic processes of 
diffusion continue until completion or are stopped at a point prior to completion.

As the data gathered show there has been an inconclusive debate on the exact 
boundaries between borrowing and code-switching. Although there is still 
a point of contention among linguists, one may probably assume that there is 
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some kind of continuum between these two phenomena. In fact, these blurred 
lines seem to move according to the viewpoint expressed by a given scholar. As a 
result, the two separate processes are frequently merged together and confused.

In the case of Spanish-English bilingual diaspora in Los Angeles, the blend 
of Spanish and English defined as Spanglish is the product of the two distinct 
processes existing separately and together (Garden-Chloros 2009:121). This 
local Spanish variety became interwoven with English in such a way that it is 
practically incomprehensible to native speakers of national standards. In ad-
dition, intrasentential code-switching with a clear Spanish matrix resembles 
Anglicised Spanish. In consequence, Spanglish seems to be connected to the 
two separate processes that to the non-native speakers can sound almost the 
same. Rothman and Rell (2005:520) together with Zentella (qtd in Hamberger 
2009:52) propound yet another point of view by stating that Spanglish does 
not seem to be characterised easily as a product of one process or the other 
due to the fact that it displays clear signs of both, and undoubtedly presents 
ethnic identity.

To summarise, interference, borrowing and code-switching are some of the 
most central linguistic features of bilingual speech, and thus they have been sub-
ject to many different studies. Undoubtedly, various attitudes and viewpoints 
have shaped a variety of hypotheses and theories which often stand in opposi-
tion to each other. As it was discussed in the present chapter some researchers 
put forward the view that there is no clear boundary between these three phe-
nomena, therefore they do not thoroughly separate them in their research. For 
instance, Weinreich (1953:112) for did not distinguish between lexical interfer-
ence and borrowing.

Other researchers, however, consider borrowing and code-switching as sepa-
rate notions and processes. The underlying argument in favour of this approach 
was presented by Corder (qtd in Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:114) who defined bor-
rowing as a conscious performance strategy. The author also proposed the view 
that transfer accompanies the acquisition of a foreign language.

Yet another group of scholars argues that transfer and interference should not 
be equated. Clyne (qtd in Muysken 2000:197) perceives transfer as a mere descrip-
tive term related to the process of language mixing. Interference, as the author 
further claims, always indicates its source. Correspondingly, code-switching and 
interference frequently merge and thus cannot always be clearly distinguished.

Despite the fact that numerous studies were conducted on the phenomena 
in question, only few enquiries have been addressed satisfactorily. Thus, more 
studies need to be conducted in order to establish more definite categories or 
even other properties of bilingualism in speech production.
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Summary
Chapter 2 investigates the three fundamental features of bilingual speech: language 
interference, borrowings and the phenomenon of code-switching. These bilin-
gual processes are described based on numerous examples from the vast body 
of literature. Also, many diverse approaches and viewpoints to bilingual speech 
characteristic are investigated and discussed. Some researchers point out that 
there is no clear boundary between interference, borrowing and code-switching 
while others define language shifting and borrowings as separate processes.

 

 



Chapter 3 Spanglish Development

Introduction
The Mexican presence in the USA is obvious and so is Spanish speech. As the 
second most frequently spoken language of the United States, its alliance with 
English has created a very common scenario in a world shaped by words; namely, 
the amalgamation of two languages. The outcome of this relation is Spanglish.

The present section includes an analysis of this linguistic encounter phe-
nomenon, yet it reaches further. Not only are the core linguistics elements 
of Spanglish examined, but the study also provides answers to the principal 
research questions involving Spanish-English amalgamation:  What exactly is 
Spanglish? Does it have a hybrid character? While the aforementioned queries 
have somewhat convincing answers, the question of whether Spanglish is a tri-
umph of globalisation, an evil by-product, or simply an abominable notion, is 
an emotionally charged issue and it is impossible to offer a satisfactory response.

In a society in which the lexicon either helps or hinders comprehension 
of reality, Spanglish is reviled as the jargon of poor, uneducated immigrants. 
According to many researchers, it is grouped under the derogatory umbrella 
as the bastard creation of verbal confusion “disowned by Father English and 
orphaned by Madre Espańol” (Maduro 1987:1). In stark contrast with such 
notions, others hail it as an absolutely “legitimate language in its early stages, 
the embryonic lingua franca of the future or the triumph of globalisation 
and multiculturalism” (Montes 2003:45; Parodi 1999:521; Walczuk-Beltrão 
2008:192).

This chapter presents an analysis of the various incarnations of the Spanish-
English variation and concludes with praise of realistic portrayals of language 
exchange in Los Angeles, whose only lasting legacy has been a contribution to an 
authenticity that deserves wider recognition.

3.1  Assumptions behind Spanglish
Beardsmore (1986:14) has put forward a fair amount of argumentation in sup-
port of the notion that the phenomenon under consideration is the amalgam-
ation of two distinct languages. To be sure, the platform on which this notion 
stands, that of juxtaposition of cultures, serves as the basis for the discussion of 
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why so many people oppose it. Indeed, within a multicultural society, the elu-
siveness of this sociolinguistic phenomenon has always been a complex, emo-
tionally laden issue that has carried a stigma among the general public (Abalos 
2007:35).

Prior to analysing the notion of Spanglish, it is crucial to note the widely 
ranging definitions found in the dictionaries, grammar sketches, references in 
popular culture and scholarly literature which aptly illustrate the elusiveness of 
this phenomenon. Indeed, in its most basic conception, Spanglish is perceived 
as a Spanish and English mixture, often described by authors as a mestizaje50, 
fusion, hybrid, collage and eclectic phenomenon.

In the following sections, three core themes will be analysed; namely, the 
terminology used to account for Spanish-English alternation, the nature of 
the study conducted within this field, and the challenges which still need to be 
addressed in investigating the complexity of the phenomenon.

The most traditional view is that Spanglish is solely a concern of the Spanish 
language. An example can be found in the Oxford English Dictionary which 
places the written attestation of this notion in a rather disapproving setting as “a 
type of Spanish contaminated by English words and forms of expression, spoken 
in Latin America” (Lipski 2007:201). Along the same lines, the term Spanglish 
has been defined by the “American Heritage Dictionary as Spanish characterised 
by numerous borrowings from” English (Otheguy and Stern 2011:90). Yet, the 
counter evidence presented in this dissertation will show that these definitions 
rest on both simplified and erroneous views that ignore the fact that Spanglish is 
hybrid, mestizaje, and a collage of English and Spanish.

Stavans, an internationally recognised forefather of scholarly investigation of 
Spanglish, describes this lingual conundrum as “the verbal encounter between 
Anglo and Hispano civilisations” (2000b:3). What the author further contends 
is that “[…] it’s not that it is impossible to define, but that people simply refuse 
to do it. And yet, nobody has the slightest doubt that it has arrived, que ya llegó 
[…]”51 (2000b:4–5). By the same token, “Spanglish is a strange thing; like art 
[…] you may not be able to describe it, but you know it when you see it”, declares 
Paternostro (2004:1).

The Spanish experience in the USA, resulting from linguistic contact, has also 
been widely documented in Morales’s (2002:91) equally examined work Living 

 50 Mixture. 
 51 Already arrived. 
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in Spanglish, which asserts that “Spanglish is Spanish adapting the crazy rhythms 
of English, and English inheriting the multicultural content of Latin America”.

Scholars’ thought also challenges the hybridity aspect of Spanglish. The afore-
mentioned issue is examined even more profoundly by Lipski (2007:2), who has 
provided a descriptive account of Spanglish as a hybrid lingo spoken by second- 
and third-generation Latinos, being “the fluid vernacular that crosses between 
English and Spanish”.

Given these binary tendencies, between formal dictionary definitions of 
Spanglish, and informal, yet more insightful, scholarly classifications, one would 
expect the very crux of a comprehension of the phenomenon of Spanglish to 
exist in the realm of synergy, mutual approximation, as well as bilingual and 
bicultural interaction. Maduro (1987:1) contends:

“Instead of those at times vague classifications, the linguistic term Pidgin could be 
applied to Spanglish in the sense that it is [a contact] language usually created spon-
taneously out of a mixture of other languages as a means of communication between 
speakers of different languages, and is no-one’s native language.”

Adding another layer of complexity, data presented by Otheguy and Stern 
(2011:92–93) offer some abundant evidence as to how Spanglish is a cultur-
ally and an ethnically constructed category. Both authors address this issue by 
suggesting that “for the next generation of Hispanics […] Spanglish is an ethnic 
marker that identifies them”. A  similar line of thought runs through Silva-
Corvalán’s (1994:15) and Morales’s research (2002:99); they explicitly consider 
Spanglish as a notion stemming from the universal state of being52.

Moreover, by providing an in-depth analysis of the main linguistic features 
of Spanglish, code-switching has been defined to be a natural behaviour in any 
bilingual setting which is neither random, nor erratic. In addition, if Spanglish is 
taken to refer to borrowings, calques, and semantic extensions, then the Spanish-
English variety in America is similar to any other variation of Spanish past and 
present. Given that linguistic encounters are natural processes, they are no dif-
ferent from other changes in the evolution of a language. Although all these 
features have been identified as idiosyncratic of Spanglish, and while it is true 
that bilingualism can either accelerate or encourage these changes, a threat to the 
integrity of both Spanish and English can be hardly observed.

 52 “It is a displacement from one place, home, to another place, home, in which one feels 
at home in both places, yet at home in neither place… The only choice you have left 
is to embrace the transitory (read the transnational) state of in-between” (Morales 
2002:99). 
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Given the above, studies approaching Spanish-English language contact usu-
ally address two issues: (1) the lack of agreement on the subject of what type of 
linguistic phenomenon Spanish-English alternation constitutes, and (2) the lin-
guistic classification of the mixed utterances. Nash’s (1970:205) data also support 
the study of language contact situations by providing a thorough description of 
the various phenomena observed, such as borrowings (labelled as Spanglish), 
calques, or syntactic idioms (also described as Spanglish).

Zentella (qtd in Hamberger 2009:32) continues research on the term Spanglish 
by referring to a range of Spanish-English language contact situations. According 
to the author, “disparaging labels reflect the despised mixture, e.g., Spanglish, 
Quechuanol, Catanol, etc.”.

Nonetheless, Zentella also admits that:

“Some bilinguals […] do claim labels like ‘Spanglish’ that reflect their combinations 
of languages and cultures with pride and, with poets and other wordsmiths in the 
vanguard, they adopt new labels to reflect their blended identities, e.g., Nuyorican, 
Dominican York.”

Undoubtedly, the array of data that come directly from the research discussed in 
the previous sections prove the situation of Spanglish to be comparable to other 
language contact settings in unequal bilingualism contexts, for instance Dutch 
in Pennsylvania. The main discrepancy between Spanish and other languages 
in America is the high number of Spanish speakers. Certainly, labels the Pidgin 
and Creole used to refer to the result of SpanishEnglish contact are incorrect. 
Also, while analysing Spanglish it is vital to address issues in the categorisation 
of mixed utterances as corresponding to specific well-studied phenomena of 
language contact.

As a starting point, Holm (qtd in Rodríguez-González and Parafita-Couto 
2012:461) explains Pidgin53 as “a reduced language that results from extended 
contact between groups of people with no language in common; it evolves when 
they need some means of verbal communication”. Therefore, Spanish-English 
alternation may be considered as an example of Pidgin, as it is probable that its 
origin is found in the need for communication between speakers of two different 
linguistic systems. Yet, a considerable amount of research, succinctly overviewed 
by Romaine (1995:76), has been conducted on how highly proficient bilingual 
speakers are involved in language alternation practices. In addition, Pidgins 

 53 In the present research study, the terms Creole and Pidgin will be capitalised as it is 
suggested in the literature (Romaine 1999; Hoffmann 1991; Paulston 1992). 
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are characterised by a series of features that are not found in Spanish-English 
alternations.

Thomason and Kaufman (1988:167) expose the way in which Pidgin is created 
by emphasizing a key aspect of the progression: “the process of linguistic nego-
tiation by which members of the new contact community develop a common 
means of communication”. Related to the concept of negotiation, the need for 
an ecology-specific competition and selection attitude is underscored by both 
Paulston (1992:43) and Hoffmann (1991:198).

Indeed, while encountering a situation of linguistic contact, usually the least 
powerful group is linguistically accommodating. Yet, it also needs to be stressed 
that the dominant group speakers incorporate changes in a given language in 
order to facilitate communication with the members of the other group. On the 
basis of the findings, one may assume that if the origin of Pidgins is compared to 
the visible linguistic situation in America, this negotiation process would not be 
observed, as generally native speakers of Spanish use a mixture of English and 
Spanish.

A further important insight is presented by Ardila (2007:63) who explains 
how Spanglish is an interlanguage essential to the Hispanic community despite 
the fact that most English speakers do not realise that Spanglish exists. According 
to the author, only Hispanics are aware of this language variety. Interestingly, one 
of the reasons why this negotiation does not take place is the habitual imple-
mentation of English as a lingua franca. Indeed, the study also confirms that 
this aspect is related to the fact that a particular type of contact situation causes 
Pidgin to arise, that is, when neither of the two languages may act as a vehicle for 
communication.

A further important insight emerging from another study is that although 
there is some degree of diversity within Pidgins and Creoles, these languages 
are caused by a specific contact situation. Winford (2001:268) posits that 
Pidgins “arose to facilitate communication between groups of different linguistic 
backgrounds in restricted contexts such as trade, forced labor, and other kind 
of marginal contact”. Nonetheless, Clements (qtd in RodríguezGonzález and 
Parafita-Couto 2012:461) expresses a considerably different, holistic approach 
by stating that a vast array of either contexts or circumstances for Pidgin for-
mation is dependent on attitudinal and social asymmetry aspects. The author 
further discourages the usage of too prescriptive accounts by demonstrating that 
pidginisation may occur in a variety of ways and, thus, it is better characterised 
by wider rather than narrower contexts of operation.

Interestingly, the English-Spanish in America is far from being similar to 
those situations in which Pidgins arise following Winford’s (2001:267) criterion. 
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By investigating research on Pidgin carried out by yet another researcher 
(Romaine 1995:31–32), it may be contended that structurally one of the char-
acteristic features attributable to Pidgins is the fact that they lack linguistic 
complexity. In fact, such a simplification suggests not only an increase in regu-
larity, but also may be perceived as a strategy under the condition that it enables 
minimisation of the competence needed by the speaker to understand grammat-
ical constructions. This interpretation is not different from that of Rodríguez-
González and Parafita-Couto (2012:461) who argue that Pidgins possess a 
derivative and more flexive reduced morphology than the languages from which 
they originate. Indeed, this increase in regularity is apparent on all linguistic 
levels and is emplified by a study of how plurals frequently appear marked solely 
based on the numeral:  “that two piece (sic!) book” (Chinese-English Pidgin) 
would correspond to “those two books” (one of the original languages).

Taking into consideration phonology, the system also seems to be simplified. 
By way of illustration, Almeida (qtd in Rodríguez-González and Parafita-Couto 
2012:466) shows that the tone of many tonal languages was a trait that was not 
transferred into any known Pidgin. Finally, research conducted by Romaine 
(1995:42) reveals that the most obvious simplification occurs in the lexicon as 
there is a significant reduction in the number of units creating the lexicon of.

What the above examples demonstrate is the fact that in the processes of 
Spanish-English mixture, a certain level of simplification may be observed. As it 
will be cogently argued in the following section, loan words from English tend to 
adapt to the phonetic and morphological rules of Spanish. This is evident in the 
case of the English verb to park into the Spanish first person singular indicative 
(yo) parqueo. In this example both Spanish orthographical and morphological 
conventions are followed54.

Generally, many authors claim that an increase in regularity occurs in this 
process, which is exemplified in the work undertaken by Otheguy and Stern 
(2011:153–159). The authors explain how gender differences are maintained in 
Spanish vocabulary, while, at the same time, being lost when stemming from 
English61. This issue is further exemplified in their studies by expressions “un 
full size bed” or “un pool table pequeno”, in which cama and mesa, the corre-
sponding Spanish nouns, would be feminine. This type of simplification is 
defined by Otheguy and Stern as adaptation, as in a language contact situation 
speakers tend to prefer structures which are similar in both languages. Therefore, 
in the examples offered by the authors, the masculine form of the determiner 

 54 See also: troca and nursa (section 5.3.2 Borrowings). 61 See also: Dussias (2002).  
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un is used because, while in English morphological masculine-feminine gender 
distinctions do not exist, the masculine is the default in Spanish.

Among many researchers, it is important to mention White (qtd in 
Rodríguez-González and Parafita-Couto 2012:476) who, while conducting a 
study on Spanish second language learners, found that masculine determiners 
were interpreted by participants as referring to feminine nouns in a comprehen-
sion task. Likewise, Dussias (2002:56) underlines the fact that masculine is the 
default gender for Spanish-English bilingual speakers. Still, feminine would be 
possible provided that the Spanish translation is feminine. As another example, 
Deuchar (qtd in Rodríguez-González and Parafita-Couto 2012:461), based on 
his naturalistic set of data, suggests that it is also possible to find processes of 
linguistic simplification in cases of interference, that is, in a situation when some 
English grammatical constructions are adopted in Spanish. The same kind of 
evidence has also been supported by yet another researcher, Ardila (2007:75–
76), who lucidly describes situations in which the Spanish verbal system is 
reduced because of its greater complexity when compared to the English one. 
Indeed, English verb tenses that do not exist in Spanish tend to disappear when 
Spanglish is used. Another example of this type of simplification is the loss of the 
distinction between indicative and subjunctive, i.e. para que no vienes manana 
instead of para que no vengas manana.

Still, it should be pointed out that according to prescriptive grammar, the use 
of the indicative mood in which the subjunctive is necessary is also common 
within the SpanishEnglish bilingual community with some attrition in Spanish 
(Lipski 2004; MacSwan 2000; Silva-Corvalán 1994). Yet, when code-switching 
occurs, the norms that rule the construction of each of the languages involved 
are frequently maintained. As a result, one may conclude that despite the fact 
that some simplification is evident in the English-Spanish mixture, its degree is 
much lower than that observed in Pidgins.

In order to further distinguish the result of Spanish-English contact and 
Pidgins, the competence of a speaker in the two languages in contact should be 
taken into consideration. Broadly speaking, Pidgins are created in circumstances 
where as a result of the non-bilingual population, the formation of a new 
language becomes essential so that populations that use different languages can 
communicate. As a way of contrast, the majority of the speakers code-switching 
between English and Spanish linguistic systems are, to some degree, proficient 
in both languages.

As evidenced by the above discussion of the most significant characteristics 
of Pidgins, it may be concluded that the Spanish-English alternations cannot 
be defined as belonging to this category. Even though some of the processes of 
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Spanish-English mixed utterances are somehow comparable to the linguistic 
changes that create Pidgins, users engaged in SpanishEnglish mixture are highly 
competent bilinguals (Romaine 1995; Winford 2001). Therefore, none of these 
phenomena regarding the outcome of Spanish-English contact have resulted in 
an alternate and independent language adopted by the speakers to ease commu-
nication between English and Spanish monolinguals.

The majority of the research on contact linguistics has tended to define Creole 
languages as Pidgins adopted as the native language by a specific community. 
Indeed, the data yielded by Ardila’s (2007:66) study on classification of Spanish-
English contact as a Creole are based on the following characteristic:

“Nowadays, many second-generation Hispanic children are exposed primarily to 
Spanglish at home, making this their native language in which this dialect is mostly, but 
not totally, understandable by standard monolingual Spanish speakers, hence becoming 
a Creole Spanish.”

Still, there seems to be a compelling reason, as demonstrated for Pidgins, why in 
order to categorise the Spanish-English mixture as a Creole, other features found 
in this type of creole-hybrid languages should be taken into consideration. On 
the basis of the evidence currently available, it seems fair to suggest that one of 
the main differences between Pidgins and Creoles is that Pidgins go through a 
linguistic simplification process, whereas Creole usually experiences an increase 
in its structural complexity coupled with an expansion in the number of its 
speakers.

Additionally, Romaine (1995:41) refers to the process of formation of Creoles 
and Pidgins as two separate stages in the development of Creole languages. As 
the author points out: “The first involves rapid and drastic restructuring which 
produces a language variety which is reduced and simplified with respect to the 
base language. The second step consists of the elaboration of this variety as its 
functions expand and it becomes nativised”. If Romaine’s arguments are to be 
accepted, then the Spanish-English mixture would not be perceived as Creole 
without having undergone a stage of pidginisation. Surprisingly enough, even if 
such a definition of Creole languages55 is rejected, the social situation in which 
Spanish-English contact arises would be different from the social background 
presumed in the creation of Creoles.

 55 In point of fact, the possibility of a sudden creation of Creoles, without the neces-
sary existence of a previous Pidgin has also met heavy criticism expressed by many 
researchers. See: Bickerton (1981); Lefebvre (1993). 
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The above is in line with Winford’s (2001:304) premises. As reported by the 
author, Creole languages appeared in colonial settings. Since between the fif-
teenth and nineteenth centuries, European powers subjected African, Asian, and 
other populations to their rule, Creoles were created by slaves. These subordi-
nated groups incorporated expressions and vocabulary from both the colonial 
and their native languages. In addition, Creoles not only are relatively stable, 
fully developed languages, but they are also commonly used and enjoy social 
acceptance56.

The findings of our research seem quite convincing, and thus the following 
conclusion can be drawn: the changeability of Spanglish coupled with its neg-
ative social standing is not consistent with its classification as a Creole. To put 
it succinctly, the SpanishEnglish mixed utterances in America should not be 
defined a Creole language. Nonetheless, as Lipski (2004:17) indicates:  “[…] 
outside of linguistics, ‘creole language’ is frequently used to refer loosely to the 
product of any language contact and mixing […]; however, no creolisation in the 
strict sense has occurred”.

Additionally, the result of Spanish-English contact is also commonly labelled 
as a dialect. Yet prior to investigating the validity of this classification, one should 
bear in mind that notions such as language and dialect include ideologically 
charged connotations, also described as socio-political.

One author who expresses the ambiguity of the term dialect is Mouton (qtd 
in RodríguezGonzález and Parafita-Couto 2012:461). The author contends that 
dialect is frequently used as a synonym of non-autonomous variety. In other 
words, it is usually described as a dependent variety of an independent language 
or system. To compare, drawing largely on popular concepts and other charac-
teristics with which it is associated, dialect is perceived as a notion lacking in 
a standardised system of rules, and cultural diffusion. It is also referred to in 
terms of similarity with other variations belonging to the same linguistic system. 
In most cases, researchers appeal to various measures when it comes to distin-
guishing between a language and a dialect. By way of example, linguistic tests 
are commonly used together with speaker’s perceptions on language notions, 
standardisation, as well as sociopolitical aspects.

Set as criteria, the linguistic tests are mainly based on 1) divergence, 2) simi-
larity in structure, or 3) mutual intelligibility depending on a variety of variables, 
such as the conversation topic, situational context, Spanglish speakers’ profi-
ciency, and also the readiness of the monolingual Spanish speaker to negotiate 

 56 Both Belizean Creoles and Jamaican patois may serve as examples.  
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meaning (Lipski 2004:20–23). Given that, the claims of Otheguy and Stern 
(2011:167) should be fully accepted:  Spanglish is not used by Spanish na-
tive speakers as an independent language different from Spanish and English; 
instead, while speaking Spanish, they adapt themselves to a culture and a society 
dominated by English57.

Taking into consideration the above findings, the linguistic mixture pro-
duced by Mexican-American Spanglish users would not convey a style that is 
consciously chosen by them. Yet, Spanglish would constitute a reflection of a 
linguistic adaptation with its own roots on both cultural and social integration. 
Likewise, as is visible in Winford’s (2001:305) research on bilingualism, the var-
iability of Mexican-American interspeakers and their instability in the use of 
Spanish gender pronouns, poses a counterargument to the notion of dialect. 
However, the studies on speakers’ attitudes during code-switching between 
English and Spanish are still lacking. Clearly, further research is required.

In addition, it is also critical to investigate the way speakers position them-
selves by sociolectal choice in the line of Bullock and Toribio’s (qtd in Rodríguez-
González and Parafita-Couto 2012:471) examination of the Spanish-English 
code-switching phenomenon. In fact, sociolectal choice would serve here as a 
compelling instrument to connect and/or demarcate linguistic views within a 
social group. What is more, this choice can be selfmonitored. It may be observed, 
then, how difficult it is to create fixed categories regarding different types of lin-
guistic phenomena initiated in distinct scenarios of language contact, the final 
result of which may be neither Pidgin nor a Creole.

The array of topics that come directly from the research discussed above prove 
the notion of Spanglish to be relatively easy to identify, yet almost impossible to 
capture in semantic compartments. The reason for this is its adaptable nature.

3.2  Types of Spanglish
In this context, it is also worthwhile to point out different varieties of Spanglish 
which not only depend on significant factors such as social class, nationality and 
age, but also differ in morphology, structure, phonology, and/or terminology. 
Put succinctly, there is not one standardised Spanglish but many. However, 
each of these Spanglishes displays its own inclination toward standardisation as 
all of them mingle with each other. Thanks to media such as radio, television, 
newspapers, and mainly the Internet, nothing spreads faster than Spanglish en la 

 57 This phenomenon is also referred to as adaptive bilingualism. For further information 
see: Lipski (2004); Lefebvre (1993). 
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Web58 as specific words and expressions are understood from coast to coast and 
beyond the borders (Stavans 2003:45).

As a way of example, the variant spoken by Cuban-Americans is labelled as 
Cubonics and varies from that spoken by the Chicanos, sometimes known as 
Pocho; the Nuyorican Spanglish spoken by Puerto Ricans in New York is not 
similar to Pachuco which is widely used by Mexicans in El Paso, or the Tex-Mex 
observed in Havana (Stavans 2000b:4).

To start with, Cubonics is a strange mix of Cuban idioms with the English 
language. In Bee Chin and Wigglesworth’s (2007:34) analysis of the bilingual 
phenomenon, this variety is defined after a Miami Herald article (January 27th, 
1997) as “a Cuban American twist on Ebonics”.

Despite the fact that the term Cubonics is new, the phenomenon itself started 
when the first Cuban refugees arrived in America in the late 1950s and early 
1960s. Abalos (2007:167) provides even greater clarity of Cubonics by offering 
some examples:

 1) span. No me importa un pito.
cub. I don’t care a whistle.
eng. I don’t care at all.

 2) span. Me importa tres pepinos.
cub. I care three cucumbers.
eng. I don’t care at all.

 3) span. Me sacaron el kilo.
cub. They took the penny out of me.
eng. I worked like a slave.

Another kind of Spanglish is further addressed by, among others, Bosswick and 
Heckmann (2006:34) and Faist (2006:56). According to the linguists, Pocho59 is 
used by Mexicans, also in a pejorative way, to describe Chicanos and immigrants 
who have left their country of origin, Mexico60. In line with this stereotypical 
perception, Pochos are usually identified by their preference to communicate in 
English and they lack fluency in the Spanish language.

In fact, the experiences of Mexican immigrants in the United States confirm 
that a Pocho is characterised by:

 58 Through Web. 
 59 Interestingly, a feminine version also exists: Pocha. 
 60 The word itself derives from the Spanish word, pocho, which denotes rotten or discol-

ored fruit. 68 Referred to as pochismos. 
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 1) code-switching: Voy a ir shopping ahora en el supermarket. (I am going shop-
ping now at the supermarket.);

 2) modified loanwords68: mopear for trapear (to mop), parquear for estacionar 
(to park), or chequear for mirar or verificar (to check, to inspect or to verify);

 3) the use of phrases popular in American culture translated into Spanish, 
sometimes literally:  i.e. Clint Eastwood’s well-known quote:  Make my day 
has been increasingly used in Spanish as Hacer mi día.

However, Kallen (1998:23) disagrees with the above by developing the claim that 
a vast number of Mexican Americans use this term to display pride in having 
both a Mexican and an American heritage affirming their place in the diverse 
American culture.

Other Hispanic Americans on the East Coast primarily use an ethno-cultural 
dialect of the English language, that is Nuyorican61. This variety demonstrates 
substantial influence from both New York City English and African American 
Vernacular English, with some additional structures borrowed from Spanish 
(Ager and Strang 2004:54).

Having its roots in the Puerto Rican immigration to New  York City after 
World War I, more currently, Nuyorican is the customary dialect of numerous 
Hispanics living in the United States which consist of diverse national heritages, 
not simply Puerto Ricans, in the New  York metropolitan area and along the 
north-eastern coast of America.

The data on Hispanics in New  York present a valid argument for under-
standing some characteristic features of this variety. Some notable examples 
include (Ager and Strang 2004:54–55):

 1) omission of the intervocalic d in the endings (ado-ido-edo): hablao instead 
of hablado (to speak), vendío rather than vendido (to sell), and deo instead of 
dedo (finger);

 2) aspiration of post-vocalic consonants, especially the letter s: lo do instead of 
los dos;

 3) common code-switching with the use of the word so: Estoy tarde, so me voy 
instead of Spanish porque in a different configuration Me voy porque estoy 
tarde. (I am leaving because I am late.);

 4) articulation of rr with a j sound: ajroj for arroz (rice);

 61 In the 1970’s Nuyorican was more narrowly called (New York City) Puerto Rican English 
or Nuyorican English. Contemporarily it is widely referred to as New York Latino 
English, or East Coast Latino English. 
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 5) neutralisation of r and l at the end of a syllable: dolol rather than dolor (pain) 
or amol instead of amor (love);

 6) aspiration of s at the end of a syllable: ehcuela instead of escuela (school);
 7) pronominal redundancy and the use of the subject pronoun at the start of 

interrogative sentences:  ¿cuántos años tú tienes? rather than ¿cuántos años 
tienes tú? (How old are you?).

Another example of a Spanglish variant, referring to an old school subculture 
of Chicanos and Mexican-Americans, associated with street gangs, zoot suits, 
nightlife, and flamboyant public behaviour, is Pachuto. According to the first 
theory, the notion has its source in El Paso, Texas, and Ciudad Juárez, Mexico. 
As it moved north, it followed the migration of Mexican railroad workers, called 
traqueros, into Los Angeles. These immigrants became labelled as pachucos.

A second theory, which has also been strongly put forward, is that the word 
derives from pocho, which refers to a derogatory term for a Mexican born in 
America who has lost their bond with Mexican culture (Abalos 2007:168). The 
last hypothesis regarding the source of the term Pocho is postulated by Laura 
L.  Cummings (qtd in Milroy and Muysken 1995:46), who presents a possible 
indigenous source of the term. That is, the founder of the Pachuco subculture 
was a film actor and comedian, German Valdés. Known also by his artistic name 
Tin-Tan, Valdés introduced the Pachuco style and slang throughout his Golden-
age era films.

As a matter of fact, Pachucos refer to their slang as Caló or pachuquismo. 
As a unique argot, it is a mixture of the original Spanish Gypsy Caló, Mexican 
Spanish, the New Mexican dialect of Spanish, and American English. To a large 
extent, Caló became widely recognised and is one of the last surviving vestiges of 
Pachuco used in the lexicon of some urban Latinos in America to this day.

Being unique, Pachucos speech was of uppermost importance to their defined 
style. Consisting of creative phrases and some English words, it was indeed a 
very popular form of communication. Some exemplary instances of Pachuco 
speech are offered by the study conducted by Kallen (1998:90–91):

 1) pach. águila eng. be alert
 2) pach. bolillo eng. cracker, white boy
 3) pach. bola eng. a dollar
 4) pach. bomba/bomb eng. a lowrider car or truck from the 1930s – mid-1950s
 5) pach. borlo eng. dance/party

Tex-Mex is another example of a Spanglish variety. Deriving from Texan and 
Mexican, it is a fusion of the American and Mexican experiences. This linguistic 
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variety has spread from the border states, such as Texas and others in the south-
western United States, to the rest of the country and Canada. According to Bee 
Chin and Wigglesworth (2007:54), Tex-Mex is mostly used in the state of Texas.

Still, an important insight emerging from the numerous data is that Tex-Mex 
is an excellent example of an outsider variety which unfortunately carries bigotry 
and prejudice. As Faist (2006:98) proclaimed, being linguistically and cultur-
ally significant and sustainable, it is a variety of North American Spanish which 
should be taught, written in, as well as written about in ways that will empower 
those who speak it. Some notable examples of Tex-Mex Spanglish are as follows:

 1) tex. arroz eng. rice
 2) tex. barbacoa eng. Mexican pot roast that is made from a cow’s head
 3) tex. bunuelos eng. fried pastries that look like tortillas
 4) tex. frijoles eng. pinto beans
 5) tex. pico de gallo eng. dip

The available evidence seems to suggest that as with American and British English, 
varieties of Spanish exist, varying within different immigrant diasporas in the 
United States. By creating a colourful spectrum of language mixtures, Spanglish 
is influencing the manifestation of the language in the United States. This blend 
of distinct cultures may be distinguished not only by the type of Spanglish used 
but also by geographical location. However, it is critical to note that all the 
presented varieties may be characterised by the same linguistic features.

3.3  The linguistic features of Spanglish
Having analysed the examples of Mexican-American language use, it is essential 
to provide a clearer definition of Spanglish based on its linguistic characteristics. 
Thus, this section presents the structure of the Spanish-English mixture in the 
following main areas:

 1) the phenomenon of code-switching;
 2) the adaptation of lexical elements, phrases on semantic, graphical, phonolog-

ical, morphological and morphophonological levels; 3) lexical-semantic and 
grammatical changes.

Furthermore, since Spanglish is considered to be result of a merger of a Romance 
and a Germanic language, it becomes an arbitration, an oscillation between two 
linguistically disparate communication codes. Undoubtedly, the discrepancy 
is evident:  Spanish is polysyllabic and vowel-centric; English is a consonant-
oriented language and has shorter words.
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Among educators, Spanish appears to be a relatively static language imbued 
with an aristocratic mindset. An example is the role of the governing body of 
Spanish, the Real

Academia de la Lengua Espańola, which is an international body legislating 
the Spanish language according to its motto: “To clean, to fix and to give splen-
dour”. By way of contrast, English is not only dynamic, but it is also flexible, 
original and autonomous. Moreover, it does not have an official legislative 
authority such as the Real Academia. Nevertheless, supported by their research, 
many scholars observe that Spanish is more nuanced, endowed with a palette of 
subtle, semantic shadings unparalleled by the more succinct and straightforward 
English; namely, a multifaceted conjugation system, with a wide-ranging use of 
the subjunctive mood, both gender and number inflections, and a multitude of 
similar traits (Lipski 2004:3–10; Morrill 1918:6–7; Silva-Corvalán 1994:35).

Code-switching. Prior to analysing the structure of Spanglish, it is crit-
ical to clearly define the most distinctive feature of Spanish-English bilin-
gualism: code-switching. In its basic conception, the aforementioned linguistic 
phenomenon consists of a fluctuation between two or more languages in the 
middle of discourse, which can span from single word switches (85 %), phrase 
switches (10 %) to clause switches (6 %) (Rothman and Rell 2005:520).

While many scholars consider the alternation between two languages to be 
an undesirable, haphazard phenomenon, code-switching occurs according to an 
internal rhythm, “a developed instinct by which the speaker knows when to shift 
languages, there are certain principles that apply to it” (Maduro 1987:5).

Other authors agree: universally, the multiplicity of ideas that come directly 
from historical and contemporary studies reveals that “code-switching is a 
highly complex and structured occurrence composed of sociolinguistic strate-
gies, which envelop a syntactical system with very real constraints” (Bartmiński 
2016:5–7; Rothman and Rell 2005:523).

Perhaps one of the most widely recognised concepts in this regard is the 
Equivalence Constraint, which stipulates that codes will switch at points where 
the morpho-syntactical and phonetic integrity of either language is not altered62. 

 62 Nonetheless, it should also be noted that this constraint is not without counter evi-
dence. Despite conforming to the Equivalence Constraint, the following sentences are 
erroneous: 

*Las chicas han arrived early for class today. 
The girls have arrived early for class today. See:  Poplack, Sankoff and Miller 

(1988:48–49) 71 Qtd in Poplack (1980:235). 
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In accordance with the Equivalence Constraint, the following alternation can be 
considered grammatical:

 (1) The student brought the homework para la profesora.
 (2) Sometimes I’ll start a sentence in Spanish y termino en Español71.

Building on previous works, Myers-Scotton (1993:35–46) and Poplack (1980:2) 
have offered yet another constraint:  the Free Morpheme Constraint, which 
prohibits the intraword mixing of morphemes. In fact, combining a bound mor-
pheme and a lexical form is not allowed unless the lexical form has been inte-
grated into the language of the bound morpheme. As the authors cogently argue, 
this constraint has indeed stood the test of time and it explains why sentences 
(3) and (4) are unacceptable:

 (3) Estamos talk-ando.
[We] are talking.

 (4) Al llegar, me di cuenta que ellos estaban leave-iendo.

Upon arriving, I realised that they were already leaving.
The Functional Head Constraint, which states that a code-switch may not occur 
between a functional head and its complement, is yet another determinant of 
switching points. As presented in the following example, since the head of the 
relative pronoun is in Spanish while the rest of the phrase is in English, the fol-
lowing alternation is also deemed as not grammatical (Myers-Scotton 1993:50):

 (5) Las razones por las que we love to code-switch are many.
 (6) Crei que María always told the truth.

As in the case of most academic disciplines, much work remains to be done 
before achieving a unanimous consensus on the exact way to account for all ac-
ceptable code-switches. Nonetheless, a clear consent within the field is visible. 
Notably, the code-switching notion is an outcome of natural human language 
formation and it is controlled by universal constraints. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the view of code-switching as a mutually destructive mechanism 
between two intersecting tongues is of little value. Poplack, Sankoff and Miller 
(1988:49–56) echo this sentiment by pointing out the speaker’s ability to select 
the language in order to facilitate effective communication among bilinguals. 
In this view, code-switching is a mark of bilingual competence; a strategy that 
facilitates understanding among bilinguals. Likewise, Stavans (2000b:6) states 
that Spanglish is “not a haphazard jumble of words… [but]… it is fixing its own 
morphosyntax”.
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The data of Spanish-English bilingualism exemplify the richness of scholarly 
discourse on yet another distinctive feature of the subject matter; namely, lexical 
interaction which can be divided into three subdivisions.

Borrowings. The obvious front-running procedure in the creation of the 
Spanglish lexicon is the incorporation of borrowings into the language, which, 
according to Rothmann and Rell, are “the adaptation of lexical units or phrasal 
constituents from one language into the other on a phonological, morpholog-
ical and/or morpophonological level” (2005:524). Specifically, for reasons of 
association, effect or emphasis, an English- or Spanish-origin word is employed 
at the moment of simultaneous speech. In the majority of cases, the borrowed 
word is a noun. Indeed, only sporadically it may be an adjective or a verb.

Given that, Morrill (1918:6–7) exemplifies expressions which can be found in 
Spanglish discourse:

Spanish Spanglish English
hacer clichacer click  to click
comer el almuerzo lunchear  to eat lunch
ver la television watchear  to watch tv
estacionar parquear  to park
enviar un correo mandar un e-mail electrónico  to send an e-mail

Moreover, loan words can be either morphologically unassimilated, such as 
sandwich or modem, or assimilated into the morphology of the language. For 
instance:

Spanish Spanglish English
escribir taipear to type
almorzar lonchar/lonchear to have lunch
el lider lider lea der
camion troca truck
Mercado marqueta market
dejar caer dropear to drop
bilettes biles bills

Furthermore, the multitude of data coming directly from the contempo-
rary experience of ethnically mixed Mexican-American immigrants together 
with studies on bilingual speech trace several principles of borrowings (Ardila 
2007:68–69):

 1) in Spanish, a word corresponding exactly to the borrowed word does not 
exist (e.g. driveway);
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 2) in the new American cultural context, the borrowed word represents some 
cultural salience, which is not present in the native context (e.g. suit as an 
appeal or legal case);

 3) the borrowing has a very exact referent, such as a proper name (e.g. income 
tax, mall);

 4) in the Spanish linguistic system, several potentially correct words exist, yet 
none of them has the exact meaning (e.g. corresponding words to English 
ratio are: relación, proporción, or razón)63;

 5) regarding that particular word, there exist regional variations in the Spanish 
language (e.g. tag corresponds to placa, chapa, or tablilla; balloon is under-
stood as bomba or globo; carpet denotes tapete or alfombra)64;

 6) the word which is borrowed is in line with Spanish phonology (e.g. a situa-
tion in which one would borrow a word with extremely difficult phonology, 
such as girl, is highly unlikely);

 7) in a situation when a Spanish word is phonologically more difficult than the 
corresponding English word, it is probable that the English correspondent 
will be borrowed (e.g. the Spanish word alfiler is more difficult than the 
word pin);

 8) very high frequency and over-learnt words are not usually borrowed from 
the second linguistic system (e.g. words such as casa74, mano75);

 9) technical words are usually adopted into other languages, hence becoming 
international words (e.g. software);

 10) words commonly used in everyday life in English (e.g. lunch, break are likely 
to be borrowed);

 11) in a situation when a word has been learnt first in English, its meaning is 
more directly accessible in English than in Spanish (e.g. professional and 
academic terms such as randomised).

Lexical-semantic and grammatical changes. Under the influence of the English 
language, the organisation of Spanish used by Mexican immigrants has somehow 
changed. These changes may be noticed mainly within lexical-semantic and 
grammatical structures and, to a lesser degree, on the phonological level. As the 
aforementioned changes are influencing the lexical-semantic and grammatical 

 63 Correspondingly: relations, proportion, reason. 
 64 Interestingly, in different areas where Spanish is spoken, a linguistic preference of one 

of those words may be observed. What can also be noticed are some mild variations 
connected to the exact meaning. To exemplify, tapete can imply a smaller carpet, and 
alfombra one that it is woven. Thus, in order to avoid the choice between numerous 
variants, the English word is chosen as a kind of superordinate. 74 House. 75 Hand. 
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organisation of the Spanish language, they should be referred to as deep phe-
nomena of Spanglish (Ardila 2007:70).

Furthermore, Spanglish consists of a vast number of lexical displacements 
and changes in word meanings caused by the impact of English. To exem-
plify, Spanglish can have a mixed grammar, which maintains, to some extent, 
the original Spanish grammar and, at the same time, it is closer to the English 
one (Poplack 2015:34). Indeed, in what follows Lipski (2004:10–74) provides 
even greater clarity towards understanding the changes that may be named the 
equalisation to English phenomenon.

 1) False cognates. Lipski (2004:10–28) exposes the first way in which this lin-
guistic encounter is manifested by defining the phenomenon of semantic 
extension, mainly apparent in pairs of false cognates.65 Through many 
observations, the author explores the process which takes place when a lex-
ical item, already existing in the first language, expands its meaning from 
another lexical item in the second language with either similar or not so sim-
ilar meaning. Let us quote the following examples:

Spanish Spanglish English
carpeta moqueta/alfombra  carpet
aplicación solicitud application
rent al quiler Rent
remove quitar to remove

 2) Calques. In addition to lexical adaptations, Spanglish also includes calques, 
which are literal translations of either words or entire phrases from one 
language into another. These are one of the key components, along with 
the aforementioned loans and semantic reassignment, of the purport of 
Spanglish. Examples of syntactic calques in the speech of Hispanics are as 
follows (Montes-Alcalá 2009:97–115):

Spanish Spanglish English
para volver a llamar llamar pa´trás to call back

 65 However, it is significant to note that regardless of linguistic contact between two 
languages, semantic reassignment is likely to be part of natural language evolu-
tion. Hence, Spanish words such as juego, casa, pierna have Latin roots with distant 
meanings (accordingly: scorn, hut, leg). Such semantic change occurs spontaneously, 
that is, without the influence of any other languages (Lipski 2004:28). 
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depende de us está p´arriba de ti it’s up to you
candidato a gobernadora correr para gobernador to run for governor

 3) Hybrid words. Neologisms, that is new words, are created by the use of both 
English and Spanish components. The words are usually perceived by mono-
lingual Spanish speakers as deformed:
spang. escortar
span. escoltar
eng. to escort66

 4) Anglisation. Despite the fact that Spanish and English lexemes are close in 
the phonological composition, the Spanish ones are deformed in order to 
become closer to the English counterpart:
spang. bilingualismo
span. bilingüismo
eng. bilingualism

 5) Literal translations. This change occurs when either a word or a sentence is 
translated and the grammatically acceptable utterance that is created does 
not correspond to the one used in Spanish:
spang. oficinas de los doctores span. consultorios medicos
eng. doctors’ offices

 6) A synonym closer to the English form is selected. Although both are accept-
able, the word which is closer to the English form is preferred:
spang. sala de emergencies
span. sala de urgencies
eng. emergency room

 7) Spanishation. A  Spanish word that is close to the English phonological 
system, yet semantically distant, is used:
spang. ganga67 span. pandilla
eng. gang

 8) Semantic extensions of the Spanish word to get closer to the English form. An 
example of this change is as follows:
spang. desórdenes mentales

 66 In point of fact, this specific change also includes semantic displacement: escort really 
means acompañar; escoltar denotes accompanying with the purpose of protection. 

 67 Surprisingly, ganga exists Spanish as a real word which denotes sale or bargain. 79 In 
fact, librería corresponds to bookstore in Spanish, not library. 
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span. trastornos mentales
eng. mental disorders

 9) Substitutions by phonological similarity and semantic closeness:
spang. librería79 span. biblioteca
eng. library

 10) Changing the Spanish preposition for the English preposition:
spang. esperar por mi esposa span. esperar a mi esposa
eng. to wait for my wife

 11) Changing the Spanish noun-adjective order:
spang. dispersas lluvias span. lluvias dispersas
eng. scattered showers

 12) Using a preposition in a position that is unacceptable in Spanish. As a way 
of example, it is unacceptable in Spanish to place a preposition at the end of 
a sentence:
spang. para comenzar con span. para comenzar
eng. to begin with

 13) Misuses in verbal forms:
spang. Ese avión esta supuesto a llegar a las 3 PM.
span. Ese avión se supone que llega a las 3 PM.
eng. That plane is supposed to arrive at 3 PM.

 14) Overusing pronouns. In Spanish, the use of pronouns is not obligatory, as it 
is in the case of the English lingustic system. Pronouns are frequently used 
for emphasis; however, generally they are omitted:
spang. Yo he estado pensando.
span. He estado pensando.
eng. I have been thinking.

3.4  Hybrid nature of Spanglish
As it was clearly indicated in the preceeding discussion (see:  section 3.1 
Assumptions behind Spanglish), Lipski (2004:29) exposes the way in which this 
language impass is manifested and negotiated in the contemporary society by 
quoting Tío, a Puerto Rican journalist, who described Spanglish as “the deterio-
ration of Spanish in Puerto Rico under the onslaught of English words”.

Insights drawn from scholarly literature are supplemented with those from 
Stavans (2000b:3) who expresses the common assumption that Spanglish is a 
bastard jargon, partly Spanish and partly English, yet without clear identity. 
The author also adds that Spanglish is used by uneducated and intellectually 
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unsophisticated people who are no longer fluent in their native language, that is 
Spanish, and have also failed to master English.

By the same token, in terms of cultural subordination, the author maintains 
that Spanglish speakers are condemned to “a lifelong state of limbo”, whereas 
López (1999:213–214) ascribes Spanglish to the illiterate and the marginality. 
Other scholars perceive it as an invasion of the Spanish language by English, 
a threat to both, a war between the two languages; terms such as educational 
idiocy, language aberration, evil language are commonly used (Lipski 2004:216; 
Parodi 1999:524525; Silva-Corvalán 1994:36; Walczuk-Beltrão 2008:200). It is 
well documented in Myers-Scotton’s research reports that according to many 
interviewees, “people won’t be able to tell the difference between English and 
Spanish soon […]” and “[…] those who speak Spanglish expose how ignorant 
they are about both languages” (1993:71).

However, Stavans (2000b:6–7) disagrees with the previous authors by con-
sidering Spanglish as part of a natural process of linguistic contact which also 
includes Portuñol, the amalgamation of Spanish and Portuguese on the Brazil-
Argentina border; Franglais, the French-English blend in Canada, and Cocoliche, 
which is the combination of Italian and spoken in Argentina. Indeed, in line with 
Stavans’s assertion, Myers-Scotton (1993:73) declares that Spanglish is a natural 
progression that is viewed as cool slang among the youth. Similarly, yet another 
nuance of this subject is revealed in Stavans’s analysis of Spanglish, according 
to which the birth of a new language in a world where so many languages die 
should be celebrated68.

Another helpful conceptual tool in trying to measure a concept as elusive 
as Spanglish, is the term used by Gollan and Brown (2006:472) of border and 
hyphenated identities describing the Hispanic experience in America as being 
caught between two linguistic systems, different cultures and in continual trans-
lation. Zentella (qtd in Hamberger 2009:32) describes the idea of borderlands 
further by arguing that Hispanics “are stuck between two realities”, that is, “the 
prestigious English monolingual world and the stigmatised Spanish monolin-
gual world within the United States”.

The above descriptions cover yet do not exhaust the possibilities of Spanglish 
since the basis for this verbal manifestation may be either English or Spanish, 
depending on the speakers’ location and their background. As a way of example, 
if we limit the study to the United States area, a newly-arrived immigrant in 

 68 Not only did Stavans compile a Spanglish-English Dictionary, but he also translated the 
first chapter of Don Quixote de la Mancha into Spanglish (Lipski 2004:4). 
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El Paso, Texas, will focus on different aspect of language than someone from 
Portland, Oregon, born of parents who were themselves born there as well. In 
other words, the linguistic system of immigrants varies from that of the first, 
second or third generation Latinos in the country.

Nonetheless, despite the generation, Spanglish will be always considered as a 
hybrid language. Hence, it is not unique as there exist other hybrid languages, 
for example Portunhol (a mixture of Portuguese and Spanish), Franglais (being 
a linguistic blend of French and English), Chinglish (Chinese and English) and 
Aravrit (a mixture of both Hebrew and Arabic). Furthermore, this term is con-
sidered by Stavans (2014:304–305) as equivalent to border languages. Indeed, the 
previously mentioned linguistic blends apply to this definition, in the sense that 
they are active in areas marking boundaries between nations. Example can be 
Portunhol used on the borders between Venezuela and Brazil as well as between 
Spain and Portugal. In other words, border languages are characterised by spe-
cific geographical boundaries.

According to the author, hybrid languages and border languages are two dif-
ferent notions. Even though they share the same ties, they vary in their origin: the 
first are the result of two diverse traditions, whereas the latter are also hybrid, yet 
geographically restricted. That is why hybrid languages may emerge in territories 
other than borders. This distinction is the key for understanding the Spanglish 
phenomenon, which is both a hybrid language and a border language but can 
incur in the former but not the latter. As mentioned above, this language form 
may be found on the border between Mexico and the United States, though, it 
is also common in the area of Puerto Rico. This fact can only be considered a 
border on a metaphorical level, or in neighbourhoods such as Spanish Harlem 
(New York), Eastlos (Los Angeles) and La Villita (Chicago).

The formation of a hybrid language, then, may be viewed as a way of stating 
that Mexican-Americans belong to two worlds and that both of them should be 
celebrated. In fact, it is of central importance to note that throughout the history 
of Spanish-speaking communities, this linguistic hybridity has been perceived 
as an undesirable as well as debilitating feature “undermining the purity of the 
language” (Boztepe 2003:23–24).

In contrast to English, the Spanish language is controlled by a regulatory 
body, the Real Academia Española, whose central role is to standardise and offi-
cially legislate the language used within the Spanish-speaking community in 
order to preserve its unity. Being such a prestigious enterprise, it perceives the 
fact that the Spanish linguistic system is mixed with its traditional enemy, the 
English language, as a substantial occurrence and to such linguistic purists the 
implications are mostly negative (Stavans 2003:124).
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Nonetheless, a conflicting viewpoint is expressed by Blom and Gumperz 
(2000:408), who disagree with the previous assumption. In the first lines of their 
study, the linguists remind readers that since its development from Vulgar Latin, 
Phoenician, Greek, Iberian, Basque, and other lesser-known peninsula linguistic 
systems, Spanish had never begun to coalesce as a self-conscious language until 
the planning efforts of King Alfonso, the 13th century native speaker of a regional 
variety. Later, the Spanish lexicon was enhanced by English words coming first 
from Great Britain and later from the United States. To be precise, not only did 
it become a serious source of new lexical material, but also a subject over which 
there is continuing disagreement.

As the forgoing analysis by Blom and Gumperz (2000:409–410) indicates, 
numerous language analysts and academies were accepting only a minor frac-
tion of the torrent of both neologisms and innovations used worldwide by 
Spanish speakers, and thus causing a nostalgic reincarnation of the Spanish-
origin maxim that “todo tiempo pasado fue major”, which may be paraphrased 
into English language as “things ain’t what they used to be”.

Conclusively, detailed examination of language material coupled with 
research on Spanish-speaking communities demonstrate that even a cursory 
glance at the numerous commonly used Spanish words and constructions 
that are found neither in the Spanish Royal Academy’s official dictionary nor 
grammar books suffices to show what the Spanish language might be like if 
those language meddlers, as Blom and Gumperz (2000:413) refer to them, had 
been successful in their efforts to protect the purity of the language. To put it 
succinctly, Spanish would become an anachronism paralysed in time, not able 
to respond to the present and future, and devoid of a substantial part of its inno-
vative potential.

The above hypothetical situation reflects the striking importance of hybridity 
as the natural order of the world. Hence, hybrid vigour, an established biological 
rule, should be applied to socially constructed phenomena such as language. In 
this sense, hybrid vigour is not just a metaphor, it acts as a fundamental reality 
which is supported by as much empirical confirmation as in the life sciences. 
The consensus view seems to be that if Spanglish is taken to refer to borrowings, 
calques, and semantic extensions, then the Spanish-English variety in America 
is similar to any other variation of Spanish past or present. Also, by providing 
an in-depth analysis of the main linguistic features of Spanglish, code-switching 
has been defined to be a natural behaviour in any bilingual setting which is nei-
ther random, nor erratic. Given that, linguistic encounters are natural processes, 
no different from other changes in the evolution of a language (Bartmiński 
2016:5–7).
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Nevertheless, just like other Spanish varieties, Spanglish withstood the 
pressures created by colonial and neo-colonial society and became a vehicle 
of national identity. As Mamzer’s (2002:117) observations suggest, Spanglish 
has survived the many threats of its existence. Surprisingly, these experiences 
have injected even more vigour and elasticity into the Spanglish linguistic 
system. Gaining popularity in American mainstream, and no longer a 
border language, Spanglish and its varieties have created the usual immune 
response of linguistic purists, aided in their continuous efforts by the many 
biased viewpoints described previously (see: section 3.1 Assumptions behind 
Spanglish). On the contrary, Spanglish, due to its hybrid vigour, should be 
labelled as a linguistic promise, as Levis-Morales (qtd in Maduro 1987:9) does 
by stating:

“I am new. History made me. My first language was Spanglish. I was born at the cross-
roads and I am whole”

3.5  Promoting Spanglish
The statistics on the demographics of the Hispanic population in America, 
together with a media search for new niche markets, have created the possi-
bility of commercially exploiting Spanglish within the young bilingual Mexican-
American audience. Paradoxically, this commercialisation of the language 
variety has defied a long-established dichotomy within linguistic lines displayed 
by exclusively Spanish and English language mainstream media.

Data collected by U.S. Census Bureau (2013) show that a desirable media 
market is identified with 40 % of Hispanics below 21 years of age, which has 
triggered the emergence and growth of new media networks. Obvious examples 
of these are TV channels, such as Univisión, Galavisión and Telemundo, as they 
position themselves in the developing area of American Latino television; bilin-
gual magazines, such as Cafe Spanglish, Latina or Generation N; and numerous 
artists in the music industry and the fields of poetry and literature. By presenting 
an array of bicultural Hispanic identities which have been neglected and unex-
plored until recently, the new media constructs display a competing cultural and 
commercial hybridity.

First and foremost, the most demonstrative aspect of the Latino-oriented 
media growth and vitality is the appearance of the English-language and bilin-
gual national TV channels. Not only do they challenge the hegemony of the 
Spanish-language focus but, simultaneously, they generate opportunities to 
expand themes and topics rooted in Mexican culture. Indeed, being based on 
demographic trends and market research, TV programmes must effectively 
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appeal to the young Hispanic audience and, at the same time, produce a market-
able space in the bicultural and bilingual community.

As a consequence, in numerous ways, one may assume that the increase of 
the bilingual networks follows these multifaceted new hybrid cultural pro-
cesses (see:  section 3.4 Hybrid nature of Spanglish). On the one hand, they 
relocalise young Hispanic immigrants born in the United States within the 
industry’s new category of the bilingual audience as a market to be exploited, 
whereas, on the other hand, they implement a new television dictionary based 
on language hybridity, that is Spanglish, reflecting existing cultural dynamics 
and tensions within the various geographic, national and racial Hispanic 
groups and their identities. In fact, the new channels content, motivated by 
revenues, demographic tendencies, and shaped by their specific corporate 
structures and ownership, also mirror the multi-temporal heterogeneity; 
one where language and cultural variety are of central importance. To put it 
another way, cultural and linguistic assimilation should not be perceived as 
a linear process, but, as Alvarez notes (1998:434), “a discontinuous, multi-
temporal and heterogeneous process across different Hispanic populations in 
America”.

At present, there are at least six national TV channels that broadcast in 
Spanglish, including Univisión, Galavisión and Telemundo. In addition, there 
are many more local channels, such as MTV’s Tr3s and NBC’s Mun2, within 
major urban areas of the United States, in which Spanglish serves as a common 
second language and is employed with the explicit intent of identifying with or 
capturing the attention of a specific demographic, that is Mexican-American 
immigrants and their descendants. The unquestionable media and entertain-
ment capital of the world, Los Angeles, commonly mirrors the dual-identity 
that Spanglish encompasses. A greater insight towards understanding the media 
attitude towards Spanglish is offered by the president of the Los Angeles tele-
vision and film company Galan Entertainment, Nely Galan, who explains that 
“Spanglish is the future” (qtd in Alvarez 1998:483).

Spanglish is also frequently used in the realm of television programmes, such 
as Cristina and Sábado Gigante. The latter is a satire of the popular variety show 
Saturday Night Live. First aired on March 6, 2004, the show performs a skit mim-
icking Spanglish. Another notable example is a regional Mexican music videos 
TV show called Reventon. The young host, Yarel Ramos, who is a second gener-
ation Mexican American, and her interviewees constantly switch from Spanish 
to English. “Aqui estamos con Francisco y Sergio, and I’m at Angel Station en 
el Dub Show. Guys, how’s it going?” greets Yarel, as she introduces guests at the 
beginning of her programme.
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Accordingly, there are more Spanglish language radio stations in California than 
in the area of Central America (e.g. SpanGlish Radio, KLOL-FM, WMGE-FM). 
Rapidly becoming one of radio’s most widespread forms, Hispanic urban, in short 
hurban69, merges more traditional Hispanic tempos and the urban music which 
was quickly adopted by Hispanics of the second- and third-generations as their 
own. The personalities, such as the artists and DJs, lead the format consisting 
of everything from Latin-flavoured hip-hop to reggaetón and beyond. They also 
speak Spanish with a generous sprinkling of English. “Recuérdales que hoy, esta 
tarde, vamos a estar en vivo in Dilliards, broadcasting live from 3 to 5, with your 
chance to win some cool KXTN prizes. Acompañen a sus amigos”70, encourages 
the disc jockey of Radionomy, a local radio station. Yet another notable example 
is KLSX 97.1, an Anglo-focused radio station in Los Angeles, which is the proud 
broadcaster of Los Angeles’ most popular Spanglish talk radio show Reyes and 
Solís. While both the callers and the radio hosts are encouraged to use any 
language they prefer, the most frequent vernacular heard is certainly Spanglish. In 
point of fact, the Spanglish embraced by local radio stations also serves the needs 
of the greater Mexican-American community on the English-language channels 
in the commercial as well as public service announcement format.

Apart from the discourse of the radio and TV hosts, the music which is broad-
cast also incorporates Spanglish. Mexican musicians, such as Latin Alianza, Tego 
Colderon, Chicano 2 Da Boné, Fast Joe, Don Omar, Latin Lingo, Dr.  Loco’s 
Rockin, Jalapeño Band and even Marc Anthony and Enrique Iglesias, compose 
music and lyrics stemming from the dialect of Spanglish. A noticeable example 
of this is Iglesias’ song Bailando featuring Sean Paul, who sings using a mixture 
of both English and Spanish utterances:

“[…] I wanna be contigo
And live contigo, and dance contigo
Para have contigo una noche loca
Y besar tu boca
I wanna be contigo
And live contigo, and dance contigo
Para have contigo una noche loca
Con tremenda loca […]”

 69 This is a relatively new radio format involving Spanish-language hip hop and reggaetón 
music. 

 70 Just to remind you that today, this afternoon, we will be live in Dilliards, broadcasting 
live from 3 to 5, with your chance to win some cool KXTN prizes. Accompany your 
friends. 
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Likewise, the Spanglish identity of subscribers is reflected in the genres asso-
ciated with printed press, newspapers and magazines. The publisher of Latina 
Spanglish magazine, Brett Wright, speaking on behalf of her magazine and 
others, such as Generation N, provides the explanation that: “We are the inter-
section of two and we reflect a life between two languages and two cultures that 
our readers live in” (qtd in Alvarez 1998:485). Finally, the more formal seg-
ment of 154 AMYRELL media, the newspaper, has not escaped the influence of 
Spanglish, either. Currently there exist 173 different publications dedicated to 
MexicanAmerican culture and the use of the Spanglish language71. A few of the 
examples include:

Ahora News (New Jersey), Al Día (South-eastern Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania), 
La Opinión (Los Angeles)72, Amigo Newspaper (Hot Springs, El Dorado and 
Nashville, Arkansas), Antena 305 (Miami, Florida), Atlanta Latino (Norcorss, 
Georgia), Azteca 21 (San Antonio, Texas), Bajo El Sol (Yuma, Arizona), The 
Bilingual News (New  York), Bilingual Weekly (San Joaquin, Stockton, Tracy, 
Lodi, Manteca, Lathrop and Modesto, California).

Apart from television and radio, poetry and literature also act as reflections 
of Spanglish outside of the speech circles within the immigrant community. To 
give a few examples we can list:  Puerto Rican writer, Giannina Braschi, who 
wrote in 1998 the Spanglish comic novel titled Yo-Yo Boing!; Piri Thomas, a 
Nuyorican writer poet, famous for his memoir Down These Mean Streets; 
Sandra Cisneros, regarded as a key figure in Chicana literature; Pedro Pietri, 
a Nuyorican poet and playwright; Julia Alvarez, perceived by literary critics 
to be one of the most significant Latina writers who has achieved critical and 
commercial success on an international scale; Roberto G. Fernández, a Cuban-
American novelist and short story writer. In the field of poetry, Tato Laviera’s 
La Carreta Made a UTurn (1997) should be recognised as the first major book 
of poetry that portrays a more accurate story of the Puerto Rican migrant. Yet 
another example of Spanglish poet are Miguel Algarin and Sandra Santiago, 
who both explicitly write about the experience of the immigrant diaspora and 
their cultural encounters.

 71 To see the full list visit: http://www.onlinenewspapers.com/usstate/spanish-language-
newspapers-usa.htm.

 72 Interestingly, the fact that the largest circulating Spanish newspaper in Los Angeles, 
which was founded in 1926, also incorporates Spanglish was commented on by Zaro 
Ruiz. The author dedicated an entire article to the use of Spanglish in La Opinión, 
entitled Influencia dei inglés en el español del periódico La Opinión. 
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Conclusive evidence drawn on the basis of the above insight into Spanglish 
media representation, is apparent:  every medium of mass communication as 
well as economic interests have converged on the same conclusion in regard to 
the Mexican-American community. To be more specific, Hispanics constitute a 
key consumer group whose collective purchasing power rivals that of any other 
minority in the United States. Likewise, Spanglish is a crucial part of reaching 
and identifying with this community. Thus, the mediated world of the United 
States, starting from comedy and talk shows to serious news, from magazines 
and newspapers to movies and songs, appears to have no doubt:  Spanglish is 
an essential vehicle of communication, a method to identify with a community 
which truly lives between two cultures.

At the beginning of the present overview, the difficulty in classifying Spanglish 
as a linguistic phenomenon was emphasised. Indeed, according to many 
researchers, Spanglish should be referred to as a Creole or Pidgin. Other authors 
state that Spanglish is a dialect, an interlanguage or even a jargon. Yet, the mul-
titude of data elicited directly identify, both qualitatively and quantitatively, that 
the features of the contact situation between Spanish and English do not corre-
spond to those offered by Pidgin or Creole.

Although the situation of the Spanish-English mixture in America may 
resemble other language contact settings of unequal bilingualism, its unique-
ness is characterised by the vast number of Spanglish speakers. As can also be 
contended, Spanglish seems to result not only from the need to have a new 
method of communication, but also from an attempt to form a new cultural 
identity.

The vast and still growing contemporary studies on the universal grammat-
ical constraints of code-switching, and findings supporting their existence, 
have not yet been successful. Hence, the issues regarding the identification of 
grammar constraints on code-switching still remain to be properly investigated. 
Accordingly, cognitive experimental studies would also provide information on 
the processing of code-switches within the Spanish-English mixture. In order to 
develop production and processing models of code-switching, there is a need for 
more collaborative research between the experts in sociolinguistics, synctactics 
and psycholinguistics.

Despite the fact that the present chapter does not offer an exhaustive and 
concrete definition of the Spanish-English linguistic tapestry, it is aimed at 
providing information about the possible outcomes of assigning labels and 
making assumptions regarding SpanishEnglish alternation processes. What can 
be agreed on is the fact that Spanglish is really a phenomenon based on socio-
cultural grounds, which is demonstrated through Spanish-English linguistic 
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alternations. While particular linguistic branches investigate code-switching 
from various perspectives and isolated standpoints, Spanglish, in reality, is a part 
of a broader perceived identity of Mexican-American community members.

The preliminary results also reveal that there is no single perspective or aca-
demic field that can comprehensively account for the various interwoven factors 
that create such a complex phenomenon. Certainly, only a truly multidisci-
plinary perspective encompassing the contributions of attitudes from sociolin-
guistics, psycholinguistics, syntax and cognitive science may offer a precise and 
comprehensive definition. The objective of such an approach would be to cap-
ture the cognitive roots of language change, the connections between language 
proficiency, exposure and its usage, as well as the linguistic patterns that can 
emerge in specific sociolinguistic conditions.

The displayed data present a valid argument for performing different tasks in 
this kind of multidisciplinary research. The following exercises may help to avoid 
the potentially artificial results of experimental research in which respondents 
are likely to be asked to perform code-switching; namely, tasks involving 
unprompted and thus unconstrained data (e.g. corpora, see:  Chapter  5) and 
exercises including controlled experimentally constrained data on an individual 
basis (e.g. naming, decision tasks, ratings, see: Appendices). That is why, while 
naturalistic records represent spontaneous speech, laboratory-focused data are 
valuable for emphasising both linguistic and syntactic patterns. Interestingly, the 
first authors to echo the validity of various kinds of data in experimental studies 
of Spanglish are Muysken (2000:187) together with Bullock and Toribio (qtd 
in Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:112). In this regard, not only do the authors provide an 
excellent account of online techniques for the investigation of code-switching, 
but they also highlight the significance of multitask studies favouring the imple-
mentation of converging evidence from various techniques.

In fact, the experiences of Mexican-American immigrants and their 
descendants in the United States confirm the need for integrated studies which 
may combine bilingual processing from synchronic and diachronic angles 
together with multiple baselines in experimental examinations. In this context, 
it is crucial to note that the following external variables in psycholinguistic study 
are to be investigated in order to find correlated effects and their influence on 
experimental research (Rodríguez-González and Parafita-Couto 2012:475):

 1) social factors, such as demographic, diglossia and language status;
 2) interpersonal factors, that is setting, social network, approaches and topics;
 3) individual factors, which include linguistic preference, language proficiency 

and identity.
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It is evident from the above that any isolated attempt to describe the complexity 
of Spanish-English linguistic contact should be perceived as speculative and 
limited in nature since any approach adopted to investigate the properties and 
features of Spanish-English alternation should be characterised with an inte-
grated attitude with all the factors interwoven.

To summarise, a more transparent relationship between theoretical and 
experimental linguistics, explanatory research and hypothesis-testing studies, 
should be implemented in the study of the phenomenon of Spanglish. Indeed, 
methodologies ought to be developed in order to combine theoretical and corpus 
information with experimental data in the quest for converging evidence. Thus, 
in what follows, the portrayal and experiences of Mexican immigrants in Los 
Angeles are examined through a combination of both ethnographical and socio-
cultural variables together with naturalistic data including spontaneous speech.

Summary
This chapter focuses mainly on the development of Spanglish phenomenon in Los 
Angeles. Moreover, different varieties of Spanglish are discussed and exemplified. 
This is followed by a review of the main linguistic features of Spanglish: interfer-
ence, borrowings and code-switching. This part provides also answers to the 
crucial questions connected to Spanglish: what exactly is Spanglish, and does it 
have a hybrid nature?

 

 





Chapter 4 Mexican Immigrants in Los Angeles

Introduction
Immigration has been a permanent and long-standing issue throughout the his-
tory of the United States. In spite of visible opposition to immigration, the influx 
of new settlers has been steadily increasing over the past half century. Based on 
data from the US Census Bureau (2013), it may be estimated that as of 2013, 
approximately 54 million Latinos resided in the United States, comprising 17.1 % 
of the total US population, up from 3.5 % in 1960. According to the most recent 
prognoses, the Hispanic share of the US population is expected to reach 28.6 % 
by 2060. More importantly, however, of all the ethnic groups included in these 
figures, the Mexican-origin Hispanic enclave accounts for 28 % of the country’s 
population, making it the largest minority in the United States.

By investigating the entire span of the US historical panorama, no Latino 
country has ever experienced as many of its residents immigrating to the United 
States as Mexico has in the past few decades. Thus, for better or worse, the char-
acteristics of the Hispanic flow shape the contours of the present-day bilin-
gualism debate.

4.1  Historical panorama of Mexican immigration to the USA
Historically, Mexican immigration to the United States has been a continuous 
social process for more than a century. What Borjas (2007:70) advocates, is the 
role of the political and economic forces, “as the sensitive issue of immigration 
has often been at the centre of the relationship between the two countries”.

Due to the fact that the area that is contemporarily known as New Mexico, 
California, Texas, and Arizona were home to a Mexican-origin population, since 
the region had been part of Mexico until 1848, immigration from Mexico to the 
United States was low-scale. The first major wave began in the late 1880s and 
lasted until the early 20th century and, as Gómez (2007:54–65) goes on to explain, 
it was propelled by two major factors. The first reason was the political and eco-
nomic revolution under the Porfirio Díaz73 regime, during which government 

 73 José de la Cruz Porfirio Díaz Mori was a Mexican general, president, politician as well 
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policies were pursued in order to create an increase in private property. What 
is more, terrestrial ownership laws were altered and land was consolidated into 
large estates, haciendas. As entire villages lost their holdings, a massive displace-
ment of small farmers took place. As estimated by Borjas (2007:75), “nine out of 
ten rural families in 1910 became landless due to such changes”. The creation of 
the country’s railroad system connecting Mexico City to the Mexican American 
border was the second factor increasing the flow of émigrés from Mexico. By 
1884 the railroads allowed Mexicans to travel economically to the North, from 
where their immigration to the United States might begin.

Simultaneously, the US Southwest, was also undergoing substantial changes. 
Completed in 1869, a transcontinental railroad connected the region to the rest 
of the nation, fuelling a considerable increase in mining coupled with a growth 
in agriculture. Both developing industries were in need of non-skilled workers, 
which were recruited from Mexico by private labour contractors. Under the 
circumstances, whereas by 1890 only approximately 78,000 Mexicans had arrived 
in the United States, by 1920 the number had increased to 222,000. During the 
period 1880–1929, more than one million Mexicans crossed the US border (Pew 
Hispanic Centre 2013).

Primarily, the majority of Mexican-origin settlers worked in the US Southwest 
on the railroads performing the hard, poorly paid work of laying tracks. Many of 
them sought employment in mining, factories or agriculture, picking cotton in 
south Texas and California’s Imperial Valley, citrus fruits in southern California 
or Texas’s Lower Rio Grande Valley, and sugar beets in Colorado. Additionally, 
by the early 20th century, labouring in packing houses, smelters, and car 
factories throughout the Midwest, émigrés from Mexico had moved far beyond 
the Southwest (Borjas 2007:81–83).

The second crucial influx of immigration, occurring prior to the Mexican 
Revolution, began in 1910. According to Brick, Challinor and Rosenblum 
(2011:10–11), most Mexicans who had migrated to the United States before this 
period consisted of either landless peasants or labourers from rural areas. Yet, as 
the revolution began, fleeing political and economic turmoil, hacienda owners, 
professionals, intellectuals and also Porfirio Díaz’s counterrevolutionary groups 
crossed the borders moving to San Antonio and Los Angeles.

World War I (1914–1918) coupled with constant prosperity in the Southwest 
ushered in yet another wave of Mexican immigration. This demand for the 

as dictator of Mexico for 35 years. The period of his rule (1876–1911) is also referred 
to as Porfiriato (Gómez 2007:66). 
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Mexican workforce was intensified even more by the passing of the Immigration 
Act of 1917, which limited immigration from Asia and south-eastern Europe, 
yet it did not restrict the influx from Mexico. Therefore, as Zuniga and Ruben 
(2005:40) succinctly note, “[…] there was plenty of work even for Mexicans 
immigrating illegally; […] it was easy to cross the border”. What the authors 
further contend is the fact that “the U.S. Border Patrol was organised in 1924, 
but it had far too few employees to police the entire 2,000-mile (3,200-km) 
border effectively”. The statistics show that by the 1920s approximately 49,000 
Mexican immigrants per year were arriving in the United States (Pew Hispanic 
Centre 2013).

Brick, Challinor and Rosenblum (2011:14) further acknowledges that this 
vast migration flow was abruptly finished due to the Great Depression of the 
1930s. Herbert Hoover, who was the American president (1929–1933) at a time 
of soaring unemployment, held Mexican immigrants responsible for the eco-
nomic difficulties in the Southwest. As a result, local authorities implemented 
a repatriation programme in order to expel Mexicans from the United States. 
It is important to understand that although it was officially voluntary, in prac-
tice many immigrants were repatriated against their will since, as was estimated, 
500,000 Mexicans were forcibly sent to their country of origin. The lack of polit-
ical opposition, together with the absence of the demand for the Mexican work-
force, caused this massive violation of civil rights to be a remarkably successful 
strategy.

A further important insight emerging from yet another research study is that 
the cause of one more significant immigration flow was partly a legacy of the 
US-Mexican programme.

Gutierrez (1995:48) notes:

“In the wake of the Great Depression, the U.S.  political economy was significantly 
restructured by President Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal74 As in Mexico, the govern-
ment came to assume a more central role in the management and organisation of eco-
nomic life, enacting new laws to govern the banking and securities industries, regulate 
trade, and mediate labor relations.[…] With the entry of the United States into World 
War II in December 1941, the stage was set for a sustained economic boom that would 
last for decades.”

 74 The New Deal refers to a series of economic programmes enacted in the United States 
in response to the Great Depression from 1933 to 1936, which were focused on the 3 
Rs: Relief for the unemployed and underprivileged; Recovery of the economy to normal 
levels; and Reform of the financial system to prevent a repeat depression (Gómez 
2007:68). 
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Thus, not only the mobilisation of American industry for the war, but also the 
enactment of military recruitment created a threat of serious labour shortages 
in American agriculture. As a consequence, an agreement was reached by the 
US and Mexican governments in 1942, referred to as the Bracero Programme75. 
Borjas (2007:83) explains that it was “a bilateral guest worker program initiated 
in the first few months of World War II, and extended until 1964”, which served 
as the main form of the Mexican flow to the United States from 1942 to the 
early 1960s. Drawing largely from Pew Hispanic Centre research (2013), it may 
be estimated that approximately 4.7 million Mexican immigrants worked under 
bracero contracts. The Bracero Programme fostered the culture and economy of 
emigration within Mexican communities, deepened the reliance on a low-wage 
workforce, especially in the case of American agribusiness, and created a trans-
national system of labour recruiters connecting both countries. Nevertheless, as 
was pointed out by Borjas (2007:90102), being contracted for seasonal agricul-
tural work, not only were Mexican immigrants restricted from joining unions, 
but they were also allowed to reside in the United States for only six months.

In fact, it is well documented in Gómez’s (2007:70–78) research reports that 
even though demographic, economic, as well as social conditions in Mexico 
encouraged the rapid growth of the working-age population under the Bracero 
Program, these years were characterised not only by uneven employment 
growth, but also

“[…] substantial economic uncertainty associated with the oil shocks of the 1970s, 
Mexico’s sovereign debt default in 1982, and repeated currency devaluations as the 
country made a rocky transition from inward-looking state-led development during the 
1950s and 60s to more competitive markets and trade-oriented growth beginning in 
the 1990s.”

Gómez’s assumption corresponds to Gutierrez’s (1995:48), which states that 
Lázaro Cárdenas’s76 presidency in the 1930s was marked by excessive structural 
transformation as well as societal changes in Mexico. The author notices that 
the period 1940–1970 came to be known as the Mexican economic miracle since 
the actual rate of economic growth averaged around 6 % per year. Nonetheless, 
Borjas (2007:102) disagrees with the previous authors by considering that 
despite the impressive economic expansion, the level of labour demand in urban 
areas was far too low for Mexico’s escalating rural population. Thus, the revival 

 75 The word derived from the Spanish form brazo, meaning arm. It may be translated 
loosely as farmhand (Gutierrez 1995:47). 

 76 President of Mexico in the years 1934–1940 (Gutierrez 1995:48). 
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of workforce recruitment in the United States began at an opportune time in 
Mexican economic history.

Scholars’ thought also challenges the fact that despite numerous year-to-year 
extensions of the Bracero Program in the late 1940s, the total number of the 
Mexican workforce was insufficient to meet the demand created by the growing 
post-war economy. The aforementioned issue is examined even more deeply by 
Gutierrez (1995:48), who has provided a descriptive account of the aforemen-
tioned regional push factors. According to the author, the consequence was an 
increasing proportion of unauthorised Mexicans in America as the agricultural 
growers literally took matters into their own hands by hiring undocumented 
workers.

In the above illustration (see: Fig. 7), which provides data on the direct switch 
from illegal to bracero immigration, fluctuations can be observed in the rate of 
outmigration from Mexico in the period between 1940 and 1964. In addition, 
during the first two years of the 1940s there was practically no migration of any 
kind from Mexico to the United States. The figure also reveals that since late 1942 
bracero recruitment and the number of contract workers began to surge. What 
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is more, in 1944, unauthorised immigration, encouraged by the employment of 
braceros, also increased due to the reduction of bracero visas in the post-war 
period.

Similarly, Dockterman (qtd in Pew Hispanic Centre 2013) also notes the sub-
sequent expansion of contract employment from 1948 to 1949. Furthering the 
notion, in 1950, the reduction in bracero recruitment created yet another rise 
in the rate of illegal employees. The author emphasises a definitive growth of 
the bracero influx during the period 1955–1960 coupled with the initial growth 
of legal immigration. What the statistics also show is that whereas the level of 
apprehension remained at approximately 37 per 1,000 in 1954, within two years 
it had been reduced to circa 1 per 1,000, equalling the rate of officially permitted 
immigration, and it remained at this level until the early 1960s77.

Ramírez and De la Cruz (2002:12–25) further acknowledge that, after the end 
of the war, Mexican arrival was sanctioned under the so-called legal permanent 
resident programme created by United States Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (INS)78. In addition, in order to reduce unauthorised immigration, the 
US Congress established the Border Patrol in 1924, whose work, as described by 
Zuniga and Ruben (2005:44), “gradually turned toward deportation, of the re-
turning of undocumented immigrants to their country of origin”.

Further, the scholars provide a descriptive account of the statistics in the period 
19401960: circa 360,000 Mexican-origin immigrants resided in the United States 
permanently and legally because of the Bracero Program, admitted primarily 
due to their family ties with a relative who was already a legal American resident 
or citizen.

Thus far, many specialists have demonstrated the positive aspects of the 
Bracero Program. Yet, Massey, Durand and Parrado’s (1999) analysis of the 
issue echoes the flaws of the aforementioned programme. The authors summa-
rise the arguments against it by asserting that “as the civil rights era progressed, 
the Bracero Program came to be seen as an exploitative and discriminatory 
system detrimental to the socioeconomic well-being of Mexican Americans” 
(1999:519). According to Horwedel (2005:210), by the mid-1960s growers had 
become heavily dependent on Mexican workers. Due to the fact that wages were 

 77 Source: Pew Hispanic Centre (2013). 
 78 The service was established in the 1933 as an agency of the Department of Labor since 

the immigration law had become increasingly complicated. The programme controlled 
the arrival of foreign-born citizens in the United States at various ports of entry, the 
most important being Ellis Island (Ramírez and De la Cruz 2002:13). 
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increasing and working conditions improving, cultivators could have drawn na-
tive labourers back into agriculture.

Nevertheless, another aspect of the discussion concerning the programme 
has been studied by yet another group of researchers, i.e. Brick, Challinor and 
Rosenblum (2011:14), who claim that the Bracero Programme would not only 
have induced structural inflation, but also it would have increased prices and the 
workers would have been at a competitive disadvantage in the highly competitive 
food industry. Horwedel (2005:212) continues the previous authors’ argument 
by advancing that even if farmers had offered higher wages, another difficulty 
would have occurred; namely, after twenty-two years of a near-monopoly by the 
Mexican workforce, agricultural work throughout the United States had begun 
to be seen by society as foreign and thus not accepted, or even seen as improper, 
by American citizens.

Hence, a coalition of unions and religious groups together with civil rights 
organisations persuaded the government to curtail the annual number of bra-
cero visas, causing their reduction from 438,000 in 1959 to 178,000 in 1964. In 
1965, the bracero era finally came to an end.

For the time being, in Mexico, the vaunted economic miracle began 
to unravel:  in downtown Mexico City in late 1968 a massacre of student 
demonstrators alarmed and threatened the political establishment and thus the 
stability on which economic growth in Mexico was based. By the same token, an 
immense growth in the size of the state coupled with a surge in deficit expen-
diture in the course of Luis Echeverría Álvarez’s79 presidency caused not only 
political instability and the flight of capital, but also a devaluation of the peso in 
1976. Even despite the discovery of new petroleum reserves, which, as Parado 
(1999:519) describes it, “bought Mexico a few years of additional time”, by 1982 
world oil prices had been reduced significantly, resulting in the collapse of the 
Mexican economy (Brick, Challinor, Rosenblum 2011:14–18).

Even in the face of what the experts refer to as “the end of the economic mir-
acle” (Horwedel 2005:229; Brick, Challinor and Rosenblum 2011:18; Zuniga and 
Ruben 2005:48) the number of unauthorised Mexican immigrants would prob-
ably not have risen after the demise of the Bracero Program, had it not been 
followed immediately by new restrictions on the legal influx of Mexican workers. 
Due to the fact that they could enter the United States without numerical limits, 
approximately 386,000 Mexicans received visas of permanent residence, a 43 % 
increase over the short window of time from 1950 through 1958. Whereas 

 79 Mexican president during the period 1970–1976 (Gutierrez 1995:51).  
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officially Mexican immigration remained at 23,000 newcomers per year in 1959, 
data collected by Horwedel confirm that the number had doubled to more than 
55,000 in 1963.

Zuniga and Ruben (2002:50–52) further address the issue of immigration 
restrictions and their results by acknowledging a correlation between the drastic 
reduction in the availability of authorised visas, the period of substantial popu-
lation growth, and the declining economic situation in Mexico. “Given this com-
bination and the accumulation of so much migration related human and social 
capital during the ‘bracero’ era, only one outcome was possible: an explosion of 
undocumented migration”, assert the authors (2002:52).

Data on the out-migration rate to the United States in the period 1965–1997, 
collected by the Pew Hispanic Centre (2013), support Zuniga and Ruben’s state-
ment. As is evident in Fig.  8, characterised by some minor and one notable 
exception, the level of legal Mexican origin immigrants has reminded at circa 
1.0 per 1,000 since 1965. After decreasing slightly during 1977 due to the inclu-
sion of Mexico in the country quotas, the rate grew to 1.4 per 1,000 from 1978 
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to 1981, apparently caused by the Silva programme, which temporarily pro-
longed Mexican access to US visas during 1977–1981. Nonetheless, the above 
figures show minor deviations from a fairly flat trend line persisting throughout 
the early 1980s. Hence, the US policy succeeded in the restriction of Mexican 
immigrants’ access to legal visas.

As the foregoing analysis indicates, compared with 1.3  million legitimately 
permitted immigrants and a mere 46,000 contract labourers, roughly 28.0 mil-
lion Mexicans crossed the US border illegally from 1965 to 1997. In total, the net 
number of Mexican immigrants in the period 1965–1986 was, in all probability, 
in the order of 5.7 million, of whom 81 % were unauthorised (Massey, Durand 
and Malone 2002:44–47).

Conceivably the most persistent query in this history of Mexican-American 
immigrants is why the border enforcement was incapable of preventing this illegal 
flow of immigrants. In Gómez’s (2007:81) analysis the answer to this question is 
provided by the statement that “while border enforcement served an important 
symbolic purpose by signalling that the nation was being defended, it did not 
really deter Mexicans from attempting an undocumented border crossing”.

As a matter of fact, during the 1965–1986 immigration regime, the career 
interests of Border Patrol officers, in the first place, were best served by carrying 
out a large number of arrests, and then processing them promptly. Hence, as the 
interests of the immigrants were to avoid apprehension if possible, but when 
arrested, return to Mexico and try to cross the border again, the bureaucratic 
procedure that was developed to institutionalise these complementary interests 
was termed the voluntary departure order (Horwedel 2005:241243). To put it 
succinctly, even if caught and expelled to their country of origin, Mexicans tried 
again until they succeeded, forming a bureaucratic copying strategy that Borjas 
(2007:93) has labelled repeated trial model, also known as a game of cat-and-
mouse (Brick, Challinor and Rosenblum 2011:150) or a revolving door (Abalos 
2007:230; Massey, Durand and Malone 2002:47). Thus, after two decades of 
unlawful passages and numerous apprehensions, the social encounter between 
the Border Police and Mexican immigrants became highly ritualised. Perhaps, the 
most accurate conclusion is endorsed in a 1976 report, in which the comptroller 
general of the United States comments: “Presently the border is a revolving door 
[…]; we repatriate undocumented workers on a massive scale [and] the illegals 
cooperate by agreeing to voluntarily depart, and significant numbers promptly 
reenter” (qtd in Horwedel 2005:243).

Such a policy began to unravel even more as the spiral of apprehensions 
continued to escalate each year, ultimately, for both lawmakers and the public, 
serving less to justify the need for more enforcement resources than to prove 
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that the border was yet again spiralling out of control. Simultaneously, whereas 
such growth of illegal immigrants of Mexican origin became increasingly notice-
able, the United States reached a stage of both substantial economic and polit-
ical chaos, due to which the general public was left with a prevailing feeling of 
insecurity. As Borjas (2007:93–98) goes on to explain, expanding illegal immi-
gration coupled with profound social and economic concerns created a situa-
tion in which providing a solution to the problem of unauthorised immigration 
was of uppermost importance. Consequently, during the first half of the 1980s, 
numerous bills were introduced in order to tighten border enforcement, most of 
which, due to the conflicts inherent in the immigration debate, were withdrawn. 
The Immigration Reform and Control Act80, signed into law by President Reagan 
in 1986 began a historic compromise carefully balancing the interests of farmers, 
immigrants, free traders, nativists, and employers.

Conversely, and perhaps more surprisingly, what Massey, Durand and 
Parrado (1999:530) note is that “U.S.  concerns about Mexico and Mexican 
immigration did not stop at the border, nor were they all addressed by IRCA”. 
Owing to the fact that hyperinflation, national insolvency and default on inter-
national loans were yet again brought about by the collapse of the Mexican peso 
in 1982, Mexico was pressured by the American government to (1) deregulate its 
economy, (2) undertake monetary and fiscal reform, (3) downsize the state, and 
also (4) liberalise trade81.

In the meantime, a new group of US technocrats in Mexico, controlled by 
President Carlos Salinas de Gortari82, were brought to power prior to the eco-
nomic crisis. Having expertise in market economics and being committed to dis-
mantling import substitution as well as industrialisation of the political economy 
which had existed since the 1930s, they operated constantly during the late 1980s 
and early 1990s in order to carry out privatisation of the economy; to elimi-
nate controls on ownership and investment; to withdraw subsidies; to deregu-
late markets; to reduce tariffs; and finally, to dismantle trade barriers (Massey, 
Durand and Malone 2002:47–51). Horwedel’s study unambiguously reveals 
that being perceived with great favour, these changes were strongly supported 

 80 The Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) as a federal law controlled the 
employment of foreign workers; it specified which employees may be hired legally 
and provided data on how to verify the legality of workers. The act also prohibited 
discrimination against job applicants and workers due to national origin or citizenship 
(Abalos 2007:230). 

 81 It is also vital to note that most of the Mexican national debt was owed to US banks. 
 82 95 President of Mexico from 1988 to 1994 (Gutierrez 1995:58).
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by free-marketers of both the Reagan and Bush administrations. Thus, since 
President Salinas aimed at institutionalising the reforms and making them 
permanent, “U.S.  officials eagerly embraced the vehicle he chose:  the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)” (2005:248). In these circumstances, 
on January 1, 1994, the agreement went into effect.

Abalos (2007:232) responds to this integration of the Mexico-US economy, 
by stating that:

“[…] even as it moved progressively toward more restrictive immigration policies, 
the United States simultaneously committed itself to a broader process of economic 
integration with Mexico, ensuring that the new age of Mexico-U.S. migration would be 
one of profound ambivalence.”

Even despite the obvious fact that the agreement created elaborate and efficient 
transportation along with a communication network between the two countries 
and forged a broader network of professional contacts and social ties through 
growing tourist business, cultural and scientific interactions, a common refrain 
prevailed: the Mexican-American economic integration would allow Mexico “to 
export goods not people” (Gómez 2007:8288).

The data on the Mexican population in the United States present a valid argu-
ment for understanding yet another important issue observed in Mexican-US re-
lations; specifically, in spite of the growth in border control and the enforcement 
of employer sanctions, legalisation of 2.3 million formerly unauthorised Mexican 
émigrés occurred, hugely increasing the level of legal immigration. Given these 
points, processing from 1988 through 1992, the rate of legal entries at the border 
was increased to around 11.00 per 1,000 in 1991, exceeding even the high rates 
reported during the 1920s (Pew Hispanic Centre 2013).

Zuniga and Ruben (2005:56) provide even greater clarity towards under-
standing these data by pointing out that as in the earlier bracero era, the statistics 
imply an exchange between officially recognised and unauthorised migration. 
“Once the legalisation programs were announced in late 1986, millions of 
undocumented migrants chose to remain in the United States and begin the 
process of applying for a visa”, assert the authors (Zuniga and Ruben 2005:56). 
Consequently, as shown in Fig. 8, the scale of apprehension decreased immedi-
ately from circa 22.0 per 1,000 in 1986 to just 11.0 per 1,000 in 1988. Yet, despite 
the legalisation programme, unauthorised immigration increased once again, 
with a rate of apprehension at 17.0 per 1,000 in 199683.

 83 Source: Pew Hispanic Centre (2013).  
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The array of historical data discussed in this section demonstrates that 
since the late 19th century the political economy in Mexico has undergone 
three structural transformations; specifically, as Zuniga and Ruben (2005:57) 
succinctly note:

“(1) the liberal revolution of Porfirio Díaz, which by attracting foreign investment to 
build an industrial base, created a national market, and linked Mexico, via new ports 
and railroads, to the global trading system, (2) the Mexican Revolution, which created 
a powerful corporatist state that assumed a central role in planning, organizing, and 
financing economic growth, and finally (3) the neoliberal revolution of the 1980s that 
privatised state-owned industries, dramatically downsized government, limited subsi-
dies, and opened Mexico to global trade and foreign investment.”

It seems apparent that the waves of migration from Mexico to the United 
States, with the exception of a brief break throughout the 1930s, have con-
tinued since the dawn of the 20th century. Indeed, according to Thomson 
Reuters’s (2012) report, more than 12 million Mexican-origin immigrants have 
crossed the US border since 1970, more than half of them with authorisation. 
Still, statistics reveal major changes in the long-term tendency:  whereas 
approximately 2.9 million exiles from Mexico settled in the United States in 
the period 1995–2000, one decade later, from 2005 to 2010, however, only 
1.37 million Mexicans emigrated to the United States (Ramírez and De la Cruz  
2002:25).

Acknowledging the entire historical scene of the Mexico-US immigration 
process, what has been changed over time is not the fact or size of arrival, but 
the auspices under which it took place. Undoubtedly, it is a misconception to 
assume that immigration from Mexico to the United States was caused either by 
aspiration to relocate permanently north of the border for economic reasons, or 
simply by cost-benefit choices made by individuals. Whatever the motive, the 
truth remains uniform: both social and economic aspects strongly influenced 
the stimuli for international immigration.

4.2  Geographical distribution
Many of the arguments presented in the preceding discussion (see:  section 
4.1 Historical panorama of Mexican immigration to the USA) concerning the 
Mexican diaspora emphasise one the most enduring tropes surrounding the pro-
cess of immigration: not only has the Mexican population in the United States 
increased, but it has also begun to spread widely across the American nation. 
Therefore, it is not surprising to notice a significant change in the main settle-
ment patterns for Mexicans since the late 1990s. While throughout history the 
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major settlement areas such as Texas, California, Illinois, and Arizona, have con-
tinued to attract newcomers, new destinations have also emerged.

Data collected by Flores and Treviño (2010:51–54) correspond to the above 
assertion. The authors provide a graphic outline of the Mexican geograph-
ical distribution in the United States, which helps to identify the specific areas 
absorbing immigrants from Mexico. Based on this visualisation of human move-
ment, it can be noticed that the share of Mexican newcomers residing in the top 
four states plummeted significantly from 89 % in 1990 to 72 % in 2002, whereas 
the number living in these states increased by 87 % from 3.8 million, reaching 
7.1 million.

By the same token, Brick, Challinor and Rosenblum (2011:15–16) acknowl-
edge that the rate of new Hispanics of Mexican origin who have decided to settle 
in non-traditional settlement areas has grown significantly due to the fact that 
they moved to two main regions; specifically, (1) the south-eastern part of the 
country:  Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Tennessee; and (2)  the upper Midwest:  Iowa, Nebraska, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin. What is more, in the period 1990–2000, a rapid increase 
of Mexican settlers was reported in two additional states, Delaware and Maryland, 
along with the western regions of Colorado and Utah. Overall, the Mexican dias-
pora outside the four largest states has grown more than five-fold, starting from 
500,000 Mexicans in 1990 and reaching 2.7 million in 2002 (Abalos 2007:235; 
Brick 2011:11–14).

It is also of crucial importance to understand that by continuing to experience 
migration processes, these US regions undergo the starkest transitions in educa-
tional, political, and economic infrastructure caused by changes in their share of 
migration activity. The first authors who echo the significance of such transitions 
are Flores and Treviño (2010:54), who explicitly consider the increased level of 
immigrants from Mexico in the south-eastern and north-eastern regions of the 
United States as the greatest transformation post-1995. Yet, the above conclusion 
is inconsistent with Grey and Woodrick’s study. As the authors reveal, “[…] the 
movement of Spanish-speaking migrants into the Northeast is not a new phe-
nomenon since for some time this region has had a Spanish-speaking immigrant 
population that includes Puerto Ricans, Dominicans, and some South American 
groups” (2005:133). Be that as it may, New York, New Jersey and Connecticut are 
other regions familiar with Spanish-speaking diasporas both in the educational 
and political realms, yet, they have never before experienced such a noticeable 
wave of Mexican immigrants. Thus, not only their educational and political 
structure, but also their economic performance, is still adjusting to “this rupture 
in the traditional racial dichotomy” (Flores and Treviño 2010:58).
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Looking at a specific period of time (2008–2012) and detailing the place of resi-
dence of census respondents in the United States, the geographical distribution 
of Mexican émigrés by region can be evaluated. As depicted in Fig. 9, the top two 
areas with the largest Mexican-origin population are California (37 %) and Texas 
(21  %); in other words, states that have historically experienced not only the 
major wave of newcomers, but also the highest number of US-born Mexicans. 
Furthermore, the top four counties where immigrants from Mexico have chosen 
to settle are Los Angeles County in California, Harris County (Houston) in 
Texas, Cook County (Chicago) in Illinois, and Orange County in California. 
Altogether, the areas mentioned accounted for nearly 25 % of the total Mexican 
population in the United States.

Abalos (2007:237) continues research on the proportions of Mexican and 
non-Mexican immigrants living throughout the regions of the United States. 
According to the author’s reports, the West is the most affected by immigra-
tion, being home to nearly 63  % of Mexican immigrants. Data collected by 
Abalos provide greater clarity towards the understanding that immigrants from 

4,268,0002,000
Number of Immigrants

Fig. 9: Top destination states of Mexican immigrants in the United States, 2008–2012 
(Migration Policy Institute 2014)
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countries other than Mexico are substantially less concentrated. What Horwedel 
(2005:332) further acknowledges is that:

“[…] the West, South, and Northeast each account for roughly 30 percent of the nation’s 
nonMexican immigrant population. The Mexican population is even more concen-
trated than some figures suggests […]. Almost 48.2 percent, or 3.8 million of all Mexican 
immigrants live in just one state: California. Of non-Mexican immigrants, 24.3 percent 
live in California.”

Further analysis of US immigration processes has revealed that Texas accounts 
for another 18.5  %, or 1.5  million, of all Mexican immigrants residing in the 
United States. Additionally, Texas, California, and the two other border states of 
Arizona and New Mexico account for 72.7 % of Mexicans (Abalos 2007:237–238).

By examining Tab. 4 below, it may be concluded that in the period 2008–
2012, the US cities with the highest rate of Mexican immigrants were the Los 
Angeles, Chicago, and Houston metropolitan areas, which together accounted 
for approximately 26 % of Mexicans in the country. According to the statistics, 
in 2011, 12 %, or 1.4 million, of all Mexicans settled in the metropolitan area 
of Los Angeles, California. An additional half a million (5  %) resided in the 
Riverside-San Bernardino metropolitan area, whereas approximately 300,000 of 
all Mexican-origin newcomers, lived in each of the metropolitan areas of Orange 
County and San Diego. Additionally, 6  % of the whole Mexican immigrant 

Tab. 4: Top destination cities of Mexican immigrants in the United States, 2008–2012 
(Migration Policy Institute)

Metropolitan areas Immigrant 
population from 
Mexico

% of 
metropolitan 
area population

Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA 1,5751,000 13.6
Chicago-Joliet-Naperville, Il-IN-WX 677,000 7.2
Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown, TX 599,000 10.1
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX 587,000 9.2
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA 555,000 13.1
Phoenix-Mesa-Glendale, AZ 353,000 8.4
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA 332,000 10.7
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, 
NY-NU-PA

316,000 1.7

San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA 257,000 5.9
McAllen-Edinburg-Mission, TX 213,000 13.5
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population resided in the metropolitan area of Chicago, Illinois while approxi-
mately 13 % of all Mexican émigrés lived in three Texas areas; namely, Houston 
(5 %), Dallas (4 %) and McAllen (2 %).

The data presented for Mexican immigrants in the United States reveal the 
importance of adjustments that these states were obliged to undertake in order 
to accommodate the new migration exodus from Mexico. Flores and Treviño 
(2010:71) summarise that “it quantitatively confirms once again that in addition 
to the rapid increase in numbers, Mexican immigration in the United States is 
highly concentrated”.

4.3  Characteristic of the surveyed diaspora
The 2014–2016 research contained a battery of questions about both the lin-
guistic and cultural situations of Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles. The study 
involved 128 individuals, 77 females and 51 males (Tab. 5), who were asked to 
complete an anonymous web questionnaire. The survey also permitted the gath-
ering of information on bilingual Mexicans living in Los Angeles and on the 
Spanish-English dialect, which was perceived as an expression of bilingualism. 
The multitude of data that came directly from these surveys depict a vivid por-
trayal of Spanish-English bilinguals’ experience.

Based on the collected data, it may be observed that the research group was 
clearly dominated by immigrants aged between 18 and 34. As Fig. 10 indicates, 
the largest group of respondents is represented by individuals aged 25 to 34 
(47.7  %). Those aged between 18 and 24 make up a smaller group (39.1  %). 
Respondents aged 35–44 make up a minority of the sample, constituting only 
7 %, whereas Mexicans aged between 45 and 54 as well as older account for 2.3 % 
of the respondents. As can also be seen, Mexicans under 18 years of age consti-
tute only 1.6 % of the total sample.

Tab. 6, which provides information on the respondents’ education level, 
describes the pattern of the immigrant diaspora in Los Angeles, which is domi-
nated by individuals with a higher educational level; specifically, 46 % of all those 

Tab. 5: Respondents’ gender (own elaboration based on 
Questionnaire 2)

Gender Number %
Female 77 60.2
Male 51 39.8
Overall 128 100.0
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questioned are university graduates, while Mexicans with incomplete higher 
education account for 13.3 %. The second largest group of respondents 37.5 % 
consists of people with secondary education. Yet, it is worth mentioning that 32 
individuals, out of 48 with high school education, are respondents who were uni-
versity students during the period of conducting the survey84. What is more, the 
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Fig. 10: Respondents’ age (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)

Tab. 6: Respondents’ education level (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)

Education level Number %
Elementary school - -
Secondary School 2 1.6
Technical Institute 2 1.6
High School 48 37.5
Incomplete higher education 17 13.3
Higher education 59 46.0
Overall 128 100.0

 84 In 2015, 32 students of the second and third year in English Philology from the 
University of California, Los Angeles participated in the research. 
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research confirms that contemporary population movements are characterised 
by international migration of educated people85.

The analysis of the prime source regions of immigration to Los Angeles 
included in Tab. 7, proves that more than half of the immigrant population from 
Mexico has its origin in the West (34.3 %). As the data reveal, the second largest 
area of origin is Southwest Mexico, constituting 25 % of the group. Furthermore, 
11.7 % of new residents come from the North Central Mexico, whereas 10.9 % 
and 7  % of them originated in the Southwest and the Northeast respectively. 
Those who come from the South-Central account for 3.9 % of the total immi-
grant population.

Similarly, yet another nuance of the research appears when the Mexican-
American diaspora is conflated with the reasons for emigration (Fig.  11). As 
the foregoing analysis indicates, the most common motive for departure from 
Mexico is connected to financial benefits (56.4). In the same vein, 14.7 % of all 
respondents pointed to family reunion, whereas 10.9 % had left Mexico for per-
sonal reasons. What can also be observed is that 5.1 % of immigrants came to 
Los Angeles because of educational prospects and only 3.2 % of those questioned 
specified tourism as the main immigration inducement. 1.3 % of respondents 
indicated 5 other reasons for emigration which were not listed in the survey.

The data presented in Fig. 12 also indicate that more than half of respondents 
(61.7 %) left the country of origin and moved to Los Angeles after reaching the 
age of 18 and before 25. The age group between 18 and 24 is formed of those 
who have completed high school education or obtained a university certificate 
(bachelor’s/master’s degree). Since these individuals constitute the largest group 
of the total sample, one can presume that after completion of the relevant stage of 
education young people often choose Los Angeles as the starting point for their 
career and the place where first work experience can be gained. Further analysis 
of the data collected shows that 25.7  % of respondents emigrated between 
the ages of 25 and 34. Those who had left their homeland between 35–44 and 
between 4554 contribute correspondingly 6.3 % and 3.9 % of the total sample. 
Only 1.6 % under the age of 18 and 0.8 % over the age of 55 decided to leave 
Mexico and settle in Los Angeles.

According to the research study, the vast majority of respondents, i.e. 86 %, had 
resided in Los Angeles for more than 24 months. 10.9 % of Mexican immigrants 
had resided in Los Angeles from 13 to 24 months, whereas 2.3 % of the them had 
lived in the area under consideration from 7 to 12 months. Only one of those 

 85 See: Brick, Challinor and Rosenblum (2011).  
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Tab. 7: Number and share of Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles (own elaboration based 
on Questionnaire 2)

Region of Mexico Number %
Jalisco 35 27.3
Chiapas 22 17.18
Guanajuato 9 7.0
Michoacán 9 7.0
México 5 3.9
Puebla 5 3.9
Guerrero 5 3.9
Oaxaca 5 3.9
Chihuahua 4 3.1
Durango 4 3.1
Sinaloa 4 3.1
Coahuila 4 3.1
Tamaulipas 4 3.1
Zacatecas 4 3.1
Veracruz 4 3.1
Sonora 2 1.6
Nuevo León 1 0.8
Aguascalientes 1 0.8
San Luis Potosí 1 0.8
Baja California - -
Baja California Sur - -
Querétaro - -
Federal District - -
Morelos - -
Colima - -
Nayarit - -
Hidalgo - -
Tlaxcala - -
Campeche - -
Quintana Roo - -
Tabasco - -
Yucatán - -
Overall 128 100 %
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questioned (0.8 %) at the time of the survey had stayed in Los Angeles no longer 
than 6 months.

Based on Kłos’s (2006:2) division of immigration into short-term (under 
12 months) and long-term (over 12 months), it can be concluded that the test 
group of Mexicans in Los Angeles is characterised by long-term migration. In 
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Fig. 11: Reasons for immigration to Los Angeles (own elaboration based on 
Questionnaire 2)
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Fig. 12: Age of respondents at the time of immigration to Los Angeles (own elaboration 
based on Questionnaire 2)
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fact, 96.9 % of all respondents had lived in Los Angeles at least one year. In the 
same vein, the vast majority of them (86 %) had resided in the city for more than 
2 years (Fig. 13).

The above analysis of the Mexican residents in Los Angeles, coupled with the 
investigation of the main motives for immigration, demonstrate that the character-
istics of the sample Mexican émigré community in Los Angeles is consistent with 
the one presented by experts on contemporary migration. As a result of the eco-
nomic situation in Mexico as well as better financial prospects in the United States, 
the majority of exiles consist of young and well-educated individuals. First and 
foremost, it was the ability to change their financial situation and living conditions 
that prompted the surveyed group of Mexicans to leave their homeland.

4.4  Linguistic situation of Mexicans in Los Angeles
According to our data (Fig. 14), more than 80 % of the Mexican immigrants have 
no major communication problems in the new country of settlement since they 
know English at a basic level or better. Almost half of the respondents (49.2 %) 
speak English very well. 22.7 % declare good knowledge of English, while 14.8 % 
describe their English proficiency as fair. Poor knowledge of English is noted 
among 12.5 % of respondents, while only 0.8 % express very poor knowledge of 
the language.

Less than 24 months Up to 6 months

From 7 to 12 months From 13 to 24 months

86%

10,7%
2%

1,3%

Fig. 13: Time of residence in Los Angeles (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)
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When asked to designate the manner and conditions under which they 
acquired their English language skills 48.7  % of respondents pointed to their 
education in Mexico. In contrast, 9.3 % of migrants attended private language 
courses in their country of origin. 42 % of Mexicans declare that they have mas-
tered English in natural conditions (see: section 1.3 Natural versus school bilin-
gualism). It is also vital to note that some of those surveyed chose two means of 
learning English; namely, in Mexican school and during migration in Los Angeles. 
Thus, it can be presumed that most Mexican immigrants started learning English 
in Mexico, mastering it to some extent, nonetheless after arriving in the United 
States they wanted to develop their English communication and language skills.

Drawing on the data on Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles it can also be 
identified that many immigrant respondents began to learn English between the 
ages of 11 and 20. More than 30 % of all respondents started English learning at 
school before the age of 10. In contrast, less than 20 % of those surveyed began 
acquiring English after the age of 20.

The web questionnaires also allowed to investigate the attitudes86 of Mexican 
immigrants in Los Angeles towards two linguistic systems: Spanish and English. 
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Fig. 14: Proficiency of English among respondents (own elaboration based on 
Questionnaire 2)

 86 See also: Hudson (1980); Fasold (1983).  
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For the vast majority of respondents both languages present value; they are 
both considered precious and desirable. The respondents also declare that they 
improve their knowledge of both language systems. Almost 90 % of the Mexicans 
living in Los Angeles believe that they constantly improve their English language 
skills. 25.8 % of the respondents have a neutral attitude to Spanish, while only 
10.2 % to English. None of the respondents indicate a lack of attention to learning 
English, and only one individual comments that he does not care about his na-
tive language (Tab. 8 and 9).

Furthermore, 87 % of the Mexican émigrés claim that they think in English, 
whereas 13 % deny using English for mental processes. Fig. 16, which provides 
information on the share of respondents who operate in two linguistic real-
ities, Spanish and English, indicates that the Mexican migrants think in a 
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Fig. 15: The means of acquiring English language by respondents (own elaboration 
based on Questionnaire 2)

Tab. 8: Respondents’ attitude towards Spanish language (own elaboration based on 
Questionnaire 2)

Attitude towards Spanish language Number %
Emotional – I am constantly improving my Spanish  
language skills

94 73.4

Indifferent 33 25.8
I do not care about my native language 1 0.8
Overall 128 100.0
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given language in the following situations: (1) in Spanish: most often at home 
(79 respondents) and among a group of Mexicans (37 respondents); (2)  in 
English: most often at work (107 respondents), among a group of Americans 
(41 respondents), at school/university (39 respondents), while shopping (22 
respondents).

By far the most common feature within the group of Mexican immigrants is 
dominant bilingualism due to the fact that Spanish is the language system that 
the Mexican immigrants speak much better than English. 84.4 % of respondents 
reveal that they feel more proficient in Spanish while speaking and writing. The 

Tab. 9: Respondents’ attitude towards English language (own elaboration based on 
Questionnaire 2)

Attitude towards English language Number %
Emotional – I am constantly improving my English language 
skills

115 89.8

Indifferent 18 10.2
I do not care about learning the English language 0 0
Overall 128 100.0
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Fig. 16: Places and situations in which Mexican immigrants think in Spanish and 
English (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)
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Mexicans who speak and write well in both languages account for 13.3 %, whereas 
2.3 % are not able to assess their speaking and writing skills in both languages. As 
can also be seen, none of the respondents admitted to having greater linguistic 
competence in English (Tab. 10 and 11).

There is no significant difference between the results of previous research 
and the answers to the question about the language in which respondents prefer 
to read. 60.9  % of the Mexican immigrants admit that they prefer to read in 
their first/primary language – Spanish. 33.6 % of those surveyed state that their 
reading comprehension is equal in both languages, while 5.5 % prefer to read in 
English (Tab. 12).

Tab. 10: Language used in speaking (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)

I speak better Number %
Spanish 108 84.4
English - -
Both languages equally 17 13.3
It is difficult to assess 3 2.3
Overall 128 100.0

Tab. 11: Language used in writing (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)

I write better Number %
In Spanish 108 84.4
In English - -
In both languages equally 17 13.3
It is difficult to assess 3 2.3
Overall 128 100.0

Tab. 12: Language in which respondents prefer to read (own elaboration based on 
Questionnaire 2)

I prefer to read Number %
In Spanish 78 60.9
In English 7 5.5
In both languages equally 43 33.6
Overall 128 100.0
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None of the respondents believe that knowledge of two languages would in 
any way interfere with the acquisition of knowledge. On the contrary, 79.7 % of 
the Mexicans state that bilingualism facilitates learning. 20.3 % of them cannot 
clearly determine whether this ability is helpful or not (Tab. 13).

Moreover, the research results presented in Fig.  17 reveal that as many as 
88.3 % of immigrants use both English and Spanish interchangeably in everyday 
communication. According to the Mexicans residing in Los Angeles, Spanish is 
commonly used with their compatriots (68 %), while 28.9 % of those questioned 
comment that they use the language code called Spanglish while communi-
cating. Among the respondents there are also individuals who state that they use 
English in a conversation with other Mexican settlers in the new country, but 
they constitute only 3.1 % (Fig. 18).

To sum up, an important insight emerging from the presented data is that 
the Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles are bilinguals whose first/primary 

Tab. 13: Bilingualism among respondents (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)

Writing and speaking skills in two languages Number %
Inhibit acquiring knowledge - -
Facilitate learning 102 79.7
It is difficult to assess 26 20.3
Overall 128 100.0

11,70%

88,30%

No

Yes

Fig. 17: Do you switch between languages within a conversation with certain people? 
(own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)
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language is Spanish, while their second/other language is English. The acqui-
sition of English began at the stage of school or early childhood in a mono-
lingual environment (Mexico) in artificial conditions. The circumstances 
and manner of acquiring the English language have changed as a result of 
emigration to Los Angeles. The Mexican immigrants every day improve their 
language skills and communication abilities in natural conditions (both at 
work and among Americans). Although they use Spanish and English inter-
changeably, their bilingualism is dominant due to respondents’ higher pro-
ficiency in Spanish. Only a minority of the immigrants admitted to the use 
of Spanish-English dialect known as Spanglish in conversation with other 
Mexicans in Los Angeles.

4.5  Ethnic identity and cultural situation 
of Mexicans in Los Angeles

“Men may change their clothes, their politics, their wives, 
their religions, their philosophies, to a greater or lesser 
extent:
they cannot change their grandfathers”

(H. M. Kallen 1998:114)

English Spanish Spanglish

68%

3,10%

28,90%

Fig. 18: Linguistic code used by respondents for communication with other Mexican 
immigrants (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)
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A surge in the field of studies on both the sociological and cultural aspects of 
bilingualism has led to in-depth analysis of the migration process, which is the 
temporary or permanent leaving of the place of residence and settlement in a 
new social environment. One arena in which ethnic identity is keenly experi-
enced is in bilinguals’ sense that immigration is connected with far-reaching 
changes in terms of self-perception: vision and self-definition. Indeed, migra-
tion, even short-term, is a new stage in the life of an individual who has become 
involved in the social life of a new country of residence.

The above raises yet another obstacle for immigrants; finding themselves in 
the surrounding non-native reality, they must learn basic concepts and explore 
their new environment from the very beginning, which may result in confusion 
and chaos. This in turn can lead to a crisis of identity of the migrant, who again 
must define himself/herself.

Thus, an initial step in this scholarly attempt is to expound the concept of 
identity. The notion is defined by Nikitorowicz (2008:15) as: a dynamic and con-
stantly developing phenomenon, open to continual creation; a phenomenon of 
complex and variable construct; a multidimensional notion connecting elements 
of personal system of an individual with the central values of the culture of the 
group to which the individual belongs; and finally, conscious participation in the 
values of timeless global culture.

The process of building identity therefore includes the creation of the fol-
lowing concepts (Mamzer 2002:115):

 1) social identity (based on the information provided by the social group);
 2) unit identity (which reflects a commitment to diversity and individuation);
 3) cultural identity (which is a self-built complex with elements of the cultural 

identities of other groups).

The identity of the individual is formed primarily by social interaction. Thus, 
the factors that influence the identity include not only self-perception and per-
ception of an individual by others, but also the identification with the group. 
A  migrant who once belonged to the dominant group in his/her country of 
origin, due to spatial mobility has become a member of a minority group. Hence, 
the conflict in the situation of migration creates a clash of what is known, trusted 
and safe (here:  Mexican reality), with what is new, uncertain and unknown 
(here:  American reality). A  further explanation is provided by Cieszyńska 
(2006:101) who cogently argues that adults who choose to live in a new country 
usually do not realise the psychological consequences of such a step. In addition 
to learning a new language or using, in a natural environment, a foreign language 
already learnt, the immigrant faces the necessity of shaping a new cultural 
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identity. The mentioned need for creating a new cultural-oriented self compat-
ible with the new conditions is determined by the fact that the traditional value 
system functioning in the country of origin is literally falling apart in the new 
conditions. As Cieszyńska (2006:102–103) further reveals, this decomposition is 
caused primarily by the highly sensed separation of the role and the person. In 
fact, the immigrant is still a Mexican with a specific way of perceiving the world 
and reacting to different situations brought from his/her homeland; however, 
the individual begins to play new roles such as employee, neighbour, citizen, and 
many others in the new country of residence.

Prior to analysing the cultural identity alteration, it is crucial to note that a 
migrant, as a result of contact with diverse society, confronts the need to rec-
oncile the contradictions (here:  Mexican with American). On the one hand, 
he/she seeks to assimilate the new environment and different culture, which 
involves understanding, respect and acceptance of the host society’s standards 
and values. Nonetheless, it should be strongly emphasised that immigrants usu-
ally do not want to reject their native traditions and inherited culture. Perhaps 
one of the most recognised trends in this regard is that the first period staying in 
and experiencing another society is often a culture shock87, which is a response to 
the changing environment.

The process of integration of a person with the culture of the host society, 
other than acquired in the course of socialisation, is called acculturation88. The 
term is used, therefore, in relation to the cultural changes relating to individuals 
or societies, which are formed by the action of a different culture and contacts 
between their representatives89. What can be added to this approach is that 
migrants acquire the linguistic skills, communication abilities and values of the 
new country of settlement; they accept the norms and principles applicable in 
the host society90.

 87 The creator of the theory of culture shock is the anthropologist Kalvero Oberg (1960). 
The author defined this phenomenon as psychosomatic functioning disorder caused 
by the contact with a different and unknown culture. 

 88 The authors who first defined acculturation are, among others, Redfield, Linton and 
Herskovits (1936). 

 89 Prior to analysing the notion of acculturation, it is crucial to note the widely recognised 
opposite process: inculturation. According to Grzymałą-Kazłowska (2008:41), this is 
gradual acquisition of the characteristics and norms of a culture or group by a person. 
Compare: Sztopmka (2005).

 90 Compare: Eisenstadt (1953). 
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Interestingly, yet another nuance of this issue is revealed by Grzymała-
Kazłowska (2008:36); specifically, the process of growing into the unit in a 
new culture can take many forms. One type of acculturation or, as the author 
endorses, acculturation attitudes, is integration, defined as the inclusion of a new 
social group into the existing system, resulting in a change in both the system 
and the included element. Also, the author presents a valid argument for under-
standing that, despite the change, the incorporated social group preserves its 
distinctive features104. Integration is therefore a bilateral relationship, not neces-
sarily fully symmetrical, between the immigrant and the host country, based on 
their simultaneous rights and obligations (Grzymała-Kazłowska 2008:36).

Drawing largely from an interdisciplinary perspective endorsed by numerous 
scholars (Ager and Strang 2004; Biernath 2008; Sztompka 2005), the successful 
integration of immigrants in the foreign environment provides, first and fore-
most, knowledge of the host country, which allows understanding of the culture 
of the community91. In fact, mastering the language of the host society is the first 
step in the process of acculturation; linguistic abilities and communication skills 
open the door to further integration (social and political) of immigrants with 
the host society92.

Furthermore, the preliminary investigation of Ager and Strang (2004) exhibit 
the existence of 10 core areas of immigrants’ integration presented in the fol-
lowing graphic form:

Integration, as opposed to assimilation93, does not lead to loss of cultural 
identity of individuals/society. Immigrants, coming into contact with the host 
community, acquire cultural competence and identify themselves with the 
new culture, without losing, however, their native identity. In fact, integration 
presupposes organisation and fusion of the various elements of social commu-
nities94. According to Bosswick and Heckmann (2006:10), cultural integration is 
the cause of biculturalism and bilingualism.

In the 1990s, a new migration theory was created, known as the theory of 
transnationalism. As revealed by numerous scholars (e.g. Blanc-Szanton, Glick, 
Schiller and Basch 1994), transnationalism assumes an innovative approach 

 91 Compare: Biernath (2008). 
 92 Compare: Hamberger (2009); Chiswick, Liang and Miller (2006). 
 93 The opposite of integration is the process of assimilation, which involves absorption of 

the individual/group by the host society. Assimilation of migrants causes their rejection 
of their existing cultural identity and assimilation into the society of the new country 
of settlement. Compare: Grzymała-Kozłowska (2008). 

 94 For further information see: Chiswick, Liang and Miller (2006); Hamberger (2009). 
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to the concept of integration. Kindler (2008:51) further addresses this issue by 
pointing out that the transnational character of migration flows is connected to 
diversity between countries, which results from the bonds created by immigrants 
with people both in the country of migration and the country of origin.

Moreover, Faist (2006:27) and Kindler (2008:55), who introduced three 
models of integration (Tab. 14 below), believe that due to the interpenetration of 
cultures and exchanges within the transnational social spaces cultural syncretism 
may occur.

According to the theory of transnationalism, migrants belong to different 
social networks. They form “a bridge between the sending and host commu-
nity” (Kindler 2008:53). Thus, transculturation, in opposition to inculturation 
and acculturation, leads to social and cultural hybridisation, resulting not in the 
combination of different cultures into one new whole, but in the creation of a 
synthesis of two different axio-normative systems (Paleczny 2007:101). Paleczny 
(2007:51) notes that transculturation is not equal to assimilation or incultura-
tion, which is the absorption of one group by another, neither to acculturation, 
the merging of heritage elements of cultures; but it is a cross-border formation, 
located on the verge between different systems, an axio-normative hybrid.

Highlighting the multi-dimensionality of cultural identity, Glick Schiller 
(2005:448) suggests that transnational processes are societal, economic or polit-
ical activities of units/groups in several places. Hence, by belonging to different 
social networks transmigrants create so-called transnational social fields that 
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Fig. 19: A conceptual framework defining core domains of integration (Ager and Strang 
2004:3)
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Tab. 14: Three models of integration, taking Germany as an example, according to Faist 
(Kindler 2008:54)

Transnational practices Integration 
related practices

Strong Moderate Weak  -
Political 
practices

Membership and
participation 
in the non-
resident country 
or tansnational 
political 
organisations; 
Extraterritorial 
voting

Cooperation 
with parties or 
organisations 
abroad as 
a member 
of resident 
country-based
(migrant) 
organisations

Interest in the 
politics and 
policies of other 
countries or 
transnational 
political actors 
and institutions

Political 
participation or 
functions related 
to migration, 
integration or 
intercultural 
relations

Economic 
practices

Transnational 
entrepreneurship 
or occupational 
functions based 
on cross-border 
exchange 
of goods,
capital, services, 
knowledge or 
labour

Occasional 
occupational 
involvement 
in crossborder 
exchange of 
goods, capital, 
services, 
knowledge or 
labour

Use of certain 
transnational 
skills or 
resources for 
occupational 
activities

Ethnic 
entrepreneurship; 
Occupational use 
of ethnic skills 
or opportunities 
without relations 
to other countries

Sociocultural 
practices

Membership and
participation in 
the non-resident 
country or 
tansnational
political 
organisations; 
Continuous 
participation in 
organized forms 
of cross-border 
help and support

Occasional 
participation in 
organisations 
abroad or 
transnational 
networks; 
Continuous 
informal cross-
border help 
and support 
activities 
(including 
transnational 
family care)

Participation 
in migrant 
organisations 
which 
occasionally 
cooperate with 
organisations in 
other countries; 
Sporadic 
informal cross-
border help 
and support 
activities 
(including 
transnational 
family care)

Individual or 
organized
initiatives to 
support migrant 
and interethnic 
relations
(including family 
care)
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can be defined as “configurations of social practices, artifacts and symbol sys-
tems that span different geographic spaces in at least two nation-states without 
constituting a new ‘deterritorialised’ nation-state” (Levitt and Glick Schiller 
2004:1002)95.

America is defined as a melting pot with numerous cultures and different 
social groups. That is why Vertovec (2007:1025) proposes the concept of super-
diversity. Defined as international mobility resulting from various factors, such as 
migrants’ country of origin, legal status, access to employment, transnationality, 
and many others, super-diversity is manifested throughout the American nation. 
Therefore, a lot of attention is drawn to the category of social cohesion, which 
is the combination of different groups in a conflict free society. As clarified by 
Grzymała-Kazłowska (2008:47), such a society should be based on respect for 
the diversity of its members and also it ought to provide them with certain rights.

Mexican culture differs from the American one. Yet, as a result of the inter-
action of different cultural communities, Mexicans in the United States are sub-
ject to cultural changes. Consequently, acquisition of the new cultural context 
by migrants from Mexico provides them with effective integration and prevents 
their marginalisation. Moreover, interaction of various elements of Mexican and 
American culture leads to the creation of cultural hybrids96.

The data collected through the surveys conducted among the Mexican-
American community in Los Angeles enabled the author of the thesis to obtain 
general information on the identity of Mexican immigrants and their cultural 
situation in the city of settlement. The questions and answers given by the 
respondents to the survey, however, do not exhaust the issue. The problems and 
themes covered in the survey do not, of course, exhaust all the aspects of the rap-
idly expanding immigration trends. Hence, the material has been supplemented 
with data from in-depth interviews and observation of Mexican immigrants 
including the six respondents mentioned in Chapter 5; namely: Gabriela, María 
José, Daniel, Alejandra and Ernesto.

As indicated by the survey, Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles clearly declare 
their Mexican identity. 60 % of respondents when asked the question “Who are 
you?” answered: “I am a Mexican”. Every fourth respondent perceived himself/
herself as a citizen of the United States, while 9 % of all participants considered 

 95 For more information see also: Kindler (2008). 
 96 In point of fact, many researchers perceive this as the phenomenon as creolisation, 

which is building a culture based on diversity. For further information see: Paleczny 
(2007); Faist (2006); Hamberger (2009). 
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themselves to be Mexican immigrant. 6  % of Mexican immigrants described 
themselves as employees in the USA (Fig. 20).

Without a doubt, Mexicans in Los Angeles are eager to integrate with the 
American community. 48 % of respondents claimed that in their close environ-
ment, such as home, work, and neighbourhood, Mexicans are in a minority. 
Every fourth respondent answered that in his/her surroundings there are no, 
or almost no, Americans. 10  % of all participants in the study asserted that 
the number of Mexicans in their immediate environment is equal. 15  % of 
respondents spend most of their time among their compatriots, while only 2 % 
of Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles live and work with only Americans on a 
daily basis (Fig. 21).

Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles by operating every day in two different 
cultures, the culture of the American and Mexican nations, create a phenom-
enon called biculturalism. Most of the Mexicans demonstrate the knowledge 
and ability to use cultural codes applicable in America. According to the survey, 
without any obstacles, they have acquired the new host country’s cultural com-
petence. At the same time, respondents do not deny their Mexican origin; they 
feel a strong bond with their native culture. More than half of the Mexicans 
(62 %) who participated in the survey admit that the American culture and gen-
eral living environment in America are different from their native Mexican, but 

I am worker in USA

I am citizen of USA

I am Mexican immigrant

I am Mexican
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60%
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Fig. 20: Mexican immigrants’ identity (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2) 
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these differences do not seem to be noteworthy. 30 % of the migrants surveyed 
said that the two cultures are close and valuable for them. 8 % of respondents 
reveal that both cultures present what is for them an alien value (Fig. 22).

Each of six individuals who took part in an in-depth study investigating the 
sociolinguistic situation of Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles was asked to 
define his/her situation as a person using two different languages and living in 
two dissimilar cultures. As section 5.2 presents, the responses of all six people 
have been indicated by the corresponding point on the scale as a representa-
tion of their linguistic and cultural situation. Surprisingly enough, each of these 
people located himself/herself between Mexican and American culture. The fact 
that respondents illustrated their situation on the border between different axio-
normative systems suggests the existence of a cross-border identity hybrid. One of 
the participants, Daniel, further explains: “I am Mexican and I love my country. 
I also love American pubs, barbeques, and Bull team. I am visiting Mexico very 
often – sometimes I call on the weekend to meet friends and have a party”.

Alejandra, yet another informer echoes this attitude by stating:

“I still feel Mexican but in a slightly different meaning. I  am more like Mexican-
American mixture. Now here is my home, although I admit that I often visit Mexico. 
[…] I am a little bit between. […] I do not feel some terrible longing for Mexico. My 
friend, Anna, goes every now and then to Mexico to her fiance, so in my fridge there are 
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They are only or almost Hispanics

 The majority of people are Hispanic

The number of Hispanics and other ethnic
minori�es is comparable

Hispanics are in the minority

They are only or almost all Americans

Fig. 21: Social environment of Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles (own elaboration 
based on Questionnaire 2)
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always Antojitos, corn and chilli peppers; […] and next to them Twinkies. And I love 
these Mexican chilli peppers and these American chips.”

Ties, mainly economic but also emotional, created both with America as a new 
country of settlement and with the country of origin, present a valid argument 
for the transnational nature of migration.

Furthermore, Babiński (1997:45) together with Biernath (2008:197) state that 
biculturalism may result in so-called dual-identity or in the formation of a new 
identity that is different from the source identity. This view is consistent with the 
results of an analysis presented by Mostwin (1985:14). The author refers to the 
identity of migrants caused by the confrontation of two different cultures as the 
third value. Yet, in the case of Mexican migration in Los Angeles one may deal with 
the second mentioned effect of biculturalism: migrants report that their identity 
is created by the contact of two different cultures – Mexican and American. The 
cultural hybrid structure, resulting from the overlapping of two different axio-
normative systems, can be presented in the following graphical form:

The graphical symbol A represents the Mexican culture system, whereas B is 
the system of American culture. C presents the cultural hybrid of the migrant 
community, hence it is a frontier, or place of contact, of the two cultures. 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

 I remain indifferent to them

They vary but the differences are not big

 I personally feel affected by them

Fig. 22: Mexican immigrants’ assessment of differences between the culture and 
living environment in Los Angeles and those of Mexico (own elaboration based on 
Questionnaire 2)
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Nikitorowicz (2008:11) contends that the borderland is usually associated with 
the area between centres; between what is on the borders and what can belong 
to both centres, overlapping with each other. Leaving the centre, which is usu-
ally rigid and closed, an individual enters the area of differences, otherness and 
metamorphosis, where reality can be compared and discovered; one may show 
surprise, negotiate or do research.

The research would suggest that immigrants in Los Angeles of Mexican origin 
identify themselves with various groups; not only with the Mexican community 
but also through a selection of cultural elements, with the American commu-
nity. This identification leads to changes in self-perception, redefinition of their 
own identity and creation of a new frontier of human identity. Still, an impor-
tant insight emerging from the data presented is that, in the case of Mexican 
immigrants, the core or pillar of the new identity is Mexican culture, which has 
been enriched with part of the American ethos.

Furthermore, the multitude of data coming directly from the contemporary 
experience of Mexican-American bilinguals, together with studies on Spanglish 
discourse, serves as the basis for the debate regarding whether Spanglish is 
connected to identity. In fact, the scholars Rothman and Rell (2005:525–529) 
have written extensively on the most basic function of Spanglish, which is the 
expression of identity. What the authors assert is the idea that people cannot 
truly identify themselves as French without speaking French, or Mexican 
without speaking Spanish. The Yiddish language, comparable to Spanglish due 
to its origin and progress97, is an instance of the stringent bond between the 
language in question and the identity of the speakers. In fact, the notion Yiddish 
is translated as Jewish, hence not only does it create a strict link between the 

A C B

Fig. 23: The cultural hybrid structure of immigrants (own elaboration)

 97 See: Stavans (2000a:555–559).  
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language spoken and the ethnic group among which it is used, but also the name 
of the language itself embraces the identity of the speakers.

It is apparent, therefore, that it is for just this reason that languages overtly 
mark the location where they are spoken within their name. Hence, the identity 
of a nation – understood as an ethnic group – has as a fundamental attribute, 
without a doubt, the language that is used (Ávila 2003:40). Yet, scholars’ thought 
challenges the terminology difficulties when a language is spoken in a country 
or region which it is not named after. The aforementioned issue is examined 
even more profoundly by Rothman and Rell (2005:524), who have provided a 
descriptive account of the term Spanish, which may represent an individual from 
Spain, Mexico, Venezuela, Paraguay, or a number of other countries including 
the United States98.

Thus, it is feasible that Spanglish is the concept most frequently adapted to 
refer to the speakers of this specific language variant. In fact, by incorporating 
two languages, and therefore two cultures, Spanglish is perceived as identity. 
“It is the reality under which more than 25  million Mexican-Americans in 
California find themselves living” (Rothman and Rell 2005:526). Other authors 
agree: Stavans, an internationally recognised forefather of the scholarly investi-
gation of Spanglish, describes this lingual conundrum as the verbal encounter 
between Anglo and Hispano civilisation (2000:3). What is further succinctly 
noted is the fact that the Spanish-English separation no longer accounts for 
the new identity under which the author was living as a Mexican in the United 
States. Stavans (2003:130) declares that “expression came with a price […], 
I felt inhabited by another self, another identity”. This other self, by all means, is 
Spanglish. It is for the same reason that Morales’ titles his equally authoritative 
opus99 depicting the identity of Spanish speakers living in the United States. Both 
scholars found themselves literally between two worlds.

Rothman and Rell (2005:527) continue Stavans’ argument by advancing 
that not only social, but also psychoanalytic concepts have been based on the 
hypothesis that an “individual’s self-identity is its own non-unitary object 
while communication is directed not only to others but also to the individual 
himself ”. It is not surprising, therefore, that in their search for self-identity, 

 98 In point of fact, the United States Census Bureau has constantly been forced to modify 
the terminology determining the race of Spanish speakers in America, ranging from a 
period where the term Latino was adopted, to more recent options including Hispanic, 
Chicano, Puerto Rican, Mexican, Cuban, or even such expressions as other Hispanic or 
Latino. 

 99 See: Living in Spanglish (2003). 
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bilinguals frequently feel, as Burkitt (1991:1) puts it, “divided within themselves”. 
Consequently, building on the author’s assertion, speakers living within two 
cultures, as in the case of Mexican immigrants in the United States, are prone 
to encounter even more division within themselves since they aim at finding an 
identity exemplifying their bicultural existence.

In a similar vein, Soler has indicated “that this new identity, [a]  source of 
cultural strength and survival, needs a new language” (1999:275) and, thus, 
Spanglish is the outcome. Furthermore, the multitude of research based directly 
on the contemporary experience of bilinguals, together with sociological and 
anthropological studies, trace the core status of Mexican-Americans as subjects 
of transnationalism. In arguing for the centrality of the aforementioned notion 
to the bilingual processes, it is vital to provide linguistic examination of the two 
root lexemes:  trans may be understood as across or between, whereas nation-
alism refers to a nation. The term succinctly depicts the situation of émigrés 
from Mexico as well as subsequent Mexican-American generations engaging 
two cultures, and as a result, using two languages. Hence, the vibrant Mexican 
identity, either brought in the course of immigration, or, as for the second gen-
eration, taught by their immigrant parents and present in their language usage, 
has mirrored their cultural reality (Rothman and Rell 2005:527), being also a 
manifestation of culture (Llombart 2003:4). Even without awareness of the socio-
logical, linguistic or anthropological fields, it might be easily predicted that the 
contact of two cultures, if wide-ranging and sustained, will, in all probability, 
result in language variation.

In the case of the first generation, since their arrival in America, a new self 
has emerged, representing the settlers’ constantly re-formed dual-identity. 
The majority of immigrants desperately aim at retaining at least part of their 
legacy, “for nothing makes you feel more attached to your identity and nation 
of origin than leaving it”, as Rothman and Rell (2005:528) vehemently main-
tain. Indeed, to exemplify, one Mexican émigré addresses his struggle with iden-
tity by proclaiming:  “I’m not turning my back on what I  came from” (qtd in 
Alvarez 1998:487). The contemporary state of knowledge, however, indicates 
that most Mexican-Americans also seek to assimilate into the country and cul-
ture, resulting in “a mishmash [of] what Latino identity is about [and] the verbal 
‘mestizaje100‘ that results from a transient people” (Stavans 2003:54).

 100 Taking as its root mestizo or mixed, the term is the Spanish word for the process of 
mixing ancestries. In English, the notion refers to miscegenation (Alvarez 1998:487). 
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As for the second generation, numerous immigrants of Mexican origin 
would take the view that despite their American citizenship, they would nei-
ther describe themselves as American, like their Caucasian counterparts, nor as 
Mexican, like their parents from the first generation. Given that, terms such as 
Chicano or Mexican-American no longer symbolise their ancestry, but the realm 
in which they live; that is, not being Mexican or American enough to be truth-
fully either.

A further surge in the concept of dual-identity alluded to by Soler (1999:276) 
has led to in-depth analysis of yet another process; namely, the expression of 
identity conflict reflected in code-switching101. The author explicitly considers 
the fact that Mexican-Americans continuously adopt a linguistic model that 
will precisely correspond to their experiences. What is more, according to Soler 
(1999:271), the common experience of the Mexican diaspora in Los Angeles is 
validated by Spanglish since the language itself integrates the amalgamation of 
languages and “a sense of rootlessness under which transnationals and their kin 
must survive”. Soler (1999:273) stresses the fact that:

“Chicana identity is the result of a synergy of cultures. Chicanas or Mexican-American 
women live in the borderlands, at the crossroads of different and often contradictory 
cultures. They are considered neither white nor black nor fully Indian; they are not 
viewed as Spanish or Latin Americans, and they are definitely not ‘real’ Americans. They 
suffer from a painful struggle of identities.”

This interaction of cultures coupled with dual-identity conflict is constantly 
manifested in language usage:  the outcome of this process being a Spanish-
English merger. Hence, it seems apparent that the Mexican-American experi-
ence in the United States may be linguistically validated only by Spanglish.

Furthermore, in the realm of poetry, the bilingual dilemma due to immi-
gration processes is also reflected by Laviera’s poem (qtd in Rothman and Rell 
2005:528):

“i think in Spanish i write in English
i want to go back to puerto
rico, but I wonder if my
kin could live in ponce,
mayaguez and Carolina
tengo las venas aculturadas

 101 For more information on code-switching see: section 2.3 Code switching.  
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escribo en spanglish
abraham en espanol
abraham in English
tato in Spanish
‘taro’ in English
tonto in both
languages how
are you???como
estas?
i don’t know if I’m
coming or si me fui ya”

Aparicio (1988:157) comments on the above sentiment by distinguishing 
Spanglish as the linguistic code adapted while marking both the confusion and 
bilingual nature of Laviera’s dual-identity as it offers “a solution to this lin-
guistic dilemma [with] a reconciliation in [the writer’s] acceptance of Spanglish 
as his tool of expression and as an identity marker” (ibid.). In fact, prior to the 
incorporation of Spanglish and poetic liberty, the absence of accents and cap-
ital forms of certain words may be perceived as an effort to convey more fully 
the author’s identity struggle. This, in turn, can frequently result in not only 
an incomplete, but also a diverged, self that may only be truly manifested by 
Spanglish.

Thus far, the profound analysis of the bilingualism phenomena has led to the 
assumption of Spanglish being the linguistic embodiment of the juxtaposition of 
two different cultures, which encounter each other, intertwine, merge and finally 
appear as a unique identity for a specific group of people. Nevertheless, is has yet 
to be discussed how this assertion is translated into the conscious thought pro-
cess of Mexican-Americans: How is Spanglish viewed by them? How and why is 
the linguistic variation used?

Hence, the underlying vision of this section is grounded in the attempt to 
expound the above enquiries via research on bilingual speakers. The following 
section not only puts forward the Mexican-Americans’ views on bilingualism, 
but it also discusses the author’s own investigation drawing on 128 participants’ 
responses to interviews devoted to Spanglish.

The method of research enabled us to obtain a wealth of data, among which, 
three main themes are to be identified: linguistic dominance, different emotional 
responses to the contextual situations and distinctive features of linguistic pref-
erence. Returning to reflection on Spanglish, vivid quotes from the respondents 
add a vibrant human dimension to this account, illustrating the inevitable con-
tinuum between sociolinguistic and cultural factors.
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4.5.1  Research design

Objective. The purpose of the present research is to investigate the views of 
Spanglish expressed in narratives elicited from 128 Mexican-American bilingual 
participants by examining similarities and differences between the language of 
choice in a given theoretical situation.

Subjects. 128 Mexican-American bilinguals (76 females, 52 males), aged 
between 15–56, participated in the study. All were residents of Los Angeles, USA. 
All respondents had learnt the English language either in Mexico or America 
through ESL classes, public or private school attendance, and naturalistic expo-
sure. By the time of the study they had been interacting both in Spanish and 
English language on a daily basis. According to the background questionnaires, 
they continuously used Spanish with their relatives and in Spanish-speaking 
communities, and English with English-speaking friends as well as for educa-
tional and everyday interaction purposes.

Method. The internal validity of the Language Experience and Proficiency 
Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) was established on the basis of self-reported data 
from participants. The present research analyses also evidence obtained through 
an online questionnaire which contained 28 questions (see: Appendix 2). The 
survey was sent to the participants in the form of a link. The online system 
gathered data for 2  years and after this period the data were extracted and 
analysed. The following socio-biographical information was collected from 
the participants:  gender, age, level of education, languages known, dominant 
language(s), chronological order of language acquisition, context of acquisition, 
frequency/context of use, typical interlocutors, and self-rated proficiency scores 
for speaking, comprehending, reading and writing in the languages in question. 
Language choice was determined for self- and other directed speech as well as 
for emotional and non-emotional speech. Two types of answers were analysed 
in the study; the first type involved answers to closed questions regarding the 
frequency with which the participants use their languages in general. The second 
category of enquiries required responses to open-ended questions connected 
to: Spanglish as a social phenomenon; bilinguals’ linguistic preferences for spe-
cific situations; the emotional significance of their languages; and the ease or 
difficulty of discussing emotional topics in the second language.

Period. September 2014 – April 2016

4.5.2  Data analysis

What is demonstrated by the questionnaire results is that, when probed, average 
Mexican immigrants not only are systematic, but also consciously knowledgeable 
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in characterising Spanglish as a linguistic phenomenon and understanding its 
importance in everyday communication. Additionally, the data on bilinguals 
reveal with whom they most naturally use Spanglish, why the speakers use a 
Spanish-English mixture in particular contexts as well as in what ways it is attrib-
utable to the self-identity of speakers.

The preliminary results of the analysis reflect that Spanglish is used by the 
interviewees on a regular basis as a pervasive form of communication. Given the 
overwhelming conformity present in the participants’ responses, the foregoing 
analysis will be described primarily in the form of direct quotations from the 
respondents as well as any deviations from the group norm.

Of interest to the present analysis is the level of bilingualism of each indi-
vidual speaker, along with their individual representation of Spanglish. A ques-
tion regarding language preferences and competence was raised in each of the 
interviews; hence, what follows is a self-estimation of each respondent’s skills 
in both Spanish and English. In addition, each immigrant reported on his/her 
language preferences; a consensus with the self-description was maintained in 
each case (Tab. 15).

Out of 128, 16 Mexican immigrants referred to themselves as Spanish dom-
inant, Mexican natives residing in the United States for at least 20  years, 45 
speakers claimed to be truly bilingual and 43 respondents labelled themselves as 
being English dominant. More interestingly, all subjects present a similar defini-
tion of the Spanglish phenomenon, involving in their characteristics Spanish and 
English mixing in discourse.

Tab. 15: Participants’ continuum of bilingualism (own elaboration based on 
Questionnaire 2)

Monolingual:
Spanish

Dominant:
Spanish

Bilingual Dominant:
English

Male 6 16 10 20
Female 18 0 35 23

Tab. 16: Use of Spanglish in relation to the degree of familiarity of speakers (own  
elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)

Context Friends Acquaintances Student/Teacher First meeting
Male 35 11 6 0
Female 36 20 12 8
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Additionally, the data analysed according to the reported use of Spanglish 
reveal that the interviewees adopt Spanglish most commonly during intimate 
relations with family, close friends and others who employ Spanglish in conver-
sation (see: Tab. 16). More to the point, all respondents stated that they would 
not feel at ease employing Spanglish in conversation with non-Hispanics. As a 
way of example, 20-year-old Vidal claims:

“I use Spanglish in the sense that I change language. For example, I switch from sentence 
to sentence or for specific words that can’t be better said in one language than the other, 
but I only use this form of Spanglish with my sister and brothers and some of my close 
friends who are bilingual.”

Another Mexican-American female, 20-year-old Angela, calls such use of 
Spanglish forced and unnatural. The Mexican émigré maintains that she would 
not feel comfortable speaking to a non-Hispanic in Spanglish:

“From time to time, if I try to speak Spanglish to non-Hispanics, even if they speak a 
good level of Spanish, their reaction is confusion or they mock me, acting as if I didn’t 
know the word while I switched only because it made more sense to me [and so in gen-
eral I don’t]. I also avoid Spanglish with non-Spanglish speaking Hispanics, because they 
tend to look down on the ‘improper use’ of Spanish.”

By the same token, a male interviewee, Pasadena (aged 36), notes that “Spanglish 
is spoken to describe cultural things which are impossible to identify with by 
non-Hispanics”. Also, all respondents ascertain that they would never speak 
Spanglish in Mexico while visiting either friends or relatives. To the enquiry as 
to whether or not he would adopt Spanglish in Mexico, Vidal replies: “No way! 
I  would never live through the ridicule they’d put me through”. When asked 
the same question, Angela responds: “Rather not, I would avoid it. I only speak 
Spanglish with my very close friends and relatives who I know feel comfortable 
with it and they are like me. I feel ridiculed when I [re]vert to Spanglish with 
strangers”.

In order to further distinguish the discourse context in which Spanglish is 
used, subjects were asked whether they would choose to use Spanglish with a 
Hispanic from another country, other than Mexico, during the first meeting. 
Unanimously, all of the interviewees responded negatively. Miguel, a 19-year-
old student, describes Spanglish as very touchy and personal. What he adds is that 
“you have to trust them to be able to switch”. Yet another Spanish-English bilin-
gual, Lucio, replies that he “would not want to offend them, that’s why I would 
just speak in Spanish”.

Thus far, in analysing the interview data, evidence emerges as to why Spanglish 
may be perceived as an identity marker. Indeed, the array of direct quotes 
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demonstrate the natural ease employed by the speakers of Spanglish with people 
who they identify as being like them. Likewise, when asked whether they believe 
that Spanglish aids in defining MexicanAmerican identity, all the respondents 
were very precise in how and why this is true. Pasadena acknowledges: “Spanglish 
is a cultural symbol representing la mezcla102 which is California culture […]. 
I enjoy speaking it because it displays my diverse identity. I’m not just a Hispanic 
and I’m not just an Anglo-American – I’m mixed and Spanglish presents that 
identity”.

Angela continues Pasadena’s argument by vehemently maintaining that 
Spanglish captures her identity as it reflects a hybridity of cultures. In this con-
text, Angela concludes with the statement that “Spanglish has become an essen-
tial point for Mexican-Americans:  too Mexican to become American and too 
American to become Mexican”.

Altogether, it seems clear that the role of identity implicit in language and 
the conversion of cultures through language is not at all a clandestine one. That 
is, the Mexican-American Spanglish speakers, when asked why they resort 
to Spanglish, are lucid regarding its usage. As Vidal puts it, “[…] I  think that 
Spanglish, it’s a way of saying ‘Look, I can do both’. […] what I reckon is that here 
in Los Angeles particularmente, it’s not necessary to use just Spanish or English. 
No puedes describer la vida aqui103 without using both”, adds the interviewee.

In the course of further consideration, one can accept the assumption 
that a bilingual person, who adopts two different language systems on a daily 
basis, leads a double life. Indeed, much academic writing surrounding the LW 
hypothesis is steeped in Wierzbicka’s (1990:71–80) research, in which it is vehe-
mently argued that by living in two cultures, immigrants experience life through 
two different languages. According to the author, the culture of a society is re-
flected in its language, this in turn causes the bilingual speaker to live in two 
completely different worlds. Wierzbicka (1990:130) asserts that living every day 
in two different languages means to live in two different socio-semantic spaces. 
Switching from one language to the other and vice versa is similar to travelling 
between two different worlds.

Spanish and English are not only divided by lexical resources, but also by gram-
matical forms and language etiquette. Consequently, the diversity of language 
systems causes a bilingual to perceive not one, but two realities (here: Mexican 
and American). It seems that this may be the confirmation of the words of one 

 102 Mixture. 
 103 You can’t describe life here. 
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of the respondents, Duenas (aged 41). When asked why in a conversation with 
other Hispanics in Los Angeles he constantly uses the Spanglish word el shopping 
and not el centro comercial, he goes on to explain:

“El shopping is different than el centro comercial. The latter means shopping center, 
which here in USA is a collection of stores with their own entrances which usually 
share parking. The individual stores may be separate buildings or share side walls; […] 
a shopping mall, el shopping, is a collection of stores around what might be called a 
courtyard or gallery which is usually covered and often completely enclosed […] and 
air-conditioned. The stores face each other, for example away from the parking lot.”

Another respondent, Octavio (aged 36), when asked the same question, also 
claims that the two lexemes correspond to two different concepts. The inter-
viewee states: “No, this is not the same, but I don’t know, maybe it is a matter of 
size, or it has more shops here. Or, is that just as it’s called. I don’t know, I just 
don’t say el centro comercial just el shopping”.

Acknowledging previous respondents’ statements, Pasadena observes that, 
“[…] generally, I never thought about it. But I guess they are just two different 
things. El shopping and el centro commercial. As I think about my previous job 
in Mexico, I say that every month I got nóminas, and now, here in Los Angeles, 
I get weekly payslips”.

Overall, the contemporary studies investigating the bilingual perception of 
reality imply that co-ordinate bilingualism is one of the most enduring tropes 
surrounding bilingual speech. Indeed, what is indicated by the interviews with 
Mexican-Americans is their ability to combine two lexemes with two different 
meanings. Yet, the linguistic tensions, already mentioned in section 3.1 sur-
rounding this type of bilingualism present an emancipatory challenge or at least 
an unsettling intervention to Grosjean (2008:24). According to the author, it was 
a monolingual point of view that has reified the bilingual person as a combina-
tion of two monolinguals. Such assumptions, in turn, exclude frequent contact 
of two languages. Chapter 5, in which characteristics of bilingual speech, such as 
linguistic interferences, borrowing and code-switching, are discussed, confirms 
the presence of frequent contact at all levels of the linguistic structure of both 
languages. What is more, for a profound analysis of bilingualism, what is per-
ceived as crucial is the theory of LW: without a doubt, the respondents partici-
pating in the study corroborate the thesis of the bilingual person referring in such 
cases to specific terms in both languages. The problem for the informants, often 
encountered in everyday life, is the difficulty in translating from one language to 
another. Specifically, the subjects of the study claim that the translation of certain 
words or phrases is often impossible since they reflect a different reality.
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Still, an important reflection on the observance of reality by a bilingual person 
is the one expressed by Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:173) for whom bilingualism means 
having two tools for self-realisation, to create a free and individual identity and 
become a person in two different communities. The knowledge of two languages 
may therefore help to escape from a one sided picture of the world.

Many of the statistics presented in this chapter emphasise one of the most 
enduring tropes surrounding the Mexican diaspora to Los Angeles:  not only 
social, but also economic, motives strongly influenced the stimuli for immigra-
tion. The study also proves the Los Angeles Mexican diaspora to be dominated 
by individuals who left the country of origin before reaching the age of 25. In the 
same vein, the majority of respondents in the study are characterised by long-
term migration.

According to the study on the linguistic situation of the Los Angeles Mexican 
diaspora, 80 % of the respondents did not encounter any issues with commu-
nication upon their arrival in the United States, almost half of the participants 
in the study express high proficiency in the English language. Moreover, the 
research results reveal that a vast number of the immigrants use both English 
and Spanish interchangeably in everyday communication.

The array of topics that come directly from the research discussed above also 
prove a close relation between identity and the linguistic system that is used. The 
language or languages adopted for communication form a substantial part of 
who we are. Our languages influence our identity, in particular ethnic and social 
identity.

In an investigation of bilingual immigrants, language is a key element associ-
ated with identity that assists individual speakers in balancing the various roles 
and aspects of their identities. Furthermore, the preliminary results demonstrate 
the existence of two core themes related to bilingualism. The first is the fact that 
language acts as a fundamental aspect of identity; however, it is also an aspect 
that differs for every individual. This reflects the observation expressed by Sapir 
(1978:151) that group membership varies for every individual.

Thus, it can be concluded that an individual person has a two-sided relation 
to his or her identification with both languages; namely, bilingual and bicultural. 
Put succinctly, bilingual individuals position themselves between two linguistic 
systems and two cultures resulting in incorporation of these languages and 
cultures into the bilinguals’ sense of who they are.

What the above clearly indicates is the individual choice and power to choose 
an identity position along a continuum between two languages. Nevertheless, 
in addition to this individual choice and agency, each bilingual speaker exists 
within a context which also influences individual identity.
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As further analysis indicates, a bilingual’s perception of ethnicity and iden-
tity 1) cannot be purely comprehended from the way in which he/she displays 
it, and 2) cannot be isolated from either the context in which it has been created 
or the opinions and attitudes in the society surrounding a bilingual person. It 
is this point that brings to the fore the significance of the impact of language 
socialisation on bilingual identity perception. During this process members of a 
community or culture teach and assist new immigrants to become more accom-
plished in linguistic and cultural customs through language use and practices.

In the case of the present study, the central contexts to consider are also 
the immigrants’ home, work and school linguistic contexts within the broader 
national setting. Nonetheless, the language-identity relation, as well as the nego-
tiation involved, is not a simple process as all of these identities are negotiated, of 
course, with the dominant demands and language ideologies of the social envi-
ronment. Yet, the current research shows this elucidation to be far from adequate. 
In fact, it is extremely difficult to find adequate explanations for the enquiry into 
how the extraordinary relationship of language and identity is performed in the 
multi-ethnic space of Los Angeles.

The process of identification of the Mexican immigrant diaspora in Los 
Angeles in this study operates within the perception of identity as being the 
common ground negotiated between who an individual sees him/herself to be 
and who others see that individual to be, with the understanding that this is a 
complex process that is difficult to describe. Yet, the emotional bond of Mexican 
immigrants with their bilingualism is a reality that deserves to be recognised. 
It is this reality that highlights the importance of Spanglish as a new form to 
express cultural identity.

Summary
Chapter 4 presents the historical overview of Mexican immigration to America 
and its impact on ethnocultural identity creation within immigrant diaspora. 
Also, statistics on the geographical distribution of Mexican immigrants are 
presented and analysed. By focusing on the process of bilingual identity devel-
opment, this chapter provides an account of the sociolinguistic situation of 
Mexican immigrants in the area of Los Angeles. The analysis of the Spanglish 
speakers’ development mirrors the importance of language in the identity for-
mation processes.

 

 



Chapter 5 Data Analysis

Introduction
According to research, all linguistic systems incorporate borrowings from other 
languages. Likewise, the code-switching phenomenon demonstrated by the 
MexicanAmerican speakers in Los Angeles is a natural part of language con-
tact and evolution. The specific context, historical overview and communities 
involved in American everyday life appear to be pointing towards a distinctive 
phenomenon as well as a transformation beyond the purely linguistic perspec-
tive. Thus, the polemic notion of Spanglish seems to be a figurehead for a much 
broader sociocultural change in a land historically fundamental to the fusion 
and formation of new cultures. In fact, it may even be claimed that Spanglish, for 
the Mexican-American community, not only signifies liberation from the immi-
grant dichotomy of tradition and assimilation, but it could also be perceived as 
a new cultural identity.

In what follows, the experiences of Mexican-American immigrants in Los 
Angeles are examined based on in-depth, open-ended interviews conducted in 
the years 2014–2016. Vivid description of language contact adds value to this 
account by depicting the inevitable continuum between social and linguistic 
factors.

5.1  Social view of bilingualism and Spanglish
A surge in the multi-ethnic nature of US culture has led Kandolf (qtd in Błasiak-
Tytuła 2011:120) to the profound analysis of 15 different representations of bilin-
gualism. Nevertheless, even though many professionals would consider all of 
these cases as bilingual, the majority of public opinion would not agree with 
them. Indeed, in some cases, in spite of being familiar with two different lin-
guistic systems, an individual may not adopt both of them for everyday commu-
nication. There are also examples of individuals who use two different languages 
(some proportion being immigrants) and their language competence in one of 
these languages is either limited or low.

The above instances raise interesting possibilities for explorations of the 
concept of bilingualism. Perhaps the most persistent enquiries are:  Which of 
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these 15 cases of speakers can be defined as bilingual: users, or speakers, of two 
languages?

In order to confirm Kandolf ’s thesis a survey of public opinion, presenting 
15 cases of bilingualism, was conducted (see: Appendix 1). On a scale of 1 to 
5 respondents marked their opinion as to whether a particular person is def-
initely not bilingual (1)  or definitely bilingual (5). The survey was conducted 
among monolingual Mexicans living in Mexico (130) and bilinguals living in Los 
Angeles (130) for comparison purposes. The results of the study were reported 
in the form of 15 charts:

The analysis of the questionnaire responses indicates a lack of unanimity in 
defining the phenomenon of bilingualism. Not only are opinions concerning 
each situation extremely varied, but also in every case all possible evaluations 
were marked on the scale by somebody (Fig. 25-28).

The research suggests that most monolingual respondents considered a two-
year-old child (Fig. 24) to be definitely bilingual, yet there was one person in 
the focus group who marked this situation as definitely not bilingual. On the 
other hand, bilinguals mostly marked the case as 3 on the scale. Similarly, a 
sixty-year-old who has devoted a significant part of his life to working with 
Latin documents and manuscripts (Fig. 29) was not considered bilingual by the 
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Fig. 24: A two-year-old child who starts talking to one parent in English and to another 
in Spanish
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Fig. 25: A four-year-old child whose native language is Bengali and uses English among 
his/her peers
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Fig. 26: An Italian student from an immigrant family, living in the United States, who 
is increasingly using English both at home and outside the home, but his/her older 
relatives would only speak to him/her in Italian
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Fig. 27: A Canadian child from Montreal who has spoken English since he/she was 
born and attends school in which all subjects are taught in French
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Fig. 28: A young graduate who has studied French for eleven years
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Fig. 29: A sixty-year-old who has spent a large part of his life working with manuscripts 
and documents in Latin
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Fig. 30: A technical translator
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Fig. 31: A private interpreter for an important public figure
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Fig. 32: A Portuguese apothecary who reads specialist literature (connected with his/
her subject) written in English
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Fig. 33: A Japanese airline pilot who uses English during his/her work
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Fig. 34: A Turkish immigrant, working in Germany, speaking Turkish at home and 
among his/her friends as well as colleagues, who can also communicate in German with 
his/her superiors and the authorities, both in writing and speech
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Fig. 35: The wife of a Turkish worker who understands and speaks German but cannot 
write or read in this language
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Fig. 36: A Danish immigrant in New Zealand who has not had contact with the Danish 
language for forty years
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majority of both monolingual and bilingual respondents. It is surprising that 
a child whose language competence in both languages is low was perceived as 
bilingual, whereas an elderly person who has a fully developed language com-
petence in both languages, along with undoubtedly wider lexical resources than 
any two-year-old, is not considered to be a bilingual.

Still, given the evidence also from Fig.  30-39 it may be inferred that each 
example depicts a divergent opinion not only among monolingual and bilin-
gual respondents, but also within these groups. Given these binary tendencies, 
Bee Chin and Wigglesworth (2007:3) offer some explanation as to why the term 
bilingualism is difficult to define. According to the authors, “[…] the term bilin-
gualism may mean different things to different people as there is no one defini-
tion of bilingualism”.

Various and divergent views are not only common to the concept of bilin-
gualism. The representational tensions surrounding the concept of Spanglish 
also present a challenge to social discourse.

This diversity of opinions was prompted by one of the enquiries in 
Questionnaire 2, i.e. the question concerned the meaning of the term Spanglish. 
Respondents were given the opportunity to choose more than one of the pos-
sible answers. Interestingly, the definitions of Spanglish that were listed, did not 
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Fig. 37: A Belgian civil servant who lives in bilingual Brussels where his/her friends and 
relatives speak mainly Flemish; he/she works in an entirely French-speaking environment
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Fig. 38: A staunch Catalan who works at home and uses only the Catalan language but 
who knows Spanish from the media and from the local usage; he/she has no problems in 
communicating in Spanish

A Spanish-English dialect

Manifestation of being a Mexican
immigrant

Knowledge of both languages

Language connecting the Mexican
community of immigrants
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Fig. 39: The meaning of Spanglish (own elaboration based on Questionnaire 2)
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contradict each other, and, in fact, created an exhaustive definition of Spanglish 
as a linguistic phenomenon.

As the data presented in Fig.  39 reveal, Mexican-American respondents 
understand Spanglish as a blend of two languages (53.7 %). Other immigrants 
notice that it is a SpanishEnglish dialect (20.5 %), while one in four respondents 
considered Spanglish to be the demonstration of being a Mexican immigrant in 
the Unites States (13 %). 9.5 % of respondents believe that the term Spanglish 
refers to the knowledge of both languages, and for 3.3 % of them Spanglish is the 
bond connecting the Mexican society in Los Angeles.

As has already been mentioned, only some of the Mexican immigrants 
admitted to the use of Spanglish in daily communication with their compatriots 
in Los Angeles. According to the study participants, this linguistic reluctance 
may be caused by the following factors: (1) lack of awareness of Spanish language 
evolution caused by contact with English; (2) pejorative attitude in relation to 
the phenomenon of Spanglish or (3) negative assessment expressed by either the 
media or compatriots in the country. Consequently, Spanglish can be a source of 
embarrassment and even shame experienced by Mexican migrants.

From the wealth of comments provided by the Mexican users of Internet 
forums104, a main theme can be identified; namely: different emotional responses 
to the distinctive features of Spanglish. Returning to the reflection on the Spanish-
English hybrid, vivid quotes from Mexicans living in Los Angeles add a negative 
dimension to this account. Highlighting the purist attitude and stressing the 
need to care for the purity and linguistic correctness, the respondents provide 
numerous comments105:

“[…] I  think that it’s important for children to learn the proper language, grammar, 
spelling and all, whether that be (sic!) English or Spanish as opposed to the hybrid of 
Spanglish. Also, I think it’s harder to correct for proper usage of English or Spanish, if 
you learn Spanglish first […]. So, until Spanglish becomes more mainstream, I agree 
with you that it’s better [to] stick with English and Spanish – they’re more recognised 
languages. What drives me crazy is how Americans with some Hispanic heritage like 
to combine English phrases with Spanish words, and assume that everyone will under-
stand. I am pretty sure most people in the USA do not speak Spanish, yet they insist 
on using Spanish words that are not understood by most people. It is disrespectful to 
others.”

(Username: La Güera Pecosa)

 104 The forum users gave permission for their comments to be included in the present 
study. 

 105 For more examples, see: English Language Topics – Forum, Slang vs. Spanglish – Forum. 
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“[…] I think the Spanglish is bad because it messes [up] the communication and the 
language itself. For example, I live in Los Angeles and here we have that, and as result 
of this there are many Mexicans that don’t know how to actually speak or write in their 
own native language – Spanish.”

(Username: Vincente)

“I don’t like Spanglish at all; I personally think it sounds very annoying. I prefer to speak 
in pure Spanish, and I will never speak Spanglish.”

(Username: Angeline M.)

“It’s a bad habit to get into. When you go to Mexico they speak Spanish, not Spanglish. 
They look down on people who don’t speak correct Spanish.”

(Username: PIM)

“I personally don’t like it. Also they are TOO DIFFERENT to be combined together.”
(Username: Sarab)

“I have a coworker who is 2nd generation American. His grandfather was Mexican and 
sometimes he speaks spanglish to me (I don’t use the capital here, because this is not 
a language). I can tell you he does this because he is NOT fluent in Spanish and not 
because he wants to speak this way. I’m sure he would love to speak real Spanish.”

(Username: Awax1217)

Yet, a closer analysis reveals that such negative attitudes are expressed most fre-
quently by non-immigrant Mexicans residing in their country of origin. In fact, 
they accuse immigrants from Mexico of carelessness towards the native language, 
claiming that the reason for this is their lack of English language education and 
ignorance. Some of the forum users claim that popularisation of Spanglish leads 
to language attrition106.

Nonetheless, based on the conducted questionnaires coupled with 
observations of the linguistic behaviour of Mexicans living in Los Angeles, 
it seems that Spanglish is used mainly by people with high linguistic compe-
tence; specifically, bilinguals who speak English fluently. In fact, the number of 
people who display a low level of English competence and speak Spanglish is 
relatively low.

Spanglish-speaking Mexicans tend to perceive the above statements as erro-
neous. They disagree with the negative portrayal of the Spanish-English hybrid 
by stating as follows:

 106 The process of decay that a language experiences cue to lack of use. For further infor-
mation see: Köpke (2007); Lipińska (2003). 
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“There’s no stopping Spanglish. It’s out there and no one is going to be able to stop it. 
We might as well embrace it as yet another way that living languages grow. Speakers of 
English and Spanish and all languages definitely deserve a good education including 
knowledge about how the languages they speak are put together, but if that could be 
accomplished (not likely) it still wouldn’t erase Spanglish or stop its development.”

(Mariana, 36)

“I prefer to embrace the change, and try to understand it. Languages are fascinating 
because they live and grow and change and intermingle.”

(Joaquin, 38)

“I don’t understand the fears that some people have about Spanglish. It is not going to 
destroy Spanish in Spain or Argentina or Cuba or Mexico and it is certainly not going 
to destroy English.
It’s all about communication and if it helps facilitate understanding then what’s wrong 
with it?”

(Daniel, 31)

“I like the logic in meshing two languages when necessary. I also just think Spanglish is 
fun. However, I have to admit, when I hear hilarious grammar or English words spoken 
with a heavy Spanish speaking accent, I tend to laugh and think back to my textbooks, 
wondering what went wrong.”

(Maria Fernanda, 25)

“I grew up in Mexico […] and went to a Mexican school in Guadalajara for a year where 
I finally learned Spanish ‘all the way’. Spanglish cracks me up. But I think both languages 
should be learned properly for trips across the border, either way, and being able to com-
municate with the locals. My husband and I flow smoothly between Spanish and English 
as the mood and conversation goes. We use Spanglish when we’re joking around.”

(Sara, 28)

Only 8 out of 128 respondents assessed Spanglish negatively. The remaining part 
of the respondents, that is 120, believe that Spanglish is either positive or they 
remain neutral. The vast majority of Mexican migrants highlight the usefulness 
and usability of Spanish-English speech in Los Angeles, also claiming that it is a 
completely natural occurrence. According to the respondents, the phenomenon 
of mixing two languages is almost inevitable in a bilingual and multilingual envi-
ronment. They also perceive Spanglish as a result of both the linguistic and the 
cultural contact.

Accordingly, it is crucial to note that in addition to the previously cited nega-
tive statements about Spanglish on the Internet, one may find those that defend 
the SpanishEnglish linguistic hybrid. Perhaps the most common approach to 
the phenomenon of Spanglish is the one that perceives the severe criticism as 
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unfair. Mexican Internet users frequently advocate that Spanglish is a language 
code that is a social product resulting from communicative and socio-creative 
motives. Not only does it perform the essential function of unifying, but it also 
facilitates the identification of young migrants with the Mexican diaspora in Los 
Angeles. In addition, Spanglish also allows for easier and faster adaptation to the 
unfamiliar and the unknown, yet existing, American reality. Other bilinguals 
agree: Spanglish fulfils a significant function: it allows Mexicans residing in the 
United States, people living on the border of two different cultures107 to mark 
their individuality and uniqueness.

5.2  Individual bilingualism
In addition to research on social bilingualism, in the years 2014–2016 an analysis 
was also carried out on individual bilingualism among Mexican immigrants in 
Los Angeles. Six people took part in this part of the study: Gabriela, María, José, 
Daniel, Alejandra and Ernesto. All these people emigrated from the country to 
Los Angeles in the 1980s. These individuals were chosen based on their high pro-
ficiency in both Spanish and English which allowed them to fully express their 
linguistic encounters in Los Angeles. To be sure, those respondents represent 
truly bilingual examples of a Spanglish speaker: with higher level of education 
and the ability to speak fluently in both languages. Participants’ responsiveness 
and willingness to share bilingual experience during interviews created a valid 
source of information on individual bilingualism.

The reported data formed the basis for conclusions that were supported by 
two-year observation and interviews. The method of data gathering is described 
in detail in the following section. The case study also allowed us to gather infor-
mation regarding the social situations in which Mexican-Americans use two dif-
ferent languages, attitudes of respondents towards the following notions:  their 
first/primary language, second/other language, the phenomenon of bilingualism, 
and towards the mixture of languages, that is Spanglish.
Research design.

Objective. The purpose of the present analysis was to determine a wide spec-
trum of factors related to individual bilingualism. Data on language dominance, 
interlocutors’ linguistic proficiency, as well as social contexts of use elicited from 
6 Mexican-American bilingual participants, enabled the examination of parallel 

 107 See: section: 1.6 Two languages – two worlds? 
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points along with dissimilarities between accounts of the emotional states 
expressed in both languages.

Subjects. 6 Mexican-American bilinguals aged between 26–45, including 3 
females and 3 males respondents, participated in the study. The sample included 
both students at the University of California in Los Angeles, and graduates. 
A survey of the number of languages spoken by each individual revealed that the 
sample consists of 4 bilinguals, 1 trilingual and one speaker of four languages. 
Together, the multilinguals in the sample spoke 4 languages: Spanish, English, 
Greek and Arabic, and the quantitative analysis of responses identifies Spanish 
(60 %) and English (40 %) as the first language.

Method. During the research, data was obtained mainly by individual 
interviews conducted via Skype (see: Appendix 3). Additionally, online corre-
spondence via Facebook and Twitter enabled us to gather the language material 
in written form. The respondents were asked for self-assessment of their four 
linguistic skills: listening, reading, speaking and writing, in both languages. Each 
person was asked to assess their own language capabilities on a scale that defines 
six levels of language proficiency (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2) in terms of listening, 
reading, speech production and writing.
Period. October 2014 – June 2016

Gabriela’s bilingualism. Gabriela, the first informant, aged 26, is a Mexican 
who emigrated to Los Angeles for financial reasons in 2006. She graduated from 
Universidad Autónoma del Carmen and afterwards she settled in the United 
States working as a website graphic designer.

Drawing largely from the results of the interviews, the respondent’s first/pri-
mary language is Spanish, while her second/other is English. After arrival in 
Los Angeles Gabriela had problems adapting to the new environment. In fact, 
before leaving Mexico she had been convinced that she knew English sufficiently 
for fluent communication. As she comments, “[…] at first I did not understand 
Americans because of their native accent and they were speaking so fast”. Thus, it 
took her a whole year to adapt to the new environment and become familiar with 
her second/other language used on the territory of the United States.

Currently, Gabriela perceives herself as a bilingual, and bilingualism is under-
stood by her as the ability to use two languages in daily communication. The 
respondent is also seen as a bilingual person by her environment; the majority 
of Mexicans with whom Gabriela maintains contact in Los Angeles are also 
bilingual.

Gabriela started learning English at the age of 8 in, so-called, artificial 
conditions; specifically, in the primary school in Puebla. After constant English 
practice at college, she mastered English at an advanced level during her time in 
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America. Indeed, Gabriela became proficient in reading, speaking and listening 
but less so in writing. Depending on the different sphere of life, she uses either 
one or two linguistic codes (Tab. 17).

As the respondent mentions, she has contact with both languages in varying 
degrees through the mass media and other means of communication (Tab. 18).

Furthermore, knowledge of two languages does not cause major problems for 
the respondent. The research also indicates that Gabriela perceives situations in 
which she mixes the two language systems as troublesome: “In some situations, 
I am adopting bad code; for example, when I was on vacation in Mexico, I asked 
the shop assistant in English”. While staying in her hometown, Gabriela uses 
English unconsciously.

Interestingly, the phenomenon of Spanglish, at the beginning was judged pejo-
ratively by the respondent. After some years, however, she realised that this is the 
norm, and she often borrows and adds Americanisms108 during a conversation 

Tab. 17: Language usage related to Gabriela’s spheres of life

Sphere of life Linguistic preference
Work English
Family Spanish
School/university Not applicable
Friends Spanish/English
Church Spanish
Neighbours English

Tab. 18: Gabriela’s language preference related to mass media

Mass media Linguistic preference
Radio English
Television Spanish
Cinema English
Press English
Internet English/Spanish
Text messages English/Spanish
E-mail English/Spanish

 108 “A word, phrase, or other language feature that is especially characteristic of the 
English language as spoken or written in the United States” (Stavans 2000a:556). 
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with compatriots in Los Angeles. When asked if her English is becoming poorer 
as a result of code-switching, Gabriela answers: “Probably not. Both Spanish and 
English are of a great value for me” (Tab. 19).

Gabriela declared that in the future, when she has children, she will ensure 
that they are bilingual. The respondent also states that she would prefer her chil-
dren to know a third language. This situation, according to Gabriela, will provide 
them with improved living conditions.

Accordingly, it is crucial to note that the informant declares herself to be bicul-
tural, although she feels more Mexican than American. In fact, Gabriela strongly 
believes that Americans, as compared with Mexicans, have a different approach 
to life and completely different behaviour patterns. These dissimilarities can be 
seen particularly during the celebration of Christmas Eve and Easter. In spite 
of this, Gabriela’s attitude towards Americans and her new place of settlement 
is positive:  she is very happy with her work, which gives her not only finan-
cial satisfaction, but also high self-esteem. The respondent describes herself as a 
Mexican living in the United States. Gabriela mentions that she does not intend 
to return to her country of origin.

When asked to define her situation as a person using two different languages 
and living in two different cultures, the respondent indicated her state on the 
proposed scale (by the use of the symbol *) as illustrated in Fig. 40:

Overall, Gabriela may be perceived as a fully bilingual person who uses 
both languages to the same degree. Yet, lower proficiency in her second/other 
language, in this case English, causes numerous communication issues for the 

Tab. 19: Gabriela’s linguistic skills (self-assessment)

Linguistic competence in
Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening C2
Reading C2
Speaking C2
Writing C2
Linguistic competence in
English Language

Proficiency level

Listening C2
Reading C2
Speaking C2
Writing B2
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speaker. Despite the fact that Gabriela prefers to use English in her daily life, she 
perceives herself as being culturally more attached to Mexican tradition.

María’s bilingualism. María (38) emigrated to Los Angeles in 2004 for per-
sonal and economic reasons. She currently works as a nurse at Cedars-Sinai 
Medical Center.

Her first/primary language is Spanish, while her second/other language is 
English. The respondent started her English language education at the age of 10 
in secondary school in Zacatecas, Mexico. Currently, María not only works in an 
English-speaking environment, but she also attends a post-graduate course in 
English Philology at California University. Her friends, with whom she spends 
her spare time, are of either American or Mexican origin. She adopts either one or 
both linguistic codes according to different spheres of life (Tab. 20). Additionally, 
the respondent has contact with English and Spanish language via mass media 
and other social communication networks (Tab. 21).

María considers herself to be a bilingual, and she is perceived in the same 
manner by her environment. According to the respondent, bilingualism is an 
ability to communicate in two languages and, as she claims, the majority of her 
friends who are Mexican immigrants, are also bilingual.

Despite being proficient in both languages, Spanish dominates María’s 
speech (Tab. 22). She has never had any issues regarding communication with 
American citizens. Whereas most of the immigrants claim that despite their high 

SPANISH LANGUAGE                                                                                              ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

MEXICAN CULTURE                                                                                                AMERICAN CULTURE

Fig. 40: Gabriela’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment)

Tab. 20: Language usage related to María’s spheres of life

Sphere of life Linguistic preference
Work English
Family Spanish
School/university English
Friends Spanish/English
Church Spanish
Neighbours English
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proficiency in the English language they are not able to eliminate their Mexican 
accent, María denies having any problems regarding her second language pro-
nunciation. Indeed, in her monologue via Skype, there are hardly any linguistic 
interferences.

Nevertheless, a specific feature of María’s speech is the frequent change 
of language code within both longer expressions and individual syntactic 
structures, also known as the code-switching phenomenon (see:  section 5.3.3 
Code-switching). When asked to fill in the questionnaire, she answered: “I will 
fill it today, prometon” (I promise). Likewise, it is well documented that María 
often alternates and uses changed forms of Spanish expressions and words when 
talking with compatriots in Los Angeles; she openly admits to using Spanglish, 
which is according to María: “[…] a combination of two languages, Spanish and 

Tab. 21: María’s language preference related to mass media

Mass media Linguistic preference
Radio English
Television English/Spanish
Cinema English
Press English
Internet English/Spanish
Text messages English/Spanish
E-mail English/Spanish

Tab. 22: María’s linguistic skills (self-assessment)

Linguistic competence in
Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening C2
Reading C2
Speaking C2
Writing C2
Linguistic competence in
English Language

Proficiency level

Listening C2
Reading C1
Speaking C2
Writing C1
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English used in the statements [sic]. I see this as something quite normal among 
people residing abroad and who speak both languages every day”.

As the respondent further acknowledges, there is nothing erroneous in 
the process of borrowing Americanisms:  “It’s hard to translate some Spanish 
expressions, words. Often it is easier to use the English equivalent” Likewise, 
when asked if she always translates Americanisms into Spanish, she replies: “No. 
You are not always able to portray American reality with the use of Spanish 
language”.

Based on the respondent’s ratings of the impact of bilingualism on her life, 
María perceives it as an advantage. She does not believe that knowledge of two 
languages may interfere or create issues. Also, the Mexican-American immigrant 
admits that she often consciously mixes two the linguistic systems, since it is 
a natural phenomenon for bilingual speakers. When asked about the personal 
value of both languages, she responds:  “Both [linguistic systems] are equally 
important and both I greatly respect. Spanish is my native language and it will 
be always the most significant for me. English, on the other hand, allows me for 
better understanding of the world”.

In the future, when María has children, she wants them also to be bilingual 
since “it will help in realisation of their dreams and goals in life”. She also believes 
that all Mexican parents who have emigrated should ensure the bilingual lin-
guistic education of their children.

The informant claims that bilingualism makes life easier. She 
asserts: “Knowledge of foreign languages is a prerequisite in today’s world, both 
in reference to personal success as well as in everyday life”. She also claims:

“Knowledge of the language has a very large impact on our self-esteem and developing 
self-esteem; it helps in better understanding of other cultures and nationalities, teaches 
tolerance and openness. It also has a significant influence on mental and personality 
development; it enriches the vision of the world; it facilitates cooperation between 
people and between nations. It allows you to see the world in many ways.”

Obviously, María defines herself not only as a bilingual person, but also bicul-
tural. The notion of biculturalism is understood by the respondent as belonging to 
two cultures. According to the respondent, the Mexican and American lifestyles, 
although they share some characteristics, are in many respects radically different. 
Indeed, the dissimilarities relate primarily to the means of spending free time 
with family and to celebrations. Americans also differ from Mexicans in their 
manners and approach to the world since, as she points out: “[…] Americans 
are known for their excessive exuberance, different sense of humor and the fact 
that they use very informal way of greetings. They excessively use ‘How are you, 
honey?’ in almost every situation”.
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These and similar responses suggest that María neither feels inferior as an 
immigrant nor experiences any discrimination by Americans. On the contrary, 
according to the interviewee, immigration presents an opportunity to secure a 
better future and to learn about another culture and language. The disadvan-
tage of emigration is, however, homesickness and longing for family. Despite 
these potential difficulties, María has not suffered any great crisis caused by 
emigration. When asked to define her situation as a person using two different 
languages and living in two different cultures, the respondent indicated (by the 
use of the symbol *) the midpoint on the scale (Fig. 41).

To sum up, María is an example of both a bicultural person and a bicultural 
immigrant. She views herself as emotionally attached to both languages and 
cultures. Although the respondent’s linguistic preference related to mass media 
is English, she uses both languages in her daily life communication.

José’s bilingualism. José, who is 29 years old, emigrated to America due to eco-
nomic reasons in 2005. After graduating from high school in Mexico, he found 
a job in the United States. At the beginning of his settlement in Los Angeles, he 
experienced a language barrier, mainly due to his foreign accent and vocabulary 
specific to the region of south-west Mexico.

Moreover, building on closer analysis of José’s personal experience narratives, 
his first/primary language is Spanish while his second/other is English. The 
respondent started to learn English at the age of 7 through private tutoring in 

SPANISH LANGUAGE                                                                                               ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

MEXICAN CULTURE                                                                                                AMERICAN CULTURE

Fig. 41: María’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment)

Tab. 23: Language usage related to José’s spheres of life

Sphere of life Linguistic preference
Work English
Family Spanish
School/university English
Friends Spanish
Church Spanish
Neighbours Spanish
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Mexico. He developed his English skills in primary school and during high 
school education. As a student in post-graduate study he still studies English 
at the University. Currently José uses the skills of both languages to different 
degrees:  depending on various spheres of life he uses either one or two lin-
guistic codes (Tab. 23). In addition, José has contact both with Spanish and 
English through mass media and other means of communication as illustrated 
in Tab. 24.

Delving further into the field of bilingual mechanisms shows that the speaker’s 
overall competence in English and Spanish allow us to label him as a bilingual 
person in spite of his rather weak self-assessment in English proficiency. At the 
same time, he defines bilingualism as “the ability to use two languages every day”. 
José claims that people from his neighbourhood also perceive him as a bilingual 

Tab. 24: José’s language preference related to mass media

Mass media Linguistic preference
Radio English
Television English
Cinema English
Press English/Spanish
Internet English/Spanish
Text messages English/Spanish
E-mail English/Spanish

Tab. 25: José’s linguistic skills (self-assessment)

Linguistic competence in
Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening C2
Reading C1
Speaking C1
Writing B1
Linguistic competence in
English Language

Proficiency level

Listening B2
Reading B1
Speaking B2
Writing B1
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person. Despite his ability in both languages, the respondent acknowledges he 
can use Spanish more proficiently than English (Tab. 25). Yet, the analysis of data 
collected during numerous interviews present a valid argument for reporting 
speech-related problems that arise when José uses English.

Being bilingual does not cause any problems or difficulties in José’s everyday 
life. The respondent admits that there are communication situations in which he 
mixes both languages. The research would also suggest that José’s Spanish is not 
impoverished: “I do not feel a lack of words in Spanish”. Although both languages 
are important to him, José further admits: “In English I cannot express the depth 
of thought that I am able to communicate in Spanish”.

The respondent is familiar with the linguistic and cultural phenomenon of 
Spanglish. He addresses this issue by pointing out that Spanglish is the result of 
colloquial usage of Spanish and English. This Mexican-American immigrant also 
admits that he often uses Americanisms generally accepted by immigrants:  “I 
do not see the point in translating each word as the greater part of them are 
more suited to the realities of American life than their Spanish counterparts”. 
Given that, according to José, not all Americanisms can be literally translated 
into Spanish.

The informant declares that if he has children in the future, he will ensure that 
they are bilingual, because it will facilitate their education and “bilingual parents 
should take care of the education of their kids in terms of both languages”. In the 
same vein, José recognises himself as both bilingual and bicultural.

Highlighting the intrinsic difficulty in trying to measure differences between 
two cultures, the respondent characterises the American nation by mentioning 
unlimited personal freedom, religiousness and worldview. He has a positive atti-
tude to Americans and American culture, although when asked more detailed 
questions, he admits that the Spanish culture is at a much higher level and is sig-
nificantly different from traditions within the American nation.

From the wealth of data provided, two core themes about José’s bilingualism 
can be identified: he is proud of his Mexican origin and he has the feeling of 
acceptance as an immigrant in the United States. Indeed, according to the inter-
viewee, the biggest advantage of being a migrant in America is the opportunity to 
begin a new life. On the other hand, the disadvantage is separation from family, 
friends and homeland. José is satisfied with his work; although it is manual and 
hard, he admits that his earnings compensate for the occasional moments of 
dissatisfaction. The respondent also declares a desire to return to the country of 
origin and to his family.

When asked to define his sociocultural status, José indicated (by the use of the 
symbol *) the following position on the scale (Fig. 42):
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José’s linguistic situation can be described as bilingual, yet the sociocultural 
sphere of his life is dominated by Spanish language and Mexican culture. The 
speaker uses both languages on a daily basis, yet he prefers to speak Spanish in more 
intimate situations (in church, with family and friends). In contrast to Gabriela’s 
situation, his linguistic preference is connected to his low proficiency in English.

Daniel’s bilingualism. Daniel (31), the fourth respondent, immigrated from 
Mexico in 2004. The MexicanAmerican left his homeland because, as he reveals, 
he had not found employment in the Mexican labour market.

Both the quantitative and qualitative analyses of Daniel’s linguistic preferences 
reveal that his first/primary language is Spanish and second/other is English. The 
interviewee started learning English at the age of 14 (late bilingualism; see: sec-
tion 1.3 Early versus late bilingualism) and then continued in high school in 
Mexico (artificial bilingualism; see:  section 1.3 Natural versus school bilin-
gualism). The respondent admits that at the beginning of his stay in the new 
place, he encountered numerous communication problems. The main issue con-
cerned the comprehension of Americans’ speech. He comments that, to a large 
extent, this American accent was the cause of the poor communication that he 
encountered.

Currently, Daniel uses Spanish and English fluently:  he speaks, writes and 
reads in both languages. Given the significance of dominance in a number of 
domains, it is also vital to note that the use of two languages by the respondent 
is conditioned by the specific spheres of life presented in Tab. 26. Daniel also has 
contact with both linguistic systems to a varying degree through mass media and 
other means of communication (Tab. 27).

For Daniel, the term bilingualism is related to the proficient use of two 
languages. He perceives himself as a bilingual person. The further interview 
process reveals that friends of the respondent also identify him as a bilingual. 
Accordingly, when language ability is conflated with emotionality, although pro-
ficient in both languages, Daniel admits that his speech is dominated by Spanish 
(Tab. 28).

As is further pointed out by the informant:  “Knowledge and the use of 
second language open new horizons, we are better in understanding the culture 

SPANISH LANGUAGE                                                                                                             ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

MEXICAN CULTURE                                                                                          AMERICAN CULTURE

Fig. 42: José’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment) 
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Tab. 26: Language usage related to Daniel’s spheres of life

Sphere of life Linguistic preference
Work English
Family Spanish
School/university Not applicable
Friends Spanish/English
Church Not applicable
Neighbours English

Tab. 27: Daniel’s language preference related to mass media

Mass media Linguistic preference
Radio English
Television English
Cinema English
Press English
Internet English/Spanish
Text messages English/Spanish
E-mail English/Spanish

Tab. 28: Daniel’s linguistic skills (self-assessment)

Linguistic competence in
Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening C2
Reading C2
Speaking C2
Writing C2
Linguistic competence in
English Language

Proficiency level

Listening C1
Reading C1
Speaking C1
Writing C1
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of a society”. When asked about the personal value of both languages, Daniel 
responds:  “Both languages are very important to me. Spanish is my native 
language; […] English, in turn, is the mother tongue of people in the country 
where I live now”.

What the research study also reveals is that the mastering of both languages 
seems to enhance socialisation experiences. In fact, this advantage of bilingualism 
has been noticed by Daniel who advocates that “[…] the knowledge of Spanish 
and English does not create any problems in my everyday life. It helped me to 
communicate with American society”. Yet, highlighting the intrinsic difficulty 
in shifting between two linguistic codes, he also admits that sometimes English 
and Spanish are mixed during his conversation with Americans. Furthermore, 
Daniel has the impression that he forgets some words in Spanish, replacing them 
with their English counterparts. Indeed, after a fascinating glimpse into Daniel’s 
bilingual experience, one may presume that it is natural that a person living in 
a foreign country for a long period of time will at some point have difficulty 
finding the right words in his/her native language. Supported by their research, 
many scholars acknowledge that the most common reason is the lack of use of 
the word over a long period of time109.

These and similar responses suggest that the notion of Spanglish is not alien 
to the respondent. On the contrary, when asked to define this linguistic phe-
nomenon, Daniel acknowledges: “Spanglish is a mixture of English and Spanish 
language. I  try not to code-switch and mix the languages; I  pay attention to 
what I say. Especially when I speak to my family from Mexico; […] I try not to 
commit such linguistic faux pas”. Yet, ironically, even though Daniel is against 
borrowings, he used the French expression in his statement. When asked to 
comment on that, he confessed that it was done unintentionally.

At the same time, building on closer analysis of the participant’s personal 
experience, it can also be presumed that he is both bilingual and bicultural. 
Along with English, Daniel has acquired the linguistic expressions and proper-
ties connected to American culture. In fact, these findings are compatible with 
his statement that there are more similarities than differences between the cul-
ture of the Mexican and the American population. In fact, the respondent has a 
very positive attitude towards the American nation.

 109 See: Rothman and Rell (2005); Mackey (1962); Llombart (2003); Olson and Samuels 
(1973). 
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Daniel defines himself as a citizen of the world and does not connect his future 
plans with Los Angeles; neither does he consider returning to Mexico. As a 
Mexican residing in a foreign country, he has never encountered discrimination 
expressed by Americans. What the respondent further notices is that migration 
has only positive effects. Among the main advantages of being an immigrant 
he lists:

 1) Ease of finding a well-paid job for someone who has mastered the language 
of the country of settlement;

 2) The ability to acquire the language of the host country;
 3) The ability to know the culture of the inhabitants of the country of residence.

When asked to define his situation as a person using two different languages 
and living in two different cultures, the respondent indicated his sociocultural 
status by pointing to (by the use of the symbol *) the following place on the scale 
(Fig. 43):

To summarise, Daniel’s linguistic situation may be described as English dom-
inant. Not only does Daniel speak English at work, but he also uses his second/
other language in daily life communication. The only situation when Spanish is 
used by the speaker is when he speaks to a family member and some friends. 
Although the respondent’s English proficiency is slightly lower than Spanish, he 
perceives himself as English dominant speaker. His linguistic preference is in 
line with his sociocultural situation as Daniel expresses stronger attachment to 
American culture.

Alejandra’s bilingualism. Alejandra (45), who describes herself as “a happy 
mom with a head full of ideas, a sociable and family-centred person”, emigrated 
to Los Angeles in June 2008, where she is currently working as a receptionist. 
After graduating from high school in Mexico, she went to the United States as a 
tourist to visit the country.

As in the case of the aforementioned respondents, Alejandra’s first/pri-
mary language is also Spanish while her second/other is English. As revealed 
by numerous interviews, Alejandra has been studying English since she was 10 
and she states that at the moment, after some years, she uses English every day 
without any communication problems.

SPANISH LANGUAGE                                                                                           ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
MEXICAN CULTURE                                                                                            AMERICAN CULTURE

Fig. 43: Daniel’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment) 
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Additionally, drawing largely from her experiences as a bilingual, the inter-
viewee states that in Los Angeles she continues to improve all four language skills 
(speaking, listening, writing and reading) in natural conditions due to working 
in an exclusively English-speaking environment. Despite her everyday use of the 
two linguistic codes, Alejandra declares that Spanish is definitely a language that 
dominates her life.

As seen in the tables below, not only is Alejandra’s communication on a daily 
basis affected by various spheres of life (Tab. 29), but also by the mass media and 
other means of communication (Tab. 30).

Furthermore, the respondent defines herself as being bilingual, while she 
considers bilingualism as the ability to use two languages on a daily basis. In fact, 
her friends also perceive Alejandra as a truly bilingual person. She claims that 
she knows English on a very high level, as illustrated in Tab. 31.

What is more, the preliminary results demonstrate that the knowledge of 
two languages does not create any issues for Alejandra in her everyday life as 
an immigrant. The respondent also notices no major changes in her native 

Tab. 29: Language usage related to Alejandra’s spheres of life

Sphere of life Linguistic preference
Work English
Family Spanish
School/university Not applicable
Friends Spanish/English
Church Spanish
Neighbours English

Tab. 30: Alejandra’s language preference related to mass media

Mass media Linguistic preference
Radio English
Television English/Spanish
Cinema English
Press English
Internet English/Spanish
Text messages English/Spanish
E-mail English/Spanish
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language, although there are situations in which she cannot find proper words in 
English. Surprisingly, Alejandra recognises English as having instrumental value 
thus being more important than Spanish. The reason is the clear prestige of the 
English language.

Nevertheless, Alejandra’s emotional bond with her first language is a reality 
that deserves to be recognised. Being a mother of a two-year-old daughter who 
was born in Los Angeles, she wants her child to be bilingual since “the knowl-
edge of two languages makes life easier”. She further declares: “I will take care of 
both Spanish and English of my daughter”. Indeed,

Alejandra’s statement is consistent with Davies’ (2003:101) research suggesting 
the primacy of bilingual education in America110.

Yet another nuance of the respondent’s bilingualism occurs when the use of 
both languages is conflated with everyday life. Drawing from the collected data, 
it is evident that in conversation with her Mexican friends she speaks Spanglish. 
Additionally, when communicating in Spanish, she frequently substitutes 
English words with Spanish ones. The Mexican-American immigrant addresses 
this issue by pointing out that such changes are used by her for fun while talking 
to loved ones who know English. Sometimes, as Alejandra comments, she may 
have problems with the translation of English to Spanish and vice versa. Yet, she 

Tab. 31: Alejandra’s linguistic skills (self-assessment)

Linguistic competence in
Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening C2
Reading C2
Speaking C2
Writing C2
Linguistic competence in
English Language

Proficiency level

Listening C1
Reading C1
Speaking C2
Writing C2

 110 The present research does not further address this issue. For more information 
see: Davies (2003); Wei (2000). 
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disagrees with the concept that all words must be translated into Spanish since, 
according to the respondent, some of them sound better in the original language 
and better reflect the reality.

The ongoing analysis also indicates that Alejandra considers herself to be a 
bicultural person and she expresses the clear difference between Mexican and 
American culture as follows:

“Mexicans are more diligent, however, in my opinion, fellow countrymen are less polite. 
I  am not ashamed of being Mexican; I  have never experienced any unpleasantness 
because of this reason. The only disadvantage of living in a foreign land, here in Los 
Angeles, is large distance from my family and my friends.”

However, though she is satisfied with her current life and work, when asked 
whether she intends to return to Mexico, she replies: “Yes. When my daughter 
goes to school. I think that we have better quality of education in Mexico”.

Alejandra defines her cultural and linguistic situation (by the use of the 
symbol*) on the following scale (Fig. 44):

Overall, Alejandra is an example of a bilingual speaker proficient in both 
languages. Although the respondent expresses a strong need to use the second/
other language in her day-to-day communication at work, her personal life is 
dominated by the Spanish language.

That is why Alejandra identifies herself more with Mexican culture.
Ernesto’s bilingualism. Ernesto (39), the final informant, emigrated to Los 

Angeles in 2005 in order to find a better-paid job and become independent. 
Today, with his wife, they live and work in the city centre. The respondent grad-
uated from a Mexican economic university and he works in the USA as an HR 
professional.

As in the previously described examples, Ernesto’s first/primary language 
is also Spanish and his second/other, English. He started to learn English as 
a foreign language when he was 10 years old, in primary school in Mexico in 
so-called artificial circumstances. Currently, as the research suggests, the respon-
dent reads and writes in English at an advanced level. What is more, the multi-
tude of data elicited during interviews identify Ernesto as a bilingual. Like in the 

SPANISH LANGUAGE                                                                                            ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
MEXICAN CULTURE                                                                                             AMERICAN CULTURE 

Fig. 44: Alejandra’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment) 
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Tab. 32: Language usage related to Ernesto’s spheres of life

Sphere of life Linguistic preference
Work English
Family Spanish
Friends English
Church English
Neighbours English

Tab. 33: Ernesto’s language preference related to mass media

Mass media Linguistic preference
Radio English
Television English
Cinema English
Press English
Internet English
Text messages English
E-mail English

Tab. 34: Ernesto’s linguistic skills (self-assessment)

Linguistic competence in
Spanish Language

Proficiency level

Listening C2
Reading C2
Speaking C2
Writing C2
Linguistic competence in
English Language

Proficiency level

Listening C2
Reading C1
Speaking C2
Writing C1
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case of Daniel, the English language is clearly dominant across most spheres of 
life. Currently the respondent uses almost exclusively English for everyday com-
munication (Tab. 32 and 33).

Linguistic dominance together with an English-speaking environment exert 
a highly substantial influence on Ernesto’s linguistic preference. Indeed, the 
respondent claims to be a bilingual person although, as he reveals, it is easier 
for him to express his thoughts using Spanish (Tab. 34). This means that he 
has higher language and communication skills in his first/primary language. 
As Ernesto claims, he occasionally uses Spanish, most often during telephone 
conversations with his family in Mexico and during holidays at his family home 
in Mexico.

Drawing from the collected data, it is evident that Ernesto highly values 
both Spanish and English. The respondent notes that “Spanish is of the sym-
bolic value, while English has instrumental value”. He also admits that some-
times he forgets words in his first/primary language and he willingly adopts 
English expressions while talking with Mexican immigrants. Yet another impor-
tant insight emerging from the data presented is the presence of significant 
mixing of elements of Spanish language and English syntax in Ernesto’s speech. 
Surprisingly, further investigation reveals that the informant is not familiar with 
the concept of Spanglish; he does not know what this term means. Probably, this 
may be caused by the fact that the Mexican-American respondent resides in an 
exclusively Englishspeaking environment.

Ernesto also encounters problems with the translation of English to Spanish 
and vice versa. These issues arise while travelling with his wife to Mexico: the 
respondent acts as an interpreter because his wife does not speak Spanish and 
his family in Mexico do not speak English. In such situations, Ernesto realises 
that words and phrases that cannot be easily translated exist in each of these 
languages. These linguistic elements are specific for a given language code and 
culture.

Perhaps the most persistent question regarding bilingualism is that of the 
advantages of being a bilingual speaker. Ernesto provides an answer to the above 
by stating that there is a significant difference in the social status connected to 
bilingualism. Hence, he declares that the children that he plans to have in the 
near future will also be bilingual. This, according to him, will help them to have 
greater opportunities than are available to those who are monolingual. Therefore, 
he intends to place equal emphasis on the teaching of both languages.

In the same vein, Ernesto identifies himself as bicultural. According to him, 
the American culture differs significantly from Mexican customs. The informant 
nostalgically acknowledges that when he arrived in Los Angeles, he felt these 
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differences very clearly; the American culture was unfamiliar to him and thus, 
not attractive. Yet, as Ernesto further describes, he quickly became used to a 
different mentality from the Mexican, with a diverse approach to life and work. 
Today, Ernesto feels partly American and partly Mexican. In response to the 
question: Who are you? How would you describe yourself? He answers without 
hesitation: “One of them [Americans] in America, Mexican in Mexico”.

In fact, as an immigrant, Ernesto has never experienced discrimination. The 
only drawback of immigration is his longing for family in Mexico. In addition, 
the respondent believes that the trip to Los Angeles was one of the best decisions 
he has made in his life. He is satisfied with his life in the new country. When 
asked whether he intends to return to Mexico, he gives a negative answer.

Ernesto was asked to define his sociocultural situation as a person using two 
different languages and living in two diverse cultures. He indicated the following 
place (by the use of the symbol *) on the proposed scale (Fig. 45):

In stark contrast to the previous interviewees, Ernesto expresses strong at-
tachment to American customs and traditions. He perceives himself to be a 
bicultural person, yet his American culture preference is visible on the scale 
above. Moreover, the mass media used by Ernesto are dominated by his second/
other language.

5.3  Mexican-American immigrants’ speech characteristics
When it comes to language contact, which, according to Weinreich (1953:45–
47), triggers the process of bilingualism, the two languages mutually determine 
each other. Thus, the result of the phenomenon of bilingualism and bilingual 
speech will be, first of all, many kinds of linguistic interferences, borrowings 
and so-called code-switching. In fact, an important insight emerging from the 
data collected during interviews (see:  section 5.1 Social view of bilingualism 
and section 5.2 Individual bilingualism) is that depending on the interlocutor, 
the bilinguals change the manner of speaking. Weinreich (1953:51) further 
addresses this issue by pointing out that during conversation with a mono-
lingual speaker, a bilingual person reduces interference. In contrast, while 

SPANISH LANGUAGE                                                                                      ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
MEXICAN CULTURE                                                                                       AMERICAN CULTURE 

Fig. 45: Ernesto’s sociocultural situation (self-assessment)
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interacting with a bilingual interlocutor, the same bilingual speaker’s speech may 
be characterised by numerous interferences. By the same token, this statement is 
confirmed by Beardsmore (1986:79), who proves that the bilingual person feels 
greater freedom in the use of two linguistic systems in conversation with other 
bilinguals. Consequently, depending on the interlocutor, a bilingual decides 
which language to choose in this specific verbal exchange. What can be added 
is that, in addition to the recipient, the topic of conversation also influences the 
level of activation of a second language.

Accordingly, the scholars Grosjean (2008:38) and Mamzer (2002:141) have 
both written extensively on the degree of activation of different language systems 
and mechanisms of their transformation in the speech of bilingual individuals. 
The above-mentioned processes have been named by Grosjean as language mode 
(LM). In fact, the term has replaced the earlier concept of speech mode. The LM 
hypothesis assumes the existence of various forms of activation and the produc-
tion of two (or more) language systems. Furthermore, based on the LM concept, 
there are two models of bilingual communication, that is: the monolingual and 
bilingual models.

During the interaction of the former type, the bilingual person deactivates 
one language (though not completely). If the process of communication follows 
the bilingual model, the bilingual participant in the communication process 
activates both linguistic systems, language A and language B. Nonetheless, when 
language A is the foundation, or base (either the first/primary or second/other 
language), language B may sometimes be manifested in the form of borrowing 
or change in the linguistic code. In such a case, the bilingual person borrows a 
word or a short phrase from the less activated language and either adapts it to 
the base language or he/she changes the code by switching entirely to the second 
language. In contrast, the degree of activation of language B is different; it is a 
kind of continuum that extends from a lack of activation to complete activation.

Language A (base language)

Language B

Bilingual
language mode

Monolingual
language mode

1 2 3

Fig. 46: Language mode (Grosjean 2008:40) 
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Grosjean (2008:40–41) elucidates the language mode with reference to the 
representation above (Fig. 46) as follows:

“Language mode is the state of activation of the bilingual’s languages and language 
processing mechanisms at a given point in time. Given that activation is a continuous 
variable ranging from no activation to total activation and that two languages are con-
cerned; language mode is best visualised in a two-dimensional representation such as 
that in figure [Fig. 46]. The bilingual’s languages (A and B) are depicted on the vertical 
axis by a square located at the top and bottom parts of the figure, their level of activation 
is represented by the degree of darkness of the square (black for a highly active language 
and white for a deactivated language) and the ensuing language mode is depicted by the 
position of the two squares (linked by a discontinuous line) on the horizontal axis which 
ranges from a monolingual mode to a bilingual mode. Three hypothetical positions are 
presented in the figure, numbered 1 to 3. In all positions it is language A that is the most 
active (it is the base language, i.e. the main language being produced or perceived at a 
particular point in time) and it is language B that is activated to lesser degrees.”

What can be noted is the fact that in all three locations, the base language 
(language A) is fully active since it is the linguistic system that governs the 
processing of language. As an example, according to Grosjean (2008:43), a 
French-English bilingual speaking to a monolingual French person would be in 
monolingual French mode. Hence, their English language would be correspond-
ingly deactivated. As a way of contrast, in a monolingual English communica-
tion circumstance, the same bilingual person would have French deactivated and 
English activated.

Many arguments presented previously concerning language triggering apply 
to the statement that linguistic activation depends more on the current situation 
and less on the language acquisition mode (L1, L2). Nevertheless, as Jekat and 
EhrensbergerDow (2008:88–104) assert, dynamic interferences may still occur, 
that is speaker-specific deviations from the language that is being spoken.

Elaborating further on Fig.  46, there are many reasons influencing the 
degree and mode of language B activation, which may also have different lin-
guistics forms:  most often interferences, borrowings, and the phenomenon of 
code-switching. Grosjean’s LM hypothesis enables to distinguish of these three 
linguistic phenomena. The main difference is that so-called language mixing, 
which includes the phenomenon of code-switching and borrowing, does not 
occur in the monolingual model of communication (although there are some 
exceptions). Thus, the term interlanguage refers to the phenomenon of bor-
rowing and code-switching. On the other hand, language interference is pre-
sent on every level of language structure. This means that a bilingual speaker 
in conversation with monolingual interlocutors usually controls his speech and 
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tries to avoid borrowing and the phenomenon of code-switching. Most often, 
however, unconscious linguistic interference takes place (Jekat and Ehrensberger-
Dow 2008:88). Interferences are also bilingual models of communication, 
although they are perceived as more difficult to distinguish from borrowings 
and code-switching (Grosjean 2008:44). Each of these three qualities of bilingual 
speech will be further discussed in the following sections.

5.3.1  Interference

The multitude of data elicited directly, both quantitatively and qualitatively, iden-
tify the interference phenomenon as any deviation from the linguistic norm that 
occurs in a bilingual’s speech. Likewise, as emphasised by Weinreich (1953:1), 
interferences are

“[…] those instances of deviation from the norms of either language which occur in 
the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more than one language, for 
example as a result of language contact, will be referred to as interference phenomenon.”

Thus, the interference process is the result of both language contact and the 
overlapping of one system’s structures on another. According to Weinreich 
(1953:1), this contact is located in the language of users, that is, units. By the 
same token, the term interference means the conversion of existing patterns of 
language, caused by the introduction of elements of a second language/other 
linguistic system to more structured domains of language (to the phonemic, 
morphological or syntax systems, or to certain areas of vocabulary structure). 
Thus, it is generally considered that interference is a type of negative transfer. 
Nonetheless, it is crucial not to equate the concept of interference with the no-
tion of transfer111. The concept of transfer derives from psychology and, in the 
case of second/other language acquisition, is referred to by Lipińska (2003:143) 
as facilitation (positive transfer) or blocking (negative transfer) of learning activ-
ities through prior learning.

Contemporary studies conducted by Komorowska (1980), Szulc (1994) and 
Lipińska (2003) most often distinguish two types of transfer; namely, posi-
tive and negative112. Positive transfer may aid in the production of the correct 
statements in the second/other language which, in turn, accelerates and facilitates 

 111 Compare: Lipińska 2003. 
 112 In point of fact, Komorowska (1980:30) describes a third type called zero transfer; a 

situation that occurs when knowing one linguistic system has no effect on perfor-
mance in learning another linguistic system. 
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the learning process. The results of negative transfer are linguistic mistakes that 
inhibit the process of acquiring a second/other language.

Dubisz (2013:10–12) argues that when two languages come into contact, the 
first phase of interference in the vocabulary and grammatical structure is the 
occurrence of deviations from the norm, appearing either in spoken or written 
forms of language. It is generally believed that interference causes the production 
of mistakes in the second/other linguistic system by overlapping with the struc-
ture of the first/primary language. Yet, it is of uppermost importance to note 
the fact that this phenomenon may also take the opposite direction; this means 
that while assimilating a second/other language, some new linguistic habits 
are copied to the first/primary language system. As Weinreich (1953:1) points 
out, the greater the difference between the systems of languages, the greater the 
problem of simultaneous assimilation and, as a result, the greater the area of 
interference.

An important insight emerging from the above statements is that an overall 
representation of interference in the situation of language contacts, for instance 
its spread, persistence and disappearance, can be obtained only by taking into 
account non-linguistic factors. Such aspects include, among others, bilingual 
people’s ease of verbal expression and their ability to consistently separate the 
two languages; their relative proficiency in each of them, the ability to use the 
languages depending on the themes and interlocutors; the way the linguistic sys-
tems are absorbed and attitudes towards these languages (Weinreich 1953:3).

Similarly, Bugajski’s (1993:87) analysis represents a focus on interference phe-
nomena by dividing interference into intralingual and interlingual. According 
to the author, the former refers to any deviations from the standard language of 
the system which are influenced by the rules of the language. One example is the 
impact of environmental and occupational linguistic variations on the Spanish 
language. The latter is created according to the rules of another language system. 
Bugajski (1993:89) also states that interference itself would not be a desirable 
phenomenon from the point of view of the standard language of the system, yet 
its consequences are one of the major reasons for the development of language.

A further significant insight that emerges from another author’s research 
(Dubisz 2013:5–6) is that the processes of interference may be presented in the 
six following formulas:

 1) language A language B
 2) language A dialect B
 3) dialect A dialect B
 4) language A idiolect B
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 5) dialect A idiolect B
 6) idiolect A idiolect B

As the linguist notes, the processes of interference in multi-ethnic societies 
are intense and run parallel in all of the above-mentioned six forms. In turn, 
both this multidimensional nature and the intensity of the interference creates a 
variety of languages and dialects in the Mexican immigrant community.

Overall, linguistic interference is understood as an unconscious as well 
as involuntary influence of one language on another (Grosjean 1982:299). 
Interferences occur in all subsystems of acquired language. The most common 
and most visible interference takes place in the phonological, lexical and gram-
matical systems113. During phonological interference, most often transfer occurs 
from the phonological system of the first/primary language to the second/other 
linguistic system. This phenomenon may be observed mainly in the accent (also 
in intonation) and it is most recognisable for the layperson. Furthermore, such 
interference involves adaptation of the sound of lexemes from the first/primary 
to the phonetic system of the second/other language.

Sękowska (2008:35) exposes the way in which, as a result of language con-
tact and bilingualism, immigrants copy new phonetic experiences from English 
into their native language. According to the author, the new habits which are 
acquired stem from the different vocalic and consonant resources of a language 
that is characterised by another articulation base. Indeed, as revealed during 
the individual interviews, by using alternatively two languages, the Spanglish 
speakers perform substitution of sounds: they make the articulation of English 
sounds simpler as they are in the articulation of Spanish. Other participants, 
while using Spanish sounds or speaking Spanish, use English sounds in the place 
of their native ones. In fact, interference can often lead to comical situations. 
Here are two such examples presented by the Mexican immigrants who partici-
pated in the study.

The first example is expressed by the émigré who reminisces about a request 
that he made to his American co-worker: “Can you give me a sheet?”, in which the 
word sheet/ʃiːt/, meaning a thin flat piece of paper, was articulated in the same 
way as the word shit/ʃɪt/, meaning solid waste from a person’s or animal’s body.

Another example is provided by a Mexican woman living in Los Angeles 
while referring to her recent trip: “Once I was in UK. They have there great pubs”, 
in which the expression of pubs/pʌb/, meaning a place where people go to drink 
alcohol, was articulated as paps/paepe/, meaning nipples.

 113 Compare: Weinreich (1953); Hoffmann (1991).  
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Likewise, the bilinguals’ comments suggest that lexical interference occurs 
equally often. This phenomenon involves, among other things, the introduction 
of a lexical element from the first/primary language during the use of second/
other linguistic system or transfer of the meaning of the word in the first/pri-
mary language to its equivalent in the second/other language. One example of 
an incorrect use of a lexeme is a statement made by a Mexican woman while 
describing her current situation:  “I prefer living in the center of Los Angeles 
because when I was in the suburbs, I could not even buy a fire machine […] when 
it was needed”. Fire machine stands for a Spanish expression máquina de fuego 
describing a lighter.

The array of topics that come directly from the research discussed above show 
the notion of language interference as a process of overlapping between the two 
language systems. The research would also suggest that linguistic interference 
can be seen primarily in the statements of young Mexican immigrants as well 
as older ones who began second language acquisition in their late adolescence.

Furthermore, the preliminary results demonstrate that the fully mastered 
system of the first/primary language will almost always (especially in the early 
stages of second/other language acquisition) become a reference system for 
bilingual speakers. Therefore, the already heavily developed mechanisms of the 
first/primary language will have a negative impact on the absorption of a second/
other language. In fact, habits transferred from one system to another language 
are the cause of numerous linguistic errors, which can even lead to communica-
tion failure.

As Grosjean (2008:55) rightly observes, interference, especially lexical, is very 
difficult to distinguish from other forms of mixing languages, especially from 
borrowings.

5.3.2  Borrowings

Borrowings are undoubtedly another characteristic feature of bilingual speech. 
As Grosjean (2008:18) points out, the linguistic aspect of borrowing has been 
examined in some depth; however, still little is known about the process of bor-
rowing. Haugen’s (1956) research in the field of both the sociological and lin-
guistic aspects of bilingualism has led to in-depth analysis. In fact, the author 
was one of the first researchers who wrote explicitly on borrowings and their 
classification. Haugen (1956:212) defines borrowings as “[…] the attempted 
reproduction in one language of patterns previously found in another”.

This was an initial step in the scholarly attempt to expound the classification 
of borrowings, which are defined by many researchers as a part of language, such 
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as words, phrases, types of derivatives, lexical forms, syntactic constructions 
and collocations, that are taken from one language to another. Additionally, 
borrowings are adopted in the spoken language or through the visual medium. 
Haugen (1956:214) identified three types of borrowings:

 1) loanwords or so-called proper borrowings – the form and meaning of a word 
is transferred from one language to another;

 2) loanblend – combination of L1/L2 elements;
 3) loanshift – with accurate representation of the L2 structures.

However, many contemporary researchers disagree with the previous author 
(Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:130; Li and Gleitman 2002:295; Morales 2002:131) by 
presenting different criteria for classification:

 1) the criterion of the subject of borrowings (proper borrowings, structural 
borrowings, semantic borrowings, artificial borrowings);

 2) the criterion of the degree of assimilation (quotations, partially assimilated 
borrowings, total borrowings);

 3) the criterion of origin (e.g. anglicisms, latinisms, etc.).

The research would also suggest that whether television programmes, cine-
matic texts or colloquial speech are examined, the unmistakable presence of two 
extreme positions on the process of borrowing of foreign elements is difficult to 
ignore: that is, cosmopolitanism and linguistic purism. While cosmopolitanism is 
based on uncritical acceptance of any elements of foreign origin merged into the 
native language, the purist position condemns anything foreign in an attempt to 
protect the purity of the first/primary language. Yet, these binary tendencies are 
considered as being too extreme, since borrowings and any linguistic innovation 
should be perceived primarily in terms of their usefulness and sometimes even 
necessity.

Borrowings are influenced by both by intra- and interlinguistic factors. 
Nonetheless, the most common reasons for the borrowing process of foreign 
elements include, among others, the need to designate new phenomena, things, 
people or places, a low frequency of some words, or second language pres-
tige114. Hence, due to the various reasons for the borrowing of foreign lexemes, 
the following classification may be distinguished:  necessary and unnecessary 
borrowings (Haugen 1956:213–214). Undoubtedly, alien elements introduced 
into the language by bilinguals may, on the one hand, deplete it or, on the other 

 114 Compare: Weinreich (1953); Mańczak-Wohlfeld (1992).  
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hand, enrich it115. That is why language should be treated as a living creature that 
is constantly evolving.

There is rich literature, both in Poland and abroad, regarding the complex 
phenomenon of borrowings. Some of the Polish researchers who discussed them 
include: Fisiak (1986),

Walczak (1987), Zabawa (2004), Sękowska (2008), Dubisz (2013) and 
Mańczak-Wohlfeld (1992; 2008). At this point of research, the difference between 
two types of borrowings should be emphasised: standard borrowings, which are 
used by Mexicans in their home country, and borrowings in the Spanish dialect 
that is used by Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles.

The foregoing analysis of the collected material indicates that among Mexicans 
living in Los Angeles there is a significant portion of borrowings, which gener-
ally function in the Spanglish dialect, but are not used by Mexicans living in 
the country of origin. A  significant part of the research material constitutes 
of borrowings motivated externally, which are associated with the need-filling 
motive (Hockett 1958:405). Within the process of borrowing, one may expect 
to find yet another theme, that is, the prestige language motive116, resulting in 
lexical-semantic surplus.

Sękowska (2008:28), in her study of language communities of immigrants in 
English speaking countries, points out that it is important to find, on the basis 
of material collected, often from different sources and many informants, certain 
regularities that determine the content and scope of borrowings. According to 
the author, such regularities include, among other things, the impact of civilisa-
tion and the necessity of adopting foreign names, which is caused by acknowl-
edging certain things and concepts. Be that as it may, English-Spanish language 
contact creates many different kinds of borrowings, such as semantic, syntactic, 
lexical as well as phraseology replicas117. The most extensive group is the one 
containing lexical borrowings within which the most visible linguistic phe-
nomena take place.

While discussing borrowings attention should also be paid to the problem of 
determining a clear boundary between the phenomenon of interference and the 
process of borrowing. Grosjean (2008:55) addresses this issue by stating that:

 115 For further information see: Mańczak-Wohlfeld (1992:15). 
 116 In sociolinguistics, prestige is the level of respect given to a specific linguistic system 

or dialect within a particular speech community. Overall, a language or dialect asso-
ciated with a higher class has positive prestige, while one associated with a lower class 
has a negative one (Ralph 1990:34). 

 117 Compare: Dubisz (2013); Sękowska (2008). 
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“When interferences occur in the bilingual mode, which they also do, they are very 
difficult to separate from other forms of language mixing, especially borrowings. What 
might appear to be an interference could also be a guest element or structure produced 
by the speaker who is aware that his or her interlocutor can understand mixed language.”

In fact, from the cognitive point of view, the boundaries between linguistic phe-
nomena are blurred. One of the concepts of cognitive linguistics is the theory 
of categorisation, which discusses the so-called prototype effects in the organi-
sation of categories. Some of the categorisation elements are in the center of a 
given category while some of them are on the periphery or outside the category. 
Therefore, the borderlines of a category, which have a radial structure (Lakoff 
1987:83), are fuzzy and overlap on peripheral areas of adjacent categories118. 
Interestingly, the boundaries between the three characteristic features of bilin-
gual speech: interference, borrowings and the phenomenon of code-switching, 
are also not clearly defined (more on this in the next section). Nonetheless, some 
clearly defined and obvious differences between these linguistic phenomena 
should be given significant attention.

In Sękowska’s (2008:35) research, the term borrowings is used to determine 
foreign lexical items that have been permanently adopted into the linguistic dia-
lect. At the same time, interference is perceived by the author as the phenom-
enon of the entering of foreign elements at various levels into another language 
system. Therefore, interference is considered to be an isolated and individual fact 
existing only at the level of parole, while borrowings are socially used foreign lin-
guistic elements which exist at the level of langue119 (Kalisz 2001:91).

Furthermore, linguistic interference is primarily connected to the speech acts 
of individual speakers, while borrowings apply to larger social groups. In addi-
tion, interferences occur in the speech of either a bilingual or multilingual, yet 
they do not exist in the speech of a monolingual. Borrowings, in turn, are also 
absorbed and used by monolinguals. Moreover, borrowed anglicisms, after some 
time, become the standard in the language of the recipient (the language into 
which foreign elements are borrowed) as opposed to interferences, which will 
always remain elements incompatible with the standard language.

While examining the process of assimilation of anglicisms, Hoffman (1989:3) 
accurately states that this process is continuous and difficult to record. Thus, in 
the accumulated linguistic material derived from Mexican immigrants in Los 

 118 For more information see: Kalisz (2001); Tabakowska (2001). 
 119 133 Compare: Mackey (1968:569).
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Angeles, it is assumed that the borrowings are all elements that come from the 
English language, showing a large frequency of usage.

Therefore, it may be assumed that these elements are widely used by the larger 
social group represented by Mexican immigration. In this context, borrowings 
are part of the lexical dialect of Spanish, that is Spanglish, the dialect spoken by 
the youngest generation of migration in Los Angeles. Hence, English borrowings 
are a socially fixed linguistic phenomenon.

Our surveys and interviews conducted with Mexicans enabled us to gather 91 
linguistic elements of English origin, which are generally known and frequently 
used by Mexican immigrants living in Los Angeles. In the study, those anglicisms 
that occurred in the speech of all six respondents, and were confirmed by the 
questionnaires, were perceived as borrowings. Some of the language elements 
presented in the research are adopted due to the influence of the first/primary 
language, that is Spanish. It should also be noted that the lexical elements listed 
in the following section are borrowings that do not exist in standard Spanish and 
they are not used by Mexicans in the country of origin.

5.3.2.1  Thematic classification of borrowings

Borrowings used by the Mexican community in Los Angeles can be divided into 
specific thematic groups. Borrowed nouns were extracted from the collected 
material and then grouped according to the semantic criterion. The contextual 
meaning of a given noun was the main point of reference for assignment to a spe-
cific group. To emphasise the processes of adaptation of borrowings, all graphical 
variants of the words are listed, the first being the most commonly used. Also, 
each example is presented together with its English source120.

The ten thematic centres are as follows:

 1) Fashion and lifestyle
 2) Sport
 3) Computers and technology
 4) Food and drink
 5) Society
 6) Music
 7) Locations
 8) Entertainment
 9) Work

 10) Health

 120 The methodology used is adopted from Sękowska (2008:15–12); Miodunka (1980). 
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FASHION AND LIFESTYLE

spang. panty/panti, eng. tights
spang. smoking/esmoquin, eng. tuxedo spang. nylon/nailon, eng. stockings spang. 

el top, eng. T-shirt
spang. piercing, eng. perforation

SPORT

spang. fútbol, eng. soccer
spang. básquetbol, eng. basketball spang. tenis, eng. tennis
spang. hockey, eng. hockey
spang. rugby, eng. rugby
spang. waterpolo, eng. water polo spang. golf, eng. golf
spang. surf, eng. surfing
spang. footing, eng. jogging spang. spinning, eng. cycling spang. gol, eng. goal
spang. crol, eng. crawl
spang. jonrón, eng. home run

COMPUTERS AND TECHNOLOGY

spang. estatística, eng. statistics
spang. email, eng. email
spang. post, eng. post
spang. chat, eng. online chatrooms
spang. clic, eng. click
spang. link, eng. connection/chain/online link spang. Internet, eng. Internet
spang. webcam, eng. webcam
spang. DVD, eng. DVD
spang. CD, eng. CD121

spang. GPS, eng. global positioning system spang. PC, eng. personal computer
spang. FAQ, eng. frequently asked questions spang. el mouse/el mause, eng. 

mouse
spang. rauter, eng. router
spang. fon, eng. phone
spang. cel, eng. cell phone

 121 Spanish: disco compacto; clearly the abbreviation is derived from English, otherwise 
it would be DC. 
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FOOD AND DRINK

spang. jamberger, eng. hamburger
spang. catering, eng. caterers
spang. whiskey/güisqui, eng. whiskey
spang. gin-tonic, eng. gin and tonic
spang. bloody Mary, eng. bloody Mary drink spang. cocktail/cóctel, eng. cocktail/

mixed drink spang. sandwich/sanduche, eng. sandwich spang. beicon/béicon/
bacon, eng. bacon

spang. picnic/ pícnic, eng. outdoor meal
spang. bol, eng. bowl
spang. lonche, eng. lunch
spang. frizer, eng. freezer

SOCIETY

spang. Yankee/Yanqui, eng. an American122

spang. snob/esnob, eng. snob
spang. gangster, eng. gangster
spang. hooligan, eng. trouble-making child/student spang. hippy, eng. hippy
spang. hacker, eng. hacker
spang. populaciones, eng. population
spang. rocker/rockero, eng. rock musician/fan spang. boyfriend, eng. boyfriend
spang. gangas, eng. gangs
spang. bilingualismo, eng. bilingualism

MUSIC

spang. jazz, eng. jazz
spang. funk, eng. funk
spang. blues, eng. style of music: blues
spang. pop, eng. style of music: pop
spang. punk, eng. style of music:  punk/person spang. house, eng. style of 

music: house
spang. heavy, eng. heavy metal music
spang. breakdance/breikdans, eng. breakdance

 122 Pejorative meaning.  
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LOCATIONS

spang. bar, eng. bar/pub
spang. club, eng. golf club/yacht club/nightclub spang. pub, eng. pub spang. 

camping, eng. campground/campsite/camping
spang. parking, eng. parking lot
spang. roofo/rufo, eng. roof
spang. traila, eng. trailer
spang. marqueta, eng. supermarket
spang. shopin/el shopping, eng. shopping mall
spang. mol, eng. mall

ENTERTAINMENT

spang. bestseller, eng. popular book
spang. comic, eng. comic strip/comic book spang. hobby, eng. hobby
spang. zapping, eng. channel surfing spang. el ticket, eng. ticket
spang. parti, eng. party
spang. librería, eng. library
spang. baica/baika, eng. Bike

WORK

spang. tax credit, eng. tax credit spang. tax sheet, eng. tax sheet
spang. boicot, eng. boycott spang. overbooking, eng. overbooking
spang. marketing, eng. marketing spang. el locker, eng. locker
spang. barman, eng. bartender
spang. bank holiday, eng. bank holiday/national holiday spang. bonus, eng.  

bonus
spang. boss, eng. boss/employer
spang. staff, eng. staff/personnel
spang. team, eng. team/group
spang. team leader, eng. team leader/supervisor
spang. work, eng. work/job
spang. worker, eng. worker/employee
spang. workplace, eng. workplace
spang. promotion, eng. promotion
spang. sale, eng. sale spang. voucher, eng. voucher
spang. letra, eng. letter balance, eng. balance
spang. la data, eng. data
spang. pincito, eng. little pin (a thin piece on metal) spang. deiof, eng. day off
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HEALTH

spang. bypass/by-pass, eng. heart bypass
spang. GP, eng. General Practitioner
spang. hospital, eng. hospital
spang. pill, eng. pill/tablet
spang. un referido, eng. referral
spang. oficinas de los doctors, eng. doctors’ offices spang. sala de emergencies, 

emergency room spang. desórdenes mentales, mental disorders

The analysis of the language material demonstrates that the most common 
English vocabulary is connected to cultural sphere (i.e. team, work, bank hol-
iday). Tab. 35 presents the figures and percentages related to the ten thematic 
groups of English loanwords in the dialect of Spanglish.

The research would also suggest that the anglicisms adopted by the Mexicans 
in Los Angeles satisfy primarily nominative needs. As a result of mass immi-
gration of Mexicans to the US, immigrants came to live in new, unfamiliar 
conditions. The settlers were unacquainted with many phenomena which were 
an integral part of the American reality. Hence, while learning new things and 
processes, Mexicans adopted the English names in their native language. In 
addition to the nominative need, the expansion of anglicisms is also due to 
other factors: the prestige of the English language, the frequency of use and the 
fact that anglicisms better reflect the reality of the place of residence. Snobbery 
is also one of the reasons that should not be excluded. It seems, however, that 
such motivation is rarely found among Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles.

Tab. 35: Thematic division of Spanglish words

Thematic centre Number of lexical items %
Fashion and lifestyle 5 4 %
Sport 13 11 %
Computers and technology 17 15 %
Food and drink 12 10 %
Society 11 9 %
Music 8 7 %
Locations 10 9 %
Entertainment 8 7 %
Work 24 21 %
Health 8 7 %
Total 116 100 %
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5.3.2.2  Quotations

The first stage of the impact of one language on another is called quotation123. 
Mexicans borrow elements from the English language in their original version 
as quotations, trying to recreate the English model as closely as possible. Quotes 
are words and phrases that Americans use both orally and in writing in the orig-
inal English form. As reproductive processes, they are characterised by a lack of 
grammatical determinants of adaptation. Both

Sękowska (2008:26–28) and Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:143) mention three types 
of quotes:

 1) quotes motivated by designation; these stem from the need to name a new 
phenomenon that does not have a counterpart in the Spanish language 
reality. This group also includes names (institutions, companies, offices, 
shops, schools, etc.);

 2) quotes motivated by culture; these allow the sender to express his/her attitude 
to the content, they reflect the reality of the country of settlement, its unique-
ness and specificity;

 3) quotes motivated by stylistics (lyrically); including interjections, particles, 
well-worn expressions.

Selected examples of quotes derived from the linguistic material are as follows:

 1) designation motivated quotes:
spang. GP124, example:  Arreglé con GP. (eng. I  made an appointment with 
the GP.)
spang. time sheet, example: Debe rellenar la hoja de time sheet. (eng. You must 
fill in the time sheet.)
spang. tax credit, example: Yo pago tax credit durante tres años. (eng. I have 
paid tax credit for 3 years.)
spang. payslip, example: Muéstrame tu payslip. (eng. Show me your payslip).

 2) culturally motivated quotes:
spang. fish, example: Me siento como fish. (eng. I feel like eating fish.)
spang. discount, example: ¿Tiene algún descount para estudiantes? (eng. Do 
you have any students’ discounts?)
spang. tea, example: Voy a tomar el tea e ir. (eng. I will drink tea and go.)

 123 Compare: Doroszewski (1938). 
 124 GP – acronym: general practitioner. 
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spang. price, example: Te voy a dar un buen price si quieres. (eng. I will give 
you a good price if you want.)
spang. home, example: Me quedo en home. (eng. I am staying home.)
spang. hospital, example:  Ella trabaja en un hospital. (eng. She works in 
hospital.)

 3) stylistically motivated quotes:
spang. whatever, example:  Whatever, cosa que diga va a estar bien, tengo 
hambre.
(eng. Whatever, just order something, I am starving.)
spang. you know, example: No encuentro trabajo me van a dar el beneficio, 
you know.
(eng. If I don’t find a job, they will give me dole, you know.)
spang. OMG125, example:  OMG! Este vestido es tan caro. (eng. OMG! This 
dress is so expensive.)
spang. never mind, example: Never mind, no quiera ir con usted. (eng. Never 
mind, I do not want to go with you.)
spang. maybe, example: No sé si voy a ir, maybe. (eng. I am not sure I will go 
with you, maybe.)
spang. BTW126, example:  By the way, has oído hablar de esta nueva 
película? (eng.
By the way, did you hear about this new movie?)
spang. ASAP127, example: Necesito esto ASAP. (eng. I need this ASAP.)

The examples presented in the conducted research, faithfully imitating the English 
originals, consist only a part of the collected linguistic material. Nevertheless, it 
is worth mentioning that all of the adjectives presented in the study have been 
adopted as quotations and retained the original English spelling; they have not 
been subject to morphological adaptation. As is visible in the examples presented 
below, all of them are also culturally motivated quotations:

spang. Mi novio habló con ella. Estoy jealous! (eng. My boyfriend talked with her. 
I am so jealous!)

spang. No quiero hablar. Estoy tired. (eng. I do not want to speak. I am tired.)

 125 OMG – acronym: oh my God. 
 126 BTW – acronym: by the way. 
 127 ASAP – acronym: as soon as possible. 
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spang. ¿Qué estamos haciendo esta noche? He terminado el trabajo que (…). Estoy 
free! (eng. What are we doing in the evening? I finished my work (…). I’m free!)

spang. ¿Qué estás haciendo? ¿estás crazy? (eng. What are you doing? Are you 
crazy?)

As indicated by Mańczak-Wohlfeld (1992:16), after quotes the next stage of 
language contact is the process of adaptation of borrowings. Sękowska divides 
adopted words into simple (nouns, verbs, adjectives) and complex (expressions). 
In what follows two types of adaptation will be discussed:  phonological and 
morphological.

5.3.2.3  Phonological adaptation

Both Haugen (1956:231) and Orsi (2008:45) list three certain stages of linguistic 
adaptation:

 1) The first stage: a bilingual speaker pronounces a newly borrowed word, in the 
form closest to the original;

 2) The second stage: other users of language pronounce the word in a way that 
is adapted to the phonological system of the first/primary language;

 3) The third stage: the word is commonly used by monolingual speakers; due to 
its systematised use in all aspects of life it receives a full status as part of the 
lexicon.

From the wealth of data gained during the research study, one core theme can 
be identified:  the second stage, during which phonological adaptation occurs, 
is most often the last stage (the third stage is not reached). Hence, most of the 
anglicisms are used only by Mexican immigrants: not being incorporated into 
the standard language, they are also non-existent in monolingual speech.

According to Orsi (2008:45), in Spanglish, English words and expressions may 
lose their non-Spanish identity. In fact, the way in which they are pronounced 
is changed; they more noticeably conform to Spanish phonology, and words fre-
quently appear in written form spelt in accordance with Spanish orthography. 
Among the most frequent forms of phonological and orthographic adaptations 
are the following:

 1) Addition of a final vowel: spang. bosa, eng. boss spang. rufo, eng. roof spang. 
caucho, eng. couch spang. norsa, eng. nurse spang. ganga, eng. gang

 2) Addition of a final vowel and shift of stress to the penultimate syllable:
spang. marqueta [malkkta], eng. market
spang. furnitura [fulnit~ira], eng. furniture
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spang. carpeta [kalpkta], eng. carpet
 3) Change of/r/to [l]  in syllable final position:

spang. norsa [nolsa], eng. nurse
spang. frizer [frisel], eng. freezer spang. army [almi], eng. army
spang. foreman [folman], eng.foreman
spang. mister [mihtel], eng. mister

 4) Change of [m]  to [g] in final position:
spang. overtime [obeltayg], eng. overtime
spang. room [rug], eng. room

 5) Reduction of clusters or omission of a final consonant:
spang. lipstick [lihti], eng. lipstick
spang. saibo [saybol], eng. sideboard
spang. department store [deparmenehtol], eng. department store
spang. sweater, [suera]128, eng. sweater

 6) Ephenthesis:
spang. gauchiman, eng. watchman

 7) Interpretation of ge as [he]:
spang. tinager [tinahel], eng. teenager

The examples listed above are the most common variants of pronunciation. 
Nonetheless, it is crucial to note that in some cases Mexican immigrants may 
pronounce the adopted words differently.

5.3.2.4  Morphological adaptation

Based on the respondents’ vivid quotes and comments, many of the Spanglish-
related expressions are related to morphological, a.k.a. grammatical, adap-
tation closely linked to both graphical and phonological ones. This issue is 
profoundly examined by Sękowska (2008:23), who has provided a descrip-
tive account of the morphological processes resulting in incorporation of 
a borrowed form into the syntax schema of a language. According to the 
author’s estimates, adaptation is performed by substituting the grammatical 
particles present in the foreign words with grammatical particles (suffixes and 

 128 Interestingly, the attested spelling [suera] stems from articulatory similarities between 
Spanish/r/, which is a single-tap voiced alveolar, and the English voiced variant of/t/in 
intervocalic position, which is voiced alveolar stop. Thus, as Orsi (2008:46) and Nash 
(1970:224) cogently argue, an English-speaking person with voiced/t/may make no 
distinction between latter and ladder. In such cases, the speaker of Spanglish hears/r/, 
and as a result he/she uses the r grapheme. 
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inflections) transferred from the native language. That is why one may assume 
that the purpose and function of morphological adaptation (flectional and 
formative) is to modify the forms of foreign words, so that they occur in the 
contexts of the native language. To put it succinctly, the aforementioned pro-
cess is connected to grammatical adaptation.

Data collected by Mańczuk-Wohlfeld (2008:114–116) correspond to 
Sękowska’s assertion that morphological adaptation may be divided into 
inflectional and word formative. As both researchers contend, the process 
that occurs first is inflectional adaptation and latter formative  – not vice 
versa. Furthermore, nouns, not verbs, are most frequently the subject of mor-
phological adaptation. Indeed, as many linguists emphasise, the majority of 
borrowings are nouns (Błasiak-Tytuła 2011; Hoffmann 1991; Mamzer 2002). 
In fact, this assertion is consistent with the lexical material gathered among 
Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles. As many as 65 % of borrowings constitute 
nouns, 19 % verbs, 11 % consist of adjectives, and 5 % of other parts of speech. 
As illustrated above, adjectives constitute a very small proportion of the accu-
mulated material.

Drawing further from the collected data, it is evident that nouns and verbs 
in Spanglish adopt the morphological characteristics and inflections of Spanish 
words. Perhaps the most persistent example is the use of both the feminine ar-
ticles la and las and the masculine articles el and los by Spanglish speakers. In 
fact, not only do those articles agree in number and gender with their nouns, but 
also some of them adopt the gender of the Spanish words they replace (el rufo129 
instead of el techo)130.

 129 Eng. roof. 
 130 Exceptions include: la marqueta (also la marketa), which replaced el mercado, and el 

window, replacing la ventana (Nash 1970:226–227). 

Tab. 36: Gender and number assignments to English nouns in Spanglish (own elaboration 
based on the Skype interviews)

Singular 
masculine

Plural 
masculine

Singular 
feminine

Plural 
feminine

English Spanish

- - la troka las trokas the truck la camioneta
- - la jaiwei las jaiweis the highway la autopista
el rufo los rufos - - the roofs los techos
el lonche los noches - - the lunch el almuerzo
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Furthermore, numerous nouns appear in both masculine and feminine forms, 
following the pattern of gender marking in such pairs as la hermana (sister) and 
el hermano (brother), for instance la bosa and el bos (boss) (Tab. 36 above).

Going back to the Mexican immigrants’ comments, as illustrated in Tab. 37, 
it seems that verbs in Spanglish are created by addition to the productive infini-
tive of the suffixes ar, -ear, and –iar, a.k.a. infinitive markers. New verbal forms 
reflect the everyday life activities that are the primary source of Spanglish vocab-
ulary. If used in written form, these new formations may adopt various spellings, 
depending on either the speaker’s familiarity with the English form or the 
frequency of adaptation occurrence. Indeed, numerous common expressions, as 
well as words, for example parquear (to park), have a well-established ortho-
graphic format, which is visible within all social classes. Others are in a state of 
flux with regard to spelling, but not pronunciation.

According to the interviewees, at home, one hears bakear (to bake), mopear 
(to mop), heatear (to heat), freezear (to freeze), vacuunear (to vacuum); in the 
office: taipear (to type), chequear (to check); and in sports, pitchear (to pitch), 
catchear (to catch), hitear (to hit), trainear (to train), bowlear (to bowl). One may 
also hear lonchear (to eat lunch), flirtear (to flirt), and many other new creations 
appearing each day with no loss of intelligibility.

Surprisingly, as depicted in the table below, the most frequent ending to mark 
the infinitive in Spanglish is not -ar using an English root verb but rather -ear. 
Apparently, Spanglish was subject to adaptation by adding <e> to the -ar infin-
itive marker.

Moreover, among the six informants, the affix [-eando] was used in a similar 
way to English -ing while creating the progressive forms of verbs. For example, 
this correspondence was visible in one of the participants comments: “Yo estoy 
chateando con mi madre […]” (eng. I am chatting with my mom […]).

The conclusions regarding the processes of adaptation of the English lexemes 
by Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles presented in this section do not fully 

Tab. 37: Examples of infinitives in Spanglish

Spanglish English Spanish
Liquear to leak Perder
Chatear to chat Charlar
Bakear to bake Cocción
Formatear to format dar forma
Nerdear to do things nerds do actuar como 

un nerd
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cover the adaptation phenomenon but rather indicate some selected issues. 
Borrowings are one of the features of Mexican bilingual speech which are 
spontaneously absorbed and adopted into the Spanglish dialect. As a result 
of the described adaptation processes occurring at various levels of language, 
borrowings become Spanglish lexemes.

5.3.3  Code-switching

Prior to analysing the structure of Spanglish, it is critical to clearly define the 
most distinctive feature of Spanish-English bilingualism:  code-switching (CS) 
(see:  section 2.3 Code-switching). Quantitative analysis of code-transversion 
discourse among bilinguals has revealed different scholarly classifications of 
code-switching. Indeed, the multifaceted nature of this phenomenon, coupled 
with the numerous disciplines investigating it, have made a single definition 
all but impossible. Nevertheless, the current study follows Poplack’s (2015:1) 
classification of code-switching, which refers to “the mixing, by bilinguals, or 
multilinguals, of two or more languages in discourse, often with no change of 
interlocutor or topic”.

The author further acknowledges that such mixing may be present at any level 
of linguistic structure, yet it is its occurrence within the confines of a single sen-
tence, constituent, or even word, that has attracted most linguistic attention.

Other linguists agree:  one area in which bilingualism concomitants of 
language are keenly expressed is in the bilingual’s sense that there is no greater 
significance than the one related to the speakers’ usage of linguistic and com-
munication skills creating hybrid competence, which occurs when the speaker 
uses two or more languages in a single conversation (Gonzalez 2008:80). This 
phenomenon is also described by Polish researchers as code-switching (Błasiak-
Tytuła 2011:159; Gabryś-Barker 2007:15; Skowron-Nalborczyk 2003:42).

Accordingly, Hoffmann (1991:110) has also written extensively on the code 
transition processes. The author contends that “the most general description of 
code-switching is that it involves the alternate use of two languages or linguistic 
varieties within the same utterance or during the same conversation”.

One of the first authors who wrote about CS was Vogt (qtd in in Błasiak-
Tytuła 2011:160), who in 1954 perceived this process not as a linguistic but more 
a psychological phenomenon. However, according to Haugen (1956:231), this 
presumption rests on a rather peculiar, erroneous view, and the author defines 
code-switching in terms of linguistics by pointing out that it “[…] occurs when 
a bilingual introduces a completely unassimilated word from another language 
into his speech”.
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Contemporary studies conducted by Costa (2003) and Meuter (2005) investi-
gate code-switching in terms of the mechanisms causing the changes. Furthering 
this notion, many scholars focus not only on the choice of language and struc-
ture, but also on access to the lexical vocabulary of bilingual speakers (Ducar 
2004; Franceschini 1998; Riehl 2005; Tabouret-Keller 1995).

There are various reasons for changing the language code during communi-
cation. It is changed due to different motives and on various levels of expression 
(discourse, sentence, word or morpheme). Skowron-Nalborczyk (2003:42) lists 
the following factors determining the change of code: interlocutor, social role, 
domain (the context of use), subject, place, channel of communication, type of 
interaction, phatic function131.

Gumperz and Hernandez (1969:2) further argue that the phenomenon of 
CS occurs each time that the language of a minority group interacts with the 
language of the majority as a result of rapid change in the social situation. A sim-
ilar line of thought runs through the writing of many other scholars, who by 
adopting the sociolinguistic point of view in the study of CS, distinguish situa-
tional and metaphorical CS (Blom and Gumperz 2000:49).

According to the authors, situational CS refers to a case where a bilingual 
person, depending on the situation, selects the appropriate language code. 
Therefore, situational CS is related to the relationship between language and the 
social situation. Hence, the language code changes together with the change of 
social situation. One example would be the arrival of a new interlocutor: when 
an American person joins a conversation between two Mexican immigrants 
conducted either in Spanish or Spanglish, the Mexicans change the language 
code from Spanish/Spanglish to English.

Metaphorical CS concerns the use of two languages in one and the same social 
situation. It is related to, for example, a change of the topic of conversation. In 
other words, depending on the subject of the discussion, participants choose a 
proper language code. One example of metaphorical CS is a situation in which 
bilinguals use their L1 while talking about their families, yet they turn to L2 

 131 Phatic function is one of the six constitutive elements of verbal communication. 
The other functions being: referential, emotive, poetic, conative, and metalingual. 
According to Jakobson (1960:350), the phatic function “is the part of communication 
which keeps open the line of communication itself; it is the means by which two or 
more speakers reassure themselves that not only are they being listened to, but they 
are also being understood”. Examples of this function during conversation include 
such common phrases as “Are you with me? Do you know what I mean?” (Jakobson 
1960:350–377). 
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while talking about work. Indeed, the bilinguals’ comments suggest that the 
topic of conversation very often influences their choice of language; during con-
versation about work-related issues Mexican immigrants change linguistic code 
from Spanish to English.

Research on the use of two or more linguistic codes in speech or writing can 
be divided into two directions: structural and sociolinguistic (Boztepe 2003:1–27). 
The structural line of research focuses on the aspect of grammatical CS, while 
according to sociolinguistic research CS appears primarily as a phenomenon 
of discourse that is focused on social factors in the use of two language codes. 
Therefore, since the change of linguistic code may occur both in a long con-
versation and in a short expression, binary tendencies are to be acknowledged 
within the literature devoted to CS: code-switching may be either intersentential 
or intrasentential132.

Inter-sentential code-switching involves switches from one language to 
another between sentences, for instance:  “I’m fine. ¿Tú como estás?”. As illus-
trated by the example, a whole sentence, or more than one sentence, is produced 
entirely in one language before there is a switch to the other linguistic system. 
Intrasentential code-switching occurs within the same sentence or fragment, for 
example:  “I visit mi abuelo on the weekends” (Milroy and Muysken 1995:56; 
Myers-Scotton 1993:210).

Some researchers suggest yet another, third type of CS referred to as tag-
switching, which involves insertion of common expression from another 
language: “No lo haré, no way!” eng.

I will not do it, no way! (Romaine 1995:71).
Supported by his research, Muysken (2000:221) acknowledges three strategies 

of changing the language code:

 1) Alternation:  alternation between the structures of languages A  and 
B. Structure A - B.

 2) Insertion:  insertion of elements (i.e. words) from one language to another. 
A  single element of language B is incorporated into the structure of 
A. Structure A - B - A.

 3) Congruent lexicalisation: grammatical structure is common to the languages 
A  and B; elements from both languages appear with various frequency. 
Structure: A - B - A - B.

 132 Compare: Romaine (1995); Dussias (2002).  
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As far as bilingual writing is concerned, the underlying hypothesis of this 
research was that social media would display similar types of socio-pragmatic 
functions. The classification offered here groups switches into those three cate-
gories that will shortly be discussed. Tab. 38 summarises the number of switches 
present in each Skype and Facebook conversation analysed for each category.

Returning to reflection on code-switching, vivid quotes from the six Mexican 
respondents residing in Los Angeles, Gabriela, María, José, Daniel, Alejandra 
and Ernesto, add a vibrant human dimension to this account by illustrating 
the examples of all three types of strategies to change the code of language. It 
should be noted, however, that the most frequent processes used are alterna-
tion and insertion. Congruent lexicalisation was less commonly noted during 
the research.

Alternation. Supported by their research, many scholars investigating Spanish-
English language alternation have adopted two different perspectives:  social 
and linguistic. In fact, the vast part of the former body of study was focused 
on the social attitudes regarding the phenomenon of Spanish-English alterna-
tion as part of the construct of a multicultural identity. The notion most fre-
quently addressed within this field of studies is the attitudes maintained by either 
Spanish or English speakers towards the use of mixed utterances.

Yet, another nuance of this subject occurs when Spanglish is contrasted with 
linguistic purity and thus marked as being a corruption of both English and 
Spanish; its use is associated with the lower social classes. As was described by 
the former president of the North American Academy of the Spanish Language, 
Odón Betanzos Palacios, Spanglish “is an unnecessary and ignorant creation 
that constitutes a temporary problem” (qtd in Ducar 2004:40). Running parallel 
and interrelated to Odón’s notion of Spanglish, Lipski (2004:32) argues that the 
stigma related to the negative assessments about Spanglish is aimed at ignoring 
language variation. What yet another researcher adds is that “explicitly nega-
tive assessments of U.S. varieties of Spanish are still shockingly frequent, with 
academia being one key site where the sanitising of U.S. Spanish is carried out” 
(Ardila 2007:37).

Nonetheless, the majority of the authors who have approached this linguistic 
phenomenon in this century disagree with the critics by considering the use of 

Tab. 38: Number of switches in Skype/Facebook conversations

Alternation Insertion Congruent lexicalisation Total
226 298 105 629
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Spanish-English language alternation as the construction of an original commu-
nication system for a new social group (Ducar 2004; Otheguy 2009). Drawing 
largely from the polemic writings presented by Stavans (2003:45), many authors 
not only endorse the use of Spanglish, but also emphasise the outcome of this lin-
guistic manifestation, which is a new identity in the United States. Nevertheless, 
Stavans’ translation of Miguel de Cervantes’s Don Quijote has been confronted 
with strong criticism expressed by Lipski (2004:20):

“This grotesque creation not only contains numerous syntactic violations of 
code-switching, but also phonotactically unlikely combinations in either language […], 
and phonetic imitation of popular or uneducated Spanish […] reinforce the notion that 
only uneducated people speak Spanglish.”

Perceiving Spanish-English language alternation from a sociological point of 
view suggests that the alternation mirrors attitude, context of use, as well as a 
strong degree of identity (community-based) (Ardila 2007; Lipski 2004; Nash 
1970; Otheguy 2009; Poplack 2015).

While there is little consensus in the literature over which features of Spanish-
English alternations should be under the label CS, Muysken (2000:7) offers 
the following graphical representation of alternation, in which A/B refers to 
languages, a/b are their linguistic elements (i.e. words):

An example of Spanish-English CS of A – B structure is as follows:

CS  I am    feliz    all the time. 
A I am   happy   all the time 

B Estoy   feliz    todo el tiempo.  

As indicated by Fig. 47, a constituent from language A, with words from the 
same linguistic system, is followed by a constituent from language B, with words 

A B

a b

Fig. 47: Alternation (Muysken 2000:7) 
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from that language. Thus, the language of the constituent dominating A and B 
remains unspecified.

Gabryś-Barker (2007:17) refers to this type of alternation as full-sentence, 
longer CS. However, this phenomenon is not based on insertion of a for-
eign lexeme but on the alternate occurrence of two different languages. 
Accordingly, this process is also commonly described as alternational CS 
(Muysken 2000:40) since during alternation, a complete change of language 
code takes place, which is applied to both the lexis and grammar. In fact, 
Gardner-Chloros (2009:104) provides even greater clarity towards under-
standing this process, by stating that “alternation occurs when there is com-
patibility of the two grammars, or at least equivalence at the point where the 
switch occurs”.

The research conducted on Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles reveals that 
alternation is a common strategy of mixing language codes. Building on closer 
analysis of the participants’ narratives about personal experience of Spanglish, it 
can also be presumed that the sociolinguistic aspect is of the uppermost impor-
tance. Mexican immigrants very often use Spanish and English alternation. Here 
are some fragments of conversation using social media, in which alternational 
CS was used:

Example 1: Conversation between two friends:

Martina: I was learning whole day!!!But enough already.
Lucia: Ya basta. (Stop it) It’s a Friday, it’s summer and I feel like dancing. O como dicen en 

México, es viernes y el cuerpo lo sabe. (As they said in Mexico, it is Friday and the body 
knows it)

Martina: Ya basta with the news. We need #PaisaZumba.
Lucia: Ok but where should we go???
Martina: No lo sé. (I don’t know)
Lucia: Maybe to the Paulo’s disco? ¿Querrías bailar conmigo? (Will you dance with me?)
Martina: D Sure!

Example 2. Conversation between a girlfriend and her boyfriend:

Daniela: ¡Hola! (Hi!) How are you darling?
Lucas: ¡Hola querida! (Hi my darling!) Bien gracias, and you?
Daniela: I’m OK.  ¡Tanto tiempo sin verte! (I didn’t see you for such a long time!)
Lukas: Maybe we will see this weekend? I will finish earlier. Maybe I will ask my boss for a 

day off
Daniela: ¡Buena suerte! (Good luck!) He will never let you go before Christmas
Lukas: ¡No se preocupe! (Don’t worry!) We will figure something out
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Example 3. Conversation between friends:

Ernesto:  ¿Qué tal? (How are you?) When do you have this bizz trip? Anne:  Next week. 
But I still have a lot to do. Necesito ayuda  (I need help) Ernesto: Will your boss come 
with you?

Anne: Nope, only Andre.
Ernesto: ¿Quièn? (Who?)
Anne: He works in Legals [Legal Department]. Going out together to integrate with the pack 

today. Maybe you will join us?
Ernesto: I can’t.
Anne: ¿Por què? (Why?)
Ernesto: Seeing Anna today. ¡Diviértete! (Have fun!) 
Anne: You, too. Hasta luego. (See you later)

Insertion. The second strategy of code-switching is to add a second/other 
language element. Many researchers refer to this process as insertional CS, a.k.a. 
classic CS133

(Gabryś-Barker 2007:290; Muysken 2000:8). In one additional study, Myers-
Scotton’s (2006:240–242) analysis of the classic type of CS has received schol-
arly attention since, as the author states, “codes witching includes elements 
from two (or more) language varieties in the same clause, but only one of 
these varieties is the source of the morphosyntactic frame for the clause”  
(2006:241).

Muysken (2000:7) further comments on the subject under discussion 
by offering the following graphical representation of the insertion process 
(Fig. 48):

 133 In point of fact, in her research, Gabryś-Barker (2007:290) also often refers to this 
type of CS as intersentential. 

A B A

a ab

Fig. 48: Insertion (Muysken 2000:7)
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In this situation, a single constituent B (with words b from the same language) 
is inserted into a structure defined by language A, with words a from that 
language. Insertion can be found in the example presented below:

CS
A Are you busy?

Are you busy?
Can I help you? 

¿Puedo ayudarle? 

B ¿Estás ocupado? ¿Puedo ayudarle?  

For code-mixing of the insertional type a theoretical framework is created 
by Myers Scotton’s (1993:3) Matrix Language Frame (MLF) model, in which 
the matrix language134 constituent order and matrix language functional cat-
egories are assumed to dominate a clause. Furthermore, this model crucially 
combines the idea that there is an asymmetrical relation between the matrix 
and the embedded language in the code-switching situation. In point of fact, 
the content morpheme can be inserted into mixed constituents, when con-
gruent with the matrix language categories, while the function morpheme 
cannot.

A further important insight emerging from Myers-Scotton’s MLF model is 
that there is no essential difference between mixing and borrowing at the level 
of morphosyntactic integration. Indeed, the model described above rests on 
the supposition that mixed sentences have an identifiable base, that is matrix 
language (ML), something that may or may not stand for separate bilingual 
corpora. Hence, as yet another author claims, there is always an asymmetry 
between the ML and the embedded language (EL) since these elements are 
grammatically and phonetically modified (Gabryś-Barker 2007:297). Other 
authors agree that the key concept of the MLF model is asymmetry (Alvarez 
1998:440; Meuter 2005:349; Oberg 1960:142–146), which is based on the 
domination of the ML over the EL; the former determines the structure of 
the latter. As Myers-Scotton further explains (1993:3): “Code-switching […] 
is the selection by bilinguals or multilinguals of forms from an embedded 
variety (or varieties) in utterances of a matrix variety during the same 
conversation”.

 134 Matrix language is the dominant language into which elements from the embedded 
language are inserted (Gabryś-Barker 2007:296). Matrix language is also referred to 
as base language (Myers-Scotton 1993:20) or host language (Muysken 2000:7). 
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Indeed, the multiplicity of ideas that come directly from historical and con-
temporary studies reveals that code-switching is a highly complex and structured 
occurrence composed of sociolinguistic strategies, which envelop a syntactical 
system with very real constraints (Rothman and Rell 2005:523). Perhaps one of 
the most widely recognised concepts in this regard is the Equivalence Constraint, 
which stipulates that codes will switch at points where the morpho-syntactical 
and phonetic integrity of either language is not altered. In accordance with the 
Equivalence Constraint, the following alternation can be considered grammatical:

 (1) The student brought the homework para la profesora.
 (2) Sometimes I’ll start a sentence in Spanish y termino en Español.

Building on previous works, Myers-Scotton (1993:35–46) and Poplack (1980:2) 
have offered yet another crucial constraint: the Free Morpheme Constraint, which 
prohibits the intraword mixing of morphemes. In fact, combining a bound mor-
pheme and a lexical form is not allowed unless the lexical form has been inte-
grated into the language of the bound morpheme. As the authors argue, this 
constraint has stood the test of time and it explains why the sentences (3) and 
(4) are unacceptable:

 (3) Estamos talk-ando.
[We] are talking.

 (4) Al llegar, me di cuenta que ellos estaban leave-iendo.
Upon arriving, I realised that they were already leaving.

To sum up, insertion is a strategy that is adapted in order to change the lin-
guistic code, which occurs in the speech of a bilingual person as often as alter-
nation. The following examples illustrate the classic type of CS reported during 
interviews with the Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles:

Creo que estoy in love.
(I think I am -//-).
¿Where lo compraste?
(-//- did you buy it?)
Dame esas fotos porque las chicas chasing me desde la mañana.
(Give me those photos because girls -//- me from the morning.)
¡Te deseo all the best!
(I wish you -//-!)
Siempre están juntos - él es su alma soulmate.
(They are always together, he is her -//-.)

The study of the Mexican immigrants also reveals that they often insert English 
lexicon into the structure of the Spanish language. The dominant language is 
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by far Spanish:  the matrix language is Spanish while English is the embedded 
language. Yet, in the linguistic material that was collected, three examples of 
reverse asymmetry were observed, where the dominant language is English:

It was really nice to have gone and spent some time with la familia.
(-//- with family)
We had a kick-ass pachanga for Anna.
(-//- dance -//-)
Dios mío, I don’t have a job right now.
(Oh God, -//-)

Congruent lexicalisation. As the analysis of Spanglish reveals, a large number of 
the dysfluent mixing examples coincide with instances of fluent code-switching 
characterised as congruent lexicalisation, in particular the notion of “words 
inserted more or less randomly” (Muysken 2000:8). From the wealth of data pro-
vided, two reasons for this apparent randomness of the linguistic blend can be 
identified: (1) shared structures between the two languages and (2) limited profi-
ciency in the second language resulting in “filling in the gaps” by means of words 
from the speakers’ first language. In fact, this gap-filling process occurs freely 
when there is also at least some shared knowledge of the speakers’ first language. 
Surprisingly enough, the more or less random nature of language mixing is at 
least as apparent in the dysfluent cases investigated here as in any of the examples 
of fluent bilingual language mixing presented by scholars who have adopted con-
gruent lexicalisation as a category of code-switching.

Such an approach has been subsequently problematised by many researchers 
creating interesting possibilities for enquiries in the field of bilingualism. Given 
that, Muysken (2000:8) provides the following graphical record of congruent 
lexicalisation:

As Fig.  49 illustrates, the grammatical structure is shared by languages A 
and B, and words from both languages a and b are inserted more or less ran-
domly. As Lipski (2004:2) cogently argues, such a process usually appears when 
the two languages that are in contact with each other are typologically similar. 

A/B

a ab b

Fig. 49: Congruent lexicalisation (Muysken 2000:8) 
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Thus, the more similar the languages are in terms of vocabulary, the more fre-
quently congruent lexicalisation occurs. Nevertheless, this assumption does not 
mean that there is no possibility of congruent lexicalisation occurring during 
the contact of two typologically different linguistic systems. In such a case, the 
process is less common when compared to the previous two strategies, that is, 
alternation and insertion. Research on the Spanish-English speech of Mexican 
immigrants allowed us to note numerous examples of the phenomenon of con-
gruent lexicalisation:

Este city es un big traffic (sic!).
(In the -//- is -//-)
Fue the best vacaciones ever (sic!).
(It was -//- holidays -//-)
Usted y su boyfriend está together en el certificado.
(You and your -//- are -//- on the certificate.)

While some academic research has been conducted on alternation, the majority 
of linguists’ positions as researchers and educators is woven into articulation 
of the mechanisms of insertion and congruent lexicalisation. Perhaps one of 
the most widely recognised reasons in this regard is the resemblance of those 
phenomena to the process of borrowing, specifically to lexical borrowings. As 
a result, many authors are against distinguishing between these two linguistic 
processes, since, as some researchers argue, there is no clear boundary between 
CS and borrowings (Myers-Scotton 1993; Otheguy 2009). Nonetheless, Poplack 
(1980) disagrees with this view by advocating that there is, indeed, a clear differ-
ence between lexical borrowings and CS.

However, it is most often believed that lexical borrowings are elements of 
a given linguistic system that are conveyed and gradually adapted to a dif-
ferent language structure. CS, on the other hand, involves switching from one 
language to another in terms of different parts of speech during the conversation 
of interlocutors speaking both languages. In the same vein, borrowings occur 
in other contexts of communication than the phenomenon of code-switching. 
These include speakers who do not need to be bilingual to understand the mes-
sage (Gabryś-Barker 2007:295). Analogously to the above statement Grosjean 
(2008:44) views code-switching as “a complete shift to the other language for 
a word, a phrase, or a sentence whereas a borrowing is a morpheme, word, 
or short expression taken from the less activated language and adapted mor-
phosyntactically (and sometimes phonologically) to the base language”. In the 
speech of Mexican bilingual immigrants in Los Angeles, borrowings are treated 
as a part of the linguistic system stemming from English; not only are they 
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socially consolidated, but they also create a lexical resource in their Spanish 
dialect.

Yet another nuance of this subject occurs when CS is contrasted with 
interferences. Some authors unanimously agree that the phenomenon of code-
mixing is a negative result of Spanish-English language contact. According to 
Lipińska (2003:127), the phenomenon is pejorative due to the fact that speakers 
pay less attention to linguistic and grammatical correctness. Moreover, as the 
author adds, interference is caused by an inadequate mastery of a second/other 
linguistic system. Along the same lines, code-switching, according to Gardner-
Chloros (2009:110), may result from and reinforce a lack of words and phrases, 
especially when they are new and unknown. This is due to poor or inadequate 
knowledge of a second language and the inability to translate a specific phrase 
into the second/other linguistic system.

Still, as both Poplack (1980:614) and Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:169) point out 
people who are learning a second language abroad do not forget their first 
language even though it is less frequently used. In fact, studies conducted on 
Spanish-speaking individuals acquiring English language in the USA have 
shown that during the acquisition of the second/other language words from the 
first/primary language may be suppressed so that recalling them while commu-
nicating will not hinder communication in the second language.

It is erroneous to claim that the ability to alternate the use of two linguistic 
codes is the result of lack of language competence in one or both linguistic codes. 
This phenomenon should be treated as a bilingual way of communication. CS is 
an ability that requires high proficiency in both languages, comments Poplack 
(1980:615). Bullock and

Toribio (qtd in Błasiak-Tytuła 2011:169) agree: “[…] CS does not represent 
a breakdown in communication, but reflects the skilful manipulation of two 
language systems for various communicative functions”.

Many of the arguments presented based on the speech of the six Mexican 
immigrants (see:  section 5.2 Individual bilingualism) have shown that they 
are proficient in both Spanish and English; however, a specific feature of their 
speech is the phenomenon of CS. In the process of communication with bilin-
gual immigrants in Los Angeles, they often make changes in the language code, 
and their CS is sometimes highly diversified. Thus, the research presented does 
not confirm the thesis of low language competence of bilingual people in the 
process of changing the language code.

To conclude, an examination of the phenomenon of bilingual contact in the 
context of the Mexican-American diaspora in Los Angeles problematises some 
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of the disputes and, at the same time, exposes the myths that oversimplify such a 
complex process, converting it into a stigmatised and denigrated practice.

What becomes immediately apparent upon investigating immigrants of 
Mexican origin in Los Angeles, is that Spanglish is spoken by immigrants from 
different social and educational background. A key component of the sociolin-
guistic modelling framework is that the economic and employment conditions 
of the Mexican-American community encourage strong protective bonds to 
their cultural and language practices. Nevertheless, the growing importance of 
English proficiency to this community must not be undervalued, as much for 
economic needs as for the new cultural prospects explored by the subsequent 
and younger generations.

Furthermore, the multitude of data coming directly from the analysis of 
Spanglish features presented above exhibits its characteristic aspects, such as 
the presence of local lexical items that are often of English origin, and whose 
morphologies and meanings are often unknown outside the local area. Spanglish 
also consists of both linguistic and conceptual parts from the English-speaking 
world. While communicating, Mexican immigrants in the USA frequently switch 
between English and Spanish, following clear rules and well-studied bilingual 
speech patterns.

Summary
This chapter is devoted to the analysis of linguistic material collected from 
Spanglish speaking community in Los Angeles. It provides knowledge about 
three main characteristics of Spanglish bilingual speech: language interference, 
borrowings and code-switching. These phenomena are systematised and the cri-
teria for their classification are indicated. What is more, Chapter 5 presents not 
only a review of the aspects which contribute to language choice at the commu-
nity level, but it also discusses patterns of linguistic choice from the speakers’ 
perspective.

 

 



Conclusions

“Language is one of the most important aspects of culture. 
Without language we could not hope to live peacefully 
with other cultures.”

(Kendall 2008:335)

In the context of Mexican assimilation in the structure of the Los Angeles com-
munity, cultural contacts and bilingualism are becoming a more and more 
intriguing issue for modern-day linguistic studies. Nevertheless, the data on 
Mexican-American bilingualism, as well as Spanglish use in Los Angeles, exem-
plify the dearth of research prevalent in contemporary scientific discourse. The 
lack of recent in-depth analysis of the Los Angeles Mexican diaspora coupled 
with the personal life experiences of the immigrant community influenced the 
particular interest of the present dissertation in this subject.

The approach adopted in the above study allowed for a multifaceted, although 
not yet comprehensive and final, analysis of the phenomenon of bilingualism 
and its results in the form of code-mixing processes. Clearly, the investigation is 
limited in a number of ways due to both the complex and broad subject of the 
study. Thus, although analysis of the empirical material collected enabled verifi-
cation of the research assumptions, the results allowed us only to formulate cer-
tain generalisations on a specific group of immigrants that may not be, however, 
decisive and conclusive for all Mexican-American bilinguals.

As a widespread linguistic contact phenomenon, any approach adopted to 
examine the features and aspects present in Spanglish must be based on an inte-
grated attitude which takes into consideration many linguistic sub-fields. Indeed, 
research ought to be characterised by an interdisciplinary approach by taking into 
account social, ethnographical, linguistic, cultural and psycholinguistic variables. 
Empirical evidence should be presented through a combination of both natural-
istic data, laboratory tasks, ethnographical and sociocultural factors. Only in this 
way can accurate description and explanations of the Spanish-English mixture 
be put forward to reflect the actual tapestry of Spanglish alternation.

The preliminary results, based largely on the diversity of scientific definitions 
of the phenomenon of bilingualism as well as its public assessment, described in 
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the theoretical part, exhibit the existence of different and extreme interpretations 
of this common phenomenon.

More to the point, in defining bilingualism, two main criteria are to be dis-
tinguished, that is: (1) the criterion of competence and (2) the criterion of use.

However, none of the existing definitions offers an ultimate explanation of 
bilingualism, which in turn, results in a new trend discernible in contemporary 
linguistics: due to the intrinsic difficulty in trying to measure a concept as elusive 
as bilingualism, the phenomenon is described rather than defined.

Drawing largely from the research on the linguistic characteristics of both 
bilingualism and Spanglish, one may conclude that Spanglish, is a form of 
bilingualism and by acknowledging the fact that bilingualism is a process, 
not a permanent situation, it may be perceived as a continuum with different 
forms for different units. Those units are often characterised by varying degrees 
of linguistic and communicative competence in L1 and L2. It is also vital to 
emphasise the existence of not only various levels of bilingualism, but also its 
numerous types. Speakers who are bilingual can be classified according to their 
fluency and linguistic competence in both languages, the situational context, 
age, manner of acquisition, as well as based on the hypothesised processing 
mechanisms.

Likewise, it is important to understand that a truly bilingual person has com-
petence in both linguistic codes (also often in a third language system which 
is a blend of these two languages, such as Spanglish) suitable for his/her needs 
and for proper functioning in the environment in which he/she lives. Such a 
person is able to use two different languages (or their varieties) and he/she uses 
them separately depending on the situational context, interlocutors or the topic 
of conversation. As a result, a bilingual individual is fully and equally competent 
in both languages only in rare situations.

In the case of Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles, bilingualism is under-
stood primarily as the use of two languages and their varieties in different areas 
of everyday life. The first/primary language of the émigrés is Spanish while the 
second/other is English. The vast majority of the participants in the study began 
learning the English language in school, in early childhood while in a mono-
lingual environment (Mexico), in so-called artificial conditions (in school or 
language courses). What is perceived as the key result of migration to Los Angeles 
is the change of living conditions and the way the English language was acquired. 
To be more specific, the artificial conditions associated so far with the process of 
mastering the foreign language have been replaced by natural conditions, which 
not only provided an opportunity to use L2 in everyday life circumstances, but 
often created the necessity of use of this second/other language by the speaker. 
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Put succinctly, learning a foreign language in artificial conditions turned into 
acquiring the second/other linguistic system in natural circumstances with the 
possibility, or even the necessity, to use it every day at work, in the office etc. 
while speaking to Americans.

The research would also suggest that despite very good knowledge of English, 
bilingualism is dominant among Mexican immigrants due to their better lin-
guistic and communicative skills in the Spanish language. Nonetheless, 96 % of 
the Mexicanorigin interviewees declared that both languages and their varieties 
have high value for them and, therefore, they constantly improve their profi-
ciency in both linguistic systems.

Additionally, in regard to everyday life, immigrants use different languages 
(their variations) depending on the situation. The observations of Mexicans in 
Los Angeles coupled with numerous interviews and conversations conducted 
during research have revealed that (1) the English language (its social or territo-
rial variety) is used mainly in work, in shops, in local offices, among Mexicans; 
(2) the Spanish language (in a version similar to the standard Spanish language 
used in Mexico) is adopted primarily during immigrants’ visits to their country 
of origin and in certain formal situations in Los Angeles where a monolingual 
model of communication is consciously chosen by the speaker; (3) Spanglish (a 
mixture of the two languages) is used by Mexicans in Los Angeles for everyday 
contacts when they choose the bilingual model of communication, resulting in 
numerous linguistic interferences such as borrowings and code-switching.

A further important insight emerging from the analysis is that only one out 
of four Mexicans living in the area of Los Angeles uses the Spanish-English 
mixture in conversation with compatriots. Being created in conditions of bilin-
gualism, Spanglish is formed by numerous linguistic hybrids composed of 
elements from either standard Spanish, its stylistic/environmental variants or 
the English language and its variations. Spanglish, as a result of the Spanish-
English linguistic-cultural contact, reflects the environmental crucible in which 
Mexican immigrants live.

Spanglish performs two functions of uppermost importance, that is the 
function of uniting, which consolidates Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles, and 
the function of separating, which enables a group of migrants to accept their own 
individuality. Hence, Spanglish is a crucial factor in identifying with a particular 
social group, in this case, the Mexican diaspora in Los Angeles. Being a social 
product, the Spanish-English linguistic mixture situates Mexican immigrants on 
the border between the two languages, against the background of cultural, ideo-
logical and economic differences. Yet, as was indicated previously, Spanglish is 
very often evaluated pejoratively, especially by linguistic purists.
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Nonetheless, Spanish-English speech is a natural and inevitable phenomenon 
stemming from bilingualism. Thus, it is assessed either positively or neutrally 
by Mexicans who work and use both languages in Los Angeles, and who, at the 
same time, emphasise the usefulness of Spanglish in the new conditions of life in 
the foreign country.

On the basis of the findings, it can also be concluded that Mexican immigrants, 
who in terms of the theory of transnationalism belong to different social networks, 
bridge the community in Mexico and the host community in their new country of 
residence. It is also noteworthy that Mexicans living in Los Angeles identify them-
selves with the American culture through certain elements. This identification, in 
turn, is a direct cause of changes in immigrants’ self-perception and redefinition of 
their own identity. This new individuality is a kind of cross-border identity hybrid 
created on the junction of two different cultures. In other words, Spanglish is a 
form of cultural identity within the Mexican-American diaspora in Los Angeles.

The study also confirmed that as a result of the economic crisis many young 
and well educated Mexicans left their home country. Evidently, the prime reason 
was to change their financial situation and living conditions by choosing res-
idence in urban areas of the US, which offer much greater prospects and job 
opportunities. Spanglish speakers can be found at many levels of the socioeco-
nomic scale and with various levels of education and income. Data gathered 
during the research describe a pattern of the immigrant diaspora which is domi-
nated by individuals with a high educational and English proficiency level. Thus, 
the view that Spanglish is characteristic of an uneducated group of immigrants 
residing in the United States should be perceived as erroneous and misleading, 
as Spanglish upgrades both Spanish and English by merging certain linguistic 
elements.

There are three core mechanisms that may be found in Spanglish speech: lin-
guistic interferences, borrowings and code-switching. Being a deviation from the 
standard form of language, linguistic interference is present in all subsystems of a 
given language. Furthermore, interference is the result of both unconscious and 
unintentional influence of one language upon another. Language borrowings, in 
turn, as linguistic elements adopted from one language to another, are subject to 
adaptive processes in all language subsystems. As a part of the lexical resources of 
Spanglish, borrowings are a linguistic phenomenon that are socially established, 
thus most of the borrowings were marked culturally. The third integral element 
of Mexican bilingual speech is code-switching, which refers to the changing of 
one language code to another during oral or written communication in a con-
scious way. The language code is changed by the use of three strategies: alterna-
tion, insertion and congruent lexicalisation.
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As demonstrated by the present research, code-switching has been analysed 
in depth for decades and proven to be a natural process within bilingual com-
munities. Interestingly, these users of language have a strong command of 
both grammars. Furthermore, they are able to combine the two linguistic sys-
tems without violating the rules of either of them. It is crucial to note that 
code-switching is only available to fluent bilinguals and it serves various socio-
pragmatic purposes while following specific limits within grammar.

Yet another common process in any linguistic system, perhaps more notice-
able in bilingual diasporas, is the borrowing of words, literal expressions and 
syntactic structures. This phenomenon is new neither to Spanish, nor to English, 
and it will hardly threaten the integrity of either of them. In contrast to the 
code-switching process, borrowing is available to monolingual speakers as well. 
A speaker needs to be a proficient and fluent bilingual to insert loan lexical items 
into his/her language. As proved by linguistic analysis of the respondents’ speech, 
this aspect is probably very prominent in Spanish speech.

Since it has become apparent that the hybrid language is one of the few 
essentials that indeed unite and mirror the Hispanic minority, despite all crit-
icism, the mediated world of the American nation seems to finally acknowl-
edge the existence of a new culture of Hispanics residing in the United States, 
a new way of life, and its typical manifestations. Indeed, the cinematographic 
industry, newspapers, broadcast outlets and other media have been perceived as 
channels through which Hispanics have won visibility and political power in the 
United States. This increase of Spanglish language media is for many indicatives 
of Hispanics’ achievement and enfranchisement and something to be proud of.

Nevertheless, the issues related to Mexican-American bilingualism in Los 
Angeles and Spanglish, profoundly discussed in the present study, do not cover 
fully the problematic aspects of bilingualism, thus making up merely a fragmen-
tary representation. Due to the multitude of strategies and ways of investigating 
bilingual processes, the methodology and subjective view adopted in the present 
dissertation should not be perceived as definitive. Yet, as Tabakowska (2001:55) 
observes, even the elements of language are nothing but the result of a subjec-
tive interpretation of the surrounding world made by an individual person while 
the meaning that is attributed to them is equal to the conceptualisation, mental 
experience and creation of subjective conceptual structure which corresponds 
to our own vision of the world, thus making the conducted observances valid.

Stavans (2000a:556) asserts that only dead languages are never changing. 
Indeed, alongside the vast analytical research and literature involving aspects 
of bilingual discourse, it is crucial to note that languages change and develop 
to meet the needs of their users. Given that, with the substantial increase in 
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Mexican immigrants and their descendants in the United States, and the Los 
Angeles area in particular, Spanglish is far from dead; on the contrary, it is con-
stantly changing and evolving.

Furthermore, given the data presented on the Spanglish-speaking community, 
it is apparent that Spanglish meets the needs of its speakers by allowing for the 
vivid demonstration of their dual-identity, the core of the immigrants’ self-being. 
Although many educators and analysts may describe it as a repugnant language 
which should not be legitimated, it is, in fact, an extremely unrestricted, demo-
cratic and varied form of displaying the human spirit. While linguists together 
with anthropologists may refer to it as enlightening, Spanglish will continue to 
exist in the United States as it continues to spread the concept of language con-
tact as never before.

Due to the fact that language and identity are intrinsically bonded, the lin-
guistic reality of Hispanics in the United States, a group whose population is 
expected to more than double in California by 2025, cannot be denied (Pew 
Hispanic Centre 2013). Whether Spanglish, including the variant spoken by 
Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles, will flourish and become a solidified lin-
guistic system is yet to be seen. However, for the time being, acknowledgement 
of this linguistic diversity is unavoidable in order to understand the binational 
identity under which Mexican Americans thrive.

In conclusion, having briefly investigated processes involved in bilingual con-
tact in the context of the Mexican-American community, it must be noted that 
this vast area of evolving exploration together with the size and scope of this dis-
sertation has not permitted anything close to a comprehensive study of the issues 
in question. Nonetheless, the research study addresses some of the topics that the 
issue raises and thus expose some of the myths that oversimplify a multifaceted 
phenomenon, converting it into a stigmatised and degraded practice.

While it is possible to maintain that all of the languages in the world include 
lexical items borrowed from other languages, and that the code alternation expe-
rienced in Los Angeles is a natural part of language contact and even progress, 
the particular contextual circumstances, historical accounts and social groups 
involved in bilingualism research suggest a shift which is beyond the purely 
linguistic. Indeed, the controversial notion of Spanglish appears to act as a fig-
urehead for a much larger cultural change in the American nation, which has 
historically been fundamental to the fusion and creation of new cultures. Thus, 
Spanglish, for the Hispanic community, becomes not only a symbol of liberation 
from the dichotomy of tradition and cultural assimilation; it may also be per-
ceived as a signpost pointing toward a new nationhood.
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Appendix 1 Questionnaire for monolingual and bilingual  
speakers135

…………………
 /DATE/
……………………
 /GENDER/
…………………..
 /AGE/
………………………………………………….
/LANGUAGES USED ON A DAILY BASIS/
………………………………………………….
 /COUNTRY/
I am monolingual/bilingual/multilingual (delete as appropriate)
Please select an appropriate number on the scale while answering the following 
questions:
Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3______________4______________5

 

 (1)  A two-year-old child who starts talking to one parent in English and to 
another in Spanish.

 
Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 

 (2)  A four-year-old child whose native language is Bengali and uses English 
among his/her peers.

Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_____________4_______________5

 

 135 Based on Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:198–200). 
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 (3) An Italian student from an immigrant family, living in the United States, 
who is increasingly using English both at home and outside the home, but 
his/her older relatives would only speak to him/her in Italian.

 
Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (4) A Canadian child from Montreal who has spoken English since he/she was 

born and attends school in which all subjects are taught in French.
 

Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (5) a young graduate who had studied French for eleven years.

 
Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (6) A sixty-year-old who has spent a large part of his life working with 

manuscripts and documents in Latin.
 

Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (7) A technical translator.

 
Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (8) A private interpreter for an important public figure.

 
Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (9) A Portuguese apothecary who reads specialist literature (connected with 

his/her subject) written in English.
 

Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5
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 (10) A Japanese airline pilot who uses English during his/her work.
 

Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (11) A Turkish immigrant, working in Germany, speaking Turkish at home 

and among his/her friends as well as colleagues, who can also communi-
cate in German with his/her superiors and the authorities both in writing 
and speech.

 
Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (12) The wife of a Turkish worker who understands and speak German but 

cannot write or read in this language.
 

Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (13) A Danish immigrant in New Zealand who has not had contact with the 

Danish language for forty years.
 

Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5

 
 (14) Belgian civil servant who lives in the bilingual Brussels where his/her 

friends and relatives speak mainly Flemish; he/she works in an entirely 
French-speaking environment where his/her colleagues in the office 
(regardless of whether they are Flemish or not) use the French language to 
communicate.

 
Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_______________2_______________3_______________4_____________5
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 (15) A staunch Catalan who works at home and uses only the Catalan language 
but who knows Spanish from the media and from the local usage; he/she 
has no problems in communicating in Spanish.

 
Definitely not bilingual Definitely bilingual
1_________________2_________________3_________________4________
________5

Appendix 2 Questionnaire for bilingual immigrants136

Dear Sir/Madam,
In order to collect information on Spanish-English bilingual immigrants in 
United States, this questionnaire has been developed to gather feedback regarding 
your experiences with the concept of Spanglish. The author values your honest, 
spontaneous and detailed responses.

 
This survey is intended only for Hispanics living in Los Angeles. The ques-
tionnaire should take approximately 15 minutes to complete. Your responses are 
strictly confidential.

Background information
(please mark appropriate responses)

Gender

 ▫ Male
 ▫ Female

Age

 ▫ < 18
 ▫ 18–24
 ▫ 25–34
 ▫ 35–44
 ▫ 45–54
 ▫ 55 <

 136 Based on Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:201–204). 
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Education

 ▫ Less than High School
 ▫ Masters
 ▫ High School
 ▫ College
 ▫ PhD/MD/JD
 ▫ Professional Training
 ▫ Graduate

 

 1. What is your country of origin?
…………………………………………………………………………..

 2. Do you know/use any dialects? If yes, which?
………………………………………………………………………….

 3. What was your reason of immigration to Los Angeles?
 ▫ Desire for economic prosperity
 ▫ Private
 ▫ Political issues
 ▫ Family re-unification
 ▫ Educational prospects
 ▫ Other
  4. Age of arrival to US
 ▫ < 18
 ▫ 18–24
 ▫ 25–34
 ▫ 35–44
 ▫ 45–54
 ▫ 55 <
  5. How long have you lived in Los Angeles?
 ▫ up to 6 months
 ▫ from 7 to 12 months
 ▫ from 13 to 24 months
 ▫ more than 24 months
  6.  How would you rate the culture and environment of life in Los  

Angeles?
 ▫ I remain indifferent to them
 ▫ They vary but the differences are not big
 ▫ I personally feel affected by them
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  7.  In your immediate environment, for example among friends, in the place of 
residence and at work:

 ▫ They are only or almost all Hispanics
 ▫ The majority of people are Hispanic
 ▫ The number of Hispanics and other ethnic minorities is comparable
 ▫ Hispanics are in the minority
 ▫ They are only or almost all Americans
  8. How would you grade your overall language ability in English?
 ▫ Very good
 ▫ Good
 ▫ Fair
 ▫ Poor
 ▫ Very poor
 9.  How did you acquire the English language?
 ▫ At school in the country of origin.
 ▫ During private courses in the country of origin
 ▫ After immigration to Los Angeles
 10. At what age did you first begin to learn English?
 ▫ < 5
 ▫ 6–10
 ▫ 11–20
 ▫ 21–30
 ▫ 31–40
 ▫ 40 <
11.   Which language do you use to communicate with other Hispanics (in the 

place of residence and at work)?
 ▫ Spanish
 ▫ English
 ▫ Spanglish
12.  What is your attitude to the Spanish language?
 ▫ Emotional – I am constantly improving my Spanish language skills
 ▫ Indifferent
 ▫ I do not care about my native language
 13. What is your attitude to the English language?
 ▫ Emotional – I am constantly improving my English language skills
 ▫ Indifferent
 ▫ I do not care about learning English
 14. Do you sometimes think in English?
 ▫ Yes
 ▫ No
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 15. When and in which situations do you think in English?
……………………………………………………………………………

 16. When and in which situations do you think in Spanish?
……………………………………………………………………………

 17. I speak better:
 ▫ Spanish
 ▫ English
 ▫ both languages equally
 ▫ I find it hard to assess
 18. I write better:
 ▫ in Spanish
 ▫ in English
 ▫ in both languages equally
 ▫ I find it hard to assess
 19. I prefer to read:
 ▫ in Spanish
 ▫ in English
 ▫ in both languages
 20. Skills in two languages:
 ▫ inhibit acquiring knowledge
 ▫ facilitate learning
 ▫ I find it hard to assess
 21. I am (tick only one most appropriate answer):
 ▫ Hispanic
 ▫ Spanish immigrant
 ▫ US citizen
 ▫ worker in US
 22.  Do you switch between languages within a conversation with certain  

people?
 ▫ Yes
 ▫ No
 23.  What does the term Spanglish mean to you (you can choose more than one 

answer):
 ▫ Spanish-English dialect
 ▫  Manifestation of being a Mexican immigrant in US
 ▫ Knowledge of both languages
 ▫ Language connecting the Mexican community of immigrants
 ▫ Blend of Spanish and English languages
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 137 Based on Błasiak-Tytuła (2011:204–205). 

 24. Sentence in Spanglish that first comes to your mind:

……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………… 

 25. What is your opinion on Spanglish?
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………… 

 26. Give examples of situations in which Spanglish can be used:
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………… 

 27.  What do you think about Hispanic immigration to the United States? Write 
associations that first come to your mind.
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………… 

 28.  Do you have any comments and/or suggestions for the author of this 
questionnaire?
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………

Appendix 3 A set of questions used in the examination of a  
case study137

 1. Name
 2. Age
 3. Education level
 4. Profession learnt
 5. Current profession
 6. What is the date of your immigration to Los Angeles?
 7. What is the reason of your immigration?
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  8.   Did you come across any problems after arriving to Los Angeles? If yes, 
what kind of difficulties did you experience?

  9.   How did you imagine the US before immigration? Were your ideas 
confirmed?

 10. How many languages do you use while speaking? List the languages.
 11. How many languages do you use while reading and writing? List the 

languages.
 12.   Which language do you select for communication:

a. at work?
b. at home/with family?
c. at school/university?
d. with friends?
e. in church?
f.  with neighbours?

 13.   Which language do you select for writing/listening/reading/watching:
a. radio?
b. television?
c. cinema?
d. press?
e. internet?
f. text message?
g. email?
Attention: If both languages, please note how often.

 14. What does it mean if a person is bilingual?
 15. Do you consider yourself as bilingual?
 16. What does bilingualism mean: the knowledge of two languages or the ability 

to use both languages on a daily basis?
 17. Do you know other bilingual people? How frequently do you have contact 

with them?
 18. Do other people consider you bilingual?
 19. Do you think that your level of both languages is proficient?
 20. Which do you consider to be your dominant language?
 21. At which age did you start learning English?
 22. Where did you start learning English? Was acquisition naturalistic (out-

side of school), instructed (at school), or both?
 23. How do you rate yourself in speaking, writing, reading and listening abil-

ities? Do you have any difficulties in the skills mentioned?
 24. Do you have any difficulties caused by the knowledge of two languages?
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 25. Do you mix up two languages while speaking?
 26. How often do you use the Spanish language?
 27. How often do you use the English language?
 28. Do you read American press, watch American TV programmes, listen do 

US radio stations in English?
 29. Do you have any difficulties in communication with Americans? How did 

your communication look at the beginning of immigration and how does 
it look now?

 30. Have you noticed any differences in your proficiency in Spanish?
 31. Do you feel that your Spanish language abilities have deteriorated? Are 

you sometimes lost for words?
 32. What value do English and Spanish have for you? Which do you consider 

more important?
 33. Have you ever come across the notion of Spanglish? What is it? What do 

you think about Spanglish?
 34. Do you often use English words while speaking Spanish? How often do 

you mix two languages? Why?
 35. Do you have any problems with translating English into the Spanish 

language and vice versa?
 36. Should every anglicism be translated into Spanish? Justify your opinion.
 37. Would you like your children to be bilingual? Justify your opinion.
 38. Should immigrants who have children put more emphasis on learning the 

native language or English?
 39. Does bilingualism make life easier or more difficult?
 40. Do you consider yourself to be bicultural?
 41. Do you understand American culture? How would you describe it in a few 

sentences?
 42. Is Mexican culture similar to American? Are there more similarities or 

differences?
 43. Are Mexican people similar to Americans (in terms of personality, behav-

iour, manner)?
 44. What is your attitude towards Americans?
 45. Do you feel inferior as an immigrant?
 46. What does it mean to be an immigrant? List advantages and disadvantages.
 47. Have you ever had a crisis of any sort while living in the USA?
 48. What is your attitude towards your job? Are you satisfied?
 49. Do you plan to come back to your country of origin? When and why?
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 50. How would you describe your situation as a bilingual person living in two 
different cultures? Select the appropriate place on the scale:
SPANISH LANGUAGE 
MEXICAN LANGUAGE

ENGLISH CULTURE 
AMERICAN CULTURE

1______________2_____________3_____________4_____________5
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